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Section One: Pre-production Analysis 
Performance Schedule and Location 
Hendrixson 1 
Moses Lake High School's Masque and Gavel Society is scheduled to perform Mary 
Chase's Harvey at the Moses Lake High School Theatre in Moses Lake, Washington on May 15, 
and 16, 2002 at 7:00 p.m. and May 17, 2002 at 2:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. 
Parameters of Producing Organization and Performance Space 
Moses Lake High School's Masque and Gavel Society (MAGS) 
Masque and Gavel Society, although having experienced its ups and downs, is a long-
established, highly attended high school theatre group. Under several directors, it has produced a 
large variety of comedies, dramas, and musicals. 
The group has most recently survived several bumpy changes in program directorship. 
Last season under the leadership of Mr. Don Hendrixson, MAGS produced a successful Dracula 
by Steven Dietz, Rogers and Hammerstein's Cinderella, and The Ledge, a one-act play paired 
with audience interactive improvisation as part of the senior show. 
Budget 
Other than its one paid director, this theatre group is largely self-sufficient. Currently, 
the MAGS Associated Student Body (ASB) account has $5, 936.21. It is estimated that by 
March of 2003 this budget may have as much as an additional $1,000. However, based upon 
conservative ticket sales estimates, the budget for Harvey has been set at $2,000. 
Staffing 
Other than its paid director, MAGS is a completely volunteer organization. Along with 
the club's President, Vice-president, Publicity manager, Art Manager, Secretary, and Treasurer, 
MAGS usually has a stage manager, an assistant stage manager, a sound and light technician, 
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students from art and shop classes, and a sturdy parent group. 
The club's constitution outlines responsibilities of officers, technical crew members, 
and actors. Harvey will require a producer/director, house and stage managers, builders, and 
crew members for costumes, lighting, sound, wigs and hair, makeup, properties, and publicity. 
Some jobs will be filled by actors. A photographer from the school's annual staff and 
technicians from the video production class will help in completing thesis documentation 
required by Central Washington University. 
Casting 
The MAGS membership is currently near forty people. By March of2003, that number 
will probably grow to sixty. Non-members, however, may participate in the production of 
Harvey. Membership, generally, is limited to high school students with an age range of fourteen 
to eighteen, which causes some obstacles for producing shows with characters over the age of 
forty. Unfortunately, Harvey has several characters who meet this criterion. MAGS, nonetheless, 
will work diligently with makeup, wigs, costuming, and, most importantly, character 
believability to meet this challenge. 
Facilities 
MAGS is blessed with an on-site proscenium theater space at Moses Lake High School. 
The theater seats 520 people, while the stage measures 34 feet deep by 42 feet wide at the 
proscenium arch with shallow wing space at twelve feet for each wing. MAGS' audiences 
usually range between 150, on a Thursday night, and 400 on a Friday or Saturday night 
performance. Musicals tend to draw larger crowds than do straight shows. 
Equipment 
Moses Lake High School's theater is equipped with computerized lighting and 
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sophisticated soundboard, a grand drape, three sets of legs, a middle traveler curtain, cyclorama, 
and an expensive partial fly-system. 
Scheduling 
MAGS has priority over non-school groups and has scheduled use of the facility a year 
ahead of time. However, because MAGS is considered to be a high user, it must maintain some 
flexibility to school groups throughout its rehearsal periods. Some rehearsals may be held in the 
gym or in the choir room to allow for this flexibility. Additionally, the sets must remain mobile 
in order to accommodate groups that need a cleared stage after we rehearse. Because of these 
expectations, time in the theater must be carefully planned and efficiently utilized. 
This production has 114 hours of rehearsal scheduled. Most of these rehearsals will take 
place in the Moses Lake High School theater. The facility is also reserved for two work calls and 
a technical rehearsal. 
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Evaluation of Harvey as a Production Vehicle 
It has been said that: 
art is valuable for its capacity to improve the quality of life-by bringing us 
pleasure, by sharpening our perceptions, by increasing our sensitivity to others and 
our surroundings, by suggesting that moral and societal concerns should take 
precedence over materialistic goals. Of all the arts, theatre has perhaps the greatest 
potential as a humanizing force, because much of it asks us to enter imaginatively 
the lives of others so we may understand their aspirations and motivations. (Brockett 
and Ball 20) 
Regardless of some criticism, Harvey is indeed artistic to a high degree and is successfully 
"humanizing" because it explores and exposes basic human desires and dreams. 
Pleasure 
Significantly, this show offers its audience a wide variety of sensual pleasures. Through 
plot and character, for instance, Harvey presents an interesting visual and aural tapestry. The 
invisible rabbit concept actually heightens and peaks the audiences' visual imagination. It causes 
people to look, imagine, and see something that isn't really there. Furthermore, pleasure is 
enhanced by the play's conflict patterns that naturally stem from its plot. The conflict between 
Elwood Dowd and his sister Veta is clear and pronounced from the story's beginning. Elwood's 
invisible pooka and Veta' s drive to get her daughter married off are the catalysts for the play' s 
overall conflict and plot line. Through this, however, Veta continuously struggles with internal 
conflict as she wrestles with guilt and the love she has for her brother. 
Harvey, moreover, is filled with interesting, pleasurable characters. The play's primary 
character, Elwood Dowd, is a fascinating man who looks at life in a very different way than do 
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most people who are considered sane. He declares that, "I wrestled with reality for forty years, 
and I'm happy to state that I finally won out over it" (Chase 49). Veta Louise Simmons, 
Elwood's harried, confused sister is also an interesting character to observe and absorb. Because 
of her constant inner conflict and her battle with external driving forces, Veta's rhythms are 
simultaneously frustrating and humorous. This seemingly dichotomous mixture contributes to 
both visual and aural comedy because it constantly keeps other characters and audience members 
off balance when her character is in the scene. Another character that brings delight to the reader 
is Myrtle Mae, Elwood's greedy niece. Admittedly, this character is a bit of a stock type, but her 
greed is expertly balanced with both lustiness and naivete. This use of opposites within a 
character acts as fodder for an explosively funny character. 
Perceptions 
Along with other parts of drama, both music and spectacle in this play help to sharpen 
one's perceptions of humanity and human interaction. "Music, as we ordinarily understand the 
term, does not occur in every play. But if the term is extended to include all patterned sound, it is 
an important ingredient in every production, except those wholly silent" (Brockett and Ball 47). 
This play's perceptive mood is established right from the beginning with a bad female voice 
singing, "I'm Called Little Buttercup." The rendition of this song is disharmonious with a spring 
day but is harmonious with the "faded grandeur" visually apparent in the spectacle of the Dowd 
estate. If Brockett and Ball are correct in asserting that music can be "extended to include all 
patterned sound," then vocalizing the words themselves creates a sort of patterned sound. Even 
Elwood agrees when he says, "The evening wore on! That's a nice expression. With your 
permission I'll say it again. The evening wore on" (Chase 53). Admittedly, the actor completes 
the musical elements of communication with pitch, volume, and other vocal qualities, but the 
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words and word combinations have been first intellectually conceptualized and then manifested 
in written form before they are articulated and delivered to an audience. 
Since "spectacle encompasses all the visual elements of a production" (Brockett and Ball 
49), then a consideration of season and setting is helpful to realizing how much of this built-in 
spectacle contributes to the awakening of perceptions. Spring offers many possibilities for 
visual representation that heighten our understanding of human nature. This happens as a result 
of good directing that utilizes both design and acting to reveal ideas embedded in written 
dialogue. Lighting, for instance, in the Dowd home can reflect a faded spring, representational of 
Veta's lost years. It is these lost years she is currently living through her daughter that cause a 
clash between Veta's perception of Myrlte's innocence and the reality of her lustful, greedy 
nature. Clash, then, can be enhanced with lighting. Also providing many opportunities to connect 
the visual elements with human understanding is the setting of a mental sanitarium. "Her idea of 
playing many of her scenes in a sanitarium for whacky alcoholics was obviously not a merry 
one, but it has resulted in tremendously funny passages. The writing is good and genuinely 
comic" (Barnes 1 ). It is this symbiotic relationship between spectacle and human awareness that 
helps to make this play truly artful. 
Sensitivity 
Through the author's choice of language, identified by Aristotle as diction (Brockett and 
Ball 42 and 47), theatre artists and audience members become more sensitive to others and their 
surroundings. We, for instance, get a chance to snicker at pretentiousness as Myrtle Mae insists 
that her mother exaggerate to the high-society press about the number of people at their tea party 
and when Veta uses the ridiculous phrase, "the parlors and halls are festooned with smilax" 
(Chase 2). This is not only a great opportunity to see others as they are but to examine oneself 
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as well because, after all, self-introspection leads to the greatest sensitivity of all. When we see 
others who lack self-awareness, we are brought closer to a revelation of our own weaknesses. 
Since most people avoid doing this on a serious level, comedy helps lighten the weightiness of 
this kind of thought. Hence, when Doctor Sanderson in Chase's play says, "I'd like to know 
where you get that inflated ego" (Chase 48), the reader knows that he is unknowingly revealing 
himself and his own flaw. The words "inflated ego" are critical here because they create a strong 
visual image which intensifies our sensitivity. An intense sensitivity is also discovered as 
Elwood states that he and Harvey warm themselves "in all the golden moments" (54). These 
words are so connected to the senses that we truly gain a heightened awareness of how happy 
this character is and how unhappy we can be when we lose sight of life's golden moments 
because of our busy routines. 
Morality and Society 
Harvey is most significantly artistic, though, because it loudly declares that there are 
more important things in life than the acquisition of material possessions and that people need to 
be continuously aware, and responsive to, social and moral injustices. Since "the idea of the play 
is told in its story" (Shapiro 35), it is through this story that a reader discovers Mary Chase's 
themes, or thought, as identified by Aristotle (Brockett and Ball 46). So what is the story here? It 
is, most importantly, the story of a man who believes that it is better to be a satisfied pig than a 
dissatisfied Socrates. He has, essentially, come to the realization that he would prefer to be 
pleasant rather than smart. This is also a story, however, of a society that forces people to try to 
be smart, successful, and powerful even if they are completely miserable, that isolates, monitors, 
and controls people who do not conform to this expectation, and that mistreats people who color 
outside of the lines by behaving unusually or are simply different, a phenomenon reminiscent of 
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the Salem witch trials, lynch mobs, and gay bashing. Hence, if the reader looks deeply into the 
script's meaning and deeply within himself, he will discover personal and universal application. 
He will then, hopefully, think and act upon those discoveries. 
Desires and Dreams 
If there is introspective discovery for people who watch this play, then it should reach to 
the very core of all that they truly hope for, wish for. By observing characters who desire and 
dream, this essential revelation is possible, and through the play's comedic events and language 
one can digest it without choking on its more serious implications. Doctor Chumley, for instance, 
is a fascinating character that wears a figurative mask to hide his true feelings. His mask is 
demanding, self-absorbed, and powerful. Yet, he reveals his true self to Elwood by exposing his 
basic dream to have an anonymous woman "reach out a soft white hand and stroke [his] head 
and say 'poor, poor thing!'" (Chase 63). Another character, Elwood's sister Veta, is a bit more 
complicated. She is pulled between the desire to please her family and the dream of being 
socially important. Veta wants her daughter to marry well, so Myrtle Mae's interest in Wilson, 
the sanitarium attendant, chips away at this dream. However, she does want Myrtle Mae to be 
happy, as she wants Elwood to be happy. His happiness, likewise, is in direct clash with Veta's 
dream of high-society forums, teas, and ceremonies. Similarly, Doctor Sanderson and Kelly 
desire and dream about companionship with each other, but this violates the rules of the 
sanitarium, an ironic condition for a place that houses people who have broken society's rules. 
Who are the crazy ones, anyway? 
Evaluation of Harvey as a Production Vehicle 
for Masque and Gavel Society 
The relationship between the director and the potential cast and crew is a relatively short 
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one, as is the relationship between the director and potential audience. Harvey is not considered 
to be a highly difficult play to produce but does offer sufficient obstacles to challenge the 
director who is working with a fairly new, unsettled group of students. Also, this play will create 
opportunities for the director to work with actors on techniques of comedy and fundamentals of 
acting, such as character research and development, objectives, super-objectives, obstacles, 
tactics, physicality, vocalization, and basic movement. Ultimately, this should provide a good 
foundation for future productions at Moses Lake High School. 
With 1,775 performances in its original Broadway run and its success as a 1950 
Universal-International Pictures movie starring Jimmy Stewart, Harvey is certain to have some 
name recognition for its potential audience in Moses Lake and the surrounding area. 
Budget Constraints 
Masque and Gavel Society has nearly $6,000 in its ASB account and has been roughly 
self-sufficient for three decades. Since it has a pretty good supply of stock scenery and a 
moderate support system for donations, furniture, properties, and costumes, purchases of this sort 
should be modest. Furthermore, because of the high school's recent censorship of the musical 
Grease, there will be only one major show produced this school year. We are, hence, expecting 
sizeable audiences, but we need to be fiscally cautious because nothing is certain. 
Staffing 
Most of the major staffing positions, including the stage manager, lighting specialist, 
sound technician, and set builders for this production are already filled. A volunteer parent will 
probably serve as costume supervisor, while a responsible student will manage all properties. 
Casting 
This will be an area of greatest challenge for the director. Since several of the characters 
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in this play are over forty and the potential acting pool has an age range of fourteen to eighteen, 
careful selection during and after auditions will be imperative. Also, finding a young man skilled 
and mature enough to play Elwood Dowd will be an additional obstacle. Even though no 
pre-casting has occurred, certain young men who might meet this requirement will be 
encouraged to audition. 
Facilities 
Even though the stage is fairly small, the facilities at Moses Lake High School are 
appropriate for this play. Although, since the play has two locations, the director must be creative 
in his ground plan, set changes, and use of the stage. 
Equipment 
The equipment at Moses Lake High School theatre, including light and soundboard, is 
sufficient for the needs of the production. However, we will probably need to rent a stage phone 
or two from Pacific Northwest Theatre Association if one is not available at Big Bend 
Community College or at The Chapel Theatre, our local community theatre group. 
Scheduling 
As has been mentioned, the facility has been reserved for Masque and Gavel Society 
rehearsals and performances. Nevertheless, we have been instructed to be somewhat flexible 
when other groups on campus request its use. We have been promised that the last two weeks of 
rehearsal will be treated as sacred by administrators and school groups. 
Appropriateness of Harvey for Venue and Audience 
Moses Lake High School's facility is sufficient to produce Harvey. The theatre is large 
enough to meet seating needs but small enough to ensure that most seats are close enough for 
intimacy with the show. With a few minor cuts and modifications, this script is suitable for 
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almost any audience. Because Elwood drinks, some people from Moses Lake might think that we 
are promoting drinking. Our plan is to play that element down as much as possible. Elwood is an 
unusual person who happens to drink a great deal, not a drunkard suffering from alcohol induced 
hallucinations. A reputation for good productions from last year and name recognition for 
Harvey will help bring in people from Moses Lake and the surrounding areas. 
Director's Concept Statement 
Mary Chase's Pulitzer Prize winning play Harvey is considered by some to be a farce. 
The twist that Veta, Dowd's sister, ends up in the asylum, not the pooka-seeing Dowd himself, 
is a major farcical element. However, the weighty themes and humorous dialogue in this comedy 
help to offset its whimsical premise. "What makes Mary Chase so remarkable a playwright is 
that she uses the medium of comedy to present an issue that has most often elsewhere been 
treated tragically or with high seriousness" (Chinoy and Jenkins 167). Through the use of irony, 
then, Chase expertly balances farcical comedy with serious social criticism. 
An analysis of the play and the author's background reveals that this play probably takes 
place in Denver, Colorado on a spring day of 1943, most likely in late March. The first day of 
spring, March 20, offers some nice symbolism for transition from old to new. The director, in 
addition, will work with the technicians to come as close as possible to reflecting this wartime 
era. 
One of the major themes in this play is "the necessity of dreams and the vitality of the 
life of the imagination" (Chinoy and Jenkins 168). Throughout this story, the audience's 
imagination is constantly being challenged, encouraging viewers to question their own senses 
and perceptions. Furthermore, Elwood Dowd encourages audience members to look at life just a 
bit differently and to be more open to others who do likewise. Mary Chase helps us to see the 
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flaw in our social fabric, a flaw that can potentially crush creativity and the human spirit if it is 
not kept in check. When groups of people demand absolute conformity by rewarding it and by 
punishing any deviation, they may temporarily ensure some kind of security, but, in the long run, 
this may ultimately be the seed of their own destruction. 
Another strong theme in this script is the examination of mental care in this country. 
Notably, there have been significant advances in this area over the last century, but, 
unfortunately, we still have a long way to go. It wasn't too long ago when torture racks and 
electric shock treatments were a regular part of a mental patient's daily prescription. Formula 
977, Chase's fictional solution drug, may not be too far removed from the inundation of 
anti-problem drugs that have hit the American market over the last several years. Some people 
probably do, in fact, benefit from these drugs. Nonetheless, much of the consumption of such 
drugs is market driven by gigantic drug companies. The cab driver that enters the story late in the 
third act, interestingly, magnifies the absurdity of introducing any formula or drug as a cure-all. 
He also, in a not so eloquent fashion, provides the audience with a different perspective of 
normalcy. Specifically, he asserts that normal human beings are "bastards." 
Harvey's atmosphere can be described with a variety of adjectives and metaphors. It can 
be understood as a cool, sunny day just after the last winter's thaw, reflective of a change from 
the old to new with remnants of the past still lingering in the air. The environment of the play 
can, furthermore, be defined as caviar served in gelatin dessert, portraying something serious in a 
funny, silly container. The color palettes for the set could include earth tones, emanating images 
from the Great Depression, and bright yellows, reds, oranges, and blues, projecting images of 
spring, a new beginning, and, hopefully, a near end to war in Europe and The Pacific. Elwood's 
costume colors, gray and brown, should be simple and representative of a simpler, more gentile 
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time. A blend of subdued colors, such as dull blue or gray, with brighter colors, like yellow and 
red, could symbolize Veta's confused emotions throughout the play. On the other hand, Myrtle's 
costume colors can change throughout the play. She can start with Rancho Rose, likely 
suggesting a sort of pretentiousness over just plain pink, in the first act, change to green, 
indicating, for most people, greed in the second act, and finish with a bright red, revealing a 
vibrant lustiness in the third act. 
Other design elements that will need to be examined, evaluated, and executed are the 
double unit set, hair and makeup, lighting, sound, and properties. The Dowd family mansion is 
large but comfortable. It is neat but a bit dusty. Reflecting a turn-of-the-century lifestyle, this 
home is filled with books, pictures, and furniture that cause the viewer to see the period as 
innocent, dignified, polite, and nearly forgotten. Their home is an extension of both Elwood and 
his mother, "the late Marcella Pinney Dowd" (Chase 2) and symbolizes human dreams and 
desires. In contrast, the mental sanitarium, Chumley's Rest, is cold and sterile. Institutional green 
walls, possibly offset with white desks, chairs, and tables could communicate such a sterile 
environment. Furniture should be cold and uncomfortable. Sharp angles in furniture and set 
design can add to the oppressive nature or the asylum, making the word "rest" in its title a 
misnomer. The set should suggest anything but rest. Exaggerated colors, angles, and sizes will 
allow the viewers to think about the asylum's oppressive nature while they laugh about it. 
Hair and makeup will certainly be a challenge with this show. Actors will need to be 
trained in the use of old age makeup. The director, with the assistance of a makeup specialist in 
the community, will work with actors on technique and application several weeks before the 
show opens. Period hairstyles will also have to be studied and practiced. The director's spouse is 
a licensed cosmetologist and will be researching and assisting with both hair and makeup. 
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Fortunately, due to unity of time, hair and makeup will remain fairly consistent through the 
show. 
To minimize set changes and curtain closes, lighting will be used to switch between 
asylum and mansion, from the right half of the stage to the left. General pools of light, back 
lighting, and some specials at windows and doors to indicate the changes in time of day will 
meet our major lighting concerns. 
Along with "I'm Called Little Buttercup," pre-show, transition, intermission, and 
post-show music will be a combination of upbeat era music juxtaposed with Ozzy Ozbourne's 
"Crazy Train" and selections from Pink Floyd's album Wish You Were Here. Phone rings, a 
gong sound for the asylum, plus some other unusual sound effects for humor will probably be the 
only sound effects needed. 
A moderate list of properties is provided in the script. A concerted attempt will be made 
to make the props as close to era appropriate as possible. Properties that will provide some 
challenge in this way are the melodeon, a Victorian stool, Windsor chairs and general 
furnishings. The painting of Elwood Dowd with Harvey and the painting of Marcella Pinney 
Dowd will also have to be planned and executed well. 
One of the biggest acting challenges will be for the young man cast as Elwood Dowd. 
This person will need to work hard to convince his audience that he actually sees Harvey and 
that he is, in his mind, physically present. The actor will need to practice mime and physical 
movement. 
Since several of the roles are characters who are over forty, much time will need to be 
spent working with actors on age appropriate movement, gesture, and voice, making significant 
effort to help them avoid over-exaggerated choices. An emphasis will have to be place on 
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subtlety rather than stereotype. The humor in this show should not be as a result of an actor's 
inability to create a believable older character. 
Part Two 
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Coloradans, generally, and Denverites, specifically, of the 1940s were gravely influenced by the 
pioneer spirit of their homesteader parents and grandparents. "The homesteaders were mostly 
young people, very often single, and they knew how to have a good time" (Probst 6). Elwood 
Dowd's mother, Pinney, who "arrived in Denver as a child by ox-team" (Chase 2), is an 
example of such sturdy stock. 
Date of Play Including Seasonal Information and Time of Day 
Harvey is set in "the present," that is March 20th, 1943. The script states that it is a 
spring day (Chase 1), but it also says, through Veta, that it must be before April 24th because 
Elwood "turned forty-seven the 24th oflast April" (11). It is unlikely, especially considering her 
character, that Veta would not have said that Elwood turns forty-eight this month if the play took 
place on a day in April. This leaves us with the several days of spring at the end of March. 
Helpfully, the first day of spring, March 20th, offers some interesting symbolism. In late March, 
Denver is generally still cold, with temperatures in the thirties at night and forties during the day. 
Some patches of winter snow may remain under the shade of trees and buildings, while small, 
rugged perennial flowers have begun to bloom in people's yards and bushes. 
The time of day in which the play begins is stated as "Mid-afternoon" in the script 
(Chase 1). Using time breaks, the approximate time elapsed for each scene, and the information 
that Elwood, who seems to be regularly on time, is to return to Chumley's Rest at ten o'clock 
(24), mid-afternoon means roughly two o'clock. This also means that the final scene of the play 
ends at around eleven o'clock p.m. Since this is but nine hours from start to finish, it notably 
meets the Aristotelian unity of time criterion, falling within a twelve hour day. 
Economic Environment 
Without question, because Harvey is set in 1943, the impact of The Great Depression and 
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World War II upon the lives of the characters in this play and upon its themes is dramatic indeed. 
Even though this play was probably intended as an escape from the troubled times, it must be 
noted that audience members will bring with them to the theater their experiences and 
their understanding of the world around them. Therefore, their understanding of the 
circumstances surrounding the play and its characters is at least as significant as the author's 
intentions. Conditions on the national, state, and local levels, as a result, all play a part in the 
theatre experience that is Harvey. 
On the national scene, America was just beginning to feel the effects of federal relief 
programs and a wartime production economy. It had just experienced its greatest ever economic 
catastrophe, The Great Depression. Significantly, the plains states and mountain states with 
massive farmland east of the Rocky Mountains were the hardest hit. Colorado was one of these 
states. The dust storms of the 1930s only served to exacerbate the problem. The characters in 
Harvey most likely to be affected by economic depression and World War II are Miss Johnson, 
the maid, Ruth Kelly, the nurse, Duane Wilson, the attendant, and E.J. Lofgren, the taxi cab 
driver. All of these characters have employment that is closely tied to the strength of the local 
economy. Lyman Sanderson was able to complete medical school during The Depression, and 
the mental health industry grew steadily, leaving Dr. William R. Chumley and his wife Betty in 
a safe condition. Although Nurse Kelly is a registered nurse, she is still an underpaid, disposable 
woman in a male-dominated culture. Judge Gaffney is a public official whose job was highly 
secure throughout the depression years. Finally, Myrtle and Veta Simmons, Elwood Dowd, 
and Mrs. Ethel Chauvenet are all very well taken care of by inherited wealth. 
By 1943, however, the war was at the center of America's attention. Because so many 
men were off to war, women were needed to replace the men, "and so the first great exodus of 
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women from the home to the workplace began" (Goodwin 1). Rosie the Riveter became a 
popular icon for single and married women alike. It was even considered patriotic and a part 
of one's duty to her country to get out and work. This exodus offers a sharp contrast to Veta's 
old-fashioned notions of keeping Myrtle at home until she catches someone to marry. It is also 
indicative of class and financial means. The Pinney Dowd estate takes care of everything. 
In Colorado, much effort and money was put into economic recovery. The Thompson 
Dam project, which cost five billion dollars for example, also provided needed jobs and 
hydroelectricity to the region. The depression, however, magnified problems between white 
Coloradans and the immigrant Hispanos. Many of these Hispanos were deported as Ku Klux 
Klan (K.K.K.) groups, relatively dormant since the 1920s, had a flurry of resurgence. Sara 
Deutsch writes in her 1987 book No Separate Refuge that Ku Klux Klan members passed out 
and posted "handbills that warned 'ALL MEXICANS AND ALL OTHER ALIENS TO LEA VE 
THE STATE OF COLORADO AT ONCE BY ORDERS OF COLORADO STATE 
VIGILANTES"' (174). Even Mayor Ben Stapleton appointed K.K.K. members to important city 
posts. Along with Mexican immigrant workers, blacks in Denver also lived in substandard 
housing and continued to fill the most menial and low paying service jobs such as maid, cook, 
mechanic, and barber. However, since they shared a common language with whites, their plight 
was not as severe as that of the Hispano population. In his book The Queen City, A History of 
Denver, LyleW. Dorsett confirms this when he states that "blacks were also well below the 
majority population in per capita income, and much of their housing failed to measure up to 
decent standards. Nevertheless, they were measurably better off than Hispanos" (242). 
Moreover, many African American men were drafted or signed up to join America's armed 
forces in its fight against fascism. Thus, many black families began to receive a regular 
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paycheck, which greatly enhanced the buying power of these families. As a result, nonetheless, 
of racial tension and economic recovery, many white Denverites raced to create suburban retreats 
from the inner-city ethnic changes. Denver was just one of many cities that faced this "white 
flight" and the problems it would leave for inner-city residents. It would soon create separate 
neighborhoods, schools, parks, and lifestyles. 
Social Environment 
Even though recovery efforts were slowly paying off, many sacrifices were being made 
in the early 1940s. "Automobile production," for instance, "ceased in 1942, and rationing of 
food supplies began in 1943" (Goodwin 2). This rationing was supported and lifted to patriotism 
through the aggrandizement and promotion of"Victory Gardens." With its location near Lowry 
Air Force Base, Denver had first hand experience with supporting Government Issues (G.I.s). 
Significantly, Denver was nationally recognized for its support of local airmen and other 
military personnel. Most of the nation, conversely, struggled with bar fights, carousing, 
prostitution, and public drunkenness by military personnel. To combat this, Ben Stapleton 
appointed Robert Harvey to manage relationships between Lowry airmen and the Denver 
community. "Harvey discovered that drinking-related problems usually occurred after midnight, 
so he asked all tavern keepers to close at that hour" (Dorsett 240). He was highly successful and 
gained a positive reputation for providing the impetus for mutual respect between servicemen 
and civilians. 
In America, as well as in Denver, culture had been greatly altered by World War II. For 
example, many German Jews emigrated to America due to Adolph Hitler's genocidal policies. 
This mass immigration of both creative and scientific brainpower has greatly affected American 
culture up to the present century. These immigrants brought sophisticated mathematics, a strong 
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understanding of banking and financial matters, and Abstract Expressionism. Commercial 
television would not make its debut until 1947 (Goodwin 3), so radio was still the lifeline for 
Americans in 1943. Along with providing war news and radio stories, it provided the Big Band 
music of Glenn Miller, Duke Ellington, and Benny Goodman, creating rhythms for the new 
dance craze known as The Jitterbug, "the first dance in two centuries that allowed for individual 
expression" (8). The war was also influential in theatre and film cultures. Abstraction was 
prevalent in Thorton Wilder's The Skin of Our Teeth. Musical Theatre also had a rebirth, and, as 
a result of Realism, Agnes de Mille's technique of dancing in character in Oklahoma (1943) and 
Carousel (1944) was well received. In film, movies like Casablanca (1943) and the 
government's Donald Gets Drafted (1942) were often seen together until the war ended in 1945. 
Although much of Colorado had been sharply affected by the depression, by 1943 Denver 
was still in the mood for economic recovery, technology, and consumer products and services. 
Most of Colorado's farmers and miners had moved away or stayed and found a way to survive 
with government subsidies and disaster relief. The remaining population, especially that of urban 
Denver, was ready for a "new deal." Coloradans were heavily influenced by Midwestern values 
and had long compared themselves to the metropolises of St. Louis and Chicago. They wanted 
all the pleasures of materialism and convenience without all of the environmental, social, and 
political headaches. However, Colorado's diverse culture as well as its varied landscape would 
bring both the pleasures of modernity and the struggles of change: 
Coloradans produced a mosaic of localities that varied in their texture and 
character. Many threads contributed to these new geographies: a dense multi-
layered, and spatially variable physical framework established their broad 
contours; a set of political and economic imperatives structured their form and 
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function; a layering of diverse cultural elements gave personality and feel to the 
fabric; and, perhaps most important, the experiences of individuals shaped the 
everyday reality of Colorado landscapes, imputing each place with their 
evanescent but palpable presence. (Wyckoff 293) 
Political Environment 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was serving his fourth and last term in 1943. His New Deal 
Policies and the distraction of the war in Europe and The Pacific made him one of the most 
popular U.S. Presidents ever. In Colorado, voters elected two Republican Governors, Ralph L. 
Carr and John C. Vivian, to lead their state from 1939-1947. Ben Stapleton continued as 
Denver's Mayor even through the post-war recovery period. Inevitably, change would become 
Denver's biggest obstacle: 
What no one apparently foresaw during the 1930s and early 1940s was the 
overwhelming impact of the 'second capital' program. The promotional 
campaign, ironically, was too successful to suit Denver's power structure. A tidal 
wave of change was unleashed-one that inundated Denver's 'controlled growth' 
power elite, left a new group ofleaders in its wake, materially altered the city, and 
left it burdened with new problems. (Dorsett 223) 
In the final analysis, national and local politics in 1943 were driven by the economic, social, and 
cultural demands of World War II. It is exactly these demands from which audiences of Mary 
Chase's Harvey were trying desperately to escape, even for just a few hours. 
Religious Environment 
Even though Denver had a Midwestern flair, between the wars it had become very 
culturally diverse. William Wyckoff writes in Creating Colorado that in the early years, 
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Colorado's earliest settlers, Native Americans, had been almost completely eliminated or placed 
upon reservations. The earliest Hispanic and French settlers had moved out, built their own 
separate communities, or had assimilated into the dominant white culture. Along with 
Midwestern values, white settlers brought Methodism, Lutheranism, and Presbyterianism. 
Resident Hispanos, immigrant Mexicans, and Italians were largely committed, dutiful Roman 
Catholics. Later migrations brought Eastern European Orthodoxy and Mormonism; both groups 
were often mistreated and misplaced. Needless to say, by World War II, Denver was culturally 
and religiously diverse compared to its far west brother and sister cities. Likely, only San 
Francisco surpassed Denver in this area. Along with severe protestant values, white settlers had 
brought a rugged individualism, puritanical moralism, and a relentless longing for, and 
romanticism of, the past. 
Significance of the Facts in the Total Meaning of the Play 
This play is largely about holding on to the past or at least a romantic illusion of what the 
past is. It is about escape and ignoring reality. Amazingly, no one even mentions the war. 
Because the war was as common a topic in 1943 as was the weather, this is particularly 
significant. Pinney Dowd, the rugged, earthy pioneer woman, ironically, left an estate that would 
allow the entire Dowd family to distance itself from the problems of the world and in its 
community. It seems likely that Veta, Myrtle, and Elwood are not even aware that there had 
been a decade-long depression. Elwood is "reminiscent of the Joe College Era" (Chase 4), Veta 
is still holding forums and trying to marry her daughter off to a respectable gentleman, and 
Myrtle is a spoiled little doll that acts to greedily maintain a high-society lifestyle. 
The facts, or given circumstances, of this play are important, in large part, because they 
represent everything these characters are trying to escape, avoid, or ignore. Even though many of 
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these problems are the types of struggles that Pinney Dowd and other homesteaders like her 
survived, characters in this play ignore the problems of minorities, farmers, miners, and the 
mentally ill. Yet, it is these struggles that offset the romanticism of the bygone days of trail 
blazing and dirt farming. Veta, Mrs. Chauvenet, Betty Chumley, and other wealthy whites in 
Denver choose to close their eyes to this reality, just as they choose to close their eyes to 
Harvey the pooka. Elwood, on the other hand, is the only character that freely and openly admits 
to his disdain for reality and responsibility. 
The mountains and plateaus of Colorado represent the isolationists of America who 
fought tooth and nail to keep the United States out of the war and to ignore Hitler's genocidal 
extermination. Mountains and plateaus act as blinders, blinding us to the growing problem of 
mental illness and the institutions built to provide a cure. Spring represents the naivete and 
childlikeness of youth. It is the coming out from the winter of The Great Depression and the hard 
times ofreality into the playfulness of spring, prosperity, and the hopeful return to the so-called 
good old days. Veta's puritanical Protestant moral ethics are fostered by the isolation of the 
Rocky Mountains. She is a prohibitionist, against any consumption of alcohol, and she views sex 
as a dirty act, given by God strictly as a means of procreation and possibly as a way to punish all 
of womankind for Eve's sin of tempting Adam with that awful piece of fruit. 
Previous Action by Character 
Elwood 
•has played pinochle at the Fourth Avenue Firehouse (Chase 3). 
• his mother willed the house to him ( 4 ). 
•joined several clubs (5). 
•has spent a great deal of his time at the Fourth Avenue Firehouse and at Charlie's Place 
(5, 52). 
•has attended horse shows (6). 
• mail was delivered to him (7). 
•has spoken of Mrs. Chauvenet (7). 
• called Mrs. Chauvenet Aunt Ethel (7). 
•born April 24, 1896 (11 ). 
•has been single all of his life (11). 
•has visited taverns (14). 
• invited strangers to the house (14 ). 
• insisted that his closest friend is a big, white rabbit (15). 
•had business cards printed (18). 
• had an old phone number (18). 
•had trust in Judge Gaffney (23). 
• cut holes in Harvey's hat (20). 
•lived next door to Mrs. McElinney (29). 
• was well liked (3 5). 
•had "brains, personality, and friends" (35). 
•women sent him blue-scented envelopes (35). 
•was always calm (35). 
•always wanted to share everything with Veta (39). 
• brought home, six months ago, a large portrait of Harvey and himself (3 9). 
• knew the foreman at the grain elevator ( 40). 
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• met generous girls in his youth ( 49). 
• wrestled with reality for forty years ( 49). 
•developed a friendship with Mr. McNulty, the bartender at Charlie's Place (53). 
•drank and played the jukebox at Charlie's Place (54). 
•talked to strangers at Charlie's Place (54). 
•introduced Harvey to strangers (54). 
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•one night several years ago, walked along Fairfax Street between 18th and 19th (55). 
•helped Ed Hickey into a taxi (55). 
•father's name was John Frederick (55). 
•had a playmate named Verne McElhinney as a child (55). 
•promised Harvey he would take him to the floor show (56). 
•said that, "Mrs. McElhinney's Aunt Rose would drop in on her unexpectedly tonight 
from Cleveland" (59). 
•has predicted many other things (59). 
• signed Power of Attorney over to Veta (64). 
•gave Veta the key to his safety deposit box (64). 
•his mother said to him, "you must be oh, so smart or oh, so pleasant (64). 
•read and memorized part of "Ovid's Fifth Elegy" (64). 
•women have kissed him (65). 
•gave Myrtle money for her new hair-do for the party (67). 
•has always been generous (69). 
•for years, he knew what his family thinks of Harvey (71). 
Veta 
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• invited ladies to the forum (1 ). 
•hired or invited a vocalist and accompanist (2). 
• her mother, Pinney Dowd, traveled to Denver by oxen as a child and founded the 
Wednesday Forum (2). 
•has known vocalist, Miss Tewksbury, for years (2). 
• decorated the house for the forum (2). 
•has been trying to find Myrtle a match (3). 
• told Myrtle to promise she would not say "Harvey" (3). 
• wondered whether her mother knew about Harvey ( 4 ). 
•knows her mother died in Elwood's arms (4). 
• misplaced the forum guest list (5). 
• her husband died ( 6). 
•invited Mrs. Frank Cummings to the forum (6). 
•has seen Mr. Cummings (7). 
•took mail up to Elwood's room (7). 
• has met Mrs. Halsey (9). 
• has been disgraced by Elwood before (9). 
• when she calls, Elwood has always come (9). 
•born and raised in Denver, 343 Temple Drive (11). 
•gave birth to Myrtle (11). 
• was born in July or August (11 ). 
• told Myrtle to hold her "head up and go on just the same" (11 ). 
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• knew, or at least knew of, Dr. Chumley (12). 
•lived in Des Moines, Iowa up until her mother's death (13). 
•asked Myrtle Mae, "if your uncle was so lonesome why couldn't he bring home something 
•human?" (15). 
• saw Harvey more than once (15). 
• has been under a nervous strain (15). 
•has been depressed (15). 
• has been losing sleep (15). 
•has lost temper (15). 
• has worried (15). 
•brought up Elwood's drinking (21). 
• has done the signing and managing for the family (23 ). 
•expressed her disdain for Harvey (28). 
• said that if a man jumped her, she would fight (3 7). 
•paid some man to paint a portrait of her mother (43). 
•took an art course last winter (44). 
•November 2"d, saw and heard Harvey (58). 
•November 2"d, told Harvey, "to hell with you" (58). 
•there have been no psychopathic members in her family (60). 
•had some bad experiences with her father and husband (70). 
Myrtle 
• likes to exaggerate (2). 
• got dressed in a Rancho Rose dress (2). 
• has been looking for a man (3). 
•her father died (6). 
•lived in Des Moines, Iowa (13). 
• everyone in her father's family died (58). 
Sanderson 
•was one of twelve interviewed for the position at Chumley's Rest (13). 
•was hired to work at Chumley's Rest (13). 
•mentioned Nurse Kelly's name in his sleep (17). 
•observed Nurse Kelly's flirtatious mannerisms (18). 
• studied and trained in psychiatry for years (24). 
•respected Chumley's reputation (47). 
• was dancing in the Rose Room at the Frontier Hotel Saturday night ( 4 7). 
• saw Nurse Kelly and her date at the Frontier Hotel Saturday night ( 4 7). 
• he and his date bumped into Kelly and date twice ( 48). 
•has used formula 977 in hundreds of psychopathic cases (60). 
Chumley 
• made a rule against his staff fraternizing (24 ). 
• has had many patients who saw animals (26). 
• has known several men named Harvey (26). 
•invented Formula 977 for mental illness (26). 
•promised to attend Dr. McClure's cocktail party (27). 
•has lost his temper (29). 
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• has had patients escape before ( 40). 
•was stingy in the presence of Nurse Kelly (52). 
•has been to, or has seen pictures of, a cottage camp outside of Akron (62). 
Mrs. Chauvenet 
•her father was a scout with Buffalo Bill (3). 
• has a grandson (3 ). 
•thought Veta was dead (5). 
•has "known" Myrtle since she was a baby (6). 
•came to see Elwood (6). 
•discussed Elwood with Mr. Chauvenet (6). 
•it has been years since she has seen Elwood (6). 
•has attended horse shows (6). 
Kelly 
•was dancing in the Rose Room at the Frontier Hotel Saturday night (47). 
•saw Sanderson and his date at the Frontier Hotel Saturday night (47). 
• had never before worn burnt orange ( 49). 
Lofgren 
•lived in Denver all of his life (68). 
•has been with Apex Cab Company for fifteen years (68). 
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•has taken other patients out to Chumley's Rest to receive medication treatment (69). 
•stopped and watched sunsets and birds flying (69). 
Judge Gaffney 
•put the deed to the Dowd Mansion in his safe (35). 
•told Veta that he went for walks (38). 
• has played and given up games at the club (70). 
Betty Chumley 
•promised to attend Dr. McClure's cocktail party (27). 
• at some point, expected her family to like her friends (28). 
• hired a cook (33). 
Wilson 
•has been working at Chumley's Rest for ten years (41). 
• was impressed with Sanderson ( 46). 
Analysis of Dialogue 
In his book Play Directing, Francis Hodge writes that dialogue's 
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primary function is to 'contain' the dramatic action [sic], to be its primary vehicle. 
In addition, although dialogue may appear as a written line on a printed page, its 
primary intention is to be heard [sic] rather than read. It is talk and not writing. (24) 
To be in line with Hodge, one must examine dialogue from an oral as well as from an aural 
perspective. Critical to this examination is an overview of word choice, phrase selection, and 
sentence structure. A more complete understanding of dialogue should also include, moreover, a 
study of imagery in the language. It is necessary for the director to be able to mentally visualize 
the images that are created by the words in order to best communicate this to the actor. Finally, 
an analysis of any peculiar characteristics and of the structure of language will help the director 
to have a thorough knowledge of the dialogue because language structure and peculiarities flavor 
the play, making it unique in its own way. 
Mary Chase's experience in journalism helped her to choose words and phrases for 
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Harvey that have texture. For instance, her use of expletives, that were probably a bit shocking 
crepe such as "modish Ranch Rose toned" and "picked up at the girdle with a touch of magenta 
on emerald" (2). To enhance the word "chat," Veta utilizes "gay" and "little" (9). Moreover, in 
describing Veta's strain, Doctor Sanderson calls it a "nervous strain" (15), hitting Veta's 
character on the head of the nail. "Cunning type of psychopath" (16) is how Sanderson defines 
Veta to Nurse Kelly, and in modifying her reaction to Elwood's drinking he says that it "was 
entirely too intense" (21). Later, Elwood illuminates the word "moments" with the adjective 
"golden" and depicts Harvey as "bigger and grander than anything [other people] offer [him]" 
(54). Thus, strong adjectives can color a script, making it bigger and grander than it would 
otherwise be. 
The author also provides texture through varied sentence structures. Mrs. Chase's use of 
a brief exclamatory sentences, for instance, makes dialogue economical and excited: 
MYRTLE. Now? I should say not! Go on, Mother. 
JUDGE. What did he do, Veta? 
VET A. He took me upstairs and tore my clothes off. 
MYRTLE. Oh-did you hear that, Judge! Go on, Mother. 
JUDGE. By God-I'll sue them for this! 
VET A. And then he sat me down in a tub of water. 
MYRTLE. Oh! For heaven's sake! (37) 
Mrs. Chase, in this bit of dialogue as well as throughout the script, complies with the rules of 
good writing by saving words. Lajos Egri writes in his book The Art of Dramatic Writing, 
"Art is selective, not photographic, and your point will carry further if unhampered by 
unnecessary verbiage" (240). Questions in response to other questions, forming many question 
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clusters throughout the script help to pique audience curiosity. One such cluster comes in the 
form of an entrance interview between doctor and potential patient: 
SANDERSON. Been losing sleep? 
VET A. How could anybody sleep with that going on? 
SANDERSON. Short-tempered over trifles? (Chase 15) 
Later, Elwood engages Wilson in a question dual, creating a moment of comic ping-pong and 
rhythmic clash: 
ELWOOD. Does he have any? 
WILSON. Does he have any what? 
ELWOOD. Does he have any affairs? 
WILSON. How would I know? (52) 
A frantic, choppy sentence pattern, indicated by lots of internal and external dashes, is peppered 
throughout this play, creating, in turn, a frantic, immediate tonal quality within its dialogue. In a 
frenzy to track down Elwood, Doctors Sanderson and Chumley both contribute to this tone: 
SANDERSON. Main gate-Henry-Dr. Sanderson-
CHUMLEY. Gaffney-Judge Gaffoey-
SANDERSON. Henry-did a man in a brown suit go out through the gate a minute 
ago? He did? He's gone? (32) 
Notably, the series of questions at the end of this sequence further heightens the rhythmic, 
building frenzy erupting from the circumstances and the will of each character. Also notable, 
however, is Elwood's role in preventing the dialogue and action from stumbling into a frenzied 
style typical of farces: 
The differences between those who found the pace at times too slow and those who 
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felt that it scurried may have stemmed from the fact that the play moves rapidly but 
constantly restrained from frenzy by the appearances of Elwood Dowd, who can 
neither be hurried nor rushed. His entrances bring an aura of tranquility that 
counterbalances the frantic actions of the other characters. (Berger 91) 
Images which tie into the other senses, thereby igniting an emotional response, connect 
author, actor, and audience. In this play, images are created through a wide variety of word 
combinations, sentence structures, and dialogue segments. Veta Simmons' language is probably 
some of the most sense-oriented language in the script. "The minute she's finished singing we 
open the dining-room doors and we begin pouring. The parlors and halls are festooned with 
smilax. Yes, festooned" (Chase 4). Filled with words that sound interesting, this line not only 
reveals character, but it carries the action as well. "Just as conflict must come from character, 
and the sense of the speech from both, so must the sound of speech come from all the others" 
(Egri 243). Almost poetic in his speech, Wilson uses language that is often engaging, stirring 
both image and emotion. "Slick as a whistle," Wilson announces about Veta. "She's comin' 
along the path hummin' a little tune. I jumped out at her from behind a tree. I says 'Sister-
there's a man wants to see you.' Shoulda heard her yell! She's whacky, all right" (Chase 18). 
Wilson's language in this bit of dialogue is loaded with sights and sounds, giving the director 
and actor plenty of images with which to explore. 
Repetition of words, phrases, and sentences enhance images within the text providing 
clarity and creating a peculiar, yet comically interesting, pattern within the dialogue. The term 
"doctor," for instance, in both its full and abbreviated forms, is used well over a hundred times in 
this play. In a few units of action it is spoken as many as fifteen times and sometimes several 
times in just a couple oflines. Veta Simmons' dialogue, moreover, is loaded with repetition, 
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repeating such phrases as, "She'll do an encore" (2), and "You said that name. You promised 
you wouldn't say that name and you said it" (3). Eventually, other characters join Veta in a bath 
of repetition: 
JUDGE. Get her some tea, Myrtle. Do you want some tea, Veta? 
VET A. I'll get you some tea, Mother. Get her coat off, Judge. 
JUDGE. Let Myrtle get your coat off, Veta. Get her coat off, Myrtle. 
VET A. Leave me alone. Let me sit here. Let me get my breath. 
MYRTLE. Let her get her breath, Judge. 
VET A. Let me sit here a minute and then let me get upstairs to my own bed where I 
can let go. (36) 
In order to be effective, language in a play ought to lend itself to a dialectical growth. 
Evidence of this type of growth is revealed in Harvey in the form of comedic development. 
Misconception, for example, rests heavily upon language and its dialectical growth. Although 
Elwood believes that Doctor Sanderson is speaking of an affair between Nurse Kelly and himself 
when he says, "Miss Kelly and I have made a mistake here this afternoon" (20), he is actually 
referring to the "mistake" of committing Elwood instead of Veta. The climax of this beat is 
achieved when Doctor Sanderson admits, "Now if I had seen your sister first-that would have 
been an entirely different story" (20-21). Elwood's reaction is gentle rather than contradictory. 
"Now there you surprise me. I think the world of Veta-but I supposed she had seen her day" 
(21 ). Within this beat, the conflict rises gradually to end at the apex of comic pleasure. Dialogue, 
writes Egri, "must work within itself on the principle of slowly rising conflict. When you name 
several things you must save the most impressive for last" (242). Despite other dramaturgical 
flaws and a penchant for irritating some critics, Mrs. Chase had a gift for impressive dialogue, 
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at least as far as audiences have been concerned. 
Dramatic Analysis 
Act One 
Scene One 
MYRTLE. Mrs. Simmons? Mrs. Simmons is my mother, but 
she has guests this afternoon. Who wants her? Oh-wait 
just a minute. Mother! Psst-Mother! 
VET A. Yes, dear? 
MYRTLE. Telephone. 
VETA. Oh, no, dear. Not with all of them in there. Say I'm 
busy. 
MYRTLE. But, Mother. It's the Society Editor of the 
Evening News Bee-
VET A. Oh-the Society Editor. She's very important. Good 
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M chills 
M crackles 
{Medium-Fast} 
1. First Call 
[M alarms ME, and ME 
awakes M] 
a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: rainy 
2) sound: patter 
3) touch: grainy 
4) taste: bitter 
5) smell: tart 
u b. Metaphor: henpecking 
V darts 
M insists 
Vducks 
M drills 
B 
-----
{Fast} 
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afternoon Miss Ellerbe. This is Veta Simmons. Yes-a tea and 2. The Tea Party 
reception for the members of the Wednesday Forum. You [V puppets M, and 
might say-program tea. My mother, you know-the late M shadows V] 
Marcella Pinney Dowd, pioneer cultural leader she came V glazes a. mood adjectives 
here by ox-team as a child and she founded the Wednesday l) sight: sunny 
Forum. Myrtle-how many would you say? V formulates 2) sound: tinny 
MYRTLE. Seventy-five, at least. Say a hundred. 
VET A. Seventy-five. Miss Tewksbury is the soloist, 
accompanied by Wilda McCurdy, accompanist. 
M fudges 3) touch: glossy 
V frowns 4) taste: bitter 
5) smell: sweet 
MYRTLE. Come on! Miss Tewksbury is almost finished with M gnaws b. Metaphor: Evening 
her number 
VET A. She'll do an encore. 
MYRTLE. What if they don't give her a lot of applause? 
VET A. I've known her for years. She'll do an encore. You 
might say that I am entertaining, assisted by my daughter. 
What color would you call that? 
MYRTLE. Rancho Rose, they told me. 
V evokes 
M hounds 
V insists 
V plants 
V probes 
M chortles 
VET A. Miss Myrtle Mae Simmons looked charming in a modest V elaborates 
Rancho Rose toned crepe, picked up at the girdle with a 
touch of magenta on emerald. I wish you could see her, 
Miss Ellerbe. 
MYRTLE. Mother-please-she's almost finished and where's M totters 
the cateress? 
shadow 
VETA. Everything's ready. The minute she's finished singing 
we open the dining-room doors and we begin pouring. The 
parlors and halls are festooned with smilax. Yes, festooned. 
That's right. Yes, Miss Ellerbe, this is the first party we've 
V presses 
V pulls 
had in years. There's a reason but I don't want it in the papers. V rustles 
We all have our troubles, Miss Ellerbe. The guest list? Oh, yes-
MYRTLE. Mother-come. M snarls 
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VETA. If you'll excuse me now, Miss Ellerbe. I'll call you later. V halts B 
MYRTLE. Mother-Mrs. Chauvenet just came in! 
VET A. Mrs. Eugene Chauvenet Senior! Her father was a scout 
with Buffalo Bill. 
MYRTLE. So that's where she got that hat! 
VET A. Myrtle, you must be nice to Mrs. Chauvenet. She has 
a grandson about your age. 
MYRTLE. But what difference will it make, with Uncle 
Elwood?-Mae! 
VETA. Myrtle-remember! We agreed not to talk about that 
this afternoon. The point of this whole party is to get you 
Mhops 
V trumpets 
M takes 
V chastises 
M whines 
V detours 
started. We work through those older women to the younger V tends 
group. 
MYRTLE We can't have anyone here in the evenings, and that's M wails 
when men come to see you-in the evenings. The only reason 
we can have a party this afternoon is because Uncle Elwood 
is playing pinochle at the Fourth Avenue Firehouse. Thank 
God for the firehouse! 
VETA. I know-but they'll just have to invite you out and it 
won't hurt them one bit. Oh, Myrtle-you've got so much 
to offer. I don't care what anyone says, there's something 
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V weeds 
sweet about every young girl. And a man takes that sweetness, V reveals 
and look what he does with it! But, you've got to meet somebody, 
Myrtle. That's all there is to it. ~V_w~ar=s~ ___ B 
MYRTLE. Ifl do they say, That's Myrtle Mae Simmons! Her uncle M anguishes 
is Elwood P. Dowd-the biggest screwball in town. Elwood 
P. Dowd and his pal-
VET A. You promised. 
MYRTLE. All right-let's get them into the dining-room. 
VET A. Now when the members come in here and you make 
your little welcome speech on behalf of your grandmother-
be sure to do this. 
V stifles 
Mallows 
V amplifies 
MYRLTE. And then after that, I mention my Uncle Elwood and M chucks 
say a few words about his pal Harvey. Damn Harvey! 
VETA. Myrtle Mae-that's right! Let everybody in the Wednesday V crnnches 
Forum hear you. You said that name. You promised you 
wouldn't say that name and you said it. 
MYRTLE. I'm sorry, Mother. But how do you know Uncle Elwood M pleads 
won't come in and introduce Harvey to everybody? 
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VETA. This is unkind of you Myrtle Mae. Elwood is the biggest V shames 
heartache I have. Even if people do call him peculiar he's still 
my brother, and he won't be home this afternoon. 
MYRTLE. Are you sure? 
VETA. Of course I'm sure. 
MYRTLE. But Mother, why can't we live like other people? 
VET A. Must I remind you again? Elwood is not living with 
us-we are living with him. 
MYRTLE. Living with him and Harvey! Did grandmother 
know about Harvey? 
M prods 
V declares 
M compares 
V trumps 
M retaliates B -~~~·--~ 
M probes 
VET A. I've wondered and wondered about that. She never wrote V dallies 
if she did. 
MYRTLE. Why did she have to leave all of her property to 
Uncle Elwood? 
VETA. Well, I suppose it was because she died in his arms. 
People are sentimental about things like that. 
MYRTLE. You always say that and it doesn't make sense. 
She couldn't make out her will after she died, could she? 
VETA. Don't be didactic, Myrtle Mae. It's not becoming in a 
young girl, and men loathe it. Now don't forget to wave 
your hand. 
MYRTLE. I'll do my best. 
VET A. Oh, dear-Miss Tewksbury's voice is certainly fading! 
M plots 
V cradles 
M instructs 
V scolds 
V controls 
M exhales B 
---------
v intensifies 
MYRTLE. But not fast enough. 
VETA. Lovely, Miss Tewksbury-perfectly lovely. I loved it. 
EL WOOD. Excuse me a moment. I have to answer the phone. 
Make yourself comfortable, Harvey. Hello. Oh, you've got 
the wrong number. But how are you, anyway? This is Elwood 
P. Dowd speaking. I'll do? Well, thank you. And what is 
your name, my dear? Miss Elsie Greenawalt? Harvey, it's 
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M hoists 
V raises U 
E embraces {Slow} 
3. The Subscription 
[E warms to G, and 
G surrenders to E] 
a. mood adjectives 
a Miss Elsie Greenawalt. How are you today, Miss Greenawalt? 1) sight: rippling 
That's fine. Yes, my dear. I would be happy to join your 
club. I belong to several clubs now-the University Club, 
E engages 2) sound: melodious 
3) touch: tender 
the Country Club and the Pinochle Club at the Fourth Avenue 
Firehouse. I spend a good deal of my time there, or at Charlie's 
Place, or over at Eddie's Bar. And what is your club, Miss 
Greenawalt? Harvey, I get the Ladies Horne Journal, Good 
Housekeeping and the Open Road for Boys for two years 
for six twenty-five. It sounds fine to me. I'll join it. How 
does it sound to you, Harvey. Harvey says it sounds fine 
to him also, Miss Greenawalt. He says he will join, too. 
Yes-two subscriptions. Mail everything to this address . 
. . . I hope I will have the pleasure of meeting you some 
time, my dear. Harvey, she says she would like to meet me. 
When? When would you like to meet me, Miss Greenawalt? 
Why not right now? My sister seems to be having a few E cures 
4) taste: gooey 
5) smell: musty 
b. Metaphor: malted 
milk 
friends in and we would consider it an honor if you would 
come and join us. My sister will be delighted. 343 Temple 
Drive-I hope to see you in a very few minutes. Goodbye, 
my dear. She's coming right over. Harvey, don't you think 
we better freshen up? Yes, so do I. 
VETA. I can't seem to remember where I put that guest list. I 
must read it to Miss Ellerbe .... Have you seen it, Miss 
Johnson? 
MAID. No, I haven't, Mrs. Simmons. 
VET A. Look on my dresser. 
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E meanders U 
V seeks {Medium} 
4. The List 
[V presses J, and 
J closes J bends to V] 
V directs B -~~~----
MYRTLE. Mother-Mrs. Chauvenet-she's asking for you. M itches a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: low 
2)sound: rustle 
3)touch: gritty 
4 )taste: stale 
5)smell: stale 
b. Metaphor: old toast 
Here's Mother, Mrs. Chauvenet. Here she is. U 
-----------------
MRS. CHAUVENET. Veta Louise Simmons! I thought you 
were dead. 
CH owns 
VETA. Aunt Ethel! Oh, no-I'm very much alive-thank you- V pumps 
MRS. CHAUVENET. -and this full-grown girl is your daughter- CH puffs 
I've known you since you were a baby. 
MYRTLE. I know. 
MRS. CHAUVENET. What's your name, dear? 
VET A. This is Myrtle-Aunt Ethel. Myrtle Mae-for the two 
sisters of her father. He's dead. That's what confused you. 
MRS. CHAUVENET. Where's Elwood? 
VETA. He couldn't be here, Aunt Ethel-now let me get you 
some tea. 
MRS. CHAUVENET. Elwood isn't here? 
VETA.No-
MRS. CHAUVENET. Oh, shame on him. That was the main 
reason I came. I want to see Elwood. 
VET A. Come-there are loads of people anxious to speak to 
you. 
M slouches 
CH swerves 
V brims 
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~C=H=--c"--"ur=-v-'-'e=s~ __ .B 
V dodges 
CH warbles 
V withholds 
CH anoints 
V clamps 
MRS. CHAUVENET. Do you realize, Veta, it's been years since CH Cranes 
I've seen Elwood? 
VETA. No-where does the time go? V chops {Medium-Slow} 
MRS. CHAUVENET. But I don't understand it. I was saying CH pierces 
to Mr. Chauvenet only the other night-. what on earth do 5. The Queen 
you suppose has happened to Elwood Dowd? He never comes [CH rules V and M, 
to the club dances anymore. I haven't seen him at a horse and V and M bow 
show in years. Does Elwood see anybody these days? to CH] 
VETA. Oh, yes-Aunt Ethel. Elwood sees somebody. 
MYRTLE. Oh, yes. 
V crackles a. mood adjectives 
M chimes 1) sight: colossal 
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MRS. CHAUVENET. Your Uncle Elwood, child, is one of my CH christens 2) sound: cooing 
favorite people. Always has been. 3) touch: fluffy 
VET A. Yes, I remember. V convulses 4) taste: ripe 
MRS. CHAUVENET. Is Elwood happy, Veta? CH plunges 5) smell: strong 
VETA. Elwood's very happy, Aunt Ethel. You don't need to V curbs b. Metaphor: angel 
worry about Elwood-Why there's Mrs. Frank Cummings-
just came in. Don't you want to speak to her? 
MRS. CHAUVENET. My-but she looks ghastly! Hasn't she 
failed though? 
food cake 
CH noses 
VETA. If you think she looks badly-you should see him! 
MRS. CHA UVENET. Is that so? I must have them over. She 
looks frightful. I thought she was dead. 
V harmonizes 
CH bubbles 
VETA. Oh, no. V credits 
MRS. CHAUVENET. Now-what about tea, Veta? CH surrenders 
VETA. If you will forgive me, I will precede you- ---'-V_e=x=h=a~le=s ______ U 
MRS. CHAUVENET. Elwood! Elwood Dowd! Bless your heart. CH spills 
EL WOOD. Aunt Ethel! What a pleasure to come in and find a 
beautiful woman waiting for me! 
E pleases 
MRS. CHAUVENET. Elwood-you haven't changed. CH gushes 
VETA. Come along, Aunt Ethel-you mustn't miss the party. V crimps 
MYRTLE. There's punch if you don't like tea. M charges 
MRS. CHAUVENET. But I do like tea. Stop pulling at me, you CH fastens 
two. Elwood, what night next week can you come to dinner? 
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EL WOOD. Any night at all, Aunt Ethel-I would be delighted. E connects 
VETA. Elwood, there's some mail for you today. I took it up V derails 
to your room. 
EL WOOD. Did you, Veta? That was nice of you. Aunt Ethel- E inserts {Medium} 
I want you to meet Harvey. As you can see he's a Pooka. 
Harvey, you've heard me speak of Mrs. Chauvenet? We 
always called her Aunt Ethel. She is one of my oldest and 
dearest friends. Yes-yes-that's right. She's the one. This 
is the one. He says he would have known you anywhere. 
You both look lovely. Corne on in with me, Harvey-We 
E jiggles 
6. The Introduction 
[E pleasures CH, 
and CH anoints E] 
a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: chubby 
must say hello to all of our friends-I beg your pardon, Aunt E invades 2) sound: gurgling 
Ethel. If you'll excuse me for one moment- 3) touch: cool 
MRS. CHAUVENET. What? CH tipples 4) taste: creamy 
EL WOOD. You are standing in his way-Corne along, Harvey. E mingles 5) smell: delicious 
Uh-uh! Go right on in, Harvey. I'll join you in a minute. b. Metaphor: fruit 
Aunt Ethel, I can see you are disturbed about Harvey. Please salad 
don't be. He stares like that at everybody. It's his way. But 
he liked you. I could tell. He liked you very much. U 
VETA. Some tea-perhaps--? V quivers 
MRS. CHAUVENET. Why, I-not right now-I-well-I CH flees Very Fast 
think I'll be running along. 7. The Escape 
MYRTLE. But- M protests [CH flusters V 
VETA. I'm so sorry- V pleads and M, and V 
Hendrixson 4 7 
MRS. CHAUVENET. I'll-I'll be talking to you soon. Goodbye- CH propels and M pull CH] 
goodbye- a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: clean 
2)sound:pop 
3) touch: cold 
4) taste: tart 
2) smell: acrid 
______________________ U b. Metaphor: trapped bird 
MYRTLE. Oh, God-Oh, my God! M melts 
VET A. Myrtle-where are you going? V clings 
MYRTLE. Up to my room. He's introducing Harvey to everybody. M shrinks 
I can't face those people now. I wish I were dead. 
VETA. Come back here. Stay with me. We'll get him out of there V grasps 
and upstairs to his room. 
MYRTLE. I won't do it. I can't. I can't. 
VETA. Myrtle Mae! Now-pretend I'm fixing your corsage. 
MYRTLE. Oh, Mother! 
VETA. We've got to. Pretend we're having a gay little chat. 
Keep looking. When you catch his eye, tell me. He always 
comes when I call him. Now, then-do you see him yet? 
MYRTLE. No-not yet. How do you do Mrs. Cummings. 
VETA. Smile, can't you? Have you no pride? I'm smiling-
and he's my own brother! 
M cowers 
V possesses 
Mrags 
V glistens 
M mirrors 
V poses 
MYRTLE. Oh, Mother-people get run over every day. Why 
can't something like that happen to Uncle Elwood? 
VETA. Myrtle Mae Simmons, I'm ashamed of you. This thing 
is not your uncle's fault. 
MYRTLE. Ouch! You're sticking me with that pin! 
VET A. That's Miss Ellerbe. Keep looking. Keep smiling. 
M skewers 
V points 
M curls 
V prods 
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MYRTLE. Mrs. Cummings is leaving. Uncle Elwood must have M curdles 
told her what Harvey is. Oh, God! B 
------
VET A. Hello-this is Mrs. Simmons. Should you come in the V shuns {Medium} 
clothes you have on-What have you on? Who is this? But 
I don't know any Miss Greenawalt. Should you what?-May 
I ask who invited you? Mr. Dowd! Thank you just the same, 
but I believe there has been a mistake.-Well, I never! 
MYRTLE. Never what? 
8. The Humiliation 
[M antagonizes V, 
and V scolds M] 
a. mood adjectives 
M spies 1) sight: sheer 
VET A. One of your Uncle Elwood's friends. She asked me if V smashes 2) sound: shrill 
she should bring a quart of gin to the Wednesday Forum! ____ B 3) touch: elastic 
MYRTLE. There he is-he's talking to Mrs. Halsey. M scours 4) taste: sticky 
VETA. Is Harvey with him? V admits 5) smell: clean 
MYRTLE. What a thing to ask! How can I tell? How can M collars b. Metaphor: melted 
anybody tell but Uncle Elwood? ice cream 
VET A. Oh, Elwood, could I see you a moment, dear? I promise V beckons 
you your uncle has disgraced us for the last time in this 
house. I'm going to do something I've never done before. V pounds B 
MYRTLE. What did you mean just now when you said this 
was not Uncle Elwood's fault? If it's not his fault, whose 
fault is it? 
VET A. Never you mind. I know whose fault it is. Now lift up 
your head and smile and go back in as though nothing had 
happened. 
MYRTLE. You're no match for Uncle Elwood. 
VETA. You'll see. 
MYRTLE. Mother's waiting for you. 
VET A. Elwood! Could I see you for a moment, dear? 
ELWOOD. Yes, sister. Excuse me, Harvey. 
VETA. Elwood, would you mind sitting down in here and 
waiting for me until the party is over? I want to talk to 
you. It's very important 
EL WOOD. Of course, sister. I happen to have a little free 
time right now and you're welcome to all of it, Veta. Do 
you want Harvey to wait too? 
VETA. Yes, Elwood. I certainly do. 
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M contains 
V recuperates 
M curses 
M growls 
V intones 
E obeys 
V entrenches {Medium-Fast} 
9. Timeout 
[V suppresses E, 
E slides and E bows to V] 
a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: fancy 
V holds 2) sound: snarl 
3) touch: bumpy 
4) taste: sour 
5) smell: burning 
b. Metaphor: child in a corner 
u 
-~~~~~~~~~~~-
ELWOOD. Ah-Jane Austen. Sit down, Harvey. Veta wants E bathes {Largo} 
to talk to us. She said it was important. I think she wants 
to congratulate us on the impression we made at her party. 
Jane Austen-De Luxe Edition-Limited-Grosset and 
Dunlap-The usual acknowledgements. Chapter One-
Scene Two 
KELLY. Mrs. 0. R. Simmons, 343 Temple Drive, is that 
right? 
VETA. We were born and raised there. It's old but we love 
it. It's our home. 
KELLY. And you wish to enter your brother here at the 
sanitarium for treatment. Your brother's name? 
VETA. It's-oh-
KELLY. Mrs. Simmons, what is your brother's name? 
VET A. I'm sorry. Life is not easy for any of us. I'll have to 
hold my head up and go on just the same. That's what I 
keep telling Myrtle and that's what Myrtle Mae keeps 
telling me. She's heart-broken about her Uncle Elwood-
Elwood P. Dowd. That's it. 
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10. The Book 
[E honors VJ 
a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: fluffy 
2) sound: whisper 
3) touch: solid 
4) taste: mild 
5) smell: smoky 
b. Metaphor: old pocket watch 
K addresses 
V reflects 
K anchors 
V bowls 
K fidgets 
V gathers {Medium-Slow} 
11 . The Paperwork 
[K types V, and 
V releases to K] 
a. mood adjectives 
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KELLY. Elwood P. Dowd. His age? K expedites 1) sight: steep 
VETA. Forty-seven the 24th of last April. He's Taurus-Taurus V scatters 2) sound: lapping 
the bull. I'm Leo, and Myrtle is on a cusp. 3) touch: tight 
KELLY. Forty-seven. Is he married? K exacts 4) taste: nutty 
VETA. No, Elwood has never married. He stayed with mother. V harks 5) smell: fresh 
He was always a great home boy. He loved his home. ___ B b. Metaphor: oatmeal 
KELLY. You have him with you now? K implies 
VETA. He's in a taxicab down on the driveway. I gave the driver V leans 
a dollar to watch him, but I didn't tell the man why. You V hushes 
can't tell these things to perfect strangers. _________________ U 
KELLY. Mr. Wilson, would you step down to a taxi in the 
driveway and ask a Mr. Dowd if he would be good enough 
to step up to Room number 24-South Wing G? 
WILSON. Ask him? 
KELLY. This is his sister, Mrs. Simmons. K dices 
WILSON. How do-why, certainly-be glad to escort him. 
VET A. Thank you. 
K scoops {Medium} 
12. The Escort 
[W startles K, and 
W jerks K hints to W] 
a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: crowded 
2) sound: rumble 
3) touch: prickly 
4) taste: peppery 
5) smell: choking 
b. Metaphor: burnt popcorn 
~W~b~en=d"'""'s. _______ U 
V resigns 
KELLY. The rates here, Mrs. Simmons-you'll find them 
printed on this card. 
VETA. That will all be taken care of by my mother's estate. 
The late Marcella Pinney Dowd. Judge Gaffney is our 
attorney. 
KELLY. Now I'll see if Dr. Sanderson can see you. 
VET A. Dr. Sanderson? I want to see Dr. Chumley himself. 
KELLY. Oh, Mrs. Simmons, Dr. Sanderson is the one who 
sees everybody. Dr. Chumley sees no one. 
VETA. He's still head of this institution, isn't he? He's still 
a psychiatrist, isn't he? 
KELLY. Still a psychiatrist! Dr. Chumley is more than that. 
He is a psychiatrist with a national reputation. Whenever 
people have mental breakdowns they at once think of 
Dr. Chumley. 
VETA. That's his office, isn't it? Well you march right in and 
tell him I want to see him. If he knows who's in here he'll 
come out here. 
KELLY. I wouldn't dare disturb him, Mrs. Simmons. I would 
be discharged if I did. 
VETA. Well, I don't like to be pushed off onto any second 
fiddle. 
KELLY. Dr. Sanderson is nobody's second fiddle. He's young, 
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V dismisses 
K skates 
V roars 
K roars 
K clears 
V reaches 
{Medium} 
13. The Heresy 
[V shocks K, and K 
persuades V] 
V puffs a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: craggy 
2) sound: hiss 
K rattles 3) touch: chilly 
4) taste: strong 
V whimpers 5) smell: antiseptic 
b. Metaphor: cats in a 
K swoons bag 
of course, and he hasn't been out of medical school very 
long, but Dr. Chumley tried out twelve and kept Dr. 
Sanderson. He's really wonderful-to the patients. 
VETA. Very well. Tell him I'm here. 
KELLY. Right away. Oh dear-oh dear. 
EL WOOD. Veta-isn't this wonderful-! 
SANDERSON. Mrs. Simmons? 
VETA. Oh-oh dear-I didn't hear you come in. You startled 
me. You're Dr. Sanderson? 
SANDERSON. Yes. Will you be seated, please? 
VETA. Thank you. I hope you don't think I'm jumpy like that 
all the time, but !-
Hendrixson 5 3 
Vbows 
_K_s_p_a_rk_s~~~~~~U 
E sings (Very-Fast} 
14. The Cane 
[E sings to V, and 
V ignores E] 
a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: swooping 
2) sound:buzz 
3) touch: slippery 
4) taste: acidic 
5) smell: spicy 
b. Metaphor: broken glass 
Speers 
V jumps 
S directs 
V justifies 
SANDERSON. Of course not. Miss Kelly tells me you are concerned Stilts 
about your brother. Dowd, is it? Elwood P. Dowd? 
VET A. Yes, Doctor-he's-this isn't easy for me, Doctor. V tweets 
SANDERSON. Naturally these things aren't easy for the families S strokes 
of patients. I understand. 
VET A. It's what Elwood's doing to himself, Doctor-that's the V wrings 
thing. Myrtle Mae has a right to nice friends. She's young and 
her whole life is before her. That's my daughter. 
SANDERSON. Your daughter. How long has it been since you 
began to notice any peculiarity in your brother's actions? 
VET A. I noticed it right away when Mother died, and Myrtle 
Mae and I could see that he-that he-
Spokes 
V teeters 
SANDERSON. That he-what? Take your time, Mrs. Simmons. S volleys 
Don't strain. Let it come. I'll wait for it. 
VETA. Doctor-everything I say to you is confidential? Isn't 
it? 
V quivers 
SANDERSON. That's understood. S testifies 
VETA. Because it's a slap in the face to everything we've stood V yaps 
for in this community the way Elwood is acting now. 
SANDERSON. I am not a gossip, Mrs. Simmons. I am a S aims 
B psychiatrist. 
-------
VET A. Well-for one thing-he drinks. 
SANDERSON. To excess? 
V counts 
S affirms 
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VETA. To excess? Well-don't you call it excess when a man 
never lets a day go by without stepping into one of those 
V babbles {Medium} 
15. The Switch 
cheap taverns, sitting around with riffraff and people you 
never heard of? Inviting them to the house-playing cards 
with them-giving them food and money. And here I am 
trying to get Myrtle Mae started with a nice group of young 
people. If that isn't excess I'm sure I don't know what 
excess is. 
Hendrixson 5 5 
[S probes V, and V 
trusts S] 
a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: chubby 
2) sound: squeal 
3) touch: icy 
SANDERSON. I didn't doubt your statement, Mrs. Simmons. S declares 4) taste: tangy 
I merely asked if your brother drinks. 5) smell: fragrant 
VETA. Well, yes, I say definitely Elwood drinks and I want V crumbles b. Metaphor: estuary 
him committed out here permanently, because I cannot 
stand another day of that Harvey. Myrtle and I have to 
set a place at the table for Harvey. We have to move over 
on the sofa and make room for Harvey. We have to answer 
the telephone when Elwood calls and asks to speak to Harvey. 
Then at the party this afternoon with Mrs. Chauvenet there-
We didn't even know anything about Harvey until we came 
back here. Doctor, don't you think it would have been a little 
bit kinder of Mother to have written and told me about Harvey? 
Be honest, now-don't you? 
SANDERSON. I really couldn't answer that question, because 
I-
VETA. I can. Yes-it certainly would have. 
SANDERSON. This person you call Harvey-who is he? 
S corrals 
-'-V_c""'o=m=p"'"-'l=e=te=s ___ B 
S plods 
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VET A. He is a rabbit. V explores 
SANDERSON. Perhaps-but just who is he? Some companion- S speculates 
someone your brother has picked up in these bars, of whom 
you disapprove? 
VET A. Doctor-I've been telling you. Harvey is a rabbit-a big V accelerates 
white rabbit-six feet-or is it six feet and a half? Heavens 
knows I ought to know. He's been around the house long enough. 
B 
SANDERSON. Now, Mrs. Simmons, let me understand this- S narrows 
you say-
VET A. Doctor-do I have to keep repeating myself? My brother V dumps 
insists that his closest friend is this big white rabbit. This 
rabbit is named Harvey. Harvey lives at our house. Don't 
you understand? He and Elwood go every place together. 
Elwood buys railroad tickets, theatre tickets, for both of 
them. As I told Myrtle Mae-if your uncle was so lonesome 
he had to bring something home-why couldn't he bring 
home something human? He has me, doesn't he? He has 
Myrtle Mae, doesn't he? I'm going to tell you something 
I've never told anybody in the world before. Every once 
in a while I see that big white rabbit myself. Now isn't that 
terrible? I've never even told that to Myrtle Mae. B 
-------~ 
SANDERSON. Mrs. Simmons- S bumps 
VETA. And what's more-he's every bit as big as Elwood V flushes 
says he is. Now don't ever tell that to anybody, Doctor. 
I'm ashamed of it. 
SANDERSON. I can see that you have been under a great 
nervous strain recently. 
VETA. Well-I certainly have. 
SANDERSON. Grief over your mother's death depressed you 
considerably? 
S probes 
V curls 
S spies 
VET A. Nobody knows how much. V indulges 
SANDERSON. Been losing sleep? S digs 
VET A. How could anybody sleep with that going on? V wanders 
SANDERSON. Short-tempered over trifles? S judges 
VETA. You just try living with those two and see how your V weeps 
temper holds up. 
SANDERSON. Loss of appetite? S concludes 
VETA. No one could eat at a table with my brother and a big V chops 
white rabbit. Well, I'm finished with it. I'll sell the house-
be appointed conservator of Elwood's estate, and Myrtle Mae 
and I will be able to entertain our friends in peace. It's too 
much, Doctor. I just can't stand it. 
SANDERSON. Of Course, Mrs. Simmons. Of course it is. S patronizes 
You're tired. 
VET A. Oh, yes I am. V wilts 
SANDERSON. You've been worrying a great deal. S postures 
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VET A. Yes, I have. I can't help it. 
SANDERSON. And now I'm going to help you. 
VETA. Oh, Doctor .... 
SANDERSON. Just sit there quietly, Mrs. Simmons. I'll be 
V melts 
S pounces 
V blubbers 
S pacifies 
right back.----------------------------
VETA. I'll just go down to the cab and get Elwood's things. V charges {Slow} 
16. Relief 
[V escapes S} 
a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: wide 
2) sound: pealing 
3) touch: shaggy 
4) taste: cool 
5) smell: musty 
u b. Metaphor: cool breeze 
SANDERSON. Why didn't someone answer the buzzer? Spokes {Fast} 
KELLY. I didn't hear you, Doctor- K allows 17. The Getaway 
SANDERSON. I rang and rang. Mrs. Simmons-Sound the S bullies [S whines to K,W, 
u 
gong, Wilson. That poor woman must not leave the grounds. and K,W follow S] 
WILSON. She's mad with a getaway, huh, doc? W cues a. mood adjectives 
SANDERSON. Her condition is serious. Go after her. S demands 1) sight: angular 
2) sound: splash 
3) touch: sweaty 
KELLY. I can't believe it. 
Hendrixson 5 9 
4) taste: salty 
5) smell: pungent 
b. Metaphor: frightened badger 
K shivers U 
~~~~~~~~~-
SANDERSON. Main Gate. Henry, Dr. Sanderson. Allow no one S nags 
out of the main gate. We're looking for a patient. I shouldn't 
have left her alone, but no one answered the buzzer. 
KELLY. Wilson was in South, Doctor. 
SANDERSON. What have we available, Miss Kelly? 
KELLY. Number 13, upper West R., is ready, Doctor. 
SANDERSON. Have her taken there immediately, and I will 
prescribe preliminary treatment. I must contact her brother. 
Dowd is the name. Elwood P. Dowd. Get him on the telephone 
for me, will you please, Miss Kelly? 
K debates 
S decreases 
K prepares 
{Very Fast) 
18. The Mistake 
[S chokes K, and K 
begs S] 
KELLY. But Doctor-I didn't know it was the woman who 
needed the treatment. She said it was for her brother. 
K pleads a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: broad 
SANDERSON. Of course she did. It's the oldest dodge in the 
world-always used by a cunning type of psychopath. She 
apparently knew her brother was about to commit her, so 
she came out to discredit him. Get him on the telephone, 
please. 
KELLY. But, Doctor-I thought the woman was all right, so 
I had Wilson take the brother up to No. 24 South Wing G. 
S drills 2) sound: thud 
3) touch: sticky 
4) taste: tangy 
5) smell: rich 
b. Metaphor: fried 
K wallows eggs 
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He's there now. B --------~ 
SANDERSON. You had Wilson take the brother in? No gags, 
please Kelly. You're not serious, are you? 
S fires 
KELLY. Oh, I did, Doctor. I did. Oh, Doctor, I'm terribly sorry. K begs 
SANDERSON. Oh, well then, if you're sorry, that fixes everything. S darkens 
Oh-no! 
KELLY. I'll do it, Doctor. I'll do it. Dunphy-will you please 
unlock the door to Number 24-and give Mr. Dowd his clothes 
and--? 
K scampers 
SANDERSON. Ask him to step down to the office right away. S pushes 
KELLY. Ask him to step down to the office right away. There's K parrots 
been a terrible mistake and Dr. Sanderson wants to explain-
SANDERSON. Explain? Apologize! S hammers 
KELLY. Thank heaven they hadn't put him in a hydro tub yet. K breathes 
She'll let him out. 
SANDERSON. Beautiful-and dumb, too. It's almost too good S eggs 
to be true. 
KELLY. Doctor-I feel terrible. I didn't know. Judge Gaffney 
called and said Mrs. Simmons and her brother would be 
out here, and when she came in here-you don't have to 
be sarcastic. 
SANDERSON. Oh, don't I? Stop worrying. We'll squirm out 
Kebbs 
S shoulders 
of it some way. 
--------
B 
KELLY. Where are you going? K drops 
SANDERSON. I've got to tell the chief about it, Kelly. He may S drums 
want to handle this himself. 
KELLY. He'll be furious. I know he will. He'll die. And then 
he'll terminate me. 
SANDERSON. The responsibility is all mine, Kelly. 
KELLY. Oh, no-tell him it was all my fault, Doctor. 
SANDERSON. I never mention your name. Except in my 
sleep. 
KELLY. But this man Dowd-
SANDERSON. Don't let him get away. I'll be right back. 
KELLY. But what shall I say to him? What shall I do? He'll 
be furious. 
SANDERSON. Look, Kelly-he'll probably be fit to be tied-
but he's a man, isn't he? 
KELLY. I guess so-his name is Mister. 
SANDERSON. Go into your old routine-you know-the 
eyes-the swish-the works. I'm immune-but I've seen 
it work with some people-some of the patients out here. 
K shatters 
S sighs 
K rescues 
S ejects 
K detours 
S commits 
K shakes 
Speers 
Kpops 
S peeps 
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B 
Keep him here, Kelly-if you have to do a strip tease. _____________ U 
KELLY. Well, of all the-oh-you're wonderful, Dr. Sanderson! K crackles {Very Fast} 
You're just about the most wonderful person I ever met in 
my life. 
19. The Spark 
[K storms SJ 
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a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: bright 
2) sound: harsh 
3) touch: warm 
4) taste: spicy 
5) smell: fragrant 
______________________ U b. Metaphor: dry flint 
WILSON. Yeah-but how about giving me a lift here just the W bellows 
same? 
KELLY. What? 
WILSON. That Simmons dame. 
KELLY. Did You catch her? 
WILSON. Slick as a whistle. She was comin' along the path 
hummin' a little tune. I jumped out at her from behind a 
tree. I says "Sister-There's a man wants to see you." 
K cues 
W plows 
K quizzes 
W spins {Medium-Fast} 
20. The Prey 
[W grabs K, and K 
Shoulda heard her yell! She's whacky, all right. ______ B expects W] 
KELLY. Take her to No. 13 upper West R. K points a. mood adjectives 
WILSON. She's there now. Brought her in through the diet W acquaints 1) sight: crooked 
kitchen. She's screamin' and kickin' like hell. I'll hold her 2) sound: gurgling 
if you want to come and undress her. 3) touch: sharp 
KELLY. Just a second, Wilson. Dr. Sanderson told me to stay K holds 4) taste: savory 
here till her brother comes down-
WILSON. Make it snappy-
5) smell: medicinal 
W barks b. Metaphor: cat and mouse 
KELLY. You're Mr. Dowd? 
ELWOOD. Elwood P. 
KELLY. I'm Miss Kelly. 
ELWOOD. Let me give you one of my cards. If you should 
want to call me-call me at this number. Don't call me at 
that one. That's the old one. 
KELLY. Thank you. 
K startles 
E acquires 
K approaches 
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E opens {Medium-Slow} 
21. The Charm 
[E possesses K, and 
K cuffs K awakens E] 
ELWOOD. Perfectly all right, and if you lose it-don't worry, E comforts a. mood adjectives 
my dear. I have plenty more. 1) sight: soaring 
KELLY. Won't you have a chair, please, Mr. Dowd? 
ELWOOD. Thank you. I'll have two. Allow me. ____ B 
KELLY. Dr. Sanderson is very anxious to talk to you. He'll 
be here in a minute. Please be seated. 
EL WOOD. After you, my dear. 
KELLY. Oh I really can't, thank you. I'm in and out all of the 
time. But you mustn't mind me. Please sit down. 
ELWOOD. After you. 
KELLY. Could I get you a magazine to look at? ____ B 
ELWOOD. I would much rather look at you, Miss Kelly, if 
you don't mind. You really are very lovely. 
KELLY. Oh-well. Thank you. Some people don't seem to 
think so. 
EL WOOD. Some people are blind. This is often brought to 
K offers 2) sound: purring 
E builds 3) touch: sticky 
K leads 4) taste: sweet 
5) smell: rich 
E lends b. Metaphor: chocolate 
K jitters 
E pauses 
K plays 
E tickles 
K raises 
E worships 
fudge brownie 
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my attention. And now, Miss Kelly-I would like to have 
you meet- U 
SANDERSON. Mr. Dowd? S charges 
ELWOOD. Elwood P. Let me give you one of my cards. If you E leans 
should want-
SANDERSON. Mr. Dowd-I'm Dr. Lyman Sanderson, Dr. S forces 
Chumley's assistant out here. 
ELWOOD. Well, good for you! I'm happy to know you. How E awakens 
are you, Doctor? 
SANDERSON. That's going to depend on you, I'm afraid. Please S taps 
sit down. You've met Miss Kelly, Mr. Dowd? 
ELWOOD. I have had that pleasure, and I want both of you to 
meet a very dear friend of mine-
SANDERSON. Later on-be glad to. Won't you be seated, 
because first I want to say-
EL WOOD. After Miss Kelly-
S presses 
E bends 
SANDERSON. Sit down, Kelly-Is that chair quite comfortable, S elbows 
Mr. Dowd? 
E waves ELWOOD. Yes, thank you. Would you care to try it? 
SANDERSON. No, thank you. How about an ashtray there? 
Could we give Mr. Dowd an ashtray? Is it too warm in 
here for you, Mr. Dowd? Would you like me to open a 
window? 
S kisses {Medium} 
22. The Apology 
[S kisses E, and E 
turns S] 
KELLY. Mr. Dowd-Dr. Sanderson wants to know if he 
should open a window? 
EL WOOD. That's entirely up to him. I wouldn't presume to 
live his life for him. 
SANDERSON. Now then, Mr. Dowd, I can see that you're 
not the type of person to be taken in by a lot of high-flown 
phrases or beating about the bush. 
EL WOOD. Is that so, Doctor? 
SANDERSON. You have us at a disadvantage here. You know 
it. We know it. Let's lay the cards on the table. 
ELWOOD. That certainly appeals to me, Doctor. 
SANDERSON. Best way in the long run. People are people 
no matter where you go. 
ELWOOD. That's very often the case. 
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K chimes a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: hollow 
E releases 2) sound: hushed 
B 3) touch: smooth 
S kneels 4) taste: gooey 
5) smell: rancid 
b. Metaphor: potato 
E purses 
S folds 
E drinks 
S generalizes 
E calculates 
pie 
SANDERSON. And being human are therefore liable to mistakes S forms 
Miss Kelly and I have made a mistake here this afternoon, 
Mr. Dowd, and we'd like to explain it to you. 
KELLY. It wasn't Dr. Sanderson's fault, Mr. Dowd. It was 
mme. 
SANDERSON. A human failing as I said. 
EL WOOD. I find it very interesting, nevertheless. You and 
Miss Kelly here? This afternoon-you say? 
KELLY. We do hope you'll understand, Mr. Dowd. 
K absorbs 
Sallows 
E figures 
K hovers 
ELWOOD. Oh, yes. Yes. These things are often the basis of 
a long and warm friendship. 
SANDERSON. And the responsibility is, of course, not hers-
but mine. 
E glows 
EL WOOD. Your attitude may be old-fashioned, Doctor-but E wakes 
I like it. 
SANDERSON. Now, ifl had seen your sister first-that would S installs 
have been an entirely different story. 
EL WOOD. Now there you surprise me. I think the world and E giggles 
all of Veta-but I had supposed she had seen her day. _______ B 
SANDERSON. You must not attach any blame to her. She 
is a very sick woman. Came in here insisting you were in 
need of treatment. That's perfectly ridiculous. 
EL WOOD. Veta shouldn't be upset about me. I get along 
fine. 
SANDERSON. Exactly-but your sister had already talked 
to Miss Kelly, and there had been a call from your family 
lawyer, Judge Gaffney-
EL WOOD. Oh, yes, I know him. Know his wife, too. Nice 
people. 
SANDERSON. Is there something I can get for you, Mr. 
Dowd? 
EL WOOD. What did you have in mind? 
S shrinks 
E patters 
S deports 
E mixes 
S grovels 
E inverts 
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SANDERSON. A light-here-let me give you a light. 
B 
----
your sister was extremely nervous and plunged right 
away into a heated tirade on your drinking. 
ELWOOD. That was Veta. 
SANDERSON. She became hysterical. 
ELWOOD. I tell Veta not to worry about that. I'll take care 
of that. 
SANDERSON. Exactly. Oh, I suppose you take a drink now 
and then-the same as the rest of us? 
ELWOOD. Yes, I do. As a matter of fact, I would like one 
right now. 
SANDERSON. Matter of fact, so would I, but your sister's 
reaction to the whole matter of drinking was entirely too 
intense. Does your sister drink, Mr. Dowd? 
ELWOOD. Oh, no, Doctor. No. I don't believe Veta has ever 
taken a drink. 
SANDERSON. Well, I'm going to surprise you. I think she 
has and does-constantly. 
S jiggles 
E winks 
S entwines 
E pulls 
S shifts 
E swallows 
Stopples 
E motherss 
S anoints 
ELWOOD. I am certainly surprised. E itches 
SANDERSON. But it's not her alcoholism that's going to be S elevates 
the basis for my diagnosis of her case. It's much more serious B 
than that. It was when she began talking so emotionally 
about this big white rabbit-Harvey-yes, I believe she 
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called him Harvey-
EL WOOD. Harvey is his name. 
SANDERSON. She claimed you were persecuting her with 
this Harvey. 
ELWOOD. I haven't been persecuting her with Harvey. Veta 
shouldn't feel that way. And now, Doctor, before we go 
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E tosses 
S interferes 
E smirks 
B 
--------
any further I must insist you let me introduce-
SANDERSON. Let me make my point first, Mr. Dowd. This 
trouble of your sisters didn't spring up overnight. Her 
condition stems from trauma. 
ELWOOD. From what? 
SANDERSON. From trauma.-Spelled T-R-A-U-M-A. It 
means shock. Nothing unusual about it. There is the birth 
trauma. The shock to the act of being born. 
ELWOOD. That's the one we never get over-
SANDERSON. You have a nice sense of humor, Dowd-
hasn't he, Miss Kelly? 
KELLY. Oh, yes, Doctor. 
ELWOOD. May I say the same about both of you? 
SANDERSON. To sum it all up-your sister's condition is 
S couches 
E ticks 
S lords 
Epins 
S kneels 
Knods 
E charms 
S grabs 
serious, but I can help her. She must however remain out ______ B 
here temporarily. 
ELWOOD. I've always wanted Veta to have everything she E protects 
needs. 
SANDERSON. Exactly. 
ELWOOD. But I wouldn't want Veta to stay out her unless 
she liked it out here and wanted to stay out here. 
S selects 
E shelters 
SANDERSON. Of course. Did Wilson get what he went after? S spears 
KELLY. Yes, Doctor. K notes 
SANDERSON. What was Mrs. Simmons' attitude, Miss Kelly? S pries 
KELLY. Not unusual, Doctor. K snuffs 
SANDERSON. Mr. Dowd, if this were an ordinary delusion- S pronounces 
something reflected on the memory picture-in other words, 
if she were seeing something she had seen once-that would 
be one thing. But this is more serious. It stands to reason 
nobody has ever seen a white rabbit six feet high. 
EL WOOD. Not very often, Doctor. 
SANDERSON. I like you, Dowd. 
EL WOOD. I like you, too, Doctor. And Miss Kelly here. 
SANDERSON. So she must be committed here temporarily. 
Under these circumstances I would commit my own 
grandmother. 
ELWOOD. Does your grandmother drink, too? 
SANDERSON. It's just an expression. Now will you sign 
these temporary commitment papers as next-of-kin-
just a formality? 
E hands 
S kisses 
E embraces 
S capitalizes 
E steps 
S minimizes 
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ELWOOD. You'd better have Veta do that, Doctor. She always E presses 
does all the signing and managing for the family. She's 
good at it. 
SANDERSON. We can't disturb her now. 
ELWOOD. Perhaps I'd better talk it over with Judge Gaffney? 
SANDERSON. You can explain it all to him later. Tell him 
I advised it. And it isn't as if you couldn't drop in here any 
S intercepts 
Ebanks 
S cuts 
time and make inquiries. Glad to have you. I'll make out _______ B 
a full visitor's pass for you. When would you like to come 
back? Wednesday, say? Friday, say? 
EL WOOD. You and Miss Kelly have been so pleasant I can 
come back right after dinner. About an hour. 
SANDERSON. Well-we're pretty busy around here, but I 
guess that's all right. 
EL WOOD. I don't really have to go now. I'm not very hungry. 
SANDERSON. Delighted to have you stay-but Miss Kelly 
and I have to get on upstairs now. Plenty of work to do. 
But I tell you what you might like to do. 
E stalls 
S glances 
E deflects 
S escapes 
EL WOOD. What might I like to do? ________ B E appeases 
SANDERSON. We don't usually do this-but just to make 
sure in your mind that your sister is in good hands-why 
don't you look around here? If you go through the door-
and tum right just beyond the stairway you'll find the 
S escapes 
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occupational therapy room down the hall, and beyond that 
the conservatory, the library and the diet kitchen. 
ELWOOD. For Veta's sake I believe I'd better do that, Doctor. 
SANDERSON. Very well, then. It's been a great pleasure to 
have this little talk with you, Mr. Dowd. 
ELWOOD. I've enjoyed it too, Doctor-meeting you and 
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E appeases 
S redirects 
E inspects 
B Miss Kelly. 
--------
SANDERSON. And I will say that for a layman you show an 
unusually acute perception into psychiatric problems. 
ELWOOD. Is that a fact? I never thought I knew anything 
about it. Nobody does, do you think? 
SANDERSON. Well-the good psychiatrist is not found 
under every bush. 
ELWOOD. You have to pick the right bush. Since we all seem 
to have enjoyed this so much, let us keep right on. I would 
like to invite you to come with me now down to Charlie's 
Place and have a drink. When I enjoy people I like to stay 
right with them. 
S coddles 
E decelerates 
S professes 
=E'-w'-'-a=n=d=e=rs::.__ _ .B 
SANDERSON. Sorry-we're on duty now. Give us a rain-check. S faces 
Some other time be glad to. 
ELWOOD. When? 
SANDERSON. Oh-I can't say right now. Miss Kelly and I 
don't get off duty till ten o'clock tonight. 
E spots 
S shifts 
ELWOOD. Let us go to Charlie's at ten o'clock tonight. 
SANDERSON. Well-
ELWOOD. And you, Miss Kelly? 
KELLY.I-
SANDERSON. Dr. Chumley doesn't approve of members of 
the staff fraternizing, but since you've been so understanding 
perhaps we could manage it. 
ELWOOD. I'll pick you up out here in a cab at ten o'clock 
tonight and the four of us will spend a happy evening. I 
want you both to become friends with a very dear friend 
of mine. You said later on-so later on it will be. Goodbye, 
E nails 
S alarms 
E clasps 
K crackles 
S jitters 
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KELLY. Whew-now I can breathe again! K emerges 
SANDERSON. Boy, that was a close shave all right, but he S swells {Medium-Fast} 
seemed to be a pretty reasonable sort of fellow. That man __ B 23. The Flame 
is proud-what he has to be proud ofl don't know. I played [S jabs K, and K 
up to that pride. You can get to almost anybody if you want slaps S] 
to. Now I must look in on that Simmons woman. a. mood adjectives 
KELLY. Dr. Sanderson--! You say you can get to anybody if K drapes 1) sight: huge 
you want to. How can you do that? 2) sound: crackling 
SANDERSON. Takes study, Kelly. Years of specialized training. S erupts 3) touch: hot 
There's only one thing I don't like about this Dowd business. 4) taste: spicy 
KELLY. What's that? K qualifies 5) smell: nutty 
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SANDERSON. Having to make that date with him. Of course S pokes b. Metaphor: forest 
the man has left here as a good friend and booster of this fire 
sanitarium-so I guess I'll have to go with him tonight-
but you don't have to go. 
KELLY. Oh! K wobbles 
SANDERSON. No point in it. I'll have a drink with him, pat 
him on the back and leave. I've got a date tonight, anyway. ______ B 
KELLY. Oh, yes, by all means. I didn't intend to go anyway. 
The idea bored me stiff. I wouldn't go if I never went 
anywhere again. I wouldn't go if my life depended on it. 
SANDERSON. What's the matter with you, Kelly? What are 
you getting so emotional about? 
KELLY. He may be a peculiar man with funny clothes, but he 
knows how to act. His manners were perfect. 
SANDERSON. I saw you giving him the doll-puss stare. I 
didn't miss that. 
K reels 
S scratches 
K stomps 
S snickers 
KELLY. He wouldn't sit down till I sat down. He told me I was K measures 
lovely and called me dear. rd go to have a drink with him 
if you weren't going. 
SANDERSON. Sure you would. And look at him! All he does 
is hang around bars. He doesn't work. All that corny bowing 
and getting up out of his chair every time a woman makes a 
move. Why, he's as outdated as a cast-iron deer. But you'd 
S prunes 
sit with him in a bar and let him flatter you.-Y ou're a 
wonderful girl, Kelly. 
KELLY. Now let me tell you something-you-
CHUMLEY. Dr. Sanderson! Miss Kelly! 
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=K~s=h=a=k""'es=--______ U 
C thunders 
KELLY AND SANDERSON. Yes, Doctor? Kand S tremble 
CHUMLEY. Tell the gardener to prune more carefully around C grips {Medium) 
my prize dahlias along the fence by the main road. They'll 24. The Doctor 
be ready for cutting next week. The difficulty of the woman [C dominates Sand 
who has the big white rabbit-has it been smoothed over? K, and S and K 
SANDERSON. Yes, Doctor. I spoke to her brother and he was S heeds bow to C] 
quite reasonable. a. mood adjectives 
CHUMLEY. While I have had many patients out here who saw C deduces 1) sight: gross 
animals, I have never before had a patient with an animal 2) sound: howl 
that large. 
SANDERSON. Yet, Doctor. She called him Harvey. 
CHUMLEY. Harvey. Unusual name for an animal of any kind. 
Harvey is a man's name. I have known several men in my 
day named Harvey, but I have never heard of any type of 
animal whatsoever with that name. The case has an interesting 
phase, Doctor. 
3) touch: plastic 
S invokes 4) taste: bitter 
C installs 5) smell: cool 
b. Metaphor: king 
walrus 
SANDERSON. Yes, Doctor. S rifles 
CHUMLEY. I will now go up stairs with you and look in on this C ploys 
woman. It may be that we can use my formula 977 on her. 
I will give you my advice in prescribing the treatment, 
Doctor. 
Hendrixson 7 5 
SANDERSON. Thank you, Doctor. B S clicks 
CHUMLEY. And now-may I ask-what is that hat and coat C sniffs 
doing on that table? Whose is it? 
SANDERSON. I don't know. Do you know, Miss Kelly? Was 
it Dowd's? 
KELLY. He had his hat on, Doctor. Perhaps it belongs to one 
of the patients. 
CHUMLEY. There may be some kind of identification-
Here-what' s this-what's this? Two holes cut in the 
crown of this hat. See! 
KELLY. That's strange! 
S deflects 
C slogs 
K spins 
CHUMLEY. Some new fad-put them away. Hang them up-- C discards 
get them out of here. _________________________ U 
WILSON. Hello, Dr. Chumley. 
CHUMLEY. Oh, there you are. 
WILSON. How is every little old thing? 
W props {Medium-Slow} 
C fondles 25. The Puppy 
W prances [C pets W, and W 
cuddles C] 
a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: portly 
2) sound:snappy 
3) touch: tepid 
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4) taste: cool 
5) smell: sweet 
b. Metaphor: a boy and his 
CHUMLEY. Fair, thank you, Wilson, fair. ______ B C putters 
WILSON. Look-Somebody's going to have to give me a W frazzles 
hand with this Simmons dame---order a restraining jacket 
or something. She's terrible. Forget me, didn't you? Well, 
I got her corset off all by myself. 
CHUMLEY. We're going up to see this patient right now, C points 
Wilson. 
WILSON. She's in a hydro tub now-my God-I left the water W whips 
pet 
running on her! U 
BETTY. Willie-remember your promise-. Hello, Dr. B gobbles {Fast} 
Sanderson. Willie, you haven't forgotten Dr. McClure's 26. The Promise 
cocktail party? We promised them faithfully. [B beckons C, and 
CHUMLEY. That's right. I have got to go upstairs now and C steals C delays BJ 
look in on a patient. Be down shortly- a. mood adjectives 
BETTY. Give a little quick diagnosis, Willie-we don't want B nibbles 1) sight: crinkled 
to be late to the party. I'm dying to see the inside of that 2) sound: screen 
house. Good evening. 3) touch: sharp 
4) taste: ripe 
5) smell: fresh 
b. Metaphor: migraine 
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ELWOOD. Good evening. E stills {Medium} 
BETTY. I am Mrs. Chumley. Doctor Chumley's wife. B waddles 27. The Lift 
EL WOOD. I'm happy to know that. Dowd is my name. Elwood E yammers [E raises B, and B 
P. Let me give you one of my cards. If you should want to 
call me-call me at this one. Don't call me at that one, 
because that's-the old one. 
BETTY. Thank you. Is there something I can do for you? 
EL WOOD. What did you have in mind? 
BETTY. You seem to be looking for someone. 
ELWOOD. Yes, I am. I'm looking for Harvey. I went off 
without him. 
BETTY. Harvey? Is he a patient here? 
EL WOOD. Oh, no. Nothing like that. 
BETTY. Does he work here? 
ELWOOD. Oh no. He is what you might call my best friend. 
He is also a pooka. He came out with me and Veta this 
afternoon. 
BETTY. Where was he when you last saw him? 
ELWOOD. In that chair there-with his hat and coat on the 
table. 
BETTY. There doesn't seem to be any hat and coat around 
here now. Perhaps he left? 
EL WOOD. Apparently. I don't see him anywhere. 
helps E] 
a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: quaint 
B titters 
E grabs 
B halts 
E peeks 
2) sound: raspy 
3)touch:uneven 
4) taste: savory 
5) smell: musty 
b. Metaphor: broken 
B pokes 
E settles 
B pries 
E envelops 
B tips 
E reflects 
B agitates 
E scours 
escalator 
BETTY. What was the word you just said-pooka? 
ELWOOD. Yes-that's it. 
BETTY. Is that something new? 
ELWOOD. Oh, no. As I understand it. That's something very 
old. 
BETTY. Oh, really? I had never happened to hear it before. 
EL WOOD. I'm not too surprised at that. I hadn't myself, until 
I met him. I do hope you get an opportunity to meet him. 
I'm sure he would be quite taken with you. 
B credits 
E assures 
B combs 
E scrawls 
B plucks 
E rakes 
BETTY. Oh, really? Well, that's very nice of you to say so, I'm B flutters 
sure. 
ELWOOD. Not at all. If Harvey happens to take a liking to 
people he expresses himself quite definitely. If he's not 
particularly interested, he sits there like an empty chair 
or an empty space on the floor. Harvey takes his time making 
his mind up about people. Choosey, you see. 
E pinpoints 
BETTY. That's not such a bad way to be this day and age. B reclines 
ELWOOD. Harvey is fond of my sister, Veta. That's because he E coils 
is fond of me, and Veta and I come from the same family. 
Now You'd think that feeling would be mutual, wouldn't 
you? But Veta doesn't seem to care for Harvey. Don't you 
think that is rather too bad, Mrs. Chumley? 
BETTY. Oh, I don't know, Mr. Dowd. I gave up a long time 13 resigns 
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B 
ago expecting my family to like my friends. It's useless. 
ELWOOD. But we must keep on trying. 
BETTY. Well, there's no harm in trying, I suppose. 
EL WOOD. Because if Harvey has said to me once he has said 
to me a million times-"Mr. Dowd, I would do anything 
E marches 
B tilts 
E rides 
B 
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for you." Mrs. Chumley-
BETTY. Yes-
------
ELWOOD. Did you know that Mrs. McElinney's Aunt Rose is 
going to drop in on her unexpectedly tonight from Cleveland? 
BETTY. Why, no I didn't-
EL WOOD. Neither does she. That puts you both in the same 
boat, doesn't it? 
BETTY. Well, I don't know anybody named-Mrs.-
EL WOOD. Mrs. McElhinney? Lives next door to us. She is a 
wonderful woman. Harvey told me about her Aunt Rose. 
That's an interesting little news item, and you are perfectly 
free to pass it around. 
BETTY. Well, 1-
EL WOOD. Would you care to come downtown with me now, 
my dear? I would be glad to buy you a drink. 
B scans 
E shines 
B bumps 
E matches 
B slips 
E confuses 
B tumbles B -~~-=---
Eh u gs 
BETTY. Thank you very much, but I am waiting for Dr. Chumley B peels 
and if he came down and found me gone he would be liable 
to raise-he would be irritated! 
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ELWOOD. We wouldn't want that, would me? Some other time, E stalls 
B maybe? 
-------
BETTY. I'll tell you what I'll do, however. 
EL WOOD. What will you do, however? I'm interested. 
BETTY. If your friend comes in while I'm here I'd be glad 
to give him a message for you. 
ELWOOD. Would you do that? I'd certainly appreciate that. 
BETTY. No trouble at all. I'll write it down on the back of 
this. What would you like me to tell him if he comes in 
while I'm still here? 
B commits 
E magnifies 
B rises 
E clasps 
B huddles 
ELWOOD. Ask him to meet me downtown-if he has no other E prepares 
plans. 
BETTY. Meet Mr. Dowd downtown. Any particular place 
down-town? 
EL WOOD. He knows where. Harvey knows this town like a 
book. 
BETTY. Harvey-you know where. Harvey what? 
EL WOOD. Just Harvey. 
BETTY. I'll tell you what. 
ELWOOD. What? 
BETTY. Doctor and I are going right down-town-to 121h 
and Moneview. Dr. McClure is having a cocktail party. 
ELWOOD. A cocktail party at Iih and Montview. 
B gathers 
E reveals 
B sheds 
E hunkers 
B approaches 
E captures 
B leaps 
E plots 
BETTY. We're driving there in a few minutes. We could 
give your friend a lift into town. 
EL WOOD. I hate to impose on you-but I would certainly 
appreciate that. 
BETTY. No trouble at all. Dr. McClure is having this party 
for his sister from Wichita. 
EL WOOD. I didn't know Dr. McClure had a sister in Wichita. 
BETTY. Oh-you know Dr. McClure? 
ELWOOD.No. 
BETTY. But-
ELWOOD. You're quite sure you haven't time to come into 
town with me and have a drink? 
BETTY. I really couldn't-but thank you just the same. 
EL WOOD. Some other time, perhaps? 
BETTY. Thank you. 
ELWOOD. It's been very pleasant to meet you, and I hope to 
see you agam. 
BETTY. Yes, so do I. 
ELWOOD. Goodnight, my dear. You can't miss Harvey. He's 
B includes 
E sidles 
B assures 
E blurs 
B yanks 
E fences 
B reels 
E gathers 
B rumples 
E clings 
B releases 
E caps 
B tips 
E waves 
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B 
very tall-Like that-________________________ U 
CHUMLEY. That Simmons woman is uncooperative, Doctor. 
She refused to admit to me that she has this big white 
rabbit. Insists it's her brother. Give her two of these at 
C wrestles {Fast} 
28. The Hint 
[B briefs C, and C 
nine-another at ten-if she continues to be so restless. 
Another trip to the hydro room at eight, and one in the 
morning at seven. Then we'll see if she won't cooperate 
tomorrow, won't we, Doctor? 
SANDERSON. Yes, Doctor. 
CHUMLEY. You know where to call me if you need me. 
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brushes B] 
a. mood adjectives 
1) sight: short 
2) sound: mumble 
S bends 3) touch: slushy 
C connects 4) taste: peppery 
Ready, pet? B 5) smell: sour 
BETTY. Yes, Willie-and oh, Willie-
CHUMLEY. Yes-
---
B bubbles b. Metaphor: pesky 
Chalts fly 
BETTY. There was a man in here-a man named-let me see- B sniffs 
Oh, here is his card-Dowd-Elwood P. Dowd. U 
SANDERSON. That's Mrs. Simmons' brother, Doctor. I told S wheedles {Very Fast} 
him he could look around, and I gave him full visiting 29. Gasp 
privileges. [B taps C, and C 
CHUMLEY. She mustn't see anyone tonight. Not anyone at C whacks snubs B] 
all. Tell him that. a. mood adjectives 
SANDERSON. Yes, Doctor. S clicks 1) sight: globular 
BETTY. He didn't ask to see her? He was looking for someone- B warbles 2) sound: noisy 
some friend of his. 
CHUMLEY. Who could that be, Dr. Sanderson? 
SANDERSON. I don't know, Doctor. 
3) touch: bumpy 
C furrows 4) taste: creamy 
S scratches 5) smell: clean 
BETTY. He said it was someone he came out here with this B advances b. Metaphor: jumping 
afternoon. beans 
SANDERSON. Was there anyone with Dowd when you saw 
him, Miss Kelly? 
KELLY. No, Doctor-not when I saw him. 
BETTY. Well, he said there was. He said he last saw his friend 
sitting right in that chair with his hat and coat. He seemed 
quite disappointed. 
KELLY. Dr. Sanderson-
BETTY. I told him if we located his friend we'd give him a lift 
into town. He could ride in the back seat. Was that all right, 
Willie? 
CHUMLEY. Of course-of course-
BETTY. Oh, here it is. I wrote it down on the back of this 
S itches 
Kzips 
B digs 
K quakes 
B gathers 
C glances 
B springs 
B card. His friend's name was Harvey. 
-------
KELLY. Harvey! 
BETTY. He didn't give me his last name. He mentioned 
something else about him-pooka-but I didn't quite get 
what that was. 
SANDERSON and CHUMLEY. Harvey! 
BETTY. He said his friend was very tall-. Well, why are you 
looking like that, Willie? This man was a very nice, polite 
man, and he merely asked that we give his friend a lift into 
town, and if we can't do a favor for someone, why are we 
living? 
K whirls 
B plows 
Sand C erupt 
B vaults 
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SANDERSON. Where-where did he go, Mrs. Chumley? How S leashes 
long ago was he in here? 
CHUMLEY. Get me that hat! By George, we'll find out about C whips 
~! u 
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~-~~~~~--~-
BETTY. I don't know where he went. Just a second ago. 
SANDERSON. Main gate-Henry-Dr. Sanderson-
CHUMLEY. Gaffney-Judge Gaffney-
Btums 
S presses 
C smacks 
SANDERSON. Henry-did a man in a brown suit go out through S reaches 
the gate a minute ago? He did? He's gone? 
CHUMLEY. Judge Gaffney-this is Dr. William Chumley- C balances {Fast} 
the psychiatrist. I'm making a routine checkup on the spelling 30. The Scandal 
of a name before entering it into our records. Judge-you [C dumps Sand S 
telephoned out here this afternoon about having a client of grovels to C] 
yours committed? How is that name spelled? With a W, not a. mood adjectives 
a U-Mr. Elwood P. Dowd. Thank you, Judge-Dr. ____ B 1) sight: deep 
Sanderson-I believe your name is Sanderson? 2) sound: groan 
SANDERSON. Yes, Doctor. S clinches 3) touch: hard 
CHUMLEY. You know that much, do you? You went to C sizzles 4) taste: harsh 
medical school-you specialized in the study of psychiatry? 5) smell: choking 
You graduated-you went forth. Perhaps they neglected to b. Metaphor: driving 
tell you that a rabbit has large pointed ears! That a hat for a rail spike 
a rabbit would have to be perforated to make room for those 
ears? 
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SANDERSON. Dowd seemed reasonable enough this afternoon, S veers 
Doctor. 
CHUMLEY. Doctor-the function of a psychiatrist is to tell the C boils 
difference between those who are reasonable, and those who 
merely talk and act reasonably. Do you realize what you have 
done to me? You don't answer. I'll tell you. You have 
permitted a psychopathic case to walk off these grounds 
and roam around with an overgrown rabbit. You have 
subjected me-a psychiatrist-to the humiliation of having 
to call-of all things-a lawyer to find out who came out 
here to be committed-and who came out here to commit! 
SANDERSON. Dr. Chumley-I-
V 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 
CHUMLEY. Just a minute, Wilson-I want you. I will now 
have to do something I haven't done in fifteen years. I 
will have to go out after this patient, Elwood P. Dowd, 
and I will have to bring him back, and when I do bring him 
back, your connection with this institution is ended-as of 
S covers 
C explodes {Medium-Slow} 
31. The Volcano 
[C destroys S, and 
S falls to CJ 
a. mood adjectives 
that moment! Wilson, get the car. Pet, call the McClures and __ B 1) sight: glowing 
say we can't make it. Miss Kelly-come upstairs with me 2) sound: gurgling 
and we'll get that woman out of the tub- 3) touch: singeing 
KELLY. Yes-Doctor- K whizzes 4) taste: hot 
5) smell: burnt 
b. Metaphor: boiling lava 
BETTY. I'll have to tell the cook we'll be home for dinner. 
She'll be furious. Wilson-
WILSON. Yes, ma'am. 
BETTY. What is a pooka? 
WILSON. A what? 
BETTY. A pooka. 
WILSON. You can search me, Mrs. Chumley. 
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B rubs {Medium} 
B 32. The Encyclopedia 
W opens [B charges W, and 
B compels W halts B] 
W dashes a. mood adjectives 
B deepens 
W dances 
1) sight: flat 
2) sound: tinkle 
BETTY. I wonder if it would be in the Encyclopedia here? B attacks 
They have everything here. I wonder if it is a lodge, or 
3) touch: rough 
4) taste: sticky 
what it is! Oh, I don't dare to stop to do this now. Dr. B 
-----
5) smell: rich 
Chumley won't want to find me still here when he comes b. Metaphor: warm soup 
down. He'll raise-I mean-oh, dear! U 
WILSON. P-o-o-k-a. "Pooka. From the old Celtic mythology. W derails (Medium-Slow} 
A fairy spirit in animal form. Always very large. The pooka 33. Fairy Spirit 
appears here and there, now and then, to this one and that [W studies E] 
one at his own caprice. A wise but mischievous creature. a. mood adjectives 
Very fond of rumpots, crack-pots," and how are you, Mr. 1) sight: enormous 
Wilson. How are you Mr. Wilson? Who in the encyclopedia 2) sound: reverberating 
wants to know? Oh-to hell with it! 3) touch: downy 
4) taste: juicy 
5) smell: delicious 
b. Metaphor: looking glass 
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Character Analysis 
In his book The Art of Dramatic Writing, Lajos Egri writes that: 
A human being is a maze of seeming contradictions. Planning one thing, he at once 
does another; loving, he believes he hates. Man oppressed, humiliated, beaten, still 
professes sympathy and understanding for those who have beaten, humiliated and 
oppressed him. (50) 
Because of these contradictions, several of the characters in Mary Chase's Harvey lend 
themselves to an interesting collage of conflict. However, only a few of these characters are 
dense enough to be considered complex. "The density of a character-how simple or complex he 
may be-is determined from how much he participates in the action of a play and from the 
quality of the participation and what kind it is" (Hodge 40). Thus, Elwood P. Dowd and his sister 
Veta Louise Simmons, by Hodge's definition, are the most complex, dense, and important 
characters in this play. They both are on stage more than any other character, and they both drive 
much of the action, conflict, climax, and resolution. All the other characters' actions revolve 
around, and depend upon, the actions of Elwood and Veta. 
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Elwood P. Dowd 
It could easily be argued that one of Elwood Dowd's strongest desires is that of 
peace. This is evident in his enjoyment of reading a good book with a stiff drink in his hand. 
His appreciation of alcohol does not prove, however, that he is an alcoholic. For Elwood, it is 
mostly a social connection. Alcohol does not bring him peace. A focus on the here and now 
seems to be his goal. Unfortunately, the here and now for Elwood really isn't the here and 
now. It is thirty years prior to the action of the play, before either great war affected the 
world and especially America. Peace is then achieved by ignoring these changes. 
Nonetheless, Elwood is in the present with people. His human contacts tend to be peaceful 
and peacemaking. He, for instance, pays Dr. Chumley's bar tab in order to prevent a clash 
between him and the bartender. Even with Wilson, the sanitarium's attendant, Elwood 
attempts to politely maintain a peaceful relationship. Elwood does not strike out or become 
aggressive when Wilson verbally assaults and physically attacks him. When Dr. Chumley 
tells Elwood that Veta tried to have him committed, Elwood creates his own tranquility by 
striving to avoid interfering in the lives of others. He is not opposed to giving advice, but he 
encourages others to make their own choices. Realizing that being a busy body only causes 
stress and discontentment, he, for example, allows Dr. Sanderson the choice of opening the 
window or not. Also, he advises Dr. Chumley to allow his fantasy woman to speak yet 
ultimately guides him to control his own life. This whole approach helps Elwood to retain 
his peace of mind. Other than freedom and love, Elwood is willing to sacrifice everything 
for the sake of tranquility. 
Most people enjoy a certain amount of freedom. For Elwood, freedom takes a very 
high priority. He is even willing to sacrifice peace to maintain his personal freedom. Initially, 
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Elwood realizes that much of his freedom lies in his ownership of the Dowd Mansion. It is a 
place for him to relax, enjoy reading, and invite friends. He, furthermore, enjoys his freedom 
to go to the :firehouse, the granary, and Charlie's Place. Moreover, Elwood resists Wilson's 
insistence on retaining him for longer than he wishes to stay, even if it makes for an 
unpeaceful situation. Elwood dislikes Wilson's insults and assaults so much that he does 
begin to press his buttons a bit with corrections of his inappropriate and improper use of 
language. He views Wilson as someone who is directly imposing on his freedom. 
Elwood's freedom has been secured by his mother's estate. He has few 
responsibilities and, seemingly, a large cash flow. Since he does not have a job, he does not 
have to spend his time at work. Pinney Dowd, Elwood's mother, and her parents have paid 
for his version of freedom. He has not earned it. His way of life, although pleasant, has come 
easy to him. Reading, drinking, and talking to people can be the focus of his time spent. Even 
Chumley's Rest offers more freedom than the awful state facilities his poor countrymen must 
face because of their dementia or schizophrenia. It is not inherently bad to enjoy these 
freedoms, but shouldn't there be some sort ofresponsibility attached? 
More important than peace and even freedom to Elwood is his desire to love and be 
loved. Judge Gaffney confirms, as he instructs Myrtle, that Elwood had his time when both 
men and women loved him. They loved him, most likely, because he showed love to them. 
He is so effective at making people feel good about themselves. Specifically, he has a way of 
helping people to open up. Mrs. Chauvenet, for instance, loves Elwood, stating that he is one 
of her favorite people (Chase 6). His mother had good reason, furthermore, for leaving the estate 
to him. It is likely that she knew the goodness of his heart and his commitment to retain the 
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Dowd Mansion's turn-of-the-century appeal. Betty Chumley, additionally, basks in Elwood's 
charming politeness and seeming interest in all the minute details of people's lives. Although 
she is startled by his offbeat insights, she responds to him with kindness and generosity, even 
offering Harvey a ride into town. Another woman who warms to Elwood's charm and 
kindness is Nurse Kelly. Elwood is polite, respectful, and complimentary. This old-fashioned 
chivalry is a major aphrodisiac for Ruth Kelly. Whether they admit it or not, many women 
yearn for this kind of attention. 
Men also love Elwood. Dr. Sanderson, who at first is very formal in his treatment of 
Dowd, eventually becomes almost sensitive and personable, sometimes needing to catch 
himself. When he is not present, Sanderson speaks harshly about Dowd as a case study and 
an old-fashioned relic, but when it comes down to it, Sanderson, as stilted as he is, begins to 
personalize his relationship with Elwood by the third act of the play. Judge Gaffney and 
Doctor Chumley love Elwood also. Gaffney admits his regret for committing him, and 
Chumley appreciates him for his understanding of human kindness and the basic need for 
fantasy. Likewise, Elwood talks about the "golden moments" he enjoys in his relationships 
with people at Charlie's Place. Even the bartender appreciates Elwood well enough to allow 
him in the establishment, though he probably and permanently chases some customers away. 
Finally, Lofgren, the cabbie, and Elwood connect on a personal level because Elwood simply 
displays a specific interest in him and invites him to the Dowd Mansion. 
Although Elwood loves Myrtle and could love Wilson, neither of these two characters 
return that sentiment. They, notably, are the only two characters who fall into this category. 
This is very likely true because of each character's single-mindedness and narrowness of 
focus. For example, Myrtle loves herself and her way of life. Nothing can stand in the way of 
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that. She would rather be dolled up in fancy dresses and going on vacations than making 
contact with regular, working-class people. Myrtle is self-centered, greedy, and immature. 
As a result, it is difficult for her to love anyone but herself, and it is impossible for her to 
see any good in someone like her Uncle Elwood. Although not to the extent that Myrtle is, 
Wilson is also self-serving. He has "seen a lot of nutcases in [his] time" and has had to deal 
with them on a regular basis and in a very close way. Ten years at Chumley's Rest have made 
him callous and angry, particularly with "wackos." 
Elwood Dowd has a strong will when it comes to meeting and fulfilling his desires. 
He will only compromise his want for peace for freedom or love. Further, Elwood only 
sacrifices freedom for love. His love for Veta, for instance, overrides his desire to do as he 
chooses. Ultimately, he gives into Veta's request to take the formula that is meant to cure his 
mental illness even though it violates his free will and will probably bring him nothing but 
misery and discontentment. This is not to say that he would surrender his freedom for just 
anyone's love. But it·does give considerable weight to his love for Veta. And, in the end, 
Veta reciprocates by accepting her fate with Harvey rather than harm her brother in any way. 
Alternatively, Elwood is not about to surrender to Wilson, Dr. Sanderson, or Dr. Chumley, 
rejecting Wilson's demands, Dr. Sanderson's prescriptions, and Dr. Chumley's insistence; It is 
only Veta who can get Elwood to surrender his free will. 
Even though Elwood Dowd lacks measurable social responsibility in a grander sense, 
he does behave in a responsible way with his daily interactions. Not only is he polite, but he 
also maintains a respect for the free will of others. Refreshingly, Elwood has a live and let 
live attitude, yet he also remains honest with himself and with others. 
Because Elwood Dowd values his own freedom, he also respects the rights of others 
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to choose their own destiny. This is clearly articulated when he says that, "I wouldn't 
presume to live his life for him" (Chase 20). When Elwood says this, he articulates a major 
focus of his life philosophy. Later, he advises Dr. Chumley to take whiskey as well as beer 
on his fantasy trip to Akron, but he does not force the issue, stating that "it is not [his] two 
weeks" (63). 
Part of Elwood's moral stance is his ethical code of politeness and social grace. For 
example, he habitually uses phrases such as "excuse me" and "make yourself comfortable" 
(5). Even with Miss Elsie Greenawalt, a perfect stranger who calls his home to sell magazine 
subscriptions, Elwood says things like "I hope I will have the pleasure of meeting you some 
time, my dear" and "we would consider it an honor if you would come and join us" (5). 
Honesty is another key to Elwood's moral code. He states this vividly by 
proclaiming, "I never lie, Mr. Wilson" (53). Furthermore, honesty for Elwood includes an 
openness about his viewpoints and preferences. Miss Kelly is the recipient of this kind of 
honesty in the form of compliments such as "I would much rather look at you, Miss Kelly, if 
you don't mind. You really are very lovely" (19). Another woman, Betty Chumley, blessed 
with Elwood's brand of honesty is told, "I'm sure [Harvey] would be quite taken with you" 
(28). Not only is Elwood honest with compliments, but he is also direct about what is 
possible and what is not. He, for example, tells Wilson, "You suggest I button up my lip and 
give you some straight answers. It can't be done" (50). 
In Francis Hodge's book Play Directing, he states that "unless a director thinks an 
actor is capable of getting out the dramatic action, looking like the part will accomplish little" 
( 41 ). Although appearance, manners, and poise are not the only elements in character, they 
are important in the director's initial considerations. In the script, Elwood is described as a 
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man who is "about 47 years old with a dignified bearing and yet a dreamy look in his eyes" 
( 4 ). It further states about his expression that it is "benign, yet serious to the point of gravity" 
(4). It stands to reason that Elwood is probably not much shorter than his pal Harvey who, 
according to Elwood, is "six feet one and a half' (51 ). A large height difference would be 
umeasonable because Elwood "brushes off the head of the invisible Harvey" (8). 
Additionally, one can conclude that Elwood is probably lean; this is true, in part, because 
Elwood walks most places. The text admits this only inferentially. Cars were very common 
in Denver in 1943, even with gas rationing and stops in production. Hence, through 
inference, one can surmise that Elwood is fairly tall and lean, that he moves with grace and 
comfort, and that he is physically unimposing as the flow of his dialogue suggests. About 
decorum, Hodge also notes that: 
Such a projection of the outward appearance of a character is superficial because 
what a person looks like is not a prediction of what he is. Nevertheless, it can be of 
some value if only to help project the character into the society in which he lives. It 
is also possible that his physical makeup may be closely related to his mental and 
emotional temperaments. ( 40) 
Thus, an examination of Elwood's decorum can help one to understand, at least in some way, 
why this particular character behaves in the way that he does. 
Polar Attitudes 
• Start: I like being content and irresponsible. 
• End: My love for my sister and my wish to please her outweighs my desire for 
contentment. 
Philosophical Statements 
• "Some people are blind. That is often brought to my attention" (19). 
•"[Birth is the trauma] we never get over" (22). 
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•"I never thought I knew anything about [psychiatric problems]. Nobody does do you think?" 
(24). 
•"If he's not particularly interested, he sits there like an empty chair or empty space on the 
floor" (28). 
•"As you grow older and pretty women pass you by, you will think with deep gratitude of 
these generous gifts of your youth" (49). 
•"Doctor, I wrestled with reality for forty years, and I am happy to state that I finally won out 
over it" ( 49). 
• "You suggest that I button up my lip and give you some straight answers. It can't be done" 
(50). 
• "Their hopes, their regrets, their loves, their hates. All very large because nobody ever 
brings anything small into a bar" (54). 
•"There's a little bit of envy in the best of us-too bad, isn't it?" (54). 
• "An element of conflict in an discussion is a good thing. It means everybody is taking part 
and nobody is left out" (61). 
•"Harvey has overcome not only time and space-but any objections" (62). 
•"I always have a wonderful time just where I am, whomever I'm with" (62). 
•"For years I was smart. I recommend pleasant" (64). 
•"Veta, one can't have too many friends" (69). 
Veta Louise Simmons 
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Societal position is Veta Louise Simmons' vital lie. It is her primary flaw and the lie 
that leads her to make what could be tragic mistakes if this play were to end differently. The 
desire to maintain some sort of societal position leads Veta into a false sense of honor. 
However, what saves Veta in the end and what helps to make this play a comedy rather than 
a tragedy is her want for the love of her family and her need for human kindness and 
compassion. 
Being the protagonist in this play, Veta begins the sequence of events that lead to the 
story's climax. The decision to begin this sequence takes place early in the first act when 
Veta declares that "Uncle Elwood has disgraced us for the last time in this house. I'm going 
to do something I've never done before" (Chase 9). In the big picture, disgrace for Veta is like a 
strong Victorian embarrassment or social humiliation. Many people, tragically, have 
mistaken this humiliation as a loss of honor. Yet, the essence of honor is the act of doing 
something because it is the right thing to do regardless of social disgrace. Thus, true honor 
can be diametrically opposed to maintaining high social status. Unfortunately, Veta's wish to 
"entertain [her] friends" (15) is a stumbling block for Veta and an obstacle in her way to 
realizing things that are actually more important to her. She says, unfortunately, about 
Elwood's bunny friend, "it's a slap in the face to everything we've stood for in this 
community" (14). Later, Veta reiterates this concern in a very life and death fashion. "Our 
friends never come to see us-we have no social life; we have no life at all. We're both 
miserable. I wish I were dead-but maybe you don't care" (66). 
Veta Simmons has a vigorous want to love, and be loved by, her family, especially by 
her brother Elwood. This higher, truer, purer goal is suppressed as Veta allows pride and 
social position to blind her to more important ideals. Even if Elwood causes Veta grief, is her 
"biggest heartache, and even if people do call him peculiar, he's still [her] brother" (4). 
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Clearly, Veta has an inclination to defend her brother at some level. Maybe, in part, it is 
because Veta believes that Elwood's Harvey Complex is "not [his] fault" (9). Sadly, Veta's 
own harrowing experience at the sanitarium is not enough to convince her to change her 
mind about placing Elwood there. And it is only when she realizes that Elwood would 
become a completely different, awful person as a result of taking the esteemed formula that 
she does a complete tum about on the need for treatment and institutionalization for Elwood. 
Veta's ultimate reversal is both evidence of the love for her brother and proof that she 
desires human kindness and compassion. 
As Myrtle insists on, even in the very end, trying to force Elwood to take the formula, 
Veta quickly and harshly scolds her with, "You shut up! I've lived longer than you have. I 
remember my father. I remember your father" (70). The implication here is that her husband 
and father both acted like bastards, lacking in kindness and compassion. Veta loves Elwood 
because he, with all of his faults, is everything they were not. It is a tremendous confession 
that is at the root ofVeta's struggles. Social status and acceptance are merely things to fill the 
void; it provides safety, security, and comfort in her seemingly otherwise loveless, and 
certainly sexless, life. Most important to the credibility of Veta' s character is that she changes. 
In his book The Art of Dramatic Writing, Lajos Egri agrees that change is essential. He writes, 
"So we can safely say that any character, in any type of literature, which does not undergo a 
basic change is a badly drawn character" (61). 
"Veta is certainly a whirlwind" (Chase 64), Elwood declares to Dr. Chumley. His 
declaration is easy to visualize as a metaphorical representation ofVeta's will in this play. 
The primary concentration of Veta' s will is on meeting the desire of social status. And, it 
seems to her that Elwood's freedom and behavior are imposing upon that status. Hence, she 
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does everything in her power to get Elwood permanently committed. For example, even 
though she admits to having seen Harvey herself, Veta insists to Dr. Sanderson that Elwood 
is dangerous and that he needs to be institutionalized. She asserts that, "there is no help for 
him. He must be picked up and locked up and left" ( 45). It is far easier for Veta and others 
like her to put such pro bl ems out of sight and out of mind, taking away the embarrassment 
and relieving some of the guilt. If such people are considered dangerous, then we awaken 
people's hunger for safety and security. This hunger is what encourages friends, relatives, 
and the state to lock up people like Elwood and is the underlying element driving Veta's will 
in this play. In one day, Veta acquires the judge's signature for commitment, packs Elwood's 
belongings, arranges for a taxi, takes Elwood to the sanitarium, fills out the necessary 
paperwork, is committed and released herself, and nearly changes Elwood's personality with 
medication all on the same day as her Wednesday forum. Indeed, Veta is a whirlwind. 
Morally, Veta has some issues. She is one of those people who seems to be moral 
because of her prudish disdain for alcohol and sex urges. However, this is just a fac;ade. It is 
an illusion which replaces true moral fabric. Deep down, Veta' s moral struggle goes back to 
her childhood. Her lack of self- honesty is a defense mechanism to protect her from the angst 
of the relationships with her father and now deceased husband. A hint of this struggle is 
revealed as Veta advises Myrtle that, "there's something sweet about every young girl. And a 
man takes that sweetness, and look what he does with it" (3). "What he does with it" is 
definitely not a positive thing. Veta, ultimately, is as honest with others as she can be 
considering her present struggle with self-honesty. As a result of this struggle, Veta is easy to 
read. Furthermore, Veta maintains honesty with Dr. Sanderson, Dr. Chumley, Myrtle, Judge 
Gaffney, and Elwood. To Dr. Sanderson, she confesses to having seen Harvey once or twice. 
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Later, Veta instructs Dr. Chumley in the fine points of art appreciation, guides Myrtle in the 
art of social graces and etiquette, exposes to Judge Gaffney her naughty experience at the 
sanitarium, and expresses to Elwood her dislike of Harvey's presence. Unfortunately, due to 
her current value shift, Veta holds back the one piece of information that might get her a 
permanent stay at Chumley's Rest. Sanderson, a perfect stranger and the one person to whom she 
does open up, acts to do just that. In her core then, Veta is fundamentally truthful and genuine, 
and this is proven when Veta self-actualizes. Veta is an example of an essentially good person 
who is struggling with honesty as a result of unkempt, old baggage. 
It is difficult to imagine anyone other than Josephine Hull successfully playing Veta; 
however, it is possible. Veta's personality exudes short, stocky, feisty, and somewhat nervous. 
This nervousness is, in part, due to her current internal conflict, but it is, nonetheless, real and 
consistent throughout the play. For example, short, choppy sentences often lace Veta's 
dialogue: 
VETA. We've got to pretend we're having a gay little chat. Keep looking. When 
you catch his eye tell me. He always comes when I call him. Now, then-do 
you see him yet? (Chase 1.1. 9) 
Polar Attitudes 
• Start: Elwood needs to be controlled, and I can control him. 
• End: Elwood is uncontrollable and does not need to be controlled 
Philosophical Statements 
•"I don't care what anyone says, there's something sweet about every young girl. And a man 
takes that sweetness, and look what he does with it" (3). 
•"Don't be didactic ... It's not becoming in a young girl, and men loathe it" (4). 
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•"I always thought that what you were showed on your face" (37). 
• "And those doctors came upstairs and asked me a lot of questions-all about sex 
urges-and all that filthy stuff' (38). 
•"Close-set eyes. They're always liars" (38). 
•"You can't trust anybody" (38). 
•"They're not interested in men at places like that" (39). 
• "The difference between a fine oil painting and a mechanical thing like a photograph is 
simply this: a photograph shows not only the reality but the dream behind it" ( 44). 
•"It's our dreams that keep us going. That separate us from the beasts. I wouldn't want to 
live if I thought it was all eating and sleeping and taking off my clothes" ( 44 ). 
•"I wish I were dead" (66). 
Myrtle Mae Simmons 
Myrtle has inherited, from her father, her mother's need for kindness. This is Myrtle's 
basic desire. Her want of leisure, materialism, and social status are dominant but are merely 
placebos to Myrtle's true happiness. Often times people allow trivial , temporal things to get 
in the way of understanding themselves, and thus, have difficulty finding a long-lasting 
happiness. The essence of Myrtle's struggle lies in this very idea. 
Her mother's diligent, militant attack to remedy her current state of singleness 
reinforces Myrtle's belief that she needs a man to make her happy. Veta tells her daughter 
that "the point of this whole party is to get you started. We work through those older women to 
the younger group" (3). Repressed sexual desires further impede Myrtle's happiness. For her, 
there seems to be some confusion between sex and kindness. When Veta tells her that her clothes 
had been tom off at the sanitarium, she becomes naive and childlike with an exaggerated interest. 
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This condition spills over into her actual contact with a man, Wilson, the asylum attendant. 
Oddly, Myrtle becomes shy and girl-like as Wilson flirts to gain her attention. Brief and 
apologetic responses mark her behavior in this rendezvous. Moreover, she apologizes to her 
mother for even showing an interest in Wilson. 
Leisure, materialism, and social status are high on Myrtle's wish list. Her hope of 
leisure becomes clear as she longs for a trip to Pasadena when Elwood is finally locked up 
and out of her life. Additionally, Myrtle, like many people, enjoys possessions a great deal. 
Her passion for frilly dresses is symbolic of this hedonistic approach to life. While her uncle 
is facing a life-altering medical treatment, Myrtle is checking out the draperies in the 
sanitarium for a possible house-coat material. Furthermore, she asks the selfish question, 
"Why did [grandmother] have to leave her property to Elwood?" (4). As a result, Myrtle 
begins to line up possible buyers for her plans to cut up the Dowd Mansion into buffet 
apartments on the very day Elwood is to be committed. It is evident that Myrtle is centered 
upon the acquisition of wealth; however, social position is Myrtle's ultimate candy. 
Myrtle has a nagging sweet tooth for high society posh. From the beginning, Myrtle 
sets her place in the community by being extra polite to the Society Editor of the Evening 
News Bee. How people view her is so important to her that she is easily embarrassed to the 
point of humiliation when Elwood introduces Harvey to all the rich, snooty women at the 
Wednesday Forum. Her death wish for Uncle Elwood only magnifies Myrtle's determination 
to get everything she wants. "Oh mother-people get run over by trucks every day. Why 
can't something like that happen to Elwood?" (9). Myrtle's weaknesses, however, help to spark 
the main action of this play. "Some weakness which seems inconsequential may easily provide 
the starting point of a powerful play" (Egri 80). 
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An intensely driven woman, Myrtle is almost entirely will power by nature. For 
instance, Myrtle begins the play focused upon Elwood's deficiencies and upon the fact that 
he is in her way. The obstacle is made clear right from the start. When it becomes Myrtle's 
goal, additionally, to sell the Dowd Mansion, she persists vehemently. Even when Judge 
Gaffney is trying to help her mother, Myrtle has her attention on acquiring the deed to the 
mansion. Quickly changing the subject from something completely different, she asks him, 
"Have you got the deed to the house?" (Chase 35). Furthermore, Myrtle has the will to taste 
affection even if it is vicariously through Veta's strangely sexual sanitarium experience. When 
Gaffney tells her to leave the room, she protests, "Now, I should say not" (37). By insisting that 
Elwood be locked up no matter what, Myrtle displays her will throughout the play. Up to the 
very end, Myrtle tries to get her way by controlling her mother, screaming, "Mother-Stop this" 
and, her last line in the play, "Do something with her, Judge-Mother, Stop it" (70). All of this is 
Myrtle's desperate attempt to manipulate people around her in order to attain possessions and 
status. 
Most people would consider Myrtle to be an evil character although she is much like 
a great many individuals. Integrity for Myrtle is not a major value. Also, she is not very 
honest with herself and others. Two-faced and manipulative are words that easily describe 
Myrtle. Veta contributes to this description by insisting upon a smile from Myrtle as they 
"pretend to have a gay, little chat" (9). Pretend, then, is what Myrtle does. In this way, she is 
Elwood's opposite. Most significantly, though, Myrtle is dishonest with herself: convincing 
herself that possessions, status, and sexual kindness are most important to her; but, in reality, 
Myrtle needs genuine kindness and compassion. Veta helps the audience to connect with this 
idea when she exposes her own naked desires. She, like Myrtle, wants to be loved. 
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If one can envision a determined weasel, one can better grasp the character that is 
Myrtle. Physically, by most American standards, she is no beauty. If she were beautiful in 
this way, men would probably not be able to see past it long enough to realize her negative 
personality traits. Thus, she would not need to be set up with grandsons and nephews of 
high society elitists. Her manner and poise are quick, devious, and sharp. Myrtle's features, 
as a result, are sharp, lean, and sneaky like a weasel. Wilson says about Myrtle that she has 
" a nice build." If Wilson is the typical American male, as he seems to be, Myrtle is probably 
lean like a weasel as well. 
Polar Attitudes 
•Start: The only way to meet a man is through mother's friends. 
•End: I'm not so choosy. I can lure a man on my own. 
Philosophical Statements 
•"Thank God for the firehouse" (3). 
• "I wish I were dead" (8). 
•"There's nothing funny about me. I'm like my father's family-they're all dead" (58). 
Ethel Chauvenet 
Mrs. Chauvenet is like a peacock. The author describes her as "a woman of about 65, 
heavy, dressed with the casual sumptuousness of a wealthy Western society woman-in 
silvery gold and plush, and mink scarf even though it is a spring day" (5). Physically, her 
weight is carried up in the chest and shoulders. She has a showy air about her that demands 
attention. Her strut is graceful, and her manner is big and bold. 
Highly important to Ethel Chauvenet is gaining and sustaining the regard and 
attention of others. Thus, her greeting, "Veta Louise Simmons! I thought you were dead" (5), 
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takes the focus away from the greeted and places it upon the greeter, Mrs. Chauvenet. If other 
people are dead, then she becomes the center of attention. If others look bad, then she looks 
good. Referring to Mrs. Cummings, Chauvenet declares, "My-but she looks ghastly! Hasn't she 
failed though?" (7). Furthermore, Chauvenet tells Myrtle that she has known her since she was a 
baby but then immediately turns and asks, "What is your name, dear?" (6). This is an obvious 
ploy to draw regard to herself and away from Myrtle. As a result of Elwood's attentive doting 
over her, in addition, Mrs. Chauvenet generously likes him. She waits for his praise, and he 
willingly heaps it upon her when he says, "What a pleasure to come in and find a beautiful 
woman waiting for me" (7). The peacock is overjoyed with indulgent pleasure. It is no wonder 
why Elwood is one of her favorite people. 
Not only does Chauvenet appreciate being the center of attention, but she also enjoys 
a certain amount of status within her sphere. Ethel Chauvenet likes being the matriarch who 
attends club dances and horse shows. Therefore, her manner and decorum reflect this status 
of sumptuous wealth and prestige. However, security inevitably drives Ethel Chauvenet 
away. When she becomes uncomfortable, confused, and unsafe, she withdraws in a hurry. 
Once Chauvent realizes that Elwood has an imaginary pooka pal, all else goes out the 
proverbial window. 
This peacock, Mrs. Chauvenet, is highly determined to get what she wants. When she 
enters a room, she controls it by using her space liberally and boldly. Even when she speaks 
of others, Chauvenet draws attention to herself. At all times, she guides and leads the 
discussion and is, most of the time, in charge of her own condition. Specifically, when it 
comes time for her to protect her security and stability by fleeing the scene, she does not 
hesitate. Within moments, she is gone. 
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Although Chuauvenet is bold, showy, and demanding, she is genuinely so. Audience 
members and the actor playing this role should not mistake Ethel Chauvenet for someone who is 
pretentious. She is a true diva, through and through. Furthermore, Chauvenet likes to get the 
goods on people. When Veta tells her that Mr. Cummings looks worse than his failing wife, she 
replies, "Is that so? I must have them over" (7). Seemingly getting more attention if other people 
are either sick or dead, Chauvenet feels better when others feel worse, not because she simply 
wants harm to come to others but because it adds to her matriarchal power if she outlasts 
everyone. Surprisingly, she is not a bad person but, instead, is one who is almost completely 
honest with herself and others. Such honesty is truly a redeeming quality in almost any person. 
Judge Omar Gaffney 
The author of the text writes that Omar Gaffney is an elderly, white-haired man, and 
it implies that he is probably lean in appearance since he is able to convince Veta that his 
daily regimen consists of long walks. Further, much incidental evidence exits within the 
script that suggests that Gaffney is vertically challenged or, at least, thinks he is. It is likely 
the reason why Wilson and Doctor Chumley do not take him seriously and why he 
overcompensates by being so demanding and declarative. Moreover, Gaffney's constant 
threats to sue people are also a form of overcompensation. He can be likened to a hostile 
chipmunk, demanding the return of its nuts. 
Among Gaffney's many desires, is his want to get back to his precious game at the 
club. He seems to place a great deal of importance upon this game, preferring to be doing 
that than most anything else. Regardless, he does drop his game to meet the needs of others 
and does appear to be a just and fair man. For instance, Gaffney wants Myrtle to be fair to 
Elwood. Liking and respecting Elwood a great deal, Gaffney is bothered that Myrtle has no 
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regard for him or his well being. When Myrtle reveals her plan to sell the mansion, Gaffney 
declares, "Now see here, Myrtle Mae. This house doesn't belong to you. It belongs to your 
Uncle Elwood" (35). Furthermore, Judge Gaffney attempts to exact justice for Veta as she 
tries to recover from her disastrous experience at the sanitarium. Elwood, Judge Gaffney 
believes, is of good character because he is willing to share everything with his sister. 
In harmony with his Napoleon complex, Gaffney has a desire for power and control. 
In this way, Judge Gaffney is determined to control everything in order to compensate for 
some perceived deficiency. Specifically, he battles for control over Myrtle: 
JUDGE. Get her some tea, Myrtle. Do you want some tea, Veta? 
MYRTLE. I'll get some tea, Mother. Get her coat off, Judge. 
JUDGE. Let Myrtle get your coat off, Veta. Get her coat off Myrtle. (Chase 2.1. 
36) 
In addition, Judge Gaffney uses his judicial power to gain control over the circumstances of 
others. Initially, one power play is his authorization to place Elwood in Chumley's Rest even 
against his better judgement. Another way that Gaffney initiates control is by touting his 
weapon of legal action at his own caprice. Gaffney, furthermore, uses commanding language 
in order to help wield his gavel of domination. "Chumley-well, well, well-I've got 
something to say to him" ( 40). He has no problem ordering people around or telling Veta to 
"sit down there, girl" (59). 
In the big picture, Judge Gaffney is most driven by his love for Veta and a deeply 
seeded wish that she might someday return that love. Unfortunately, Veta has an abundance 
of past baggage, and, as a result, she is in no way prepared to love anyone in this romantic, 
sensual way. Although Judge Gaffney intellectually understands Veta's limitations, he is not 
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emotionally able to grasp the weight and durability of her baggage. Thus, Gaffney does all 
that he can to please Veta, including the authorization of commitment papers for a man who 
he believes to be good, kind, honest, and safe. He knows that Elwood poses no real danger to 
his family and community, yet he still follows Veta's wishes. The Judge's actions do give 
him a chance to exercise his judicial muscles, but it is love that is the primary catalyst 
behind Gaffney's actions in this play. Comforting her, coddling her, and coming to her 
rescue, Omar Gaffney is Veta Simmons' knight in shining armor who will always be just a 
good friend and nothing more. 
One of Gaffney' s strengths is his determination to achieve his professional goals, 
consistently seeking to be fair and honest, perpetually insisting on being in charge, and 
continuously making efforts to control even the smallest of circumstances with threats of 
suits and with demanding language. However, Gaffney lacks the will to acquire his most 
sought after prize, Veta's love. He, instead, carefully works his way around it by doing 
everything for her without being completely honest with Veta and with his feelings for her. 
Generally, Judge Gaffney has a strong sense of integrity. He is forthright with others 
in his speech and manner. Yet, sadly, it is not beyond Gaffney to lie in order to impress Veta. 
Specifically, it is likely that he lied to Veta about his long walks, which is evident when he 
hastily changes the subject after Veta brings it up. Another possible reason might be that she 
had mentioned these as a remedy for sex urges, something about which the Judge would 
rather not think for fear of losing self-control with Veta and possibly of losing her friendship 
as well. In the long run, Gaffney probably knows that Veta is unable to love him, so he 
decides not to pursue action on his true feelings, choosing, instead, to settle for something 
that is as close to what he wants without losing everything. 
Polar Attitudes 
•Start: Harvey only exists in Elwood's mind. 
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•End: Maybe Harvey does exist, but it's not worth giving up my game to find out. 
Nurse Ruth Kelly 
Mary Chase writes that "Miss Kelly is a very pretty young woman of about 
twenty-four. She is wearing a starched white uniform" (11). Elwood confirms Kelly's beauty 
when he says, "You really are very lovely" (19). Also, Doctor Sanderson is evidently taken 
with her since he admits to having said her name in his sleep and since he eventually and 
specifically calls her "beautiful" (17) and "baby" (59). Ruth Kelly has smooth, porcelain 
skin, dark hair, and deep, blue eyes. Furthermore, she is stunning, lean, yet well endowed in all 
the right places. 
Most human beings seek some kind of affirmation and approval from others. Ruth 
Kelly is no exception to this. Positively, she strives for professional approval, as do many 
people, by being efficient, concise, and pleasant. Maintaining a professional demeanor, Kelly 
requests that Wilson "ask a Mr. Dowd if he would be good enough to step up to room 
number 24-South Wing G" (12). When Wilson quickly questions the word "ask," she 
promptly introduces Veta, his sister. For this character, Doctor Chumley is also another 
source of needed approval. After realizing that committing Elwood may have been a mistake, 
she says about Doctor Chumley, "He'll be furious. I know he will. He'll die. And then he'll 
terminate me" (17). Finally, though, Ruth Kelly struggles with her need for approval from a good 
looking guy, Doctor Lyman Sanderson. Unfortunately, she thinks "he's really wonderful" 
(13). This line of thinking does not help matters when he begins, chauvinistically, to berate 
her. Kelly just fumbles around and apologizes, barely realizing that she has been called 
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dumb. Happily, she eventually does stand up for herself, but this need for approval continues 
to repress and oppress her. 
"Oh, no-tell him it was all my fault, Doctor" (17), insists Ruth Kelly, exposing a 
piteous need to take abuse and blame. Instead of taking some of the responsibility for a 
perceived mistake, Doctor Sanderson humiliates Kelly with sarcasm and patronizing. She, in 
turn, responds like a wounded puppy. "I'll do it, Doctor. I'll do it" (17), she grovels. Kelly 
continues to take blame by saying how terrible she feels, beginning a series of mistakes. 
"When a person makes one mistake, he always follows it up with another. Usually, the second 
mistake grows out of the first and the third from the second" (Egri 62). Furthermore, when 
Sanderson all but calls her a prostitute, she does not confront him directly. Instead, she displaces 
her anger by yelling at a closed door. Later, even as Kelly begins to show courage in the face of 
Sanderson's abuse, she continues to escape and displace by telling him to leave her alone 
when given the opportunity to finish an argument and by yelling on the phone at an innocent 
person. Physical beauty will not be enough to help Ruth Kelly deal with these issues. 
Above all, Nurse Kelly wants to love and be loved. Although she is not romantically 
attracted to Elwood, she does enjoy his, albeit old fashioned, romantic language and 
manners. About Dowd, she says, "He may be a peculiar man with funny clothes, but he 
knows how to act. His manners were perfect"(Chase 25). Further, she states that "he wouldn't 
sit down till I sat down. He told me I was lovely and he called me dear" (25). Although it is not 
the only important ingredient for a loving relationship, it is still a desirable one for most 
women. Kelly, like most women, wants the romance and the sensual attraction. Their heated 
arguments provide fuel for the latter, while the former never really surfaces for Sanderson and 
Kelly. In the end, Ruth Kelly and women like her may just settle for what they can get. 
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Regretfully, this may only lead to a lifetime of abuse, guilt, and blame. 
Clearly motivated to attain what she needs, Ruth Kelly works very hard to gain the 
approval of others, accept blame and abuse for everyone's mistakes, and find love in a 
sharing, balanced relationship. As important as all these are to Kelly, however, she does 
compromise on all three of these needs. That she compromises on the first two needs is to her 
credit, but compromising on the third, most fundamental, need may, outside the confines of 
the script, lead to her demise. Because she is a character that grows by gradually rejecting the 
need for Doctor Sanderson's approval and by standing up to his abuse, Kelly has strength of 
will. But, because she compromises her need for romantic love, her endurance will continue 
to be challenged. 
With her employer and patients, Nurse Kelly maintains a high degree of integrity. 
Specifically, she demonstrates loyalty to Doctor Chumley by defending him as "a 
psychiatrist with a national reputation" (12). Also elevating Doctor Sanderson, she states that 
he "is nobody's second fiddle" (12). Moreover, Kelly shows kindness rather than intolerance 
when Elwood finally returns to Chumley's Rest. In contrast, she is not able to be as honest 
with Doctor Sanderson, nor is she prepared to be completely honest with herself. Only taking 
her honesty with Doctor Sanderson so far, Kelly opens herself up to further abuse and blame. 
She, likewise, restricts her choices by not being completely honest with herself about her 
willingness to accept fault for all mistakes and about what she needs in a potential life 
partner. 
Polar Attitudes 
• Start: Meeting a man who is gentle and kind is of primary concern. 
•End: Pushy, abusive, and good looking are more important traits in a man than kindness. 
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Duane Wilson 
The author of the script describes Duane Wilson as "the sanitarium strongarm. He is a 
big burly attendant, black-browed, about 28" (12). Purely by the nature of his job, Wilson is 
physical in his presence. Since he is able to, without help, forcefully restrain and carry a 
fighting Veta Simmons upstairs to a room, remove her clothes and corset, and place her into 
a hydro-tub, Wilson probably has significant upper body strength and mass. Hence, he is like 
a bear, slowly lumbering around its territory in a protective pattern. When he walks, Wilson 
is heavy footed, and when he sits, he makes an impression. 
Using his physical presence and strength to control the patients, Wilson gains 
satisfaction by successfully controlling his work environment. In fact, he becomes quite 
angry when things start to get out of his control. For instance, when Nurse Kelly forgets to 
assist him with Veta's strip and soak, he becomes hostile. "Forgot me, didn't you" (27), he 
asks, trying to produce a bit of guilt in the young nurse. Wilson is so furious that he forgets 
that he left the water running in Veta's hydro-tub. Later, he loses control of Elwood, so he 
threatens with violence. "With your permission I'm gonna knock your teeth down your 
throat" (53), Wilson exclaims after being pushed to his brink. It is sound advice to avoid 
making a bear angry. 
Getting down to basics, Wilson's desires also revolve around meeting his sex urges. 
Since he relies a great deal on his physical instincts, this is definitely a high priority. By no 
stretch of the imagination is Wilson the romantic type, so he gets right down to business with 
Myrtle Mae. Shaking off old traditions in a hurry, Wilson, within moments of meeting her, 
flirts heavily with Myrtle and within hours is asking for a Saturday night date. Of course, 
Wilson is everything Veta does not want for her daughter; he is angry, forceful, driven by his 
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sex urges, and, worst of all, of the working class. 
Probably more than anything, Wilson wants trust and respect from his employer. It is 
obvious that he has a fondness for Doctor Chumley. "Hello, Dr. Chumley. How is every little 
old thing?" (26), he asks in a way that he speaks to no one else. In addition, Wilson looks out 
for Doctor Chumley. When he returns to the sanitarium from his night on the town with 
Harvey, Wilson is there to greet him and ask, "Are you all right?" (56). Also, Wilson patiently 
obeys Doctor Chumley when he can not make up his mind whether he wants him to stay or 
go. And, when he asks Wilson to apologize to Elwood, he ·obediently does so with only 
minimal resistance. Significantly, Wilson wants Doctor Chumley to trust him. After Doctor 
Chumley questions Wilson's integrity in front of the others, Wilson reminds him that he has 
been with him for ten years. Wilson strongly believes that Chumley should believe him over 
Judge Gaffney or Veta and is genuinely hurt from this slight. 
Regardless of his obvious flaws, Duane Wilson is a man of integrity and strength of 
will. Knowing what he wants and how he plans to get it, Wilson is honest and direct with 
everyone in this play. No evidence exists that he lies or is deceitful on his own accord. Only 
when he is cued to speak gently in front of Veta about Elwood's admission routine is Wilson 
slightly misleading. This aside, Wilson proves himself to be up front with everyone he meets. 
If he does not like you, he tells you. When Wilson is happy, sad, glad, or mad, he hides 
nothing. Not only is he honest, but Wilson is determined to get what he wants when he wants 
it. Fortunately, he is not very choosy. For instance, his pursuit of Myrtle is direct and quick. 
When a bear wants something, it is usually faster than one thinks. Like a bear, Wilson is 
intensely protective of his loved ones. Thus, he acts as a sort of bodyguard for Doctor 
Chumley: 
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WILSON. What's your name? Let's have it. 
JUDGE. I am Judge Gaffney-where is Chumley? 
WILSON. The reason I asked your name is the Doctor always likes to know who 
he is talkin' to. (Chase 2.1.40) 
One thing in Wilson's favor is that he is honest with himself about what he wants and who he 
is. It is this fact that makes Wilson's life simple and unencumbered with internal conflict. 
Doctor Lyman Sanderson 
Doctor Sanderson, as described by the author, is "a good-looking man of 27 or 28. He 
is wearing a starched white coat over dark trousers" (13). Other than making him the 
character most physically suited to match Ruth Kelly, the information from this description is 
vague to say the least. However, the dialogue of the script does help the reader to gain some 
insight into Lyman Sanderson. His demeanor is most often stiff and professional. Also, 
Sanderson's appearance and movements are robotic and intense. An eagle is the animal most 
like Doctor Sanderson. 
Feeling like he is better than everyone else is Sanderson's primary motivation. For 
example, he uses his psychiatric knowledge as a way to manipulate people into believing that 
he knows their psyches better than they do. Sanderson, furthermore, manipulates Veta by 
gaining her trust and then using her confession against her. His superiority complex causes 
Sanderson to believe that he understands Elwood's weakness when all he sees is his own 
flaw. "That man is proud," he says of Elwood, "what he has to be proud ofl don't know. I 
played up to that pride" (24). This character, Sanderson, believes that his years of specialized 
training make him better than Elwood or most anyone for that matter. He is a prideful elitist. 
A major criticism of the mental health community is found in the irony of Sanderson's 
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diagnosis of Elwood. The criticism is that psychiatrists are in their field of study to deal with 
their own problems, not necessarily the problems of others. While abusively analyzing Ruth 
Kelly, Sanderson, in fact, stumbles upon some of his own weaknesses, such as a "flippant 
hard shell," "compensating for something," and "inflated ego" (48). With sarcasm and 
psycho-babble, Sanderson tries to bully other people into feeling weak and dependent, a 
mark of a truly professional psychiatrist. After all, if their patients were to become strong and 
independent, all of the psychiatrists would be out of business. 
Although Sanderson wants his patients to be dependent upon him, he also wants easy 
answers for them. Interestingly, in this way, he represents a large portion of the mental health 
community. While questioning Veta, Sanderson almost immediately goes for easy 
conclusions, drawing quick assessments. All of this makes one wonder about the validity of 
mental institution entrance evaluation procedures. Later, Sanderson quizzes Elwood in a 
similar fashion, assuming that Harvey was a name from his past. "Wasn't there someone, 
somewhere, some time, whom you knew by the name of Harvey? Didn't you ever know 
anybody by that name?" (55), Sanderson doggedly asks Elwood. In the end, Sanderson 
recommends the use of a violent drug to solve Elwood's problem. If that is not the easy 
answer, what is? 
Without question, Lyman Sanderson has a strong will toward superiority. Only 
Doctor Chumley is the lucky recipient of Sanderson's full respect. Nonetheless, it is Sanderson's 
strength of will that provides a healthy sense of competition for the scenes in which he plays: 
There is no sport if there is no competition; there is no play if there is no conflict. 
Without counterpoint there is no harmony. The dramatist needs not only characters 
who are willing to put up a fight for their convictions. He needs characters who have 
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strength of stamina, to carry this fight to its logical conclusion. (Egri 77) 
Luckily, he is quite focused upon his goal. Yet, he is not honest with himself. Sadly, with all of 
his psychoanalyzing of everyone else, he fails to recognize his own flaws. Sanderson does not 
see his own pride, his superiority complex, and his need to demoralize other people with 
name calling, sarcasm, and patronizing condescension. Also, rather than being honest with 
Ruth Kelly about his feelings toward her, he, instead, berates, belittles, and analyzes her. 
Doctor Lyman Sanderson may be intelligent, good looking and well-paid, but he has a lot of 
umesolved issues and is probably not ready for a stable, happy relationship. 
Polar Attitudes 
• Start: I know everything. My training and schooling make me better than everyone else. 
• End: Maybe I do not know everything, and I am not better than everyone else. 
Philosophical Statements 
• "People are people no matter where you go" (20). 
•"Well-the good psychiatrist is not found under every bush" (24). 
• "You can get to almost anybody if you want to" (24 ). 
Doctor William R. Chumley 
Mary Chase describes Doctor Chumley as "a large, handsome man of about 57. He 
has gray hair and wears rimless glasses which he removes now and then to tap on his hand 
for emphasis. He is smartly dressed. His manner is confident, pompous and lordly. He is 
good and he knows it" (Chase 25). A walrus is the animal one thinks of when considering 
Chumley. Like the walrus, Chumley has a loud bark and long, sharp teeth, metaphorically 
speaking, but this is merely a defense mechanism to protect the weak, uncertain inner self. 
When Chumley walks and speaks, it is slow and deliberate. Chumley is large but not tall, so he 
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uses his space to make himself even bigger. 
Like many people in a high social position, Chumley thoroughly enjoys the prestige 
that comes along with it. From Nurse Kelly's defense of Doctor Chumley, it is plain that he 
has impressed his importance upon his staff. "Still a psychiatrist! Dr. Chumley is more than 
that. He is a psychiatrist with a national reputation. Whenever people have mental 
breakdowns they at once think of Dr. Chumley" (12). Moreover, Chumley finds it important 
to keep a respectable reputation in the community. After discovering Doctor Sanderson's 
blunder, he shouts, "You have subjected me-a psychiatrist-to the humiliation of having to 
call-of all things-a lawyer to find out who came out here to be committed-and who came 
out here to commit" (32). Thinking very highly of his reputation, Doctor Chumley tries to 
pave over Sanderson's blunder by offering to "take charge of [Elwood's] case personally" 
( 41 ). Further, he says that the case interests him. "And my interest in a case is something no 
amount of money can buy. You can ask any of them" (41), Chumley announces. 
More important than prestige to William Chumley is his power. Like the bull walrus, 
Chumley is already in charge of his rock. However, he believes that he must be ever vigilant 
in order to protect his territory. Constantly on the look out for possible saboteurs, Chumley 
uses his voice, body, and language to remind people of who is in charge. When Chumley 
enters the sanitarium for the first time in this play, he enters shouting the names of his 
employees and giving orders about his prize dahlias. This kind of attention to something 
external and insignificant without attention to the weightier matters of helping patients is 
indicative of a mental health institution with its priorities out of whack and its patients out of 
luck. Specifically, Chumley is eager to prescribe his shock medication for Veta without even 
having laid eyes on her or spoken to her. Such a practice is like salting one's food without 
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having tasted it first. Bossing people around is the foundation of Chumley' s management 
style. Unfortunately, he doesn't realize that one can be the boss without being bossy and that 
positive results will abound if people feel like they have a bit of autonomy. After discovering 
Harvey's hat, but without realizing its significance, Chumley orders, "put them away. Hang 
them up-get them out of here" (26). It is Chumley's demanding nature, then, that prevents 
him from humbling himself enough to stop and consider possible alternative explanations. 
On a personal level, furthermore, he uses his angry, boisterous manner to intimidate and lord 
his power over his wife Betty. She clues the reader into this when she says that, "if he came 
down and found me gone he would be liable to raise-he would be irritated" (29). Thus, 
Chumley maintains the difficult task of trying to hold on to power in all aspects of his life. 
Because it is so difficult to be always on the look out and always on the defensive, 
William Chumley sublimates and, therefore, regresses into a childish need to be protected 
and pitied. After his evening of socializing with Elwood and Harvey, Chumley retreats to the 
sanitarium and begs Wilson for protection, demanding three times that he not leave his side: 
CHUMLEY. I went out through my window. Wilson-don't leave me! 
WILSON. No, Doctor. 
CHUMLEY. Get that man Dowd out of here. 
WILSON. Yes, Doctor. 
CHUMLEY. No-don't leave me! 
WILSON. But you said-
CHUMLEY. Don't leave me! 
These are not the words and actions of a secure person. To Elwood, Chumley later reveals his 
deepest fantasy. Rather than his fantasy fling being about companionship or sex, it is about a 
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strange woman stroking his head and saying, "Poor thing! Oh, you poor, poor thing" (63). This 
revelation is clear evidence that Chumley's deepest need is pity, but it is also proof that people 
who attempt to maintain an omnipotent fai;ade, often lose balance and self control. 
Consequently and ironically, such people frequently lose control of the very power and prestige 
they are trying desperately to protect. 
A weak will and feeble sense of integrity mark the essence of Chumley' s character. He is 
powerful and determined on the exterior yet sad and frightened on the interior, much as the 
institution he has built. Chumley does, however, demonstrate that he is willing to surrender any 
integrity to get what he wants. "To hell with decency! I've got to have that rabbit," he declares to 
himself. All other desires now take a back seat to meeting his need for pity. But even this effort 
dies as he surrenders his will to the responsibility of compliance with the law. Chumley 
frequently compromises throughout this play because he fails to be honest with himself and 
others for fear that honesty might shatter the illusions he has created for himself. 
Polar Attitudes 
• Start: I am in control of everything, and I like it. 
•End: Control involves too much pressure. I need escape and fantasy. 
Philosophical Statements 
•"I suppose if you have the money to pay people, you can persuade them to do anything" (43). 
•"To hell with decency" (65). 
Betty Chumley 
Doctor Chumley's wife, Betty, is like a pheasant; "she is a good-natured, gay, bustling 
woman of about 55" (27), is what the author says of her. Her physical appearance is well-kept 
and pampered like a well-groomed pet. Betty's jewelry is elegant but not too showy. The 
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doctor's wife moves with kindness but also with a bit of aloofness. It is noticeable that she has 
been trained as a youth in manners, etiquette, and behavior. Like the female pheasant, her 
appearance and mannerisms must compliment but never outshine her husband's presence. 
Wanting to live a life removed from the negative things of the world, Betty appreciates 
social status and wealth. Her appreciation for such things becomes clear when she tells Chumley 
to "give a little quick diagnosis ... we don't want to be late for the party. I'm dying to see the 
inside of that house" (27). For Betty, the party is more important than any diagnosis. This may, 
unfortunately, be true for Doctor Chumley as well. On the positive side, Mrs. Chumley's 
manners are excellent, making her well-prepared to attend horse shows, art exhibits, and cocktail 
parties. 
Deep down, though, Betty Chumley wants kindness more than anything. When Elwood 
compliments her, offers to spend time with her, and gives her some attention, Betty receives 
something she probably rarely gets form her own husband. Sadly, Betty compromises this need 
for the frills of status and wealth. She is a good person, but her will is weak. Too many people, 
unfortunately, willingly sacrifice kindness and joy for more temporal things. Impressed with 
Elwood's kindness, Betty returns it by offering Harvey a ride into town. When kindness is given, 
it often catches on. Although Betty fails, ultimately, to go after what she wants, she is largely 
genuine and honest. Yet, she fails to be honest with her husband because she has decided that 
integrity is not worth sacrificing her world of status and wealth. 
Philosophical Statements 
•"[Choosy] is not such a bad way to be in this day and age" (28). 
•"I gave up a long time ago expecting my family to like my friends. It's useless" (28). 
• " ... if we can't do a favor for someone, why are we living?" (31 ). 
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E.J. Lofgren 
Since Lofgren calls Veta little and short, he is probably at least average height and maybe 
a bit stocky around the middle from driving a cab for fifteen years. He is like a crow, persistent 
and loud, but down-to-earth. His stride is confident and sure, and when he speaks, everyone can 
hear him. Much like a crow, Lofgren's manner is generally friendly, but when it comes to 
protecting what is his, he becomes angry and aggressive. 
This character, E.J. Lofgren wants both fairness and respect. Fairness is what motivates 
Lofgren to enter Chumley's rest in the first place. He wants what is his, the cab fare of two 
dollars and seventy-five cents, because that is what is fair. The money is important, but the 
principle is even more so. Lofgren also seems to want what is fair for Elwood, taking the time 
to tell of his awful experiences with people who had taken Chumley's shock medicine. In 
addition to fairness, Lofgren wants a little respect. In his line of work, he is used to being treated 
as a second class citizen, but Elwood shows him respect by asking about the details of his life. 
Elwood, significantly, not only asks, but genuinely listens to the answers. Also, Elwood invites 
Lofgren to his house for dinner. It is not merely a general invitation, but, instead, Elwood 
specifically sets a date around Lofgren's work schedule. Because Elwood shows Lofgren such 
high regard, Lofgren stands up for him and probably becomes a life-long friend. Consequently, 
Lofgren becomes a pivotal character in this play. Although his part is brief, his impact is great. 
"The pivotal character can match the emotional intensity of his adversaries, but he has a smaller 
compass of development" (Egri 109). 
Without compromise, Lofgren is focused on his desire for fairness and respect. Also, he 
is centered upon this goal without sacrificing his integrity. Specifically, he takes charge and 
openly confronts Veta for the money that belongs to the Apex cab company. Furthermore, he 
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honestly shares his story in order to protect Elwood. Likewise, Lofgren honestly reflects Veta's 
attitude of rudeness for making him wait without payment by giving a little persistent rudeness 
back to her. Ultimately, it is Lofgren's honesty that helps Veta to express the contents of her own 
baggage and to change her mind about committing or medicating Elwood. It is true that a little 
honesty can change lives. 
Philosophical Statements 
•"After this, he'll be a perfectly normal human being and you know what bastards they are" 
(69). 
Ideas of the Play 
For thousands of years, people have tried to intellectualize some definable way to 
distinguish between reality and illusion. Some philosophers suggest that reality is what each 
individual makes of it. Other thinkers reason that reality is purely scientific and measurable with 
the five senses. In her Pulitzer Prize winning play Harvey, Mary Chase delves into some ideas 
that help audiences to consider and explore a variety of thoughts regarding reality and illusion. 
One such idea is the illusion of social status and wealth. Often, people fool themselves into 
believing that such things will bring them happiness. The belief that the past was a better, 
happier place for everyone is another illusion examined by the author. Some characters in this 
play romanticize pioneer days or times before the automobile and the aircraft. This excessively 
romantic view frequently lends itself to the illusion that the world is still as it was in some 
perceived happier time. Another illusion considered is the belief that people who try to control 
everything in their world will remain in control and sane. Interestingly, sanity itself is highly 
illusive. And, it is this conclusion that is at the core of Mary Chase's play. One must pensively 
consider, most importantly, the validity of the tools by which people measure between sane and 
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insane, between safe and dangerous. 
Within wealth and social status are the seeds of their own destruction. This is one of the 
main reasons that they are temporal and illusive by nature. Wealth can be gained or lost in the 
blink of an eye. It was not too many years before Harvey was written and produced that many 
wealthy Americans realized the harsh realities of an economic downturn. Mrs. Chauvenet and all 
of her high society cronies obviously did not feel the real pinch of the Great Depression, and she 
enjoys flaunting her wealth by wearing heavy fur on a spring day. Chauvenet's approach to 
wealth suggests that she really is not all that happy with it. Likewise, Myrtle Mae Simmons 
is not very content with her wealth either. She uses it, unfortunately, to compensate for her 
true wishes of affection and kindness. Creating her own illusion, Myrtle hides behind the 
Dowd family wealth to protect her from the evils of the world. Veta, her mother, has fostered 
this illusion by protecting her like a little doll. Wealth has distorted Myrtle's view ofreality 
and has rendered her helpless and dependent. Betty Chumley, likewise, has been crippled by 
her wealth, making her dependent upon a man who treats her like a pet. For Betty, though, 
wealth is really a means to an end. She likes the parties and social affairs of the wealthy most of 
all. These illusions of happiness help protect her from the realities of poverty, racial tension, and 
war. 
It seems that most people are dissatisfied with their position in society. In the past, it was 
nearly impossible in any society to move to a higher social station. If a person's father was a 
chimney sweep, so was he; if one's mother was a saloon girl, then her daughter would likely 
follow in this way. Even today, many cultures promote a social system that is no better than 
feudalistic England or the caste system of India. However, technology and a more fluid flow 
of wealth in some nations has made it more possible for people to move up the status ladder. 
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Yet, this easier access to higher rungs has only made people greedier for the next rung. Veta 
Simmons, for instance, loves the status that comes with holding forums and social events at the 
Dowd Mansion. With this, comes the importance of maintaining an illusion of happiness even 
when a big white rabbit has taken over her brother's life. In truth, Veta is miserable and 
frustrated with Harvey. "I never want to see another tomorrow. Not if Myrtle Mae and I have to 
live in the house with that rabbit. Our friends never come to see us-we have no social life; we 
have no life at all. We're both miserable. I wish I were dead" (Chase 66). It is also important for 
Veta to ensure that her daughter is the recipient of high status, making certain that she meets the 
grandsons or nephews of some wealthy old dowagers. Myrtle, in turn, responds to Elwood's 
oddities as her mother does. "He's introducing Harvey to everybody. I can't face those people 
now. I wish I were dead" (8). 
Those people who are of the higher status group in a community usually strive to 
keep that position and are often times threatened at any hint that their place might be taken. 
Veta Simmons, for example, feels threatened by her brother Elwood, fearing that his odd 
behavior will create scandal and gossip amongst the community elite. People like Mrs. 
Chauvenet or the Society Editor of The Evening News Bee might ignore her, acting as if she 
were dead. Mrs. Chauvenet is a friendly person as long as people behave properly and fit within 
her definition of normal. Rather than confronting her fears, she, instead, flees in order to protect 
her privileged view of the world. Without hesitation, Chauvenet declares, "Well, I-not right 
now-I-well-I think I'll be running along" (8). Likewise, Betty Chumley wishes to protect 
her status and view of the world as well, even if she has to live with a man who is controlling and 
temperamental. An angry manner and manipulation of other people is William Chumley's 
method of maintaining his status at work and in the community. Hence, Chumley's pompous, 
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lordly manner is all an illusion, meant to disguise his true insecurities and instabilities. In 
contrast, Elwood Dowd is not impressed with position, nor is he concerned with status. He treats 
all human beings with kindness, warmth, and hospitality. The idea behind all of this is that 
people, whether rich or poor, who obsess over wealth or power will never be happy and may end 
up losing both due to circumstances out of their control or specifically as a direct result of the 
obsession itself. 
In any era, one can always find people who have longed for the so-called good old days. 
This longing is often rooted in a strong discontentment of the present. For such people, 
everything is always worse than it was; the work is harder, the children are ruder, and the line is 
longer. Even bad times, in the olden days, were better for a person. They built character. As she 
describes her mother's trek to Colorado, dramatically pointing to the portrait of Pinney Dowd 
above the fireplace, Veta Simmons looks to her heritage for strength and security. She also finds 
security in the tradition of the Wednesday Forum, an event that symbolizes the romantic illusion 
of days gone by. However, the days gone by were not always that golden, especially for people 
like Marcella Pinney Dowd. Life on the trail and on the homestead was both exhausting and 
tedious. Women, in particular, were sentenced to a sometimes brutal lifestyle. Many of these 
women had a low life expectancy rate primarily due to the risks of childbirth. Finding rustic 
circumstances, many single women had ventured to Colorado: 
It is a myth that young women traveling alone is a modern phenomenon. In the 
early 1900s, the plains of eastern Colorado were speckled with the soddies or tar 
paper shacks of single women. They were not like some mountain heroines who 
achieved fame-or were at least appreciated-by taking washing, kicking up their 
heels in a saloon, or shooting a fatherless lover. These were single, respectable 
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women living far from a town in the most primitive of conditions. (Propst 1) 
By the turn into the twentieth century, many Denverites had begun to enjoy a community 
atmosphere similar to their Midwestern counterparts. "Girls came west to visit relatives or 
friends and found a bustling, optimistic world" (5). Much like the Midwest, however, Colorado 
was also experiencing troubles related to racial diversity. It's difficult to honestly perceive such a 
time of violence, oppression, and hatred as any better than our own time. Black people were 
lynched, women couldn't vote, and young children worked long hours in dangerous factories. 
Even Elwood, for that matter, avoids mention of the war or any social ill. His clothing and 
manners remind the audience that he too desires the illusion of a happier time. However, unlike 
the others, Elwood relishes in every present moment. 
In order to feel secure, some people try to control, not only their own lives, but the lives 
of others as well. Unlike Elwood, who politely allows people to make decisions for their own 
lives, his sister Veta tries to control her own life, Elwood's life, and Myrtle's life. This is a huge 
burden for anyone to bear. It is a good thing to try to have control over certain things in one's 
own life, but one must realize that even here not everything is within control. Some things just 
happen. Veta was not able to keep her mother from dying; she is not able to keep people from 
gossiping about Elwood or Myrtle, and she is not able to change the ways of her father and 
deceased husband by controlling her own sex urges. The drive to control everything has been 
passed on from mother to daughter, from Veta to Myrtle. As much as women resist and insist, so 
many of them become their mothers, as men become their fathers. The cycle can be broken, but 
it takes significant determination. Proving herself a control freak, Myrtle lines up buyers for the 
Dowd Mansion within hours of Elwood's intended departure. Of all the characters in this 
play, Doctor William Chumley is probably under the greatest illusion of control. Through 
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domination and fear, Chumley keeps up an illusion for himself and others. Unfortunately, he 
fools himself into believing that if people do what he says that he controls them and that they 
somehow respect him. As a matter of fact, the opposite is usually true. For Chumley the pressure 
of trying to maintain this illusion is too great. An escape into a fantasy of pity is what Doctor 
Chumley secretly desires. Many people struggle as Chumley does; some of them lose total 
control and end up permanently committed into a mental health facility. 
Mental institutions are filled with people who are considered to be crazy. However, 
sanity is so difficult to define and measure. One might conclude that it too is an illusion: 
A man or woman considered "insane" in one community or social setting may be 
regarded as just queer or eccentric in another. Any psychiatrist will tell you that 
many inmates of mental hospitals are less disturbed than many people on the 
outside, including some who have achieved outstanding success in social, economic, 
and artistic life. (Deutsch 27) 
Maybe the people making the assessments and decisions over the lives of those who have been 
defined as mentally ill are the nut cases. Georg Christoph Lichtenberg, a devoted German 
scientist, once wrote, "A man can never really know whether he isn't sitting in a madhouse" 
(Brandt 1). Doctor Sanderson, for example enjoys taunting people and has an obsession with 
trying to analyze everyone's motives and psychological problems. He is also carried away with 
his own ego so much that his diagnoses of people are reflections of his own weaknesses. Some 
experts might consider this to be obsessive-compulsive. By taking her aggressions for Sanderson 
out on the door and the phone, Nurse Kelly sublimates and transfers. Both of these reactions are 
considered by the profession to be neurotic. Another professional, Doctor Chumley, is 
compulsively controlling and regressive. His pity fantasy is merely a plea to return to a childlike 
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state. Maybe these are the people who should be locked up. They are not somehow immune. 
"The possibility of insanity exists in us all" (11 ). 
Mental health care in the 1940s had come a long way since the nineteenth century, but 
it was still not anywhere near modem. Private institutions like Chumley's Rest did indeed offer 
more to its patients. "In nearly all sanatoriums the treatment includes hydrotherapy, some 
measure of occupational therapy, and periodic personal interviews with the physician in charge" 
(Grimes 82). General mental health care for the vast majority of the population, however, was 
lonely, oppressive, and sometimes harmful. Common treatments were extremely questionable. 
Shock treatment, for instance, was quite popular. "Without doubt, the rapid acceptance of shock 
therapy was facilitated by the vast publicity in the popular media. Magazines and newspapers, as 
well as the radio, disseminated information about the new therapy, suggesting it was a major 
breakthrough" (Grob 299). Later on the same page, Gerald Grob writes in his book Mental 
Illness in American Society. 1875-1940, "By 1940 virtually every mental hospital had introduced 
insulin and metrazol therapy. Yet for many psychiatrists the new therapies posed serious 
theoretical as well as practical difficulties" (299). Lobotomies also became common practice 
during this period. "By 1940 some hospitals were beginning to use the operation on more than an 
occasional basis. During the early months of 1940, 64 major intracranial operations were 
performed at State Hospital No. 4 in Missouri, the majority of which were prefrontal lobotomies" 
(305). Also, Diabetics and victims of senile dementia were institutionalized and left alone and 
lonely. Treatments, unfortunately, were still cruel, and the experts of the time were searching in 
the dark for answers in very unknown territory. As a result, many patients became increasingly 
dependent upon the system, leading to a state that is known as "institutionalized." For this 
condition, no cure exists: 
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Sooner or later many chronic mental patients in good contact are accused or 
censured for being too dependent upon the protective environment of the hospital. 
When others speak of this dependency, it is almost implied that these attitudes are 
necessary and unnatural. Perhaps in the final analysis this is true. But it has been my 
experience that most professional personnel, like the majority of the people in the 
community, seem loath to recognize the possibility that this dependency could be 
fostered and perpetuated in the artificial and highly structured social milieu of the 
hospital. (Szasz 267-268) 
The health care professionals portrayed in Harvey represent the real industry in a variety 
of ways. Duane Wilson, for instance, is physically and mentally aggressive with the patients, 
treating them as inanimate objects rather than as human beings. Symbolizing the aloof and lordly 
attitude of the entire community, Doctor Chumley has removed himself from helping patients on 
a regular basis. He, like the entire industry, has become too important to directly help the patients 
who are truly in need. Doctor Sanderson, conversely, tries to help patients because he is new. 
However, he is so locked into theories that he fails to truly see things as they are. The theories 
are constantly shifting and changing. "This shift in the character of psychiatric work has led to 
new contradictions for psychiatry as a profession" (Busfield 367). Sanderson represents the 
intellectuals of the psychiatric field who have not yet learned how to adapt their theories to actual 
people. Interestingly, none of these people can prove that beings like Harvey the pooka do not 
exist. The mind is a powerful thing, and it can imagine things that are not there as there and 
things that are there as not. Hence, maybe Harvey is, indeed, physically present, but most people 
have fooled themselves into believing that he is not. It is possible, furthermore, that all the tools 
with which experts measure sanity are inaccurate because the standard by which those tools are 
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made is completely distorted. Since sanity is illusive and "crazy is the name we give to behavior 
we don't understand and can't or won't deal with" (Brandt 8), how do we know that they are the 
crazy ones? 
Previous Reviews Summary 
Mary Chase's Harvey has been praised and criticized; it has been applauded and panned. 
Some critics protest that Chase's play elevates drinking and an un-American value system of 
apathy and ignorance. While others defend it as a whole lot of fantastic fun. Pacing was a major 
concern for a few columnists, a minor issue for some, and completely irrelevant for many. Critics 
hailed the producer, director, and set designer for their high achievements on the long-lasting 
Broadway production. Conversely, some commentators were not impressed enough to override 
their feelings about the script, criticizing it for uneven characters, immoral premise, and flimsy 
plot. Several respected analysts of drama believed that choosing Harvey for the Pulitzer Prize 
over Williams' The Glass Menagerie was one of the committee's biggest blunders ever. Yet, 
even those writers who strongly disliked this script, liked Frank Fay and Josephine Hull. The 
other actors, in contrast, were liked by some people but not by others. In the long run, the play 
has proven its worth, including solid revivals, one of which starred Jimmy Stewart and Helen 
Hayes. 
People who lack understanding of Mrs. Chase's script often believe that Harvey is about 
an irresponsible, pathetic lush. In quoting John L. Toohey, Yvonne Shafer notes in her book 
American Women Playwrights. 1 900-19 5 0 that: 
the educational value of Harvey [sic] consists 'in the instruction that it is far more 
contributive to human happiness to be good and drunk, and to stay good and drunk, 
than it is to be dismally sober. The play is the biggest intemperance document 
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that the American stage has ever offered.' Paradoxically, Chase was an alcoholic, 
but she may have realized this only later when she faced her own problems and gave 
up drinking for good. (349) 
This kind of conclusion is not only narrow minded but also lacks insight and thoughtful analysis. 
The author frankly denies this simplified perspective, and other writers agree with her: 
In 1971 she refuted the comments of the critics to the effect that Elwood was a 
"happy drunk" or a "gentle tippler." She said most of the critics missed the message 
she intended, "It is not a play about an amiable drunk. It is a spiritual play written in 
farce terms. I never intended Elwood to be a drunk. Some people live in a different 
world than other people, and Elwood is such a man." (349) 
In addition, it is difficult to fathom the idea that so many people went to see Harvey in over 1700 
performances thinking that Elwood was just a friendly alcoholic. As quoted in New York 
Theatre Critics' Reviews, John Chapman notes that "[Elwood] drinks quite a bit but is never out 
of line-as remote from being a drunk as the late Carrie Nation, but more fun" (95). Certainly, 
they did not take with them the message that it is acceptable to be utterly irresponsible. Trying to 
encourage dreams without promoting alcoholic escapism, Mrs. Chase was merely passing on the 
idea that a certain amount of fantasy is normal and even healthy for the human psyche. No 
heroes reside in this story, just people with their own personal sets of problems. 
The earliest of Harvey's Broadway critics gave a variety ofresponses about the overall 
pacing, stemming from objections to play structure rather than concerns about directing or 
acting. Reviews typically charged that the first act is too long and that the third act fails to keep 
up with the pace of the second: 
By most standards of effective dramaturgy-a consistent style, careful construction, 
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and orderly progression of events, together with uniformly developed characters-
Harvey should soon have collapsed. It mixes realism with fantasy, interspersed with 
farce, plus more than a little satire. Its lopsided, hysterical first act is overweighted 
with wild improbabilities; thereafter the play proceeds at a moderate walking pace, 
abandoning along the way an incipient and uninteresting love affair. Some 
characters are wonderfully rounded, while other characters are sketchily outlined. 
(Miller 245) 
A few of these reviews condemn Chase's hit as a dramaturgical disaster: 
Walter Kerr, for instance, "felt that the play had a special appeal, but wrote, "As a 
dramatist, Mrs. Chase is loaded with faults. It is perfectly possible that she is the 
sloppiest scenarist now delighting the professional theatre." In a staggering 
statement of male chauvinism, he concluded that the weakness in the structure was 
because she was a woman, "There never was a more feminine playwright, every 
bureau drawer is left open." (Shafer 352-353) 
However, others had only minor misgivings regarding the script's shortcomings. Regardless, 
audiences did not care, and Mary Chase never wrote for the critics. In an interview for his 
doctoral thesis, Mary Coyle Chase: Her Battlefield of Illusion, Maurice Berger quotes Mrs. 
Chase as having said, "I never argue with the judgment of the audience" ( 43 ). Berger then 
writes about the author on the same page that "she sees the audience as sitting in final judgment, 
so one must write to please the audience, not the critics" (43). 
Although many writers have snubbed Mary Chase's script, most applauded Brock 
Pemberton for producing it, hailed Antoinette Perry for directing it, and praised John Root for 
designing it. This was not the first time that the team of Pemberton and Perry had worked with 
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a Chase script. It was, however, the first successful combination. Reviewers were pleased with 
the direction and design. One journalist commented in The New York Times on November 2, 
1944 that "Antoinette Perry has directed the play so that it runs easily and John Root has 
designed the setting suitable for a home or rabbit hutch-whichever" ( qtd. in Gilder 96). 
Viewing Harvey as an assault on all the rules of dramaturgy, as an attack on the 
American value system, and as an offensive against everything that is right and moral, a few 
reviewers seemed to be utterly repulsed by everything about it. Without insight into the 
not-so-literal spirit of Chase's play, a number of people dismissed Harvey as having little worth. 
Thomas Adler in his book Mirror on the Stage points out that, "Many critics ... not only judge 
Harvey as 'utterly lacking in artistic merit,' but also generally question its theatrical merit as a 
farce" (25). New York Post columnist Wilella Waldorf concurs when she states, "How any 
playwright could have invented Elwood P. Dowd and make the fatal error of involving him in a 
farce so lacking in subtlety and taste, we can not imagine" (qtd. in Gilder 97). Other journalists 
take this one step further by slamming Harvey for being un-American. "Even some critics-
excessively outraged by the libertarian emphasis and not recognizing the farcical exaggerations 
of an essentially harmless play ... [argue] that to accept Elwood's escapist approach to life 
threatens the American system of values" (Adler 26). During the 1940s, probably nothing was 
more of an insult, nor was there anything more effective at discrediting a play, than to call it 
un-American. Yet, some writers tried to top even this by accusing the Chase hit of being 
immoral. One analyst, for example, Lillian Horstein reasons: 
To glamorize neuroses, psychoses, and even murders and to make them subject of 
light laughter by means of dramatic art and clever stage business indicate a moral 
shallowness and intellectual futility ... the first signs of decadence. (26) 
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Unfortunately, this kind of thinking permeates critical writing about all kinds of art in every type 
of community. 
Both Harvey and The Glass Menagerie are plays about illusion; while the former is a 
comedy, the latter is a serious drama. Although each of these scripts merit recognition, it is 
difficult to say why Mary Chase's work was selected over Williams' masterpiece, but maybe 
Harvey's overwhelming popularity with audiences had something to do with the committee's 
decision. Some writers of the time and since, nonetheless, have not been swayed by public 
admiration. "Though Harvey [sic] finally ran for 1,775 performances, its winning the Pulitzer 
must rank as very nearly the least defensible in the history of the prize, since that year the jury 
passed over Williams' now-classic Glass Menagerie [sic]" (Adler 24-25). Adler adds weight to 
his position by stating that "many of the Pulitzer plays, including some of the earliest winners, 
are, however, decidedly more substantial than Chase's" (26). 
Despite concerns over Pulitzer worthiness, most critics of the original Broadway run 
applauded the talents of the actors as one of the primary reasons for Harvey's popular and 
financial success. A few of these commentators lauded Frank Fay and Josephine Hull as the 
centerpiece for the play's big win on Broadway. Robert Garland of the New York 
Journal-American, for example, panned Harvey but praised Fay. "To tell you the truth," he 
wrote, "I can imagine Frank Fay getting along without "Harvey," but, for the life of me, I can't 
imagine "Harvey" getting along without Frank Fay" ( qtd. in Gilder 97). "Fay has here a role," 
Burton Rascoe of the New York World-Telegram proclaimed, "which should make him the 
Frank Bacon of his day" (96). New York Times writer Lewis Nichols absolutely loved Josephine 
Hull's creative talents. "Josephine Hull also is no beginner on the stage, and her portrait of the 
woman who is trying to bring up her daughter in such a bizarre household is a masterpiece" (96). 
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Having played the role of Elwood Dowd for seven weeks on Broadway and for the 1950 
Universal Pictures film version, Jimmy Stewart reflected that Josephine Hull had to "create a sort 
of in-between feeling," and that she did so with "such wonderful imagination and talent" (1990). 
The rest of the cast was given some credit also by a few critics. Specifically, journalist for The 
New York Sun Ward Morehouse wrote, "There is good casting too in other roles. Jane Van 
Duser, Janet Tyler, Fred Irving Lewis, Tom Seidel and certainly Jesse White contributed to the 
fun" (96). Louis Kronenberg gave specific approval to the young woman who played Myrtle 
Mae Simmons, Jane Van Duser, saying that she, "does a good job too" (95). Detesting the play 
but loving Frank Fay and Josephine Hull, Robert Garland offered respects to the actor who 
played Duane Wilson,the sanitarium attendant. "The others, all 10 of them, leave me where they 
found me-except, perhaps, Jesse White as Wilson ... " (97). 
Successful professional and amateur productions since its Broadway release have proven 
Harvey to be a popular play with a large variety of audiences, still providing a timeless message. 
In assessing the 1995 San Jose Repertory Theatre revival, Steven Winn commented that "the 
play sheds years and feels newly minted" (Shafer 350). Consequently, despite a wide range of 
critical viewpoints about Harvey, it continues to entertain and instruct Mary Chase's primary 
target, the audience. 
Playwright Research and Other Works 
From 1930 to 1970 women became, more and more, a powerful force in American 
theatre with each passing decade: 
A pattern emerged from the playwriting efforts of selected American women 
playwrights which indicated that women have been a vital, contributive force in the 
American theatre and that throughout the past forty years they were gradually 
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obtaining freer expression of a variety of themes and characters in spite of critical 
abuse and disregard. The pattern seemed to coincide with the changing role of 
women in society from one decade to another. (Olauson 173) 
Specifically, in the 1940s with the outbreak of war came many opportunities for female 
playwrights. While the federal relief programs of the 1930s provided funding to the Federal 
Theatre, by the 1940s women were stepping out into the work force and into the pages of 
serious, professional script writing. However, the war did place limitations upon women 
playwrights." ... the works of the early 1940s offered few opportunities for women to be central 
figures mainly because of the preoccupation of the playwrights with the war and its 
consequences" (175). Much of the writing during the war focused upon democracy and the 
strengthening of American values, but a few contrary examples stand out, The Glass Menagerie 
and Harvey, one play about the drawbacks of excessive dependence upon illusions and the other 
about an extreme reliance upon reality. Mary Chase, author of Harvey and product of a new 
working world for women, explored illusions through her work in a variety of ways. This interest 
in both writing and the fantastic has its roots in Chase's childhood and grows into a powerful 
drive due to her work as a journalist and social activist. 
Mary Chase's vigorous approach to life stemmed from her rough and tumble Denver 
childhood. Raised by her parents Mary and Frank Coyle, Mary and her brothers did not have 
much in the way of luxuries, but they lived life with a special energy. "What Mary Chase's life 
lacked in ready cash," wrote Wallace M. Reef," was made up probably by warmth, pride of 
family, a talent for fighting and a nature, common in the Irish, which is given to both gaiety and 
melancholy" (qtd. in Drewry 52). Their mother, formerly Mary McDonough, immigrated from 
Ireland to help her brothers in their attempt to strike it rich in the Colorado Gold Rush of the late 
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nineteenth century. They were not successful. Frank Coyle was also not successful in his 
attempts to acquire wealth in the Oklahoma land rush. Consequently, Mary Coyle Chase was not 
destined to grow up wealthy. She did, however earn good grades in school and loved to read, 
write, and attend the theater at an early age. Good behavior, nonetheless, was an entirely 
different story for Mary, sustaining a reputation for planning pranks and for coaxing other 
children into mischief as well. In recalling her childhood, Chase confesses, " I got the highest 
grades for studies and the lowest for deportment. I had a reputation for physical daring and some 
notoriety for getting other children into mischief' (53). Although Chase got into trouble, she was 
still encouraged to be sensitive to people who were different. Her mother, for example, instructed 
her to "never be unkind or indifferent to a person others say is crazy. Often they have a deep 
wisdom. We pay them a great respect in the old country, and we call them fairy people, and it 
could be, they are sometimes" (53). This advice obviously had a lasting impact on Chase's 
memory, for Elwood Dowd is a character of such qualities. 
Scraping up enough money to attend the University of Denver at age fifteen and later the 
University of Colorado in Boulder, Mary Chase earned no degree but acquired enough 
knowledge and confidence to land a job as a columnist for the Rocky Mountain News. Along the 
way, she gained an appreciation for theatre, frequently attending the many theaters in the Denver 
area. One struggle for Chase came through the actions of one of her rowdy bothers. Caught by a 
zealous police officer shaking a gum machine with some other reckless boys, he ran and was 
shot, although not fatally. The incident damaged the Coyle family's reputation and led to gossip 
and ostracism. "Probably the tragedy made Mary spend more time with books than ever; in any 
case, the quality of reading and studying she did was amazing for a pretty, quickly intelligent 
child in an American town" (Drewry 54). Another of Chase's personal struggles surfaced during 
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her studies at the University of Denver. This was an outright rejection of the Catholic Church: 
It was studying the history of the Renaissance and the history of the Reformation 
that made me question the church, and I could no longer be a Catholic ... .I was no 
longer interested in being one. It has not caused me a trauma, though I think it did 
the members of my family. (Berger 12) 
Torn between the roots of her Irish-Catholic family traditions and her own ideas about sin, guilt, 
and redemption, she inevitably rejected the authority of papal control and church doctrine. 
Although she rejected Catholicism, Mary Chase did not leave behind her roots as a 
determined, energetic woman of Irish descent. Her determination spilled over into her work as 
a journalist and professional writer. Fitting in with the vigorous lifestyle of reporters, Mary 
Chase was, "curious, dressed in the flapper styles of the period, had good-looking legs and a 
fine face, and possessed, too, the bland, amoral effrontery of a good, aggressive, cityside 
reporter" (Drewry 55). Not only was Mary Chase determined to get her story, but she was also 
willing to take risks: 
Once, in the later stages of her newspaper career, she took truth serum at a public 
demonstration. The then chief of police tried to make her confess an incident of 
years before when she had tossed a rock through a window of a house, climbed 
inside, and beat detectives to a picture of a couple wanted for murder. This was one 
time the truth serum failed. Mary didn't confess. (56) 
Eventually, Chase was fired from her job at the Rocky Mountain News for pulling a phone prank 
on the managing editor. When the editor tried to hire her back, she refused, preferring to spend 
more time, "bearing children, reading plays, writing, seeing people and fighting for causes of the 
moment" (56). 
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W.hen she was engaged in script writing, Chase had the ability to concentrate and shut 
everything out. This was true when she wrote flops as well as hits like Bernadine, Mrs. Mc Thing, 
and, of course, Harvey: 
For two years she wrote at the dining room table, moving empty spools around a 
miniature stage as she envisioned the action of the play. Her idea was to treat the 
subject of a woman who takes up with a pooka-a large mischievous fairy spirit in 
animal form. Again, Chase drew on Irish folklore. At first she conceived the pooka 
as a large canary! After several drafts, she changed the central figure from a woman 
to the gallant Elwood P. Dowd, the pooka to a giant rabbit, and the title from The 
White Rabbit to Harvey [sic]. (Shafer 347) 
Although she could shut things out while she wrote, Chase was unable to shut out the problems 
associated with the stress of immediate success. It is a common misconception to believe that 
with fame and fortune automatically comes joy and happiness. Unhappy with New York parties 
and social affairs, Mary Chase dreaded leaving her family and friends. This issue merely 
compounded her problems with alcohol, stifled her writing creativity, and built a wall between 
Chase and her old friends. "Chase told a reporter in 1971 that the success of the play had been a 
painful experience, traumatic and actually frightening" (350). 
Deviating from her formula and realm of comfort, Chase wrote an unsuccessful 
melodrama entitled The Next Half Hour, running forty-three performances and receiving a 
decided pounding by the critics. However, Chase made a comeback with Mrs. McThing and 
an additional punch of fantastic comedy, sticking to familiar themes like fairies and compassion. 
It starred Helen Hayes and Brandon de Wilde and was well received by audiences and critics 
alike. Although "the reviewers generally liked the play, [they] pointed out that it was weak in 
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construction, several using the phrase 'ramshackle' construction" (352). Regardless of this view, 
Mrs. McThing was selected as runner-up for the Drama Critics Circle Award in 1952. Even 
though its first act was considered by some writers to be "slow and disappointing," many of the 
same writers defended Bernadine as "an amusing and moving theatrical piece" (352). The play 
reconnected with themes that were close to Chase's heart, focusing upon beauty, laughter, and 
illusion. Nonetheless, some journalists like Al Werthiem commented, "Where Bernadine [sic] 
falls short is in its ability to recapture the adolescent world" ( qtd. in Chinoy 170). Years later, 
Yvonne Shafer writes that, "Although it was amusing in its time, it added little to Chase's 
reputation. That was even more true of her next play, [Midgie Purvis]" (353). 
Before it got out of the starting gate, Midgie Purvis was stopped, and later Mary Chase 
plays would never be produced in New York. Lucina P. Gabbard summed up Chase's ability as 
a playwright by declaring: 
The best of Chase's work, despite uneven writing, reveals a world of whimsey, 
good humor, and kindness. Elwood in Harvey [sic] sets the tone with his dignified 
courtesy and his guileless friendliness in a crass, unacceptable, world. Mrs. 
Mc Thing [sic] adds a touch of magic as the witch turns into a beautiful fairy to bid 
farewell to her tearful daughter. Bernadine [sic] carries forth Chase's humor with 
the character of Wormy, who, by refusing to obey his mother's threatening 
commands, causes her to realize the value of boys as allies. Thus Chase's vision is 
complete: love is victorious in a pleasant world of fancy. (qtd. in Shafer 355) 
Because Mary Chase viewed playwriting as a tedious chore, she never developed a structure that 
was consistently acceptable to the critics. The decline in quality of scripts from Chase coincided 
with the decline of her interest in the activity, preferring, instead, to go home to Denver in order 
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that she might see friends, spend time with family, and actively participate in new causes. 
Interestingly, those causes included increasing rights for Spanish-Americans and improving the 
lives of alcoholic women by providing shelter and treatment. Despite what critics have said 
about Mary Coyle Chase and her work, it would be hard to argue against the position that she 
and her writing have had a lasting impact upon theatre and the world. 
Learning Objectives 
In high school theatre programs, students are offered so much opportunity for a truly 
enjoyable experience. Along with enjoyment, comes many learning opportunities as well. 
Some students who participate in the after school program get a chance to practice the skills 
they learn in drama class, while others must learn as they are immersed in the production 
process. Most of these young actors are successful in this process if the leadership is strong, 
organized, flexible, and creative. If expectations are too rigid or unreasonable, actors will leave, 
stifle their own creativity, or undermine the entire process. In contrast, if the expectations are too 
lax, then discipline and creativity break down, accidents increase, student actors get into trouble, 
actors leave, and the entire production effort is constantly in jeopardy of failure. The goal of this 
director is to help educate the actors and crewmembers to new ideas, to theatre organization, and 
to the need for both discipline and creativity in the theatre community. 
Cast members will, at the end of the production process, be able to: 
+ Complete the audition process; 
• Identify the elements of plot, themes, and characters; 
• Understand the importance of trust and warm-up activities; 
• Understand and create stage pictures; 
• Perform a believable older character; 
+ Identify the given circumstances of the play including: 
OSocial; 
OPolitical; 
OReligious; and 
OEconomic. 
+ Analyze the dramatic action; 
+ Analyze dialogue; 
+ Understand the essentials and various techniques of comedy; 
+ Understand attendance and behavioral expectations; 
+ Understand relationships within the play; 
+ Know and understand safety rules; 
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+ Understand what is expected of the actor during different aspects of the process 
including: 
OBlocking; 
0 Memorization; 
OCharacter development; 
OOnstage etiquette; 
OBackstage etiquette; and 
OPerformance etiquette. 
+ Perform as an ensemble. 
In postproduction discussion, the director will allow cast members to give input regarding 
the level of success in meeting these objectives. 
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Part Three 
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Production Journal 
5 March 2003 
With twelve parts to fill, only five students showed up for auditions the first day. I had 
asked two of my club officers to advertise auditions, but they didn't follow through. One of the 
officers came to me today and apologized for her lack of follow through. The other one was 
either too busy to carry out this task or may be put off by a letter that my wife wrote regarding 
her and her mother's part in the anti-Grease campaign. I, instead, placed announcements and 
put up posters with the help of a few other club members. The strain caused by the alternate 
production has deeper and more far-reaching implications than we even now know. We like to 
try to put certain things behind us, but every action or inaction has a ripple effect. The talent that 
showed up today was respectable. One person who has the ability to play Elwood auditioned 
today. I hope more students audition tomorrow. 
6 March 2003 
Encouragingly, more students auditioned today. At first, there were but six students 
auditioning. I quickly began to figure out who could play Miss Johnson, Mrs. Chauvenet, or 
Mrs. Chumley, and a male part. I had some ideas, but one student who had earlier told me that 
he would be arriving later did, in fact, show up at his appointed time. It was he who filled the 
vacant male spot. One concern I now have is that someone might drop or may fail to meet the 
attendance requirements. I generally prefer to not cast some students who audition. It heightens 
the intensity level and privilege of being cast. When cast members sense that they can be 
replaced, they usually work harder and meet up to expectations more consistently. Ability levels 
vary amongst this group, but I think that casting won't be too difficult. Most of my decisions 
were pretty much made during the auditions this second day. 
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10 March 2003 
The first day of read through, I discovered that some of the cast members have difficulty 
with reading the text. This may make it difficult to get these actors to connect with the text and 
use proper emphasis and tone to convey meaning. Yet, with hard work, I believe that even poor 
readers can meet this challenge. Getting the actors to physicalize the text will help with this,I 
think. One actor was not present. He went out of town with his family. Since I have worked with 
this actor before, I am already somewhat concerned with him. He has a tendency to be very 
immature. Yet, the last time I worked with him, his attendance was not the problem. Although 
other students have made claims that he has matured a lot since last year, I still can't forget the 
conflict he and I had had with respect to his need to follow my direction. He almost quit the 
musical last year for this very reason. I had told him that he should quit if he felt that he could 
not take direction from me. I am also concerned about the young man who auditioned late. But, 
his attendance has been good thus far. 
11 March 2003 
The second day ofread-through is similar to the first. All actors are in attendance today. 
Morale seems to be good so far, and the actors are enjoying the text and the read through. Most 
of them are laughing in the right places. Some of the actors are choosing to correct other's 
pronunciation. I discourage this by telling the actors that I want the individual to work through 
the words him or herself. If the actor wants help, he or she can ask. The joy ofreading, and for 
that matter of acting, is often squelched when everyone quickly jumps in to correct. If the actor 
is not getting it and before bad habits are built, I will gently jump in and help. Ultimately, the 
words must be pronounced correctly. Yet, I think the discovery process is more important, at 
first, than is accuracy. We took some time today to talk about the language of the script and the 
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importance of punctuation in terms of emphasis and meaning. We also spent time discussing 
expectations and goals of the cast. I mention that we will periodically review and add to these 
throughout the rehearsal process. 
12 March 2003 
Although there seems to be significant debate in the theatre community over the subject, 
I like to give young actors a beginning structure for blocking. I remind the actors that this will 
probably change throughout the rehearsal time and that my pre-blocking notebook is a living, 
breathing document. This will just give them a starting point and general frame of reference. 
Even though this practice is pretty boring for most students, I find that it builds confidence in 
their director. Young, inexperienced actors want to know early where to go and that the director 
can and will lead them to that end. Another advantage to pre-blocking sessions is that they give 
each actor a chance to envision his or her character's own personal storyline through action. It 
further helps actors to understand what the director envisions for each character and for the play 
as a whole. A disadvantage to pre-blocking, other than temporary boredom, is that it may make 
actors feel restricted and may prevent them from being creative. My experience tells me that the 
opposite, in fact, is true. This structure actually provides more opportunity for focusing in on 
creativity rather than technical elements early on. Today, I am able to give blocking for Act Two, 
and actors complete a walk-through. I found that some of the students did not accurately record 
their blocking, so I assist them and ensure that they write it down at that time. 
13 March 2003 
A few actors are still having difficulty recording accurate blocking, but it's getting better 
as actors feel free to ask questions about their blocking during the session. This condition is 
lends to the idea that oral pre-blocking is better than just handing the actor a written version. I've 
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often thought that the written technique might save time but have come to realize that it probably 
would not since the first few walk-through rehearsals would drag in an effort to clear up 
questions and confusions. We successfully pre-blocked Act Three and walked through it, 
clarifying things as we went along. Morale seems good. Actors have been present, on time, and 
open to my direction. It helps that some of these actors have been in my class this year and others 
have worked with me before. Most of these actors, though, are very much beginners with zero to 
little experience. In a way, this could be an advantage as long as I do not allow them to fall into 
bad habits. A few of these actors worked under Paul Lucas, a director who has a more relaxed 
approach to directing. Yet, they seem to be adjusting to my style pretty readily. I need to remind 
myself that it is important to build trust early on with these actors. 
14 March 2003 
Ten minutes before rehearsal one actor quit. He said that his family was taking him to 
Spokane for the weekend of the performances. I reminded him of his contract also signed by his 
parents. I asked him if he had read the schedule. Then, I expressed my disappointment in his 
dropping. I told him that he had been doing a great job so far. He would have made a fine Judge 
Gaffney. I'm not certain that he was telling me the whole story about why he was quitting. I 
considered calling his parents but decided that this may stir up more than I'm willing to invest 
in. Putting my energies into finding a replacement would probably be more valuable. This is 
often difficult because sometimes you have to settle for anyone who happens to have spare time, 
which is not a good criterion for selection. However, I asked for the cast's assistance in finding 
a replacement, someone who is hopefully sincerely interested in theatre. I will also bring this up 
to a few students in my drama class. Alex Haggerty, the actor playing Dr. Sanderson was absent 
today. His attendance in class has also been weak lately. I'm beginning to wonder if he'll make 
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it. An understudy is needed. The skill level amongst the male actors is pretty good, but they have 
proven to be irresponsible and immature. I found the walk-through rehearsals difficult because 
the pre-blocking I had given included directions involving other characters. Two characters were 
missing. This is particularly challenging in early rehearsals when actors are not familiar with 
their blocking. I know that I need to give a pep talk on Monday. Morale is easily damaged when 
people start quitting or not attending. Before it gets away on me, I must get a hold on it now. As 
for the Gaffney part, I think we'll find a replacement. With some proactive measures, these 
things have a way of working themselves out. I just have to remind the cast of the immediacy of 
our need. Commitment to the role, rehearsal, and performance is the top requirement at this 
juncture. A properties needs list was passed out to be taken home. We've already receive some 
donations in response to an e-mail I sent out to all district employees. Act One was successfully 
pre-blocked, and we accomplished a walk-through, making notes and adjustments along the way. 
The smaller stage is something to which I've found it somewhat difficult to adjust. I'm looking 
forward to working with smaller groupings next week. Student volunteers have been steadily 
working on the sets. They are much appreciated. 
1 7 March 2003 
A male student from my journalism class approached me today about auditioning for the 
vacant Gaffney part. I gave him audition materials and told him that I would audition him on 
Wednesday. An administrator approached me today and informed me that the young man 
playing Sanderson was ineligible according to WIAA rules. He is only taking two classes and 
has been truant several times to drama class. The search is now on for someone to play Dr. 
Sanderson. I am confident that we will find someone. I told the actors to not let a few bumps 
discourage them. They were positive and supportive. Morale still seems strong. Set painting 
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continues. Most of the construction has already been accomplished. Students continue the search 
for props. With our tiny budget, borrowing or receiving donations is a must. Our student 
costumer has found a few costumes on hand. However, we will still need to check Goodwill and 
the Senior Center. Act One, scene one was the focus for today. The primary goal was to allow 
students to get comfortable with the language accompanied with movement. In an attempt to get 
the actors to work on character, I encouraged them to turn up the energy a bit each time we went 
through the scene, including a topping exercise which challenges actors to top the energy of the 
previous actor. On the last walk-through, I directed the actors to put their scripts down and 
improvise the scene. The actors said that this was hard. I agreed. Building confidence, this 
activity helps to remove the crutch and encourages character work and immediacy. It is so good 
when actors do not know what to say next. After this, I showed the actors what the stage crew 
had been working on, helping them to gain confidence in the whole production process. 
18 March 2003 
The actor who was to play Dr. Sanderson was not at rehearsal today. It is his third and 
final absence. One of the cast members said that a former student, Noble Brown, might be 
interested in auditioning for the Sanderson part. I contacted him after rehearsal, and he will 
come in to see me tomorrow. We need to sew this up soon. Before rehearsal, I overheard the 
actors discussing some possibilities for Dr. Sanderson. Interestingly, this shows that they are 
willing to take responsibility for the production and has acted as a stimulus for teamwork and 
cohesiveness. Almost immediately we started rehearsal. Tomorrow and the next day we rehearse 
in the choir room due to a band concert on Thursday night. This will work out ok though. Early 
rehearsals usually do not need a great deal of space. Energy was low today, at first, so I 
challenged the actors to pick up the energy. As the actor playing Elwood becomes more familiar 
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with the script, he is beginning to understand meaning through words, tone, and emphasis. I saw 
the most growth in him today. Once we got past his reading limitations, his skill level became 
more obvious. Generally, energy picked up through rehearsals. We did a fast forward through the 
last run-through. I reminded the actors of their upcoming deadline for line memorization. They 
politely groaned. 
19 March 2003 
Actors were still concerned about the Sanderson part. I'm still waiting to audition Noble 
Brown. He'll do that tomorrow. A new actor was auditioned to play Gaffney. He will start with 
us tomorrow. The end of Act One was the emphasis today. Actors generally understood and 
accomplished their blocking. Energy was a bit low. I challenged them by introducing soap opera 
style and over/under exaggeration. This gave the energy level a boost and offered an opportunity 
to teach some essential elements of comedy. The actors seemed to thoroughly enjoy this. Morale 
was lifted, and we all enjoyed the process. I continue to remind actors of memorization 
deadlines. A few students came in today to work on sets. 
20 March 2003 
Rehearsal was in the choir room today. Just the assistant stage manager showed up to 
work on sets. Working with just three actors today was enjoyable. A large part of the focus was 
upon line, cue, and blocking memorization. The new actor playing Gaffney seems reliable and 
works hard. The first few times through today's scene were clumsy, but by the end of the 
rehearsal period, the actors had much of their lines and cues and all of their blocking down. I 
gave ten minutes between each cycle for the actors to study lines. This was effective, as study 
was serious and concentrated during this time. The young lady playing Veta is articulate but will 
demand significant attention especially in the areas of gesture and vocal expression. She also 
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has a tendency to race through her lines. This is a demanding role, but she was the best choice 
for this role. Megan Mason, the actor playing Myrtle, is coming along well. I'll need to work 
with her on movement and gesture. However, she understands the text pretty well and has good 
voice control, so the task won't be too daunting. Rehearsal was mellow but intense. 
21 March 2003 
Attendance was good today. The actor who is to play Sanderson will be here on Monday. 
I announced this to the cast, and they were encouraged. To challenge the actors and to make 
them aware of the serious nature of our work, we started with Act Three. Actors had no scripts 
but were prompted. Through experience, I've learned that actors study the beginning of the play 
first. I want them to pay attention to the entire play. Gently reminding actors to stay in character, 
I encouraged them to be focused even while struggling with their lines. This helps to set a 
positive, professional atmosphere as well as high expectations. After struggling through the 
prompted third act, I took advantage of the bigger cast grouping today and had the actors help 
pull flats out onto the stage and set them up. The library shelves were improperly measured. We 
will have to see if we can fix them or start over next week. To stay in budget, we need to avoid 
major mistakes like this. It is difficult to direct on stage and backstage at the same time. The 
fireplace slot is a bit large, be it can be modified next week. 
24 March 2003 
At the beginning of rehearsal, we worked together to put walls into place and set 
furniture. After the first run-through of today's scene, it was obvious that one of the actors had 
not studied his lines, cues, or blocking. I needed to be more clear that actors have to know their 
blocking also at these rehearsals. Blocking was way off and confused. Following this first 
run-through, I asked the cast what the problem was. Somebody responded that they did not know 
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their lines very well. I, then, asked them what we should do? They did not have a verbal answer. 
A little pressure seemed necessary at this point. Some time between scene run-throughs was 
provided for actors to briefly go over lines. These ten-minute blocks improved scenes 
dramatically by the end of rehearsal. Sanderson was not in this scene, so I had the actor study his 
lines with a partner. Morale was pretty good even with today's struggles. A great deal was 
accomplished in setting the tone and rehearsal expectations. Our light and sound technicians 
were in today and accomplished a great deal. 
26 March 2003 
Chris, the actor playing Wilson, is still struggling with lines. I told him that I know that 
he is able to memorize lines. He did it yesterday during rehearsal. We reviewed a variety of 
memorization techniques, and I reminded the actors of the seriousness of our project, insisting 
that they put more time in on line memorization and/or find more efficient ways of memorizing 
lines. Chris asked me if he could use his script. I told him that the last actor who used his script 
after deadlines paid Masque and Gavel ten dollars to use it for one session. He changed his mind 
about using his script. The script in hand is often a crutch for the actor. Some work can be done 
with it in hand, but it is very limiting. Actors had two ten minute sessions for memorization 
work. The first run-through had large chunks of silence. This was more painful for them than it 
was for me. No pain, no gain. Improvement was made throughout the rehearsal period. I hope to 
not discourage Chris too much, but I've got to hold to this expectation, just as I hold to 
attendance expectations. Some work was done on the bookshelves. They're starting to look 
better. 
26 March 2003 
At the beginning of rehearsal, we discussed general ideas regarding publicity. All actors 
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were present and early. When I arrived, they were diligently studying lines and cues together. 
This is a good sign. Chris Buchman, the actor playing Wilson, had fewer lines to prepare for, but 
it was obvious that he had studied his lines and cues. He doesn't know his blocking very well, 
but progress was made. Movement through the scene was much smoother. Confidence was 
lifting. On the third time through the scene, we used over-exaggeration to add energy and to 
begin experimenting with character and comedy. As a result, Chris' character came alive, and I 
told him to maintain that energy during all rehearsals. To sharpen their line, cue, and movement 
retention, we did one final run-through in fast forward, while insisting that actors enunciate 
properly. The lighting was roughly finished today. Fine-tuning will have to take place later. I 
submitted my sound list to our sound technician. One scene painter came in today to work on 
sets. All is slow but sure right now. 
27 March 2003 
All actors were present, on time, and working on lines before rehearsal. We discussed the 
importance of memorization for lines, cues, and blocking. I mentioned that we would be working 
on character in more detail next week. Melissa, the actor playing Veta, struggled with lines and 
cues the first time through. By the end of rehearsing this segment, all was better. To get the 
actors to focus upon comedy, energy, and paying attention to the actions of other actors as well 
as their own actions, we experimented with over-exaggeration, alternating from face, to gesture, 
to voice. This turned out to be too complex for some of the actors. It almost brought one actor to 
tears, so I backed away from the technique. We may come back to it later. I need to find a way to 
build more gradually with these types of things. These actors are much less experienced with this 
sort of technique than were the actors in my previous position. Remembering this fact will help 
reduce frustration. Along with the end of the play, we were able to go back and rework Act Two, 
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Scene One. It was a bit bumpy but a good refresher for the actors. At the end of rehearsal, I 
reminded actors that we would be walking through the entire play tomorrow, with the exception, 
probably, of Act Two, Scene One. The sound cues were not completed. I set a new deadline date 
for April 3rd. Progress was made on the bookshelves. The stage manager and assistant stage 
manager work diligently on that project. We're still gathering properties. Some of these are 
difficult to come by. 
28 March 2003 
All actors were on time and in attendance. We spent a little time up front filling vacancies 
in technical areas, assigning people to makeup, costumes, and properties. I reminded actors that 
if their scene was done for the moment they need to stay and work on lines or in the technical 
areas. We may come back to any scene during the rehearsal time. We walked through Act Three 
twice. The second time was better than the first. Technical adjustments were made in Act Three. 
In Act One, a few memorization problems surfaced, but, overall, things went somewhat 
smoothly. Yet, this was a good wake up call in preparation for next week, encouraging actors to 
study diligently lines, cues, and blocking. Next week, I plan to work with students' written, 
detailed character analyses. Spencer King, the actor playing Lofgren, left early and without 
permission. I have not received his signed Guidelines Form and will press him for this next 
week. I will also tell him that he will be counted absent for today and is on probation. Currently, 
I only have girls who are willing to take his part. Maybe that is fine with this role. I hate to have 
to replace another actor, but I will if it is needed. After the rehearsal, I reminded actors that they 
were obligated to stay the whole time. There were other single scene actors who had stayed and 
worked on sets or something else related to the play. We also discussed, once again, the 
importance of line, cue, and blocking memorization in order to make progress. 
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31 March 2003 
Micah Brown, the actor playing Elwood, was not in attendance today. A last minute 
family outing took him from rehearsal. Needless to say, rehearsal was a bit frustrating. However, 
I seriously attempted to make this condition into an opportunity. We walked through Act One 
a couple of times. I encouraged actors to imagine Elwood's presence. The opportunity was 
that actors got to use their imaginations. Furthermore, I started to work with actors on objective, 
trying to get the actors to play to a variety of objectives in the scene. Some improvements were 
made. We also spent time working with character analysis worksheets. I went over the questions 
and told them that I wanted them to write in first person. Their character sheets are due this 
Thursday, the last day of rehearsal before spring break. I'll just be checking them off on 
Thursday so that the actors can take them home over the break. We will look at these more 
closely on their return. I made copies so that I could look at their analyses before break is 
over. 
1 April 2003 
Michael Kubosumi, the actor playing Judge Gaffney had a family emergency today and 
was unable to attend. I continue to seek out opportunities when this happens. On the bright side 
most of the actors are using up their allowed absence days early on in the process. This will help 
later. I spoke with Spencer and let him know that he is on a thin line. Also, though, I told him 
that I wanted him to play the part. However, he won't ifhe can't follow the rules. We rehearsed 
Act One, Scene One twice and then Scene Two twice. Our focus was on character objectives. 
I frustrated one of my actors when I gave her a challenging verb to act upon. The verb was 
"dupe." When I approached her about it she said that she was a bit of a perfectionist. I tried to 
tell her that we are just in process. We are just doing our best with what we're given. Relax. 
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Melissa is making marked improvement in rate of delivery as well as character, and I told her so. 
She said that she had started her character analysis last night and that really helped. She's right. 
I encouraged her to keep going in that direction. Chris improves with Wilson but is inconsistent 
when it comes to effort. He drags his feet and is a bit lazy. I need to constantly light a fire under 
him. Micah's character is steadily evolving. We need to focus a bit more attention on his line 
delivery. This will be a focus for tomorrow's work. At the end ofrehearsal, we talked about 
theme a bit. This led to a discussion about what defines "crazy." One discovery is that all the 
characters have their own psychological problems. The finish was pleasant. 
2 April 2003 
Rehearsal started with a brief discussion of the learning objectives for the play. 
We then started into Act Three. Spencer was absent, so we worked around his three pages. 
This was not a major obstacle. Someone, in confidence, told me that Spencer was planning 
to quit. I had just spoken to him this morning, though, and directly asked him if he wanted 
the role still. He said that he did. We'll see. In the mean time, I'll begin to look for a possible 
replacement. It may need to be a girl who can play a guy. The first walk through was fine. All 
the actors knew their lines nearly word perfect. Next, we continued to work with 
over-exaggeration, slow motion and surprise. I instructed the actors to come on stage with 
one change. We then discussed the change. On the next time through, I asked the actors to add 
three surprises. During this run-through, I integrated over and under-exaggeration as well as 
slow motion. Energy levels were high. Following all of this, actors wrote in their acting journals. 
I instructed them to write down their new surprises and three more they could add for tomorrow. 
Also, I told them to write down three discoveries for today. We shared this. At the end, I told 
them of the young actor who had asked me, "When are we ever going to do these exactly the 
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way we'll do them in performance on opening night?" My response was, "On opening night." 
My point was that rehearsal is about process and that things should be constantly changing for 
improvement. In later rehearsals most major decisions will probably have been made, but minor 
changes should continue to be a part of the process. I think they understood. 
3 April 2003 
All actors but King were present and on time. King is on his last absence. This one has to 
be made up. We focused on Acts Two and Three. I instructed the actors to surprise me every 
time they come on stage. This instruction continues to add energy to rehearsals. I collected 
the actors' character analyses. Everyone turned it in completed. Another focus today was 
enunciation and projection. Most of the actors continue to progress in terms of character. After 
break, we'll continue to work on character depth and energy. At the end of rehearsal we talked 
about the importance of the last four weeks ofrehearsal and discussed some technical elements. 
14 March 2003 
This is the week most people are using up their absences. I'll take advantage of this by 
exerting more energy in the technical areas this week. We'll also spend time working on voice 
projection, warm-ups, and characterization exercises. We were missing Buchman and 
McDowall, so we primarily worked around their segments. The second time through, we worked 
on page eighteen to the end of the act. Before this, though, we worked on warm-ups, both body 
and voice. Next, we practiced speaking from our center and using the diaphragm. I checked to be 
certain that they could all be heard from the back of the auditorium. During text and movement 
rehearsal, we focused on character objectives and obstacles. I had students write down their top 
three wants for the scene and the obstacles that are in the way ofreaching those wants. After 
sharing those wants, we played them "life or death." I told the actors that this would bring a 
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special intensity to rehearsal. We might also discover some important things about our characters 
this way. After "life or death," we discussed our discoveries. The actors seemed to get a great 
deal from the experience. Our newest addition, Noble Brown, did not have his lines completely 
memorized yet. But, he and I agreed that he would be off-book by this Friday. We had some time 
at the end of rehearsal, so we did some needed painting. 
15 April 2003 
Noble was late by ten minutes and Karissa was nearly an hour late. Karissa had an 
excused emergency. She'll be gone tomorrow, making that her third and final absence. I need 
to track down Spencer King to warn him that if he misses any more days he will be replaced. 
During my lunch time is the best time. Megan Mason will be gone on Thursday and Friday of 
this week, but her understudy will step in. Karissa and Chris struggled with lines and blocking 
today. We continued to work on characterization. After the first rough run-through, I instructed 
the actors to use cartoon-style as the acting style. It was energetic, and the students seemed to 
enjoy it. Afterwards we debriefed. They shared a few new discoveries. Then, we did soap opera 
style. The actors struggled a bit more with this one but seemed to learn a great deal. In our 
debrief session, the actors shared more discoveries. At the end of rehearsal, we started working 
on character analysis, primarily discussing relationships between characters. All of the actors 
were actively engaged. We discussed wants, obstacles, and verbs, additionally. 
16 April 2003 
All but Chris were in attendance. He had a preplanned lateness, however. It will be 
counted as his second absence. The cast wondered if Spencer was still in the show. I told them 
that I spoke with him and that he assured me he would have no more absences. He also agreed to 
make up his third absence. We plan to see him tomorrow. I confirmed with Cassandra, Myrtle's 
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understudy, that she would be filling in for Megan in her absence. She agreed. Micah will be 
gone the next two days, one day scheduled before auditions and the other not. This will give 
Micah two absences. Most of the cast has used two absences now. This should cut down on 
absences in the last three, very critical, weeks. It has not been as difficult as I thought it would 
be this week. We found some ways to work around and through some absences, encouraging 
actors to use their imaginations. I pointed out to the actors that this fits the major theme of the 
play. We tried to use these obstacles as opportunities. Rehearsal was a bit stiff at first today. We 
had some problems with lines and blocking. During the first run-through, we corrected those 
problems. To encourage energy, we worked with exaggerated gestures, soap opera, and cartoon 
style. The exaggerated gestures were also meant to help Melissa. She tends to hold back in body 
expression. This exercise seemed to help make the point and also encouraged Melissa to open 
up a bit. The actors were also instructed to work through a segment with "life or death." Most 
of the actors handled this well. Megan admitted that she struggled with it. I reminded all of the 
actors that this approach takes a great deal of energy and commitment and that it helps to 
expand possibilities for character growth and actor concentration. When Chris arrived we 
worked on the scenes that he is in. He continues to struggle with line and blocking memorization. 
I reminded him of how much money he owes Masque and Gavel. Further, I reminded him that 
everyone is counting on him to get his lines, cues, and blocking perfectly. He agreed. Actors 
wrote in their journals, focusing in on character wants, obstacles, and tactics. Most of rehearsal 
focused upon these elements. 
17 April 2003 
I continue to do battle with the front office over facilities scheduling. Their 
incompetence annoys me. Today we rehearsed without an Elwood. This was an opportunity 
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to work our imaginations. Both Harvey and Elwood were invisible to us. Noble was nearly 
fifteen minutes late. I reminded him that he would be fined. We spent some time discussing 
the sets, properties, and costumes. When the actors were not on stage, I expected them to be 
reviewing lines, cues, and blocking, to be working on sets, or to be assisting the costumer in 
getting measurements. We reviewed scenes that had not been worked on since before spring 
break. Then, in addition to soap opera, we worked with opera, western, slow motion, exaggerated 
gestures and facial expression, and ballet styles of acting. Cassandra, the Myrtle understudy, 
struggled some with lines and blocking. This was an opportunity for the other actors to improvise 
and make do. By the end ofrehearsal, she had made significant progress. Early on, she was 
offered one performance. She'll get to perform in the Saturday matinee version. Melissa 
continues, with reminders about speed of delivery, to make steady progress. I've got to continue 
to work with her on making her character bigger. She holds back a great deal. Chris Buchman 
is a good actor but needs to be reminded to stay focused and to regularly study his lines. 
Spencer King showed up today and was very focused in rehearsal. He is a skilled but 
immature young man. I just need to pressure him to be present. The other actors are making fine 
progress. 
18 April 2003 
Noble, Micah, and Spencer were absent. Robert left for work at 5:15. On Monday 
Michael will be gone. By that point, nearly everyone will have used his or her two absences. 
Next rehearsal, I will insist that the actors only use the third absence for an emergency. All of 
the actors who were present were on time. Because of the absences, rehearsal was somewhat 
unfocused. We worked primarily on fine tuning blocking and line precision. Some time was 
spent on styles and working with character intentions as well as inner-monologue. Today's 
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rehearsal was difficult and frustrating, and I failed to energize myself and the actors. Melissa 
continues to make the most progress with character. At the end ofrehearsal, we had a brief 
discussion on priorities and focus during rehearsal. 
21 April 2003 
Michael was absent, and Noble was late. I warned him that three more tardies would 
take him out of the cast. He said that he would be on time from now on. At least, he had his 
lines memorized today. We filled the cab driver spot with Kris Tanis and Carlos Valdez. Today, 
we did a run through of the entire play, checking line precision and blocking. Actors painted sets 
while they were not on stage. Some progress was made. Tomorrow, our focus will be upon Acts 
Two and Three. We'll slow things down a bit and work with character and with refining comedy 
techniques. Melissa continues to improve. She still needs to slow down a bit through some lines. 
We need to heighten her emotional level even more, though. Micah continues to improve also, 
but at a slower rate. I need to challenge him more. Erin is a bit too worried about how to do 
things. Instead, I need to help her focus on why she does things. I worked with Cassie on word 
emphasis. She tends to emphasize pronouns in the sentence. We had a very serious discussion 
regarding commitment. Energy was moderately upbeat today. 
22 April 2003 
Everyone except our stage manager was present and on time today. I was exhausted but 
tried not to let that affect the cast's energy. We started rehearsal discussing properties and sets 
and by reminding everyone of the needed jobs. Both of our cab driver replacements were present 
today. We worked with Kris today and will work with Carlos tomorrow. Kris worked hard on her 
character and on sets. Instead of working just Act Two and Three today, we also worked Act 
One. I need to change this pattern tomorrow. I gave some stop/start notes today. I told Megan to 
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focus on Myrtle's concern about Elwood coming home to interrupt her party. This seemed to 
help. Trying to encourage a focus on inner-monologue, I asked Chris what he was thinking 
about. He's first answer was not honest, but he changed his answer and said that he was just 
waiting for the next line. He was not in the moment. Later, I worked with Erin on her gestures 
by telling her that her character is a queen butterfly. This instruction improved her overall stage 
presence. Melissa continues to improve with a slower delivery, but I did tell her that she still 
rushes sometimes. Yet, I offered her praise for the improvements she has made. We finished 
rehearsal with some work on set painting. 
23 April 2003 
All actors were present and on time. Our focus was Acts Two and Three today. Before 
starting rehearsal, we reviewed technical areas that still need work. I offered time for comments 
and questions and then challenged the actors to bring three new things to each scene today. 
Rehearsal was very productive today. We worked on character leads to help the actors 
physicalize their characters. Tomorrow, we'll continue with this and begin to work on character 
center. By accident, we found some great bits of comedy to add into our work. The character 
leads really brought out some important discoveries for the actors. In our post-discussion, Megan 
noticed that her lead was similar to Melissa's. I shared that this was significant because Myrtle is 
becoming her mother. This is an important part of their relationship. A certain amount of 
mimicry will help the audience to grasp that element. I told Michael that he has a serious back 
pain in hopes that he might understand what I mean by "crotchety old man." With side coaching, 
this seemed to help him focus. In one scene, I wanted him to comfort Veta while scolding 
Myrtle. This took several tries for him to understand and apply, but I think he'll get it. We had 
an effective post-discussion. A few of the actors had specific questions. My assistant stage 
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manager expressed that some of the actors were treating her badly because she is a Freshman. 
This may be somewhat true, but I also have observed that she is a bit hypersensitive at times. 
After her comments, I reminded the cast that no one is more important than anyone else. We 
spent the remainder of our time working on sets and properties. 
24 April 2003 
All but Erin Crouse were present and on time. Erin was also out of school today, and 
this was her first absence. We spent a good amount of time today discussing publicity and 
assigning publicity tasks. I reminded the cast that we need to begin publicizing this play next 
week. Next, we reviewed the areas on sets and props that need work. After this, I announced 
the auditions for West Side Story at Central Washington University. We focused strongly on 
picturization today, primarily in the first scene of the play, which opened up some healthy 
dialogue regarding character motivation and emotional intensity. The actors struggled with, 
but seemed to appreciate, the exercise. 
25 April 2003 
All but Cassie Gish were present and on time. Cassie had a family emergency, and this 
was her second absence. Our focus was upon Act Two and Three, with a specific energy upon 
picturization in Act Two, Scene One. The actors seem to be opening up more to this exercise as 
we go. Discussions regarding intentions and projection of emotion are going more smoothly as 
actors think about things on their own. They are beginning to understand the application of 
verbs within the dramatic action. We tried a character switching activity that seemed to be 
pretty effective. Some progress was made on sets, costumes, and properties today. 
28 April 2003 
All actors were present and on time today. We began with some discussion of publicity, 
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costumes, sets, and properties. A plan was made to spend the last half hour trying on costumes 
and accessories. Our scene focus was upon Act One. Emphasis was placed upon picturization, 
focal point, levels, emotional intensity, and character intentions. Additionally, we continued to 
work with styles in order to challenge students to risk and to keep things interesting. Morale was 
high, and the actors were focused. During our costuming portion, some of the female actors 
complained about their hats. We'll look for some new ones. 
29 April 2003 
Micah and Karissa were both absent, giving them three absences. Actors were a bit 
frustrated with this, and I reminded them of the importance of attendance. Nonetheless, we 
worked around the missing actors pretty successfully. Continuing to work on pictures, I 
challenged actors to strengthen their emotional intensity and heighten the focal points. This 
exercise helped actors considerably. A few of the actors struggle with creating the emotion 
without the words. They felt "silly." I told them that good actors look forward to feeling 
silly. We spent nearly an hour working on our sets today. Progress was made. 
30 April 2003 
All but Erin were present. She had a family emergency. Our focus was upon Act One 
and Act Two, Scene Two. We continued with picturzation as well as an emphasis on creating 
tension through physical contact and resistance. Furthermore, we worked on vocal projection 
and enunciation. Although she has improved markedly, Melissa continues to require constant 
coaching in this area. I had the actors get into costume to see what we have and in preparation 
for the commercial we're making for our local television station. The last portion of rehearsal 
was spent filming this commercial. Morale is picking up. A greater seriousness permeates the 
rehearsal period. 
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1May2003 
Everyone was present and on time today. Chris has an important doctor's appointment 
and will be taking his third and final absence then. He committed to come in on Saturday to 
make up his missed time. Rehearsal was strong and focused today. After discussing some 
technical and publicity elements, we made plans for our field trip to see Bus Stop at the Chapel 
Theatre this evening and for dinner beforehand. The cast seemed excited. Our focus was upon 
Acts Two and Three with an emphasis upon picturization in Act Two, Scene Two. We also 
worked with over-exaggeration of facial expression, gesture, and movement. Morale is high. 
I hope it lasts. We need to work more on warm-ups and improvisational character development. 
I never seem to have enough time for it all. 
2 May 2003 
All actors were present and on time. We started with some vocal and relaxation 
warm-ups. Then, we discussed sets, props, costumes, makeup, and publicity. Our text focus 
was Act One, working with picturization and physicalization. I continue to challenge actors to 
use surprise as well as over and under-exaggeration. Rehearsal time is more intense and 
productive. Some of the actors are starting to drop the ends of their lines. I coached them to do 
otherwise and reminded them that in comedy the humor is often at the end of the line. Along 
with picturization, we work with intentions and obstacles. Most of the actors are showing modest 
improvement and morale seems to be good. We spent the last part of our rehearsal moving our 
set so that we can paint the stage black tomorrow. 
5 May 2003 
All actors but Chris were present. No one was allowed to read his lines. A pause was 
offered instead. This actually helped maintain the serious tone of rehearsal. After discussing 
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technical and publicity elements, we warmed up vocally and physically. This is going 
well so far. Next we focused upon Acts Two and Three with an emphasis upon pictures of 
the last half of Act Two, Scene Two. Congruently, we continued to discuss and work with 
intentions, obstacles, and variations in degrees of emotion. We continue to make slow, steady 
progress on sets and properties. Our work on costumes is pretty much complete. Morale 
remains pretty high. 
6 May 2003 
All actors but Cassie were present. She was sick and went home. This was her third 
absence, so I reminded her that her time must be made up. We rehearsed Acts One and Two 
with a primary focus of picturizing part of Act One, Scene Two. Also, we worked with vocal 
projection, enunciation and articulation. Further, we discussed some of the given circumstances 
of the play as well those of each character, taking time to discuss, through improvisation, 
character relationships. Moreover, we spent time on sets and publicity. Morale is pretty good. 
7 May 2003 
All actors were present and on time. Our attention was upon Acts One and Three today. 
I felt that more attention was needed upon Act One than on Act Two. Picturization was a primary 
focus with attention on projection, intention, and inner monologue. I continued to encourage 
actors to work with surprise and exaggeration. We worked on sets and publicity. 
8 May 2003 
All actors were present and on time. We did a complete run-through with notes 
afterwards. I reminded the cast of the need to project and to stay in the moment to keep things 
fresh. I gave specific line notes to actors and asked the cast to give feedback or to ask questions, 
reminding them to not give notes about other actors. If they have something to say about another 
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actor, they can say it to me in private. Then, I can give the note, modify it, or ignore it. A few of 
the actors have complained about the ASM. She's a Freshman and may be power tripping. I told 
the actors to try to work with her the best they could. I spoke to the ASM, giving her suggestions 
on how to get more out of the actors. She admitted that she can be demanding. We continued to 
work on sets and publicity. 
9 May 2003 
All actors were present and on time. We did a combined dress and tech rehearsal with 
notes afterwards. I continued to remind certain actors about projection. We did a few projection 
exercises. We had some problems with sound and a few lighting errors. 
12 May 2003 
All actors were present and on time. All technical elements are nearly complete with 
some minor adjustments needed. We are still trying to work through our sound system, though, 
to figure out why we can't use mies and the cd player at the same time. The actors are generally 
focused but are missing some of their cues. Costumes have added a new complication but have 
also given extra life to the characters. My notes primarily are focused on property manipulation 
and line delivery. I reminded the actors to not drop the ends of their lines. We can not afford to 
get lazy with this now. Morale seems very strong this week. 
13 May 2003 
All actors were present and on time. We are working with hair and makeup today. Very 
few of the actors are experienced at makeup, so this was very challenging. Also, they had just 
ninety minutes to do a three hour job. With some, exceptions, though, they did a pretty nice 
job for beginners. Notes were still primarily technical. We spent some time talking about 
allowing the audience to laugh. 
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14 May 2003 
This is our final dress rehearsal. I decided to let the actors go early, so we did no makeup 
and hair, just costumes. All actors were present and early. We were unsuccessful at putting 
together "I'm Called Little Buttercup." Unfortunately, we couldn't get the lyrics to match the 
sheet music we have. I think we can go without. All other sound effects and elements seem to be 
fine. There's still a low-level hum that we've been unable to completely eliminate. Lighting 
looks better. The actors seem a bit tired but are focused and confident. After the rehearsal, we 
discussed backstage and onstage etiquette. Also, I felt that we needed to compliment each other, 
so we spent some time focusing upon positive things. Each of the actors were required to 
compliment another actor. Next, since many of these actors had never been in a high school 
production before, we discussed the art of letting the audience laugh. After a final pep talk 
and cleanup, we dismissed for the evening. 
15 May 2003 
A few actors were a couple of minutes late to the pre-show meeting at 4:00 p.m. So, 
we will meet at 4:00 p.m. tomorrow also. At our meeting, we discussed cleanup, objective, 
focus, relaxation, and energy. I also read a few passages from A Director Prepares by Anne 
Bogart. I read from the essay on violence, making specific reference to the ideas of intuition 
and opposition. We met again at 6:45 and discussed Bogart's idea of stopping the audience 
in its tracks. After some relaxation and energy exercises, it was time to start the show. The 
audience was rather small, but it was lively for a Thursday night. The actors were energetic 
and glad to be finally performing. Melissa had a great deal of trouble keeping character. 
I will speak with her about this tomorrow after the first pre-show meeting. All of the other 
actors were at their best. Most of my notes are specific line notes or have to do with timing 
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of entrance cues. The actors received lots of praise during the post-show greeting. 
16 May 2003 
I was extra tense because my advisor, Professor Robinson, was here to see the show. 
Although, I tried hard not to pass that nervousness to the actors. Some time ago, I made the 
decision to not tell the actors ahead of time about his visit and the significance of the 
performance. It is my belief that this would have made them self-conscious or maybe cause 
them to ham. Just before the start of the show, I noticed an irritating low-level hum over 
the PA system. Unfortunately, we were never able to eliminate it. Because of the struggle with 
sound, we missed putting up our curtain warmer. The audience size was small, but it was 
a receptive group. We had a couple of strange clanking noises backstage during the show. My 
stage manager apologized profusely after the show. The actors made a few blocking mistakes 
but recovered. Generally, they were in character and focused. I found out later that some of the 
camera crew took liberties to exit and enter at the curtain twenty minutes before opening. 
I had failed to brief the video production teacher ahead of time. After the show, Professor 
Robinson discussed the play with the actors, giving mostly positive feedback. I'm grateful 
for that. Later, Professor Robinson and I went to Sheri's for pie and a post-show conversation. 
Even though I felt myself getting a bit defensive, his comments were balanced, fair, and 
insightful. One thing I know about myself is that it is difficult for me to maintain complete 
objectivity about my work. 
17 May 2003 
We have two performances today, so it's going to be a long day. However, I feel more 
relaxed today, so this will help me. The actors seem tired and a bit lethargic. We talked about 
last night in our first meeting. The students felt good about their performance. I gave a few 
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general notes. At our meeting before the matinee, we talked about risk. The audience was 
small but appreciative. The performance was a bit slow at times, but the actors got into it. 
We had talked about staying out oflines and semi-circles ahead of time, so the actors made 
a few necessary adjustments. I noticed that Cassandra, our Myrtle understudy, was a bit 
quiet during the first act, so I went back and gave her a note. She was much better throughout 
the rest of the show. 
In our pre-show meeting we discussed the idea of making each performance a new one, 
and we discussed how final performances of a show are often the most memorable. I implored 
them to make the memories good ones. The final performance was energetic, interesting, and 
laced with surprises. Our stress was low and enthusiasm was high. 
Final Self Evaluation 
Strengths and Weaknesses 
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In closing this chapter of my thesis project it is truly beneficial to consider and analyze 
both strengths and weaknesses of the production and process. In doing this, I can hopefully 
retain strong points while learning from weaknesses. After all, a director that does not take time 
to reflect and adjust becomes dull and lifeless, just as an actor would who follows the same 
course. 
Implementation of Concept Statement into the Direction of the Production 
Several key elements in the director's concept stand out as vital to assessing the director's 
strengths and weaknesses in implementation. As Mary Chase balances farce with serious social 
criticism, so should the director consider this in both artistic direction and in design. This balance 
should be seen in stage pictures, movement, gestures, expression, colors, shapes, and sizes. It 
should also be heard in music, sound and vocal pitch, tone, volume, and rate variety. All these 
elements can be integrated to reflect the change from winter to spring, from old to new, and from 
warm to cold. Furthermore, the vitality of the imagination should be sparked through various 
aspects of the production. Pre-show, transitional, and intermission music should all play a role 
in such a spark. The actor who plays Elwood is also critical in laying a foundation for the 
exploration of imagination. A devotion to believable mime and convincing sight should be 
priorities for the young actor. He must see Harvey. Many of the other actors must rise to the 
occasion of playing characters that are much older. Significantly, this should not be so 
bizarre as to take from the humor inherent in Chase's writing. Ideally, no design or acting 
element should compromise the unity of the production as it focuses upon the central idea. 
In terms of acting elements, we worked intensely with picturization and characterization. 
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Nonetheless, some of the actors struggled with stage pictures when it came to the actual 
performance. One reason for this might have been lack of experience from the actors. Most 
of these actors had never been in a play before. The most experienced actor had been in two 
high school plays before this one. The young man who played Elwood had been in one play prior 
to this one but did not have a speaking part. However, I know that I need to be more effective at 
communicating this very important technique. It is, ultimately, my responsibility to get the 
message to the actor. Maybe I need to simplify it more. 
Movement, gestures, and expression were largely created from improvisation and 
dialogue between the director and actor and among actors. Most of the actors handled these 
elements with a certain amount of grace and thoughtfulness. A few of the actors, though, 
struggled with matching movement and motivation. The actors playing Wilson and Veta had the 
hardest time, even after discussions and exercises. Melissa, to her credit, did make significant 
progress throughout the rehearsal process. Chris's rehearsal effort was sporadic. Sometimes he 
was focused, and other times he was not. This condition affected his progress. Though, the other 
actors progressed moderately well, especially considering their experience levels. This is an area 
in which I continue to look for ideas to improve my direction. 
The implementation of design elements such as color, shape, and size are also a 
significant measure of director success. Areas of strength in this arena include the use of 
brown and beige laced with spring colors in the flowers and books. Furthermore, choices in 
costume colors contributed to the desired effect. The set pieces in the library were rounded and 
comfortable, while the furniture in the sanitarium was stark with sharp corners and edges. 
Furniture for the sanitarium was a sterile white, and the walls were a cold institutional green. The 
walls in both locations were, moreover, large and ominous, providing a gentle grandeur for the 
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library and a towering, oppressive monolith for the sanitarium and all that it represents in the 
mental health industry. Several weaknesses, however, kept the design portion from being 
completely actualized. The books, for instance, were too cartoon-like and needed to be toned 
down, and there were serious weaknesses in the lighting. Some of the things that I wanted to 
make happen, such as backlighting and uniformity, never materialized. This is a definite 
weakness in the program that I must begin to address during each of next year's rehearsal 
periods. I did provide some training sessions this year, but it was not enough. My goal is to work 
with a few people from my classes who are interested. An expert from Central Washington 
University's Theatre Arts Department may be willing to help us set up a more permanent 
lighting schematic that will be functional for a variety of plays. 
Traditionally, I have tried to stick to period music for pre-show, scene changes, and 
intermission. This time, however, I took a risk by integrating some modern music as the play 
progressed. Someone used to the convention of using different styles of music to introduce 
one act plays may have been startled by this approach. Well, maybe it wasn't the most effective 
choice, but I wanted to try something different and to keep people off-guard. The theme of 
insanity, nonetheless, was maintained, integrating swing music of the 1940s with Pink Floyd and 
Ozzy Ozbourne. An edge of insanity was also maintained with the use of a few bizarre sound 
effects such as a cuckoo clock at select Elwood Dowd entrances and exits and a terrifying scream 
at the right moment. 
Through voice the actor can play a vital role in contributing to the idea of balancing farce 
with serious commentary. Since we experimented a great deal with vocal variety through a 
stylistic approach, all of the actors were fairly successful at avoiding constancy in pitch, tone, 
volume, and rate. However, because of the buzz noise over the system and because of vocal 
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limitations by some of the actors, vocal projection was a concern at times, particularly for 
patrons sitting in the most distant rows. Yet, truthfully, no one really sat in the very back rows. 
This, however, is still an area that we need to work on right from the beginning of each rehearsal 
block. Vocal projection is usually the number one complaint that audience members have of 
young actors. If we can deal with this issue, we'll have made tremendous strides in reaching our 
audiences. At times, both Melissa and Karissa speak too quickly. It was a problem during 
rehearsals, so we worked on it quite frequently. Nonetheless, it still cropped up a few times for 
each actor during performances. Speaking rate is the next area of high importance that needs to 
be addressed and specifically targeted through coaching and exercise. These two elements, vocal 
projection and enunciation, should not be taken lightly and just thrown in as afterthoughts. 
For this show to work on the level of stimulating imagination, the actor playing Elwood 
must practice his mime skills and his ability to see Harvey. I was pretty successful in both 
casting the right person for this part and in helping Micah to use his mime skills and his 
imagination. Likewise, Micah practiced diligently with these elements throughout the rehearsal 
process. Along with this, he was able to maintain the required steadiness in character demanded 
by his role. The creation of Elwood P. Dowd through Micah was one of our production's 
strengths. 
A difficult area for all directors who work with a cast made up of youths is that of 
creating believable older characters. My original plan was to spend some time early on with 
makeup workshops. Unfortunately, this did not happen. I allowed other things to bump this out 
and make it a low priority. Our makeup work was not a disaster, but it was also not as good as it 
could have been. However, we did spend quite a bit of time on old age character work, from 
walking to sitting and from visualization to writing. Some of the actors jumped to stereotypes 
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rather than concentrating on the events that caused the symptoms of old age. To Judge Gaffney, 
for example, I told to focus on the pain in his back and how he got it. This worked better than 
telling him to be crotchety. His focus on the pain manifested itself into a believable walk and into 
angry, demanding facial expressions and gestures. Another successful older character creation 
was Mrs. Chauvenet. Early on, Erin was worried too much about how she was doing something 
ratherthan why. Thus, we spent a great deal of time working on intention and inner monologue. 
By performance time, Erin was not able to completely rid herself of self-conscious mannerisms, 
but she made enough progress to serve it up at the end and create a delightful character. Our 
weakest older character was Betty Chumley played by Cassie Gish. Although she is a marvelous 
actor for children's theatre and for young character roles, it was beyond her to play a woman in 
her fifties. She just comes across as a little girl. Hence, we just pretended that Dr. Chumley 
married young in order to control her even more. Even though our old age work could have been 
much better with greater emphasis on makeup and with more intensity in character focus and 
exercise, it was not so far off as to take away significantly from the wonderful humor written into 
the play's dialogue. 
Script Appropriateness 
Harvey was a good choice for these young actors, for their audience, and for this setting. 
It had some very good challenges with two locations, with making believable characters, and 
with creating a connection between Elwood and his pooka pal. The actors enjoyed the script and 
its characters, and those characters were sufficiently challenging for actors with little to no 
experience. In some cases, these characters were a bit out of reach, but that is one thing that 
made our work interesting. This stretch helped it to be interesting for our audiences as well. 
Members of our audiences seemed to understand much of the play's humor and appreciated the 
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overall performance. Unfortunately, not many people attended our shows. We advertised this 
show more than any since I have been here, but very few responded with their presence. Maybe 
Harvey doesn't have enough name familiarity for this community. I do know that it has 
historically been difficult to get members of this community to come and see live theatre, 
especially non-musicals. It is my hope that mounting a series of quality productions will help 
tum this around. Along with appropriateness for actors and audience, the setting and facilities 
were also suitable for this script choice. The stage and seating areas were of adequate size, and 
the technology was adequate to meet the demands of the script and the needs of the production. 
Other Areas of Consideration 
Both strengths and weaknesses were present in the units of action, blocking, and 
composition. For the most part, the units of action were delineated pretty well. The actors 
understood the units and beats of separation and why they were present. However, they 
sometimes found it difficult to match the blocking with their intentions. I know that this is, in 
part, due to lack of experience by the actors but is also due to my own inability to communicate 
this effectively to the actors. It is my responsibility to help these young actors to be successful 
in this area. Although the outcome was not always the same as the original intent, we persistently 
worked on composition, examining levels, focal point, use of different planes, and varying the 
size and type of triangles. Furthermore, we tried to use the entirety of the stage space, using 
distance and height variations to create specific messages and moods. 
The unity of production was both helped and hindered by our visual expression of 
metaphor and by our use of picturization in storytelling. In terms of visual metaphor, we were 
successful in creating size in both the mansion and in the sanitarium. The sanitarium was 
sufficiently cold and uninviting; however, the mansion library was not as warm and inviting 
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as I wanted it to be. Better lighting might have been a big help in this area. We also had some 
success in creating visual metaphor with costumes. The white, sterility was reflected in the 
costumes of the hospital staff, and Myrtle Mae's colors and changes enhanced the doll-like 
nature of her character. Although we spent a great deal of time with picturization, it was not as 
sharp and clear as I had hoped. When it came to final dress rehearsals and performances, we 
began to lose some of that clarity as actors began to question and adjust their blocking. Maybe 
I need to work with actors on these adjustments earlier on. Also, it is possible that their 
character's intentions were not very clear, causing them to be concerned about the pictures we 
had created. I'm not certain, but I do know that this needs to be an element of my attention in 
future productions. 
The use of voice, body, and characterization also had their strengths and their areas 
needing improvement in this production. Because of our work with vocal pitch, rate, and 
volume variety, all of the actors had a measure of success in this area. However, actors can 
always improve in this way, so I need to continue to look for new and fresh ways to help with 
vocal variety. A few of the actors, Melissa, Megan, and Karissa, had minor projection problems, 
but this was due to rate and enunciation as much as it was volume. All three of these ladies made 
tremendous strides throughout the rehearsal period. As far as character believability, Melissa had 
the greatest struggle because she had trouble matching action with intention and because she 
sometimes failed to see before she responded. I could have done a better job working with 
Melissa on this concept. It was important enough for us to take the time. Strong, believable 
characters included Elwood, Dr. Chumley, Dr. Sanderson, and Mrs. Chauvenet. These characters 
were interesting, had purpose, possessed clear intentions, and maintained a strong will. The 
actors playing these characters understood them. 
Alignment of Project Outcomes to Leaming Objectives 
Cast members were highly successful in the following areas: 
+ Complete the audition process; 
+Understand relationships within the play; 
+ Know and understand safety rules; 
Cast members were moderately successful in the following areas: 
+Understand and create stage pictures; 
+ Perform a believable older character; 
+ Identify the elements of plot, themes, and characters; 
+Analyze the dramatic action; 
+Understand the essentials and various techniques of comedy; 
+Understand attendance and behavioral expectations; 
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+Understand what is expected of the actor during different aspects of the process 
including: 
0 Blocking; 
0 Memorization; 
0 Character Development; 
0 On stage etiquette; 
0 Backstage etiquette; and 
0 Performance etiquette. 
+ Perform as an ensemble. 
Cast members, with the help of the director, need significant improvement in the 
following areas: 
+ Analyze Dialogue; 
+ Identify the given circumstances of the play including: 
0 Social; 
0 Political; 
0 Religious; and 
0 Economic. 
+Understand the importance of trust and warm-up activities. 
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COLORADO 
. ·. 
FULL NAME State of Colorado 
POSTAL ABBREVIATION CQ 
INHABITANT Coloradan 
ADMITIED TO THE UNION Aug. 1, 1876. 
38th state 
POPULATION (est. 1987) 3,296,000. 
Percent of US total: 1.35%. Rank: 26th 
CAPITAL CITY Denver, the largest city in the 
state, located on the South Plane River in 
northeast central Colorado; population 
- ·504,566 (est. 1984). Founded in 1860 on 
\...../ the site of a trading posr and several gold 
rush towns, it was incorporated as a city in 
1861 and became the state Cll;pital in 1867. 
STATE NAME ANO NICKNAMES Colorado is the 
Spanish word for "red," and describes the 
waters of the Colorado River, which gave 
its name to the territory and thence to the 
state. Also known as the Centennial State, 
the Highest State, and the Switzerland of 
America. 
STATE SEAL A blue field bearing a heraldic 
shield, with miner's tools displayed on the 
lower part and snow-capped mountains on 
the upper; above the shield, the fasccs, 
53 
The mountain state of Colorado is bor-
dered on the north by Wyoming and 
Nebraska; on the east by Nebraska and 
Kansas; on the south by Oklahoma and 
New Mexico; and on the west by Utah. 
bound by a band of red, white, and blue 
with the legend "Union and Constitu-
tion"; above the fasces, the eye of God in 
a triangle, from which come golden rays; 
below the shield, the state motto on a 
white banner •• The red border bears the 
legend "State of Colorado, 1876." 
Mono Nil Sine Numine (Nothing without 
providence) 
SONG "Where the Columbines Grow," 
lyrics and music by A.). Flynn. 
SYMBOLS 
Flower white and lavender columbine 
Tr« blue spruce 
Bird lark bunting 
Gem aquamarine 
Animal Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep 
LICENSE PLATE White on forest green, with 
silhouette of a mountain range; white-
and-green border. 
FLAG Three horizontal stripes of blue, 
white, and blue, bearing the lette r "C" in 
red with a yellow disk in its center. 
H ,·s b' r/GJ..tMJN .. LrU!J~ 
T,·""", /,',,u. Jq{X)- iqqq 
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Facts About the States 
GEOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE 
Colorado's varied terrain can be divided 
into three zones: the dry, windy high 
plains to the east; the Colorado Piedmont, 
a hilly central area comaining 80 percent of 
the state's population; and the Colorado 
Rocky Mountains to the west, a complex 
network of high ranges (up to 14,000 feet) 
and the main watershed of the western 
United States. 
MAJOR LAKES AND RESERVOIRS Granby, 
Pueblo, John Martin, Lake Granby, Blue 
Mesa 
LAND USE 
Thousonds of ocres 
Urban (1982) •......... · .. ·672 
Rural (1982) ...•.•.•. "41,271 
Cropland (1982) . ,, . . . . • . 10,603 
Pastureland (1982) . . . . . • • ,. 1,260 
Rangeland (1982) . . . . . . . • 24,223 
Forestland {1982) • . . • . . • . 15,218 AR.EA 104,091 square miles. Rank: 8th INLAND WATER 496 square miles State parks and recreation GEOGRAPHIC CENTER Park, 30 miles NW of 
Pikes Peak areas (1983) . • . . . . . : National park system (1984) . 
National forest system ( 1984) 
. . . 160 
. • . 588 
. 16,023 
. • . 784 
ELEVATIONS Highest poi111: Mount Elbert, 
Lake County, 14,433 feet. Low.st point: 
Arkansas River. Prowers County, 3,350 
feet. Meon tfer;otion: 6,800 feet 
Tribal lands (1984) ..... 
MAJOR RIVERS Colorado, Arkansas, South 
Platte, Rio Grande 
TEMPERATURES The highest recorded tem-
perature was 118°F on July 11, 1888, at 
Bennett. The lowest was -6l°F on Febru-
ary 1, 1985, at Maybell. 
- --
NATIONAL SITES 
NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE Bent's Old Fort 
NATIONAL MONUMENTS Black Canyon of the 
Gunnison, Colorado Dinosaur, Florissant 
Fossil Beds, Great Sand Dunes, Hoven-
weep, Yucca House 
NATIONAL PARKS Mesa Verde, Rocky Moun-
tain National Recreation Areas, Curecanti 
NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGES Alamosa-
Monte Vista, ArapahcrBamforth/ 
Hutton Lake/Pathfinder, Browns Park 
1700 
1706 
1739 
1779 
1803 
1806 
1819 
1820 
1835 
1842-1853 
1848 
1851 
1858 
1859 
HISTORY 
French explorers reach the Rocky Mountains. 
Spanish soldiers and their Indian auxiliaries, led by Juan de Uribarri, visit Apache 
villages near present-day Pueblo. 
A party of French travelers led by the Malice brothers passes through Colorado. 
Other French merchants follow. 
Spanish soldiers, led by Juan Bautista de Anza, subdue Comanche Indians near 
Pueblo. 
The fur trade lures the first American, James Purcell, into the region. 
Leading a party of 15 US soldiers from St. Louis, Lieutenant Zebulon Pike 
attempts co climb the peak that bears his name. 
The Adams-Onis Treaty acknowledges most of eastern Colorado as US territory; 
the rest is recognized as Spanish. 
~fajor Ste(l'hen H. Long leads a party exploring the region along the new 
boundary; Dr. Edwin James scales Pike's Peak. 
Bent's Old Fon is completed on the Arkansas River near La Junta, serving as a 
post and rendezvous point for fur trappers and traders. -
John C. Fremont leads five expeditions through Colorado while exploring the 
West. 
The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which concludes the Mexican War, cedes the 
entire Southwest, including Colorado, to the United States. 
San Luis, che first permanent non-Indian settlement, is founded in southern 
Colorado by six Hispanic families. 
July 7-8. Gold is found along Cherry Creek on the present site of Denver, 
touching off a stampede of prospectors hoping to strike it rich. 
April 23. Tht Rod:] Mountain Ntf.IPS, published in Auraria, is the first Colorado 
newspaper. 
54 
1861 
1864 
1865 
1867 
1868-1869 
1870 
1872 
1873 
1876 
1877 
1877-1880 
1879 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1899 
1903-1904 
1909 
1912 
1914 
1915 
1917 
1924 
Colorado 
Noy 6. More gold is struck along Clear Creek in what is now Central City. As many 
as 40,000 people flock to Colorado. 
February 28. Colorado Territory is created within the present state borders. 
The Cheyenne relinquish the greater part of their Colorado lands. 
November 29. Federal cavalry and volunteer militia massacre about 150 residents 
of a Cheyenne and Arapaho village. The incident revives Indian warfare in 
Colorado. 
Arapaho, Cheyenne, and Sioux kill 40 whites at Julesburg in northeastern 
Colorado. 
By the Treaty of Medicine Lodge, the Cheyenne and Arapaho agree ro move co 
Indian Territory (Oklahoma). 
Cheyenne and a\lied bands resisting removal arc defeated at Beecher Island and 
Summit Springs. Most of western Colorado is reserved for Ute Indians. 
Rail connections link Denver to the transcontinental line at Cheyenne and to the 
east from Kansas City. 
The Denver and Rio Grande Railroad reaches Pueblo from Denver. 
A treaty detaches the mineral-rich San Juan district from the Ute reserva-
tion. 
August I. Colorado is admitted to the Union as the 38th state. 
University of Colorado opens in Boulder. 
Heyday of the silver boom at Leadville, which spores an opera house and swells 
co a population of at least 25,000. Silver production in the area reaches a peak 
value of $11.5 million in 1880. 
Twenty-six soldiers and Indian agents killed by Utes in "Meeker's massacre" in 
northwestern Colorado. 
Ute reservation is again reduced. 
Near the end of the open-range system, Colorado has more than a million cattle, 
many of them driven north from Texas. 
Irrigated land totals 890,735 acres, over half the state's improved farmland. 
Gold is discovered ai Cripple Creek. 
Founding by merger of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Corporation, whose holdings 
include the only integrated steel plant in the West, at Pueblo. It passes under the 
control of Rockefeller interests in 1903. 
Demonetization of silver has a crippling effect on prices and production of the 
metal. 
November 2. Colorado gives women the right to vote. . 
American Smelting and Refining Company, backed by Rockefeller (and, lacer, 
Guggenheim) money, absorbs six of Colorado's largest plants. 
Scace and National Guard troops break strikes by the Western Federation of 
Miners. 
Colorado is first among states in irrigated area, which totals almost 3 million 
acres. 
Voters approve the adoption of the initiative and referendum. 
April 20. Twenty persons, including 12 children, die when National Guardsmen 
burn a tent colony of striking Colorado Fuel & Iron Corporation miners at 
Ludlow. More rhan a thousand miners then take up arms in a 10-day uprising that 
culminates in the dispatch of federal troops. 
Creation of Rocky Mountain National Park, which is to become a great tourist 
attraction. 
Two US Bureau of Reclamation projects since 1902 have doubled the irrigated 
land in western Colorado to 600,000 acres. 
Ku Klux Klan members in Colorado are elected to major state offices, and 
Klan-endorsed candidates are elected governor and senator. 
1932-1937 Prolonged drought and high winds cause tremendous damage in southeastern 
Colorado through soil erosion. 
\ 
1942 
Voters approve a constitutional amendment promising $45 a month to retired 
Coloradans over the age of 60. 
A relocation center near Granada for West Coast Japanese-Americans has a peak 
population of 7 ,567. 
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1943 A Denver ordnance plant manufacturing small-arms amm unicion is employing 
19,500 persons in the World War II effort. 
1955 Colorado is first among states in the prod uccion of uran ium, molybdenum, and 
vanadium. More than 400 uranium mines are in operation. 
Martin Marietta Aerospace Corporation moves to Littleton to build Titan 
intercontinental ballistic missiles, employing as many as 17, 000 persons. 
Completion of the Colorado-Big Thompson water-diversion system, providing 
1956 
water from western Colorado to populous eastern Colorado. · . 
Manufacturing replaces agriculture as Colorado's chief source of incom~. 1957 
The North American Air Defense Command (NORAD) is established at Ent Air 
Force Base in Colorado Springs. 
The US Air Force Academy OP.ens its Colorado Springs campus. 1958 
1964 
Record oil production of 58 m1llion barrels places Colorado ninth among states. 
Colorado receives a record 5.6 million visitors, many attracted by the growing 
number of skiing resorts. 
April 25. Colorado is the first state to approve liberalized abortion laws (i.e.: 
clierapeuric abortions, rape or incest pregnancies). 
1967 
Six years of bitter resistance to racial integration end in the court-ordered busing 
of 18,000 schoolchildren. · 
1974 
1983 The Air Force announces plans to construct its Space Operations Center at 
Colorado Springs. 
DEMOGRAPHY 
Population (est. 1987) 
Population (1980) 
Population density 
3,296,000 
2,889,735 
per square mile (1980) . • • • 27.8 
POPULATION BY RACE (1980) 
American Indian/ 
Aleut/Eskimo . .. . . . . . 18,059 
... . 29,897 
. 101 ,702 
. 339,300 
. . . . 2,570,615 
Asian/Pacific Islander 
Black . 
Hispanic 
White . 
Other . . . . . . 168,561 
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS (1980) 
Pemnt of state population 
Urban . • • . . . • • . • . 80.6 
Rural ....•......•••. 19.4 
Under 18 • • • • . • • • • • • • • 28.0 
65 or older .•••.•..•.. , • 8.6 
Colle~e-educated . • . • . • • • . 23.0 
Families below poverty line . • • . 7.4 
Public-assistance recipients . . . 3. 7 
Per capita personal income 
(1986) . • • • • • • . • • • • $15, 113 
Millionaires per 100,000 
residents (1982) • . • • • • . . 224.8 
~vcrage life expectancy (1980) . • 75.3 
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Marriage race per 1,000 
residents (1986) . . . • • . . . • 10.0 
Divorce rate per 1,000 
residents (1986) . . . . . • • . . 6.0 
Birth rate per 1,000 
residents (1985) 
Infant mortality rate per 
1,000 binhs (1985) 
Abortion rate per 1,000 
. . 
17.1 
10.6 
live births (1985) . • . . • . • 305 
Crime rate per 100,000 
residents (1986) 
Violent . . • • • . . . • • • . 523.6 
Property . • • • . . . • • • . 6,508.3 
Federal and state prisoners per 
100,000 residents (1984) • • • • 102 
Alcohol consumption in gallons 
per capita (1985) • . • • . • . • 44.2 
Deaths from motor vehicle accidents 
per 100,000 residents (1985) . . 17.8 
MAJOR CITIES 
Colorado Springs 
Denver 
Fort Collins 
Greeley 
Pueblo 
1984 population (est.) 
247, 739 
504,566 
70,721 
54, 758 
99,967 
. ·. 
' 
·umber of US Representatives 6 
\ectoral votes 8 
JLITICAL PARTY NOMINEES FROM STATE 
'heodore C. Billings (Consci-
cucion) 1964 VP 
:arl F. Dodge (Prohibition) 1976 VP 
'arl F. Dodge (National 
Statesman) 1980 VP 
arl F. Dodge (National 
Statesman) 1984 P 
RESIDENTIAL PRIMARY ELECTION In 1988, Col-
rado sent 51 Democratic delegates and 36 
tepublican delegates to the national con-
entions. 
RESIDENTIAL VOTE 1948-1988 (in percents) 
'ear State Winner 
948 Truman (D) 
952 Eisenhower (R) 
956 Eisenhower (R) 
Nixon (R) 
.~, Johnson (D) 
l 968 Nixon (R) 
l 972 Nixon (R) 
l 976 Ford (R) 
1980 Reagan (R) 
1984 Reagan (R) 
1988 Bush (R) 
GOVERNORS 
Territorial Governors 
William Gilpin 
John Evans 
Alexander Cummings 
A. Cameron Hunt 
Edward M. McCook 
Samuel H. Elbert 
Edward M. McCook 
John L. Routt 
State Governors 
John L. Routt (R) 
Frederick W. Pitkin (R) 
James B. Grant (D) 
Benjamin H. Eaton (R) 
Alva Adams (D) 
Job A. Cooper (R) 
Joh~ L. Route (R) 
D.av1s H. Waite (Populist) ? n W. Mcintire (R) 
A. Adams (D) 
Charles S. Thomas (0) 
James B. Orman (D) 
1861-1862 
1862-1865 
1862-1867 
1867-1869 
1869-1873 
1873-1874 
1874-1875 
1875-1876 
1876-1879 
1879~1883 
1883-1885 
1885-1887 
1887-1889 . 
1889-1891 
1891-1893 
1893-1895 
1895-1897 
1897-1899 
1899-1901 
1901-1903 
Colorado 
CONSTITUTION Colorado is using its original 
constitution of 1876. 
LEGISLATURE The General Assembly is di-
vided into the Senate (35 members, 4-year 
term, minimum age 25) and the House of 
Representatives (65 members, 2-year 
term, minimum age 25). In 1987, the 
annual salary was $17 ,500. 
JUDICIARY The highest court is the Supreme 
Court, with seven judges serving 10-ycar 
terms. In 1987, the annual salary was 
$72,000. 
EXECUTIVE The governor serves a 4-year 
term; the minimum age for holding office is 
30. In 1987, the annual salary was $70,000. 
There are 6 other elected officials. 
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Democratic 
51.9 
39.0 
39.8 
44.9 
61.3 
41.3 
34.6 
42.6 
31. l 
35.1 
46.0 
James H. Peabody (R) 
Alva Adams (D) 
James H. Peabody (R) 
Jesse F. McDonald (R) 
Henry A. Buchtel (R) 
·John F. Shafroth (D) 
Elias M. Ammons (0) 
George A. Carlson (R) 
Julius C. Gunter (D) 
Oliver H. Shoup (R) 
William E. Sweet (D} 
Clarence J. Morley (R) 
William H. Adams (D) 
Edwin C. Johnson (0) 
Ray H. Talbot (D) 
Teller Ammons (D) 
Ralph L. Carr (R) 
John C . Vivian (R) 
William Lee Knous (D) 
Walter W. Johnson (0) 
Dan Thornton (R) 
Edwin C. Johnson (D) 
Stephen L. R. McNichols 
(D) 
John A. Love (R} 
Republican 
46.5 
60.3 
59.5 
54.6 
38.2 
50.5 
62.6 
54.0 
55.1 
63.4 
54.0 
1903-1905 
1905 
1905 
1905-1907 
1907-1909 
1909-1913. 
1913-1915 
1915-1917 
1917-1919 
1919-1923 
1923-1925 
1925-1927 
1927-1933 
1933-1937 
1937 
1937-1939 
1939-1943 
1943-1947 
1947-1950 
1950-1951 
1951-1955 
1955-1957 
1957-1963 
1963-1973 
Jo 
Facts About the States 
John Vanderhoof(R) 
Richard D. Lamm (D) 
Roy Romer (D) 
MINIMUM AGES 
1973-1975 
1975-1987 
1987-
Majority . . . . . . . . . . . • • 18 
Marriage with parental consent . • 16 
Marriage without parental consent 18 
Making a will 18 
Buying alcohol 21 
Jury duty 18 
Leaving school 16 
Driver's license .- 18 
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT 
Number executed 1976-88: 0 
On death row Aug. 1, 1988: 3 
MILITARY INSTALLATIONS 
Total number: 13 
Major bases: 
Army: 1 
Air Force: 2 
FINANCES 
Thousands of dollars 
GENERAL REVENUE (1985) 
Total general revenue . 4, 133,456 
Total cax revenue . . . . • • 2,284,417 
Sales and gross receipts .•• 1,081,766 
Individual income taxes . . . . 907 ,619 
Corporate net income taxes • . 101,654 
GENERAL EXPENDITURES (1985) 
Total general expenditure 
Education ....... . 
Public welfare .. 
Health ..... . 
Hospital .... . 
Natural resources 
• 4,251,146 
. • 1,833,724 
675,957 
117,641 
231,662 
107,358 
473,537 Highways 
Police ... 
Corrections 
. . . • • • . 31,311 
....•••. 81,895 
FEDERAL AID (1985) , ••••• 1,165,999 
ECONOMY 
About two-fifths of Colorado's land is de-
voted to agriculcurc. Cattle is chc most 
valuable fa rm produce; winter wheat is the 
most important crop, fo llowed by potatoes, 
beans, onions, lettuce, and tomatoes. Nee 
farm income in 1983 was $334 million. 
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Mineral and mining products include gold, 
silver, zinc, and copper (now mostly in· 
low-grade ores), molybdenum, uranium, 
oil, gravel, sand, and stone. Though min-
ing has decreased in economic imponance 
since the turn of the century, mining 
equipment is still one of the state's main 
exports. The manufacturing sector is dom-
inated by food processing, military equip-
ment and defense research and 
development, aerospace, and electronics. 
The tourist industry is the third-largest in 
the state, bringing more than 7 million 
visitors to Colorado every year. 
EMPLOYMENT (1984) 
Thousa~ds of persons 
Total number of employed · 
workers . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,610 
Construction . . . . . . 88.3 
Finance, insurance, and 
real estate . . . . . . . . . .. . •. 93.3 
Government . . . . . . . . . . • 243.8 
Manufacturing . . . . . . . . . • 192.3 
Mining . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 36. 0 
Services . . . . . . . . . . . . • 305.4 
Transportation, communications, 
and utilities . . . . . . . . . . . 85.8 
Wholesale and retail trade . . . • 340.0 
Percent of civilian labor force 
unemployed (1984) •. , • 5.6 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (1985) 
Civilian workers employed ... · 14,125. 
Military personnel . . . . 36, 914 
Contract awards • . . . $1.563 billion 
ENERGY SOURCES FOR ELECTRIC UTILITIES (1983) 
Percent 
Coal ................ 88.2 
Gas . . . . . 1.2 
Hydroelectric 7.4 
Nuclear . 3.0 
Petroleum 0. 2 
TRANSPORTATION 
Motor vehicles registered 
in state (1986) 
Miles of roads, streets, 
and highways (1986) 
Miles of Class 1 railway 
operated (1986) 
Airports (l 983) . 
Major aviation hubs (1983) 
Largest hub: Denver 
. . 2,762,952 
. . • • 76,318 
. . • • 3,369 
. . • . . 321 
. • • . . . 2 
Colorado 
CULTURE AND EDUCATION 
Native American tribes 
Colorado was formerly home to the 
Apache, Arapaho, Bannock, Cheyenne, 
Comanche, Kiowa, and Navajo. Groups 
chat continue to live there include the Ure. 
There arc 2 federal reservations in Colo-
rado. 
Religions, ethnicities, and languages 
Half of che state's population was born in 
Colorado; immigration is mainly from Eu-· 
rope, tvlexico, Canada, and Japan . ln 1980, 
10.6 percent of the population spoke a 
language other than English at home. 
Major museums and libraries 
Colorado Springs Fine Arcs Center 
Colorado State Museum, Denver 
Denver Art Museum 
Denver Museum of Natural History 
Library and museums of the State His-
torical Society of Colorado 
Major a1·ts organizations 
"cntral City Opera House, Denver 
.:ilorado Ballet, Denver 
Denver Center Theatre Company 
Denver Symphony Orchestra 
Opera Colorado, Denver 
Colleges and u11ive1·sities 
Number public (1986-87) 29 
Number private (1986-87) 23 
Total enrollment, in full-time equivalent 
students (1985) 121,800 
Public eleme11tary a11d secondary schools 
Expenditure per pupil in average daily 
accendance (1986-87) $4,107 
Pupil-reacher ratio (1987) 18.2 
Average teacher salary (1986-87) $28,400 
Major league sports teams 
Basl!etba/I: Denver Nuggets 
Football: Denver Broncos 
Holidays 
Colorado Day. First Monday in August 
Stace Fair, Pueblo. Last week in August 
COLORADO IN LITERATURE 
William M. Anderson (ed. D;tle L. l\lorgari and Eleanor T. 
Harris) Tlit Rody ;lfounrain Joumals of ll'illiom .lfarshall 
Anderson: Tiu West in 1884 (1986) 
Memoir of the fur trade. 
Sanora Babb An Ord on Every Post: A Per.ronol Rtcol/errion of 
Life on the Plains (1970, rpt. 1972) ~·lemoir of pioneer life c.1900 by an Oklahoma emigrant. 
Harriet F. Backus Tomboy Bride (1969, rpt. 1977) 
Autobiography of a woman who lived near the Tomboy 
mine during the boom years. 
Edwin Lewis Bennett (ed. Agnes W. Spring) Boom 1°ofJC'n 
Boy (1966) 
Memoir of the gold camp of Creede in 1893. 
Horace Bennett Bright Ye/loo' Gold (1935) 
Memoirs of the Cripple Creek gold mike. 
Isabella Bird (Isabella L. Bird Bishop) A lady's Lift in the 
Rocky Nounrains (1879, rpt. 1960) 
The author, first woman to be elected fellow of the Roval 
G7ographic Society, visited the Rockies in 1873 and 
climbed Long's Peak. 
Hal C. Borland Rocky Mounraitr 11pi Tales (1924) 
Collection of Indian mies. 
-. Hirfi, ll'ide and Lonesome (1956); Gol(nfry Editor's Boy 
(1970) 
Autobiographies of growing up in the dryland town of 
Flagler. 
Willa Cather 1"/Je Song of tht Lori (1915) 
~°'·~I about the musically gifted daughter of Swedish 
;mm1granis who grows up in a small town in the 1880s and 
eaves for Chicago to stud,·. 
D~i.~I B. CC?nncr (ed. D. Benhrong and 0. Do\'enpoit) .~ 
"on,eduort 111 rl1t Colorado Gold Fir/tis (1970) 
The •u~hor was a member of a small force th>t attempted 
~g;,urpnse Union garrisons in Colorido and New !\lcxico in 
R Zh. When the attempt failed. Conner joined the Gold 
Us • 
~"~ J · Cook _I/antis Up; or, Thinyfa't l'tatJ of Dtr(({i1:r Life 
Th 1 1l~ou11rams an,/ 011 rlu Plafos (1882, rpt. 1897. 1971) 
m"I~ .chief of polite in Dcn,·cr, and later irujor-gcneral of 
1 1110, describes encounters wich desperadoes. 
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Donald Dunker (ed.) .Ito/lit: Tiu Joumol nf ,!Joi/it Dor.rn 
Sonfortl, 1857-1866 (1959, rpt. 1976) · 
Journal or the uek between Indianapolis and Denver, 
1857-1865. 
C. C. Davis Olden 11nw in Colorado (1916) 
Reminiscences of che mining boom by the editor-owner of 
the Leadville Chronidt. 
John L. D1·cr Ht SnrN·Shoe lrinemnr: An Autobiography 
0 89(}, rpt. 1975, 1977) . 
!\kmoirs of an icinerant preacher. 
Anne Ellis The Lift of an Ordinary Woman (1929, rpt. 1980); 
Plain Annt Ellis: ..lfort .~bout the Life of on Ordinary Woman 
(198~) 
Decailed record of life in mining towns, c.1890-1920. 
Aurelio M. Espinosn (ed. J. l\I. Espinos3) 'J'lu Foll:lorr of 
Spain in rht Awrifml So11rhr.::esr: 1rmliriMal Spa11ish Folk 
Uttroturt itr Northtm .\'tV .llr.rico ONd S011tli1111 Colorado 
(1985) 
John Fan te Dago Red (19~0) 
Scories of Italian immigranc life in a small town. 
Vardis Fisher ,l{ountain .lfan (1965) 
No,·el about pioneers in the Rockies in the 1830s. 
Mary Hallock Foote Ltd Horse Claim (1883) 
Western variation on the Romeo and Juliet storv set in a 
mining camp. · 
--. Coturd'Allnt (189~) 
No,·cl •bout the snuggle between union and nonunion 
n1incIS in the Coeur d'Alene region. 
Gene Fowler Snlutt 10 l'arrrrl11T (193 7) 
Picorcsque nO\·el about earl~ "modern Dcn\•cr. 
Emily French (ed. J•net Lccompre) Emili•: Tiu Dimv of o 
llard-ll'ork<d ll'oman (1987) · · 
Journal or • working<l•ss Denn:r wom~n in the 1890s. 
Doroth)' Gardiner Golden Lody (1936); Soqi.; ll'ortr (1939) 
Romantic no,·cls set in mining boom da~·s. 
--. Grear Betrol'OI ( 19~9) 
Fictional account of the 1864 Sandy Creek !\lassacre. 
Hamlin Gnrland T/iei• of tht High 1rails (1916) 
Stories of western characters of the Rocky !\lountains. 
Denver History - Short History http://www.den vergov .org/ AboutDenver/history _timeline_short.asp 
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Denver, the capital of Colorado, was established by a party of prospectors on November 22, 1858, 
after a gold discovery at the confluence of Cherry Creek and the South Platte River. Town founders 
named the dusty crossroads for James W. Denver, Governor'of Kansas Territory, of which eastern 
Colorado was then a part. Other gold discoveries sparked a mass migration of some 100,000 in 
1859-60, leading th.e federal government to establish Colorado Territory_ in 1861 .. 
Before the great Colorado gold rush, the Rocky Mountains offered little to attract settlers, except 
"hairy bank notes," the beaver pelts prized by fur trappers, traders and fashionably hatted 
gentlemen in Eastern America and fairope. The gold rush changed that, as the rudely aisposs·essecJ 
Cheyenne and Arapaho soon discovered. 
, . 
' The Mile High City's aggressive leadership, spearheaded by William N. Byers, founding editor of the 
Rocky Mountain News, and Territorial Governor John Evans, insisted that the lndia.ns must go . . After 
dispossessing the natives, Denverites built a network of railroads that made their town the banking,' 
minting, supply and processing center not only for Colorado, but for neighboring states. Between 
1870 when the first railroads arrived and 1890, Denver grew from 4, 759 to 106, 713. In a single 
generation, ·it became the second most populous city in the West, second only to San Francisco. 
• ' • - ~ I • ' ~ • ' •' 
Although founded as the main supply town for Rocky Mountain mining camps, Denver also 
emerged as a hub for high plains agriculture. Denver's breweries, bakeries, meat packing and other 
food-processing plants made it the regional agricultural center, as well as a manufacturing hub for 
farm arid ranch equipment, barbed wire, windmills, seed, feed and ha'messes. 
The depression of 1893 and repeal of the Sherman Silver Purchase Act abruptly ended Denver's 
first boom. Civic leaders began promoting economic diversity-growing wheat and sugar beets, 
manufacturing, tourism and service industries. The Denver Livestock Exchange and National 
Western Stock Show confirmed the city's role as the "cow town" of the Rockies. Denver began 
growing again after 1900, but at a slower rate. Stockyards, brickyards, canneries, flour mills, leather 
and rubber goods nourished the city. Of many Denver-area breweries, only Coors has survived, 
becoming the nation's third largest sudsmaker. 
Regional or national headquarters of many oil and gas firms in the Mile High City fueled much of 
Denver's post-World War II growth and an eruption of 40- and 50-story high-rise buildings 
downtown, during the 1970s. Denver's economic base has come to include skiing and tourism, 
electronics, computers, aviation and the nation's largest telecommunications center. As the regional 
center of a vast mountain and plain hinterland, Denver boasts more federal employees than any city 
besides Washington, D. C. Since the 1940s, the large federal center, augmented by state and local 
government jobs, has somewhat stabilized the city's boom-and-bust cycle. 
Sited on high plains at the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains, Denver has a sunny, cool, dry 
climate, averaging 13 inches of precipitation a year. The sun shines 300 days a year, and the 
usually penign climate and nearby Rocky Mountain playground have made tourism one of the Mile 
High City's economic mainstays. Warm chinook winds warm the winters between snowstorms. 
Visually, Denver is notable for It predominance of single-family housing and Its brick buildings. Good 
brick clay underlies much of the area, while local lumber is soft, scarce and inferior. Even in the 
poorest residential neighborhoods, single-family, detached housing prevails, reflecting the Western 
interest in "elbow room" and a spacious, relatively flat, high plains site, where sprawling growth is 
unimpeded by any large body of water or geographic obstacle. 
Denver's 1970s energy boom spurred a proliferation of suburban subdivisions, shopping malls and 
a second office core in the suburban Denver Tech Center. Denver's traditional dependence on 
non-renewable natural resources returned to haunt the city during the 1980s oil bust. When the 
price of crude oil dropped from $39 to $9 a barrel, Denver sank into a depression, losing population 
and experiencing the highest office vacancy rate in the nation. 
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7. DENVER'S UPS AND DOWNS· 
::-1 ~ -~ r ·. ~: . . • l .;-· ) •• ' 
During the 1920s, Denver flew into the air age with construction of Denver Mun-icipal Airport. Mayor l 
Benjamin Franklin Stapleton encountered shr.IU opposition led by T,he Denve.r Post, which ridiculed 
•Stapleton's Folly" and dubbed the proposed Sand Creek site in northeast Denv_er "Simpleton's 
Sand Dunes.• .WhY build an airport so far away from downtown when there were better, closer · 
sites? If God meant for men to fly, he would have given them wings. This boondoggle, fumed the I 
Post, had been conceived fo allow the mayor to squander municipal money buying out landowners, 
most notabiy the mayor's crony, H. Brown Canon of Windsor Farm Dairy, at Inflated prices. 
; 'j: ~ ,. • t '-.. \ : • • I 
"Rattle.snake Hollow," as ·other cynics called the site at East 32nd Avenue ·and Quebec Street, was· 1 ' 
blasted as a taxpayer subsidy for a few rich kids who liked to play with airplanes. Sure enough, the 
I power-elite, .whose offspring flocked to the new sport of aviation, endorsed the plan. Denver's first · 
' families swa~ped the grand_ opening celebration, October 17-20, 1929-one week before the 
stock market crash. The city paid $143,013 for the 640-acre site and another $287,000 to build the 
airport with' four gravel runways, one hangar, a tiny terminal, and a .wind sock.'· · 
,,. ~~;,·-~ . •' ·.\!: .... ,,~.;.:~·;, 
Three days of dedication festivities drew crowds estimated at 15,000 to 20,000. Rubberneckers 
watched the climbs' and dives; the loops and rolls of airplanes overhead. Sightseers thronged 
around Boeing's "Leviathan of the Air," a 14-passenger biplane equipped with Pullman sleepers, a 
kitchen, and a dining.room. ' . . : · ' . , 
Coloradans celebrated "The West's best airport ... a model for further airport development...a great 
center on America's aerial map .... large enough and level enough to meet all future needs of long 
distance passenger flying." · ' · , 
To feed the flyers, •Mom• Williams opened her Skyline Buffet next door to the terminal. Mom, the 
original airport concessionaire, was replaced in the 1960s by Sky Chef, which opened one of 
Denver's fanciest restaurants. Shrimp-boat dinners and ice cream sundaes made Sky Chef famous, 
as did its orchestra and after-dinner dancing. Denverites held their children's birthday parties at the 
airport, toasting the air age future. Mayor Stapleton, a penny-pincher, installed devices wherever he 
thought the city could grab some spare change to help pay for the new airport. Coin-operated 
turnstiles guarded the stairway to the observation deck. Catch-penny vending machines sold 
everything from combs to flight Insurance. Pay toilets captured as much_ as $45,000 a year until 
1974, when the Women's Coalition to End Pay Toilets sued the city. Women protested that men 1 
had free urinals. After pondering how to meter urinals, Mayor William H. "King Solomon" McNichols, 
Jr., had half the locks removed on the women's stalls. 
The bathroom battle ended in somewhat shorter lines in front of women's toilets. Feminist eyebrows 
were further raised by the "baggage bunnies"-teenage girls attired in culottes and polka-dot ties. 
These youngsters were told to convince travelers that "Denver really does have something special 
about it." 
Baggage-bunnies and free women's toilets notwithstanding, airport usage did not take off until after 
World War 11, finally catching up with the pie-in-the-sky rhetoric of its 1929 dedication. To honor the I 
mayor who had braved considerable opposition to build it, Denver Municipal was renamed Stapleton 
Airport on August 25, 1944. I 
The Great Depression 
Denver's new airport and activity elsewhere around the city slowed down in the 1930s as the Great ~ 
Depression struck Colorado. By 1933, the worst year of the Depression, one out of every four 
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Mayor Newton, planner DeBoer and Helen Johnson, chair of the Denver Zoological Foundation, 
began a major overhaul of the zoo. ' 
They began with a 1950 rehabilitation of Monkey Island, followed by construction of a Children's 
Zoo (1951 ), a Pachyderm Habitat (1959), a Feline House (1964), a Giraffe House (1966), an Animal 
Hospital (1969), and the Johnson Bird World (1975) on the site of _the old Singing Pavilion 
birdhouse. The new aviary allows visitors to walk through several habitats with free-flying birds in a 
building covered outside with vines in which native birds nest. The Mountain Sheep Habitat (1979) 
echoes Bear Mountain, but lacks the exquisite detailing. Northern Shores (1987) houses sea lions 
and other Arctic wildlife,. which included Klondike and Snow, polar bear cubs rejected in 1995 by 
their mother and raised by the zoo staff. ; !'I ,, :i·· ,; • . \ , ' • 
~ \~h-' i:. \ ~· : :':t ~ ; ·1i~f =·~} 1 · ' C i 1· ,...v~ 
Wolf Pack Woods (1988) was followed by Tropical Discovery (1993). The zoo's most ambitious 
undertaking since Bear Mountain, Tropical Discovery is an $11 ;5 million exhibit topped by a huge 
glass pyramid soaring over the ruins of a pre-Columbian temple, invaded by plants and animals. 
Primate Panorama opened in 1996 on the site of the old Children's Zoo. 
Some 1.6 million visitors annually come to see more than 3, 100 animals representing 640 species 
from all over the globe. Clayton Freiheit, director since 1970, has added hundreds of new species, 
including many rare and endangered ones, and planted more than 500 trees in the 76-acre 
zoological park. At last Denver has a world class zoo. · 
: ,~,.; ' : ~ ' :':~' • -,~,.. '1 J I \ ' ·) '! ~ 
J ~ !' i..: f ,_ \ 
Flush Times 
, ! , •• 
. ~· - ' . 
The oil boom and federal spending made Denver flush, and air travel put the isolated, provincial 
Mile High City within a few hours of New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles. By making itself the 
regional air travel hub, as well as the rail center, Denver attracted offices of both the federal 
government and businesses. Some firms, such as Johns Manville, Anaconda, and American 
Express, even left New York to establish headquarters in Metro Denver. Between the 1950s and the 
1980s, downtown Denver erupted with new skyscrapers. Suburban subdivisions, shopping malls, 
and office parks flooded the High Plains in all directions. Ranch houses replaced ranches and 
prairie dog villages in suburban Adams, Arapahoe, Boulder, Douglas, and Jefferson counties. But 
anothe! bust lay just around the corner. 
More Downs and Ups 
The crash came in the mid-1980s as the price of oil slid from $34 a barrel in 1981 to $9 a barrel in 
1986. Once again unemployment and office vacancy rates soared. Some 13,000 Denver oil industry 
workers lost their jobs. In 1985 and 1986, a downtown Denver overbuilt during the energy boom of 
the 1970s and early 1980s had the highest office vacancy rate in the nation-30 percent. Republic 
Plaza, the tallest of 10 new office towers sprouting skyward between 1978 and 1983, stood 
strangely quiet, a 56-story ghost. 
In March 1987, downtown office space, which once commanded as much as $40 per square foot, 
was auctioned off for prices closer to $5 per square foot. A 2,348-square-foot office on the 13th floo 
of the once-proud Denver Club Building leased for 10 cents a square foot. 
During ,the 1990s, Denver continued its economic roller coaster ride. The 1980s nose dive ended in 
an abrupt upturn. Newcomers attracted by the relatively cheap housing prices, high vacancy rates, 
and Colorado's climate and recreational advantages turned the economy around. By the mid-1990s 
Denver had emerged as one of the healthiest and fastest growing cities in America. On the 
suburban out~kirts, Douglas County became the fastest growing county in the country. 
, 
In a November 1996 article for National Geographic on "Colorado's Front Range," Michael E. Long 
found that "a robust economy and swift access to mountains, canyons, trails, trout streams, and ski 
slopes have lured hordes of new suburbanites to the Front Range, all seeking their slice of the 
West's open spaces and blue skies." Newcomers and old-timers alike found that the new boom 
darkened skies with air pollution and hemmed in Colorado open spaces . 
.. 
Whereas Denver's ups and downs once rode the gold, silver, and oil markets, the next bust may be 
a Los Angeles-style exodus from a community where the quality of life is diminished by air pollution, 
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The Pentagon concurred. The Air Force Academy arrived in 1958, followed by the North American 
Air Defense Command. Both complexes are in Colorado Springs, but Denverites regarded the 
Springs as just another jewel in their Rocky Mountain Empire. The Cold War likewise increased 
business at Denver's Lowry Air Force Training Base, as well as at Buckley Field and Fitzsimons 
Army Hospital. Denver lobbied effectively for two other major military installations-the Rocky 
Mountain Arsenal and Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Plant. At Rocky Flats, plutonium triggers were 
manufactured and maintained for nuclear bombs. The Arsenal made toxic weapons for chemical 
warfare. Both sites were regarded as heaven-sent boosts for the local economy. With the end of the 
Cold War in the 1990s, Lowry Air Force Base closed and was converted to civilian housing and 
educational purposes. Coloradans also began the long, costly cleanup of contamination at Rocky 
Flats and the Rocky Mountain Arsenal. · • 
The Cold War also fueled an explosion in the number of defense contractors. Ball Brothers 
Research Corporation, Martin Marietta Aerospace Corporation, and other firms set up Denver-area 
plants employing tens of thousands in the Highest State, which portrayed itself as the fortress of 
America. 
Denver's growing role as the largest government employement center outside of Washington 
sparked a post-World War II boom comparable to the initial 1870-1893 bonanza days. This new 
boom put Denver on an economic roller coaster ride that reached it zenith in the early 1980s before 
the inevitable, scary downward plunge. 
The Oil Boom 
Oil and the ·automobile age reshaped the Mile High city. Denver's emergence as an oil hub rivaling 
Houston and Dallas was not accidental. As early as the 1950s, the.Denver Chamber of Commerce 
began sponsoring an "Oil Progress Luncheon." Hundreds of oil and gas men, with their lackeys and 
lawyers, were treated to a display of Colorado's climatic and recreational advantages. They were 
assured of Colorado's favorable tax laws for oil companies, including minimal land use costs and no 
severance taxes. The chamber also advertised Colorado's advantages in petroleum trade journals 
and in publications such as Petroleum Information, a large Denver clearinghouse and information 
center for the oil and gas industry. 
Major oll companies as well as wildcatters flowed to Denver to open new headquarters or branch 
offices. The city's new royalty were oil kings and queens, including Colorado's first two 
billionaires-oil men Philip Anschutz and Marvin Davis. 
Among the oil magnates were a few givers as well as a horde of takers. Frederick R. Mayer, for 
instance, sold his contract oil-drilling firm, Exeter, Inc., in 1980-just before the oil crash. With 
proceeds estimated at $75 million, Mayer moved into the airy pinnacle of the Norwest Tower and 
dedicated his time and money to making Denver a home for the arts. He became the principal 
supporter of the Denver Art Museum. Of Frederick and Jan Mayer, DAM Director Lewis Sharp said 
in 1997: "Before you can ask, they come and ask what the museum needs." Often working 
anonymously, the Mayers donated to an encyclopedia of needy causes. For instance, they helped 
the Denver Public Schools set up a successful School of the Arts to show deprived youngsters that 
the arts can pay off and provide fulfilling lifelong vocations or avocations. Honoring the memory of 
Anne Evans, the Mayers bought and restored her mountain cabin on Upper Bear Creek. Like Anne 
Evans, this couple shared their love for art with all Coloradans. 
While spme oil tycoons sank money into the community, most were preoccupied with extracting 
black gold. Colorado crude oil production soared from five million barrels in 1945 to 47 million by 
1970. During the 1970s, oil and energy companies bankrolled a gusher of downtown high-rises, 
topped by the 44-story Anaconda Tower and its swanky Petroleum Club (reorganized as the Top of 
the Rockies Cl_ub in 1996). 
In the early 1980s, Denver continued to be the nesting place of the construction crane. Philip 
Anschutz and others erected the 56-story Republic Plaza (1984), which boasted almost as much 
prime office space as did all of downtown in 1950. Republic Plaza topped the 54-story City Center 
Tower (1983) and the 52-story United Bank Tower (1984) with its curved pinnacle (the Mayers' 
office) that led locals to dub it the cash register building. 
The curved top of the cash register building represented the peak of the boom, which soon turned to 
bust. Indeed, United Banks of Denver, which built the tower, soon disappeared into the economic 
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it value-to make a real SHOW. If you would like--it and ·d.o-.it,.;.:,.if,~' 
'd be an amazingly beautiful show,---perhaps a great ·sh(;>wt _ :::·:~ 
~ . .: '. ,., :...: ~ ~· ... :. ~· ._::~~,; 
1e. fi~e ye?1's later, Trea~weU tried again. She wrote,~ ·bn~!"zio!~t~~~ 
l m its entirety here, to Richard Rodgers. Dated March 4, 1942,- it does·~ · 
ention a plciy title, but does deal with a play with music.. . ' .. . .. _: ·::· 
'i . ' ~~'·· 
ear Mr. Rodgers, I am sending you todaythe first act of a.pJay t~'! 
king on. I am thinklng of it as being played to continual music,:1Woul . 
look through it and let me know what you~ of it? Sgme~g)!'.~1* 
--casually-at Terry's [Theresa Helbum] last Sl!Ilday-ga¥e-al~th ·""· . 
ra~e to send this al~ng to you. I hope yoµ. do not_ {W~fit:a'nY §.~.P~-.~~. 
us1on upon your time. I hope you may like i is1q] ~~. J~~a~;~ •. ·ar,g~;~"-. 
'·f . r. ) . ·"-!: i\'rl,r:; !,'€:" • and Mrs. Rodgers, Sincerely, ··-..·< "'t>~•'·>"<'!~ail1; l:m;1 . ~~-· 
do not know if this play was a new venture'.ibr:F~r· Stzi.tiP' .· ~:,:~ .,_. . 
:er of reply from Rodgers in the Papers~ • . +· :l~~~:(~-· 
r 947, Treadwell was· still relentles_sly s~g fl, l?J.9.d~~;,-: _ -.... ,.._ ·. 
ine thought well of Saxaphone Cl!ld his1Ietter comme~~ ~~~Yr~~~ 
rm of the play: · .,~,,~, :!;;:,:1~-~{tf:'" 
... ·~ -r.~·-_:·;. :.~~~: , 10-~~ :·~ 
Nas very happy that I was given the opportunity to read y~iu,::plaf .fii.~ 
1phone. Certainly this is beautifully written and an exgeaj~l~~9,_.·,._"' 
•al job of creating believable theatrical illusion. · .... 1T~ -::"''?.~~ ... :; 
.·chnically, your form of projecting the plot development~" t6D;i.~~ 
tinuouslyinteresting. In fact, I woJ,Jder if the produCers o~,.,~~~~ 
1't have a little thought communion With 'youi .. writing~'~i\igiO-~.'~" . 
vtown. It is a little unfortunate that" Allegro" appeare4·o~JB?9adWa.), 
ire your play, although the similarities in technical ~tment;:.µ.e, 
1ing more than a coincidence .. 1. ·" :·~:·' i,'~'.-?--
•. ' ~-' ,: <:i;·:: 
Treadwell anticipate the Broadway musical play in For Sa*'1P.ho;:re.'f: 
bly not. But her good judgment of the necessary properties for ~:h.Qvel/ 
or the stage or screen has been proved by the multime~ an~ ~~taj,';'." 
e shows of the '60's, and she accurately predicted the:· ubiquitous" 
.uity of music in all stage and cinematk works. : . ;.,1£ .:: '.c;"''-Z-~tr·:' 
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~~~;-~-.C~en Matf.C~yle Chase\1,~~~ the Pulitzer Prize in Drama in 1945 for her 
~<--•comedy Haroey~-she.was only.the fourth woman to win that prize since its 
·\.~#lunding in 1918.·Zona Gale:had received the prize Jn 1921 for the drama-
'\~~~tlon of her-novefMiss. I:;ul1i Bett; Susan Glaspell for Alison's House, a play 
. '.i·· ~;b~ed:on the life of.Emily Dickinson, in 1931; and Zoe Akins for The Old Mllid 
.• :: ij.q~f 935. What sets Mary Cha_se immediately apart from these other women 
::·" 'd.ramatistsisthatshe~oes·n'otinherthreemajorplay~Harvey(1944),Mrs. 
. ;;."lM..cThing (1952), arid 'Bernardine (1952)-deal with the plight of women in 
.>fs(?dety, and she is;'moreover,·a writer of highly imaginative comedy. A 
\{:]o,rigtime·reSident of ~ver; Colorado, and environs, Mary Chase does not 
·~ ~::>~te about New YorkOt'other. Ea:st; Coast cities; but sets her plays in what ti!~~gh:t bfJany medib~sized rrtiCi'.:.American city I though Denver is probably 
~ · b,lr.model.·"By·freeiitg·herself fronfspecific social or political issues·and by 
. ·::~g-:off ~~~. res,traihts ·~Fgeography, she is able deftly ~nd sometim~s 
. ~Piillfuntlyto:use1tet:Comic:arfto present man's eternal conflict between his 
--::~:-;,giilative:rworl&''.al\&lffie.'•.~onstrktmg world of social forms and social 
· ·ties'! .A.ithottgh~tfflrSt:'glance a seemingly lighthearted dramatic gew-
='iJ~· f. ::I·play)Iike'.?aroey. shares ;a ·common theme with such overtly serious 
~tks. as Eugene O'Neill's Tlie"leeman·Cometh, Philip Barry's Hotel Universe, 
ITertnessee .William.5~.~ Gltiss.;Menagerie. Mary Chase's comedies, particu-
· ' ff;Raroey~·~desel'Ye,.~-e,~rious treatment they have not yet received from 
·ai·:-and "e~erl'fielinheirltfuo're enthusiastic reviewers. · · ~ t©~~~is-'.te¥,_pted:*-y~'d.:perhap's with some justification, th.at, wri~en 
~-. ~proou~ce~~d~g'.';}Y~, Harpey must surely have had munediate 
~peal tO audienceWweaned'by the grim realities of global war and, conse-
·r;~:~ently' ;e~ger-io find' escape'in· the fantasy world that Mary Chase offered. 1 
~~ijly."ood P ;powd~:~lio ~esleave of.the worldly society represented by his 
~.':Sister' Veta~'.::fils' nieee·:Myrtle7Mae and their friends to share a life with a 
·~oob; an iilViSibles~:foot :rclbbit, is doing no more, one migh~ argue, than 
~~:the audierices~of 1944-.attd 1945: who took leave of Germany, Japan, and Italy ·1t§..~~~d.~J~ ~-~j<?f.'!k~-h'?c~.with ~wood and his invisible friend ~ey. 
: ~-~~gh}:h~judgJA~~'IAAY. y.r~ ~ ~e, ~e fact_. that Harvey has survived 
.:_:~~~~~~r~d·\Y~~:~.i$at 1t ~still ~g successfully perform~ and 
we<f~~x~~·-~t~t the. play has more than mere escapwn to ,. 
· mmend;:it.'. .. ~.;,;::;;:;t~•: · ·; . 'i~·b'~.. · .... ,, · '.~ua(~dli;e::O£. ccimedy is,~to laugh at the illusions of comedy's 
. ,·-.: ;;~i-~~-~-:·. j:~.;.~~;~ <,;~ · · ~:~ .,, ~ • • • I
- .' . . r,. ..!::_ <.:r··t·1··~.- \~ .... • .;: 
~ .!'. .")vertl\~ is'Piofess9f'·if Englis~ 'at Indiana University. He has published 
"-~~y9n.$~;~ce, aqd Restoration theatre as well as on modern 
ti$h:'and~An\ericarf'theanefl:',,';,:' • -.. ::: • ~;~,;J~jJ,',if ,f ;;,~if' ·~ ~: .. ~ 
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~'.~ Ei:w<>Oct.P~~Dowd:.:His gait, his manner, and his unfashionable· attire im-
;~· mediatelY.i·aingle.~him out as an outsider in the world of sod.al teas and 
~:: Wednesday·Forums: To Ve.ta· Louise's stilted telephone conversation with 
- -.. ' •-tnr.._ic......i.n:un.cAi~.,,..J.·-,. * J rn ,Jr I 1! J J __ 'I 
"'• ~ 
3. WHERE ARE THE WOMEN PLA YWRIGH 
166 W 0 M E·N IN AMER IC A'N' 1'.l'IH1~'i'T'iit':_El'l:1J.:{t~1'.°:'"!_1'-':' ·'"' ·-: 
.•iw., .~~\Y"8Ji:l?'~~~~·'!ous.~""J..s! 
assumes that Veta is in need of admission?.td~Gl1uml~s ~~f~ '· 
Elwood, hercharmingly"normal" brother, is'qmte~ClilUj~l.~ ... 
ting.her .. That Veta is forcibly carried off,,stripped/andtp1*tl,ttbU~( .· .. 
rigors of hydro-tubs is her comi~ punishmentipri:Setlltjng(~~·· .. 
to these things. More important, however, the action satirizes:and e~ose~!' 
the psychiatric establishment that would excise· all -idios.ym:ratic,\beha0or;} .;.:; 
reducing humanity to some preconceived idea of uniform, ·1110,nolithiC:.nor- " Z 
maky. The psychological jargon so freely employed:at <lhumley'~R.6St·1S art :.~.~: 
analogous, but insidious version of the jargon found.in soaety;columns;;The ;~-~'. 
psychiatrists, as arbiters of what is proper.in.s.odety,">are.theo.~e1yfirst .. )"f:, 
cousins of society columnists. · , 1 • ,0 ~w"tt<·rcup~ · ~ie'is <aq-ornpa.~~ ! ··~:1! .. 
The ability of Elwood and Harvey to.best-the ·P.SYchiatrWstaSS.~-:;Y· 
ley's Rest is a clear comic victory,: as-the:humiliatelor~~i.imli!.~ a:: , 
his blundering assistant: .. «u~I~ :Jw st::en:e~m -~t+hedid,f~~;,c;t'~~y;··~.·J.; 
Doctor-the function of a psy·chilitri~t'.fu~ft~.n -~,tt~c~~~ ' .. ':: -!"" ·~J~'. 
.. • . ' ' '. ·' t..~;l' w • ie.J,;. \., ..._ ..._ •1,'J -~.- -. ,.~~.._;· l •L 
those who are reasonabl~1:...an~:f.:hos~~h<i1U~~·~~" ,.;~:~·: ::· ~-1, 
·Do you realize ~hat yau,have,don~·,to.~e?~~,~~~._;_~, ~:~. ~:r,p~ 
You have permitted a psychopathic case;tO~~~ .. ·. · ... ~··"·· ..• ~-
roam around with an over-grown white rab~~t:':Y~!1~e'.Sub{~, ... ·.::,;-. ·. ~. 
psy_chiatrist-to the humiliation of hav.ing.~o~f.~~~i.• , 
to find o~t who came out her.e -~9r·P~19'~~~!.. •. l~ · .•'~- ~}~~f. 
to commit! ~4~) -:1mpl~. tn~ )~c;ins, A! ,~ ·. _ · .. ·~~:·~ 
But of course Dr. Sanderson!s..error in°judgirl.~~~~it1 . ,..,,. '' 
for El~oo~ Dowd has far more ~~·feelin~~~~<=: . ~ · . :~ · 
than his sister or ~an the psychiatric staff;-~e-·~t~; :.. ... ,... .· . ,, , ~ ·•. ··.•• 
selves. And as the first scene of Harvey ends Wlth·the~pfil~~~~-.~· 
Harvey over the' world of good society as·represent\?d.oyc~.Aas~o~~t 
the conclusion of the second scene Elwood an:d-HarVeytnwhph~e~oie· 
In: accord with the widened satiric focus of the seeond~ei;th:e Jart.:!:?t\~te,:' 
volume of the.first scene is replaced with the publishetit~<6f~rl~til)_' · 
itself the encyclopedia ·· ·~ ;; k•! ,~-: tiSr· t .-;~l{~~~x-:• O~ce again Mary Ch~se suppl~es a coup deth'Mtr~as.1.tli~fp.-sei@:".: .. ,'· ::·:, 
comes down on Wilson, the mental hospital orderif.;·Iooltjitgjtp~~m~!#·. 
.,. ' ' ... ~, n{·-,,..1-,Jt"•J .. -M encyclopedia·· · • ...... , .. ,·~. · .,.,.~,.;·.-:.·;.:-.'.::' 
. • . • '..;.... . . . .· ·?: .. f., ...... ··. -~ :J, ·::··· ·; :~ ~-. 
I •.,j :.,. a,.,,;- v{ .. _ .. Q;}J._l,J..(~="~:'°I· 
P-o-o-k-a .. "~ooka. From old Celtic mythology.;A~,~-~R~~~~.;~~tn}~:,. 
form. Always very large. The pooka appearsJ~~~;AA4...1~1i*1Cl.~'i~a 
then, to this one ~d ~tone at his own captj,~~·~~~ §fl~~¥,b~ 
creature. Very fond of rum-pots, crack-po~~,~fl~P:\Q~~~:X9W\¥,~M~ 
son?" How are you, Mr. Wilson? Who in the ~~~~op,e~~)V~t9:NJ~~ 
Oh th h 11 'th . I (42) .... . ' .t··· '· 
. - e e wi 1t. , i"I'\. •11J. iantq~\·. i~ Ma'p,;_~:> 
. - ·, . ~ .. ~-«.··... . ... -~ '.;.~!.!'°: 
The invisible presence of Harvey:usinps the pages of~e"ertcycl(;p~~·th:'.. 
U'.P :1 r:,in~!?~~"';. : ~- .. J_\~~;S. 
1.,.,, tr~ t:ur ~"'~ •,.rt:v-1t~cr: :.~k 
•·-·~· 1..vtQ.~V r(1:~; :l! 
-
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~;f;~:!:'.}#xlU:ct'.ofthe ~~ of Rea8on, asserting himself and his world of~;· 
~-:~1\~~;7~·p.ots, and cra~-pots. . . ~~ ~.:~~. 
-Jri!l!i1'8e p~,) tjarvey abounds m conuc uony as Elwood P. DOwd'arld ~ 
. :,{. ~~~g:.e:~· ~kji ·seem increasingly amiable and rational aiili~-:.·fii~ ~( i>f·~ 
~~<t th~.~cters:9(the play who are lost in the insane chaos produced by M<Uy r. 
t':t,Cl_ia~e's excellent farce.' Elwood's innocent and accepting attitude,~ifur:.:· 
.[.- ~ "thermore, increasmgly wins audience affection, so that audience laughter is 
;~'- . cfu.:ected against: the supposedly sane world and audience appla~ toWan1 
'";:\ ~~~od ~d his imaginuy rabbit. In short, Harvey becomes more real tlian 
'5:'/.t.!le grama.tic cajicatures on stage, and the audience, therefore; mmeii'.not : 
~~:·#~YJ~_·a'pprove· of. Elwood's fantasy but to share it. Harvey's·~~:P~·is · 
'.~~i~~e·~est~w~en the portrait of the giant rabbit is hung·~·.,the 
~::L,ma,ntelpie¢e.replacing the severe portrait of the "lantem-jawec:t~·~~lla 
.·,:~.~ey DoWd, 'p~yenne of Midwestern cultured society. :.:·~i=;/f!.?;;.; .. ·-. · 
:.';;;,) Be,neath th~ ~omedy, however, is a serious questioning of the validity'o( 
·~~·-~e~~ginatio~ . :::~at makes Mary Chase so remarkable a playw,righ~istha(~ 
;~~.1.use_~::the ·m~um of-comedy to present an issue that haS>moseoften .-
.:~~h;te<been,:~treated tragically or with high seriousnessf.-~ugene :. 
s_o/;N(!ill._s,.The Iceman Cometh, for example, the playwright's central cOhcem is c 
~~th;e_ question of whether facing reality is better than living in the fantaSy of 
.~'£i:tf!':sq:iipf'. ~dreams., The. would-be truth-teller in that tragedy,.~Hickey. 
. ·~~~~p~:to strip.· the inmates of Harry Hope's bar of their dreams;J0rcing'~ 
:1::~~' ,tg1face·reality>Hickey's initial success renders his friendsmoiibund.·~ 
•". :,~'.~#~~~·~~re'revitalized when they reaffirm the validitk~f-
,._ - ·. ·th' edkalmeta h Hickey tells his fri d · ~::~~f..:f -:~ ·~·~';~~~:.,!~-:~:;;~~~ ~~"A-'±"2· ... '\o:.>· ·. _: ~·-~: p ors, en s .. ,, "',. .:iv:-., -t;.~;;~ ~,:'ht-: J~;rl@q~ffum. ~·friy'. ~mt e>c-perience it's bitter medicine, fa~~~:m?iri" 
' .... ~,)",i.'-,.·.,,, ... •-·. • •,a ' •• ~~.:.r~J)"""'~\••· ~ .:~~~gz..~~~e old~ whiskers off. But you forget tlUi~;,~~~u~~'.. 
·~~~1~i~, ;;·J;:r:~·:: . : · · . · ·~~ ~~~·~: -~·~ 
.~.ffi':&e~frriedicine~··however, works no cures and, O'Neill's audienC:e·i'eaJ..· 
· ~;:il\is~ )&:1a;m~~e that ,can well be lethal to the imaginatii?l\i.~ ,the 
. :¢nan spirit.· The-stem truth of The Iceman Cometh is likewise the'.stem'truth 
'.Q'~:J:bse.t\~S.Frt. rti!d· 'f?uck and of other serious modem plays. In ~Chase's 
,.:!,.. . _ . ds~:itis; transformed .into sparkling comedy. She, too, has a doctor.and · 
1'p~.'tient,·~ but ·o'Neill' s Hickey and his clients become the raw material for 
.,r~1.;:,;,ght « • •. 'u · ; · ~ • • .. _ ',:. ,. "'·~~ er-m:,narvey.,. . ,,..._.:;;,,.. ; .... 
~ ,·. -., ' - \i •,'· • ~ ... - - ... - \ • ••a 
t:.-.r;>r~~s_aniferSim' )f you'll begin by taking a cooperative attttud~t's . 
.-<: · ·~.e·~~,ttle.{:;we·all have to face reality, Dowd-5oon~·~Ja:(b~l~~"~;-~· 
~I~~~~_:rEl~< · D*°r, I wrestled ·with reality for forty years, and ~;n}~ppy ~. 
~-'~:i:,~~~~~,~'~,:1·:~r ~o? fUt over it. (64) .'~-~:,;~;;;i,t; · . 
~)iickey,: too~ Dr.· Sanderson and his mentor, Dr. ChumJey;;::fulve:~a:· 
,~;:: edicihe,}ormuJa:977, which will drive away Elwood's rabbits.:apd~him 
~JQ5~;: .. ;~'!·::>'·".)\'>·"~~;!,,.:: . '(;."'-[3~;~:~~~;~· 
fit..~·;.::-·'" 
··::: 
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instead see his responsibilitie~·~~pr~~~~··:f~~~t~~-.~' =~=~-I~ ·~· " .... "~'~'"·t::r·r;:t..\"""\ffi~~ ~·. 
humanizes as the wise cabdriver's.~~~.~~~~™-· rw~~~~~ 
Listen, lady. I've been drivin1•this'rottte:fiftee\\ye~~:ifft'el .· _, ~- .. -.:~·~ .)'j 
out here to get that stuff an'd drove:t-emback'affifr~.th~~~Qf · _. ' ; . 
'em: ... On the wayoutheretheysitback'and'e:nj<fytlfe1fcle':~. '· , ~-1': 
me. Sometimes we stop and watch the s~et,s .. ~.· .4.~o. 9~~t~~~-R~~Jl~~ 
Sometimes we stop and watch the birds wh~Q.,tpE;~~~V·l9.~~~~f 
~t the sunsets when it's rainin'. We have a s.~~ll ~~ an~:~a!Y.:~J;~~~lt\J.?-~~f-::4 
tip. But afterward-oh-oh •.. They crab, cr~J?f:P°~q·:~,f~~:f!.!W~.~~.l~' 
watch the lights, watch the brakes, .watch the in~Jt\$ecRP~·;rR&~,~~~k::: 
at me to hurry. T?ey got no faith~ me or ~¥-P1:1~SX.·.=i:Y.~t1\hM~t~~· 
cab-the same dri~er-and we're som' ba~ ovei;- .~~ x~~~~-t:C?~H~l~·~t· · 
no fun-and no tips- ... Lady, after this, he'll);i 1~ , p~r~~~Y.-i~~:•:1• 
human being and you know what bastards they are! (88-89)· .-;"•~; ··o.r.·,,"!t~ 
The cabdriver becomes the spokesman for Mary Chase's ·eon\i~'Irid.ictmefiJ:.:i 
of "norinal" behavior. As Elwood .avoids Dr. Ch~ey?~-~~ d]~e~_~es: ·· 
with his fantasy world intact, with his invisible rabbit stiJf:'{ery·n;i.~'*~~ ~ ~ · 
the audience applauds with delight affirming thereby the ~·n:~ssitj 9_ ,.~; 
dreams and the vitality of the life of the imagination. '\.'!:,!·-.~- ·:i··~;:; ~\~~f ii: 
In Harvey, Mary Chase makes her mark as a distingt,tish~·pl~~t(.i.J. · · 
a female playwright with a particularly feminine o.r f~~(poµ\(qf~.:n.:·: 
but a playwright willing to tackle an important and senciml1i~P:~fe. 
and to do so through the mediumof.comedy.'She contlnUe~fo~(,:~. _ .
subsequent plays, although none matches the success and':coinf&genf' ,·~ 
Harvey. In Mrs. McThing, 5 produced eight years after ~7Wj/;·~lftfili)' 
to recapture her earlier achievement. Again the''viorJdl"Q"f;gooa_si:;oQ' i.. 
championed by Mrs. Howard V. Larue III of Larue TowerS'i~iS'jlitteai ·.. .. 
the mythic world of Mrs. McThing, the witch oHhe· Blu~::.aJ~e-M\:). '". _ ,,, ... ~. 
Mrs. Larue's world is one of social formalities arid'ner dE!Sfi'e. -~ · '· , 
son Howay isolated within a circumscribed societJ'that ~ial-'o°?i&·. · ..... _ ..
social snobbery and devoid of imagination;· Her'conU.cp~en{m'~. 
Howay replaced by a changeling, ·an a!tiied stick th.afem~es:tfierfil~ . 
desires of Mrs. Larue's comically·~d'o:f:t~n.~irci~~t~~~W~a~: ··~:·. · 
Howay has broken free from the' mann:ered1,"constri~ed';W~1~~~ , .. 
Towers t? join a mob of ridiculous.:gan~ters ?~ ~e?!F •. ;.:~ '..~.~.-~. ,'.I'Q'o.~Htm .. . .. ·· · 
the sleaziest part of town. When Mrs .. McTh.Jrig;aJ3ot.. . ~'Wt@l . .· 
into a kitchen helpeJ:.at the poop1~U,Jh~:·St~rt,1~~ ... ·.·" _·,.:~_':~ .. :-~· 
slowly gives way to a ~irit o~ !l~eptq.n~.,~q .. 11.;-ne. . ·IOO· ' . 
humanized by her stay among the.fantastic·mo~teis.~i;-{)ff~as~;~·::->r.~·· ·. 
Mrs. McThing was a Broadway.suq:ess largely .. }:n?ca~sertl~le~ : ·.; 
Mrs. Larue, :ogether with th~. p;('.ecodq~s.,J3.r'P!,4Q.Ih~~. ~Wilgf!rnmJ;i _ · '·::~ -· 
Howay, carn~d the play. This. ~OII}~dy, .. QgW:eY~fo:~1~~~ ... 
because it fails to go beyond a criticism of a very ~t~d se~~n~ ,<?~~.~~. 
-.,. ..... "e."~1 -!·nm.'::rito~H~aiir~·i· ~, .. 
• . •
1
•• I 1 - 11-,l.;.' 
• • :-.. ~-J :-.:>t~ g'l'<•<.t'/·ani:'ftov~or-
·• ..... < l\• ..... k•r\'' .. "- ·lit' .. ·, 
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\ .. Be~g:in·.:the .corifines of yeta's home and satirizing her Wednesday 
, ~&:F9~t~.ey: pr~~_ds in s~bs~quent actio~ t~ move to the Chu~ey 
;.':~~ ·~d.satmze normalization of behavior m general. Mrs. McThmg 
~~nev.~g~~y?nd·a:..¥tiric criticism of the insulated, overrefined, vapid life 
. ·~~ of-¥:\s-,~-~~-~d. h~7~?c:>ciety friends. After a pre· Broadway run of Harvey in 
;~ ~ston, , ~here.H~.ey was portrayed by an actor in rabbit costume, Mary 
:>:t Chase:wisely'eli.minated the visibility of Elwood's pooka. In Mrs. McThing, 
.;,~;.the .fantastic world, . !Jle world of "Poison Eddie and his gangsters at the 
:~: > S?mtyland Pool.Hall, is all too graphically represented. Likewise, perhaps 
'~~:;_dis~ of. the audience's powers of imagination, Mrs. Chase, in the final 
--~~:mom~~ of the-play; has the powerful but hithertomvisible Mrs. Mcl'hing 
...;....._;·-~:--": double appearance, -first as a frightening witch and then as a 
1-~;; beau~ .. fairy ·godmother decked in rhinestones. The theme of Mrs. 
~H~ ~cThing remains the Same as that of Harvey: the importance of imaginaabn 
-~~.,- and !an~: to make human beings more than the stick figures of conven-
. ~:·. tion. ;Yet by giving ~:local habitation and a name, actualizing the fantasy 
;~:~: wo~~d, .M_rs. Mc,Thing,_ ~though a comedy of merit, falls far short of Harvey's 
k~-~~Ph~~~· ;·t::~}'. .:J~;;_~/~~ ?~:#:~::~ ~ · y 
-·:'i_t·.:c~;~~s:third:well-known comedy, Bernardine, first staged the same 
,i,~)~'~'M~.-..:¥~~pig;_',~plores new comic ground. It is a nostalgic,· wistful 
~;?~~~:D.lbran~-:~y,a,~µng mcm, Arthur Beaumont, of the humor and mys-
·;"_?qu~}>~~~)':ars wl,len_h~ was "Beau," the acknowl~dg~d leader reigning 
.SP!~!:1'1e:·i;p~.p~dult w~z:ld of teenage boys. Entenng m the prologue to 
k~~~~:~~·dres~in_his ¥ ~orce uniform, a mature Beau recounts his 
·1~~c.~~ote.qf:earlier days.when he reigned supreme as leader of the 
~:, ~ .. -~i;:!f!s.'JP'!no~o~e-recognizes-and forces the audience to recognize-
.~~\~~ty and. ~erent comedy of that special time in the lives of the 
· Q~si.~t~~,e.:thef .~ter the adult world of responsibility. It is at once a 
:~.,/~i,~;1}~~~¥~~Jantasy, and a universal rite de passage, that; when 
. ~~~~~gl:l_t~it is, in Bernardi~e, makes one aware of the comic 
~~~i~(~~~;P?~~g. 'As Beau explains to the audience in his pro-
,;~AC?~~~~<r:~~~·~>.;~' ·;.~<·-~:>'. \ ... : · 
:~·:. ';£1l~~;are:quite a few of us retired Kings flying these days. But often in the 
_ .... ~e¥.~~·clubs. a:n:d"around we get together and. talk about our ~ost king-
·£·~9~·~'.~~(>_dto~r_d~ys in the old home town-a Hallowe'en world'that 
'.)~~~U\;1~ OWI}·'~~of rulers, values, dreams, and a cockeyed •edge to 
r.~~gI:iteI:~~,~-:;~~~:~·-~-~~.:~:_:~<::l· .' . •' ,. ~; :-" . 
~·dJ~?!·~effi,fi<l+.ci~wt ci_n 'enter _fully-ever. (1)6 _ - : , 
·~~ .. '!J;~, .. :;J\,.~~:~.il-~ ·; ~~;~1~~-~·'- ·J. - !: .~7 ._ :·. • ... • • ~ 
~i.And i~is that-"cockeyed edge to laughter" that Mary Chase seeks to recover. 
:-:'in .Bernardine. • . : 
~~~- - ·-·-. . . .. . . ~,.:There is much-wistful comedy in Bernardine derived from the intersection 
~~·~f ~~~ghtforward adult world with the "cockeyed," exclusive world of 
:;~tee~ fan~. ~ere is as .well some broad comedy derived from the 
'.:-
... .. 
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Mary McDonough Coyle Chase 
(b. Denver 1907-d. Denver 1981; b. Crown Hill Cemetery) 
Chase wrote the Pulitzer Prize-winning play, Harvey, one of 
Broadway's most popular and longest-running hits. In more than a 
dozen other comedies, Chase also satirized contemporary American 
life,. earning praise from Dorothy Parker as "the greatest unacclaimed 
wit in America." 
Mary learned storytelling from her Irish-born mother Mary McDonough 
Coyle, her father and her uncles. Their fairy tales of banshees, 
leprechauns and pookas would later reappear in her stories and . 
plays. Mary attended Denver schools, graduating from West High in 
1922 at the age of 15. Her childhood home, a small one-story cottage 
at 532 W. 4th Ave. in a working class neighborhood, has been · 
designated a Denver Landmark in her honor._ 
Mary Coyle attended the University of Denver and the University of Colorado before joining the 
Rocky Mountain News, Denver's oldest newspaper. An attractive, shapely, black-haired woman wh 
dressed stylishly, she wrote a newspaper column the called "Society Notes." 
In 1931 , Mary left the newspaper to write plays, while also working as a free-lance writer of many 
articles, short stories and children's books. Hoping to bring laughter to wartime America, Chase 
wrote a comedy about a six-foot tall imaginary white rabbit. Harvey opened on Broadway in 1944 
and rari for 1 ,775 performances, also becoming a successful 1950 Universal-International Pictures 
movie starring Jimmy Stewart. 
Chase photo credit: Rocky Mtn. News 
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decent funeral would have no trouble in discerning a rabbit in someone. 
else's mind's eye~ The exact status of Harvey, (who, by the way is a 
Pooka, which of course explains everything, like the Snark being a 
Boojum}, is left ultimately to the decision of the audience. Mrs. Chase 
merely presents an episode from the life of that _amiable tippler, El-
wood Dowd, at a moment when his sister Yeta decides that the 
presence of Harvey is interfering with the matrimonial chances of her 
daughter Myrtle Mae. Veta's attempts to have Elwood incarcerated 
in Chumlefs Rest form the matter, if any, of an evening's pleasant 
· entertainment. The moral, s~01~ld anyone 111is~ided:ly.~~~ist ~m sc;~­
ing one; lies. in a general plea-fdr ki_ndlines~.,1F9,tiJl~~y;~~id~· being 
. the tallest o{ rabbits, is also ~~~~beS~_of oo~p~io~f -~a~~·-~~'.i$ tlie 
d ' L ., , d' ' I . '· .. '!{,~ .. '. .. f .. Mi •l ~,, " ., •. • . .:- • l 
· piost ~ ~~i~n mg, ~o ~.~~~.~~J~tse. ~~ -~h -. • . :~ ·~ .~.~J.~!{~·1~- \ .. ~ 
: '_ · ~r~; Ch~_e's odd com~\9J~~~-~f·prxy '.t,~~~ ~{~---· : ·- ~""' '"~~~d.~ay ·-~~ :i 
hoku;n de~iv~_ ~o.st of_~ts ~~~~Jil~~r~~ :fJt,e:p~.if$l~-~~a?~f :,~ f~nJc.!li)lf' ' ~ ~. 
who steps· from· vaudevillc!' tb the leg1tunate' ~tage' h J~e"maae· for -: 1'. 
' ~I ' ..r· ... · ·~l~l ::.-~1 .: '"<\_. - - ~ 11 
' , ... ..:,:h~ in an _ a~Jpr's heav::~ ·.4~.-:_~}!?~~-r· :,.P.,?.~g~~:~~,~~~~.-~e~tive · .,j 
'" ·use of ever.~ ass~t a5 ~~1.s ,c~~-~;~~~;:-h~_s .:94.1/l!~t,~;~~l!,1-~f'~re.~r.,,- ~e:- :~ ·~~· 
. 1 ., -tached, gently-pathetic, · ~1s ·1_expert 1 -techntq~~.'.~~~~?.l-~py'~Z.Yyars ·of . 1 ~·-
,; l~~ ·_ ... - -·~ ------- ~~~i~e on~~e vaudevilJe'siagb,?his actor • qtlaJJ¥~~l(~,~P.~~s<:fnatfori. ),: 
: ; :· .~ . · _ -. · ·and projection. 'None~Of ou~-~medi~ns, ex~~p~bf~~t~. - .o9r~~ian _8-o _ ~";; 
' ~) '. . - :.: nicely:c0riibbte:wifarfd pathos/A:~ 'is·'inast~r)if~a~~'.tilttfu<rehif{p·as·t .  ·,;;;' 
-· . - - master of th~ g~tl~ art-of e;~catlori. Bya m'tir~ii~arW6£f_a~;! pause~-~- ·; ":% 
' - -gesture;.a ni°&~glance of the eye.r-he can convef a_fqtl~ pf;rpe~nj~g 'r:.. 1 
usually, in his vaudeville days, of double ~eaning .. ~ri ~this)lay,:he c~ -· .. < 
even convey a tall white rabbit. Antoinette Perry:h,~ .tli,rected.Haroey : ..
skilfully,-allowing Mr.'Fay !latitude for his·:oWii ;W.e;iiY:iduahnethods. · 
.. •;· '-·· ........... 
Since Elwood's absorption in the companionship of Harvey allows Mr. 
Fay to do most of his acting when techn.ically·:iJ.ohe on' the stage -
Harvey being of course invisible to the audience's duller senses - the 
one-man quality of his performance is entirely in keeping. He wanders, 
bemused, through the crude doings of the real. \!Orld around him, 
courteous, abstracted, irresponsible, kindly. · 
Josephine Hull gives him superb suppor~ They -are ·both denizens 
of the same mad-hatter castle, but whereas you can accept Frank Fay 
_as a dreamer of dreams, a seer of strange sights, Mrs. Hull is superbly -
· concrete. Her rotund figure - which is a delight in itself - her hats, 
her hand-bags, the disordered Surry in which she lives ate not matters 
of vision. She arrives at her mad conclusions by the piecemeal prac-
6 
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ELWOOD P. DOWD, an amiable, dipsy gentleman enacted by Frank Fay, 
above, gazes fondly at Harvey, the invisible six-foot white rabbit who plays 
the title role in Brock Pembe.rton's new production, by.Mar>:_.Coyle Chase. 
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eornedy by Mary Chase; staged by Antoin~tte Perry; settings by_ John R~t. Presented by Broc!c. Pember.ton ~t_ the Fo_rt>:~~;:; 
Eighth Street Theatre, November.,, 1944. . --~-: 
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"Fay in Wonderland." 
By HOWARD BARNES 
THE CAST 
Myrtle Mae Simmons ........ Jane Van Duser 
Veta. Louise Simmons .......•. Joeephlne Hull 
Elwood P. Dowd .................. Frank Fay 
Min Johnson .................. EJolae Sheldon 
).(rs. Et11el ChauY11net ........ Frederica Going 
'lllth Kelly, R.N .................. J11.net Tyler 
llarvln Wllson .................... Jeeae White 
Lyman Sanderson, Y.D ........... Tom Seidel 
Wllllam R. Chumley, X.D,.J're4 Irving Lewt1 
Betty Chumley ...... • .......... Dora Clement 
Judge Omar Gaffney ............... John K!rk 
E. J. Lofgren ........ · ............ Robert Gist 
F,.\."'ITASY has enchantment and lnftnlte de· Ught In .. Harvey." The new pl&y at the Forty-eighth Street Theatre I.I u wise 
&8 Lt ls witty; as occult as II h1 obvious. Per-
haJI& you don't lhlnk you can make a six 
coot. one and a half lnuh 111llte rabbit the 
('antral character of a show, even though 
ha ne\•er appeara on the atage. Brock Pem- fun. Beyond that, It contalrts two perform-
11erton, who produced the comedy, and Frank ances that It la ditflcult-and, for that matter, 
Ff.1 and Joaephlne Hull, who play the lead· not at all necessary-to speak temperately 
lnl roles. are 4.hnoat eenail\ to change your of. Josephine Hull la as dellght1ul as only 
1111nd. For "Harvey" Is one of those bleased Josephine Hull can be. As tor Frank Fay, 
theatrical events whlc'h OCl:Ur au too rarely playing his ftrst straight part atnee he was a 
oa Broadway. n la full of laughter and llhaver. and playing u trlclcr and . perilous 
delicate meanlD.I'._ It 11 stage sorcery at Its a part as ony one coul4' be assigned, be la 
wldmalcal beet. • • S\lperb. To say that nobody elae could have 
' • • • • done It better I.I to 11&y nothlne: ao far u 
fhl )(ary Chase ·8Crlpt Is the bula for a. I. can see. nobody else could have done It al 
111tnor ftae ralllne· thfl morning, bUt the -all ·' . . . , .:· · • . · ' I ,• ·, . • \ 
.uthor has been, extremely fortunate Iii hav· The kind of -Idea that~H.u•11 reilts on has 
bll had Impeccable lin4 lnaplrod Interpret&- led In the past to more harrowing evenings 
uon ol her tancltul noUoml. I have~ "Alice thlUI any other kind known to- the lheater. 
In Wonderland" dle ron · the stage and on the For the play deals With nolblne other than 
ec."tell· ':Harvey" drags a bit at tlmea. for a man whose con1ta.nt companion Ls an Im· 
..-.nt of more Judlcl.oua cutting, but It la a aginuy rabbit C ft. 1¥.a .In. tan. By eveey 
llnlJ and utterly 'c'harmlng show. All the rule of !he game, thl• would seem· 'io be 
•onder!ul nonsense· lhat atarr.a when an en- whlmsy with a vengeance. But l'..Lary Chase 
iasfn• bum lakeJl.UP with an oversized bunny baa turned It.. !or lhe moat part, Into wackt-
he lblds leanln•'agaln1t a lamppoat, ta rea- naaa.wtth a varve an4,.(low an4 ablllty•to 
Used with subtlety,. satire and gorgeouli humor ny up and klck the' beam lhat"tmakell me . 
IJI the producUon:' Fay's pertormanee' •ot the tC1111porarlly !olerant ·even ·of leprechlo.uns. She 
119rn Is memorable:'Mhis Hull's daffy dowager has gi\•en something · tunny 10 the~ theater, 
11 • charncter not-.-to b!J ml88ed and , An· and something fresll., On ·that score she can 
tolnetle Perry's dlrec~lon rare)y f.altera ~-· be fori:1ven -some pretty aerlous slna.-a tlrst 
• • • • ". . act tha t keeps going way too long; and a 
,a__ _ 11_1,e good to s~~ ~ elus~v.e J!i~!!.1.l!. ~fil led. . . laat= aet-·that'f'"ln · ll--·'sense::'· CS:11't"'::keep-goh~g -
1'~,-.riui coneummatir61ill on the stage . ., Mias at all. • . . . ., ...... ' •'.•;• ~;,.. · 
• aion. Her Idea ot ·p1aclhg man1" of1ier-11cenes • El~-;;'od- P. -Do>yd, an·. old bachet~I" "'~~en to i Oise did not make It easy for her collabor- . •..:., • :.... . .a..--- . .,:.... ~ -- ... .. .. .19 a aanltarlum for wacky alcoholfc:s·wu aoclablo drinking, baa l~ed the re&llty of 
llOl an obvloUBl:r merry one, but It baa re- the world, which Irked him, for the reallty 
...itec1 111 tremendously !winy P&llllllgea. Th\! of a rabbit; and he hae,no resret.e.~_But I.or 
.L ~- ls good and- genuinely comic.- The ··htlf widowed sl11ier- and her elfglble If elcm-
adinf lllumlnates It at• evet'Y turn. When gated daughter Myrlie Mae. Elwood's· eom-
• ,..,, as an almable town dll'Unk, Is about t!I panlon hae Ile distinct social embarrassment.e: 
be committed to the asylum, but convinces and d'rlven once too often, Sisler decides It 
W. distraught sister and a p1ychlatrlat that le Ume to enroll Elwood In a. sanatorium 
,.. big rabbit· la really accompanying him Slater, who lan't io unlike· Elwood that ah~ 
• &IOl!lld It;> the local , bar1r, the show reatlzea h"9n't had gllmpses. of Harvey the Hare her· 
• touching approximation of the half-truths Mlf, wlncls up being conftned In place of her 
pwtikh become the
0 
h~rl ~f true f8!1taay. brother: From than on, madness really takes 
I la ~· f h k • lh over, reaching Its height durtns an excellent l .. ay, o courae, w o ma ee e ofter· aecon4 act. ~ 
la&' IO splendidly aatlefylng. Hla 1~1ks with Wbat Is epeclslty good about so frequently Haney Cthe big rabbit) are ao cm1um1pect fwuly a yam la that It carries out the classic 
aad t11sclnatlng that I, for one, wuit to know theme of humorists that In wacklneaa lies the 
Ha"eY better. His 118rene acceptance of the great~ wisdom and the truest happiness. En 
IKt. lhat some people may think he Ill nuts .l'OUte, also, Mlsa Chase ftnda time to spoof 
.. 111perlallve make-beJhwe. Mtn Hull, the the p11ychlalrlsts. But her beat job la 'her 
~·~able old maid of "An!enlc and 014 creation of Elwood himself. 
E6C11. N make.a every 8C$ne In • which 11he ap- Elwood, as Frank Fay play a him-timing 
1*18 lnellnet with humor and the oth~ ln everything faullleesly, and giving hla ecrewl· 
lh4 company tend to their knilt!ng nlcely, n88'1 the. etrect of drollery-ls lmmenae. Mr. 
, MlM Ptrry has staged the ehow for laughter, Fay's fob··11 a tightrope walk over Niagara, 
• Ille should have, but she hBll not tailed to In which one false move could eaelly be 
lnderllne It with copalderable profundity. fatal. But every move la right, and a. few seem 
tt.rny Is a Pooka, a large· animal spirit, magical There Is a long ecene at the end 
lll'lcfnaling in Celtic folklore. "Harvey'' le a of the ae<!ond act where Elwood queatloned ~~led and lrreslatlble comedy, which no by l'he paychlatrlst; talkl about hlm11elf and 
'r·lover can afford to mles. Harvey, and eomellmea only sits uid looks. 
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.4 Fine Night With a Rabbit 
Br LOUIS KllOll'EllBERGER • 
; }{.ut\"EY, for all Its shortcomings, gave 
,, Ille t'he pleuantest theatrical lift I have ~;·llftet had. In a Joni' time. The play Itself Is 
'-..ct.. •onder!ully funny, and occasionally 
' d •Ith 11ome.thlng that goes deeper than 
.. 
It lntroduclllJ a new and dangerous mood, 
and It could be awful. Somehow Fa.y manaps 
to tranaftx the audience and touc:h them. 
All this le not to alight MIM Hutl. Her 
performance la dellghUul, but It le . ea.eler • 
And ae the gangllnr. beau-barren Myrtle 
Mas, Jane Van Dul18r go011 a good ;lob too. 
In view of all this, Antoinette Perry obvt-
oualy deserves credit tor her direction. 
HdrPtJ, aa a!ore1111ld, h!Uj Ill! decided weak· 
nesse.s. and ll'a not ror the literal-minded. 
But on a Broadway eo given to staleneas, 
ll la so reCrl!llhlng aa to make one hope one 
really did see Hdrrq Wednuday night- and 
not Just Harvey, 
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS 
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'Harvey' 11 Just Wonderful 
and His Friend 
Frank Fay ls Superb 
By JOHN CHAPMAN 
"HARVEY" le the most delightful, droll, 
endearlng, funny and tou~hlng piece 
of stage v.'hlmaey I ever saw, and In 
It Frank Fay, making hla · ftrat appearance 
In a Jegtllmate play, In modem playgolng 
tlmea, gives a performance eo perfect th'at 
forever hence he wnr be Identified with the 
characters he plays, a.!l.. wu Joaeph Jefferson 
with Rip van Winkle or Frank Baron with . ' 
Llghtnln' Bm J'onee.-,Noi 11lnce •·on Borrowed ,.,._-
Time" , has faataay'' so· eomforted me . and ' .. ·. 
nmde me happy.... . • . . • -. , ' • . ,, ~ . • 
Mr. Pa.Te. chri.racter la ,not H!-rvey. Irarv8Y / ,' 
la a white ra~b!\ 11.lx:,Jeet.: gn111,~d on ..e.-_~alf:.-;~;. 
Inches tall wl(om "1~¥~>':.....l'i'~~\:.l!.ardly ·an:r-r\:::,:\; 
body-sees. lilr, · Fat, ts Rf.rv~s worablp~ul-·/~ .. companion~ E.hrQ04 P .. 'Jjowa:,;F.or ·die 'inolnerit .>..:--:, 
Harvey hu~~u~~iMf;o~~' on. :Mr, Jl'Jli, :'.~llo, ~ ·. ;; 
busy ta'klne . bov.:• .. &\,;'the .. (8th.: at. Theatre, ,· •.•• 
and la eltUnr Jiere · at lb~ otflce with. ; ma;'.;'~ 
while I ~te. th\a.. looking ~rlil,Jldly. Pretty ·, c.· . 
soon we are eolng out and have a drink. On . .. ... 
me,llnslst. ·' . . • , ~ ., ;·. -. 
The play Is ,~Y-. ¥ary -9~· at~i11~r_;wh,o~l; ' }{ 
·I ~~"'b ,I '.kn11w,._~~re. 1'.\:"1\e p~od\lcJJof:. la. ~1 .:':;=i· B!O¢~ . Pe.nib:9itq_b, ~roMw,a.y'l!;).h!!et:f.·~~U:~iiJ:f;~I.~~ .• 
pr ot1,,ucer, l'hO ,Will ; wait , tor;, y~".,fqr·1 !$o'ii1'11$ _,.'J;>~, 
th!ng he. llk6'-'. :~~e;.direcll,oh, 1~ ; ~Y. '.A~oine't!!'l'.~>,i!'" .. 
Perry: Together. Chase, PemS&rton and Pern'J -.:·;:;-. 
have fashioned. a · ,piece Of theatre Way' ott t :'.;.: 
•the bea.ten track, ~avli cut. _I~ v;;e~!....!L.l1~~'1iV.e~;;:;~ 
had the-do11b~~,!n11Plr!\Uo~ot · liir1ng _n<?~ .. -~Pi'~~::;::;. 
Mr. Fay_buL&lllO tll,e ::J_ually lova.ble, ~\111.lfy,,_, ' .. ~~~rY~ -I<!!IO.e11J~.J!b~1: .. -.'l.1·''70_,ri't i.:;-':f.~_'f!f'>'!.~~~:~· 
- .... . , _ .· ·.a.-A6,. ,n'1- V " : .. ,0 , · • G~-:- .~~~ ":")'1~ ,i:..i 
"Harvey'.' Ill not·. for. the completely literal-' ••·· 
minded, who may;,-Jhlnk .!t'S •Jllaln stur.;Jo .. ' ; ; 
make au .lhla fll88:!about a.'..'blg white'· rabbit ·,~,"'• 
nobody ever B~....:_, well, ~.hU~ly. anybody;;~'./;_ 
but I 11uspect · that the . rabbit will ge.t alJ.. ·:'' . 
but lhe aolldeel·brains aooner or, later., ·· . 
This E.:lwood.P. 'Dowd la as nice a fellow. • i , 
aa you'd. ever want to .meet-genUe,. sunn7,'· #r> .. 
courleous,,trlendly and, generous.:, He drlnl):s ·> 
quite a bit but. 111 never- out ot line ...,.. . aa: . n~ 
· remote from being a.. drunk u the late Carrie'< : -~'_· 
Nation, but more tun: He likes to talk wlth • 
anybody, which Is how he met Harvey. He 
was eomtng oat of a. place one night .and 
Harvey wu leaning agaln11t a lamp-po1t and 
Harvey said hello. · 
Since then ~8>' ban been lneeparabla. Thia 
, 11 eome trouble to. Elwood P •. Dowd~a slater, 
Veta Loulile Slmmon11, and her daughter, 
Myrlie Mae, becaW1e the two ani living In 
Elwood'• houee out In Loa Angeles a.nd they 
can't have llJl7 social life. EYWT time .tliey 
have a part1'. Elwood comu Jn and. Intro-. 
ducea Harvq to .everybodJ and -everybody-
goea boma. • :. 
llWap at ChumlBr'I • : .. I 
So Veta Loul.se· lhlnks It· Would b& "bait 
It Bro'thar . Elwood. were put away • tn Dr. 
Chumley'a j:Jlace, Chumley'a J}eat. She goea 
!llere and starts telling them about Harvey, 
and before llbe knows It she'ythe one sit· 
Ung In a 11'1U11l tub ln. a. guest chamber / 
upfltalr11, whne lllwoo'd wandet11 bll1111fully -. • 
around maldllg trlenda with all and sundry, • 
There la much more that happe1111-40me ot ' 
It funny, aoroe of it giving, you the oddest' 
lump tn the tbroat-but I ahan'~ &POil It by 
telllnr. E:ii:cept, il8rhafl8, to hint that Dr. ' 
Chumley and lfarvey become acquainted, too. 
Harvey can stop clockl-etop a clock i!l6 you 
can go wherenr you want for 8- lone as 
you want and do whatever you want. and 
when you coma back not qne lltUe minute 
has paued. Dr. 'Chumley rather tanelea this. 
• for he'd like to go to a camp In a maple 
grove outside Akl"on with a young woman 
I 
I, 
.... j 
I 
"Harvey" -continued 
who 9ever talke and drlnk bffr for two 
weeq: 
As :.lmwood P. Dowd puta It, Einstein con-
quered Ume and apace. but Harvey haa "eon•. 
• quered tlme. apace and objections 
There la a cure for Elwood, and he al• 
moet aeta It-but In the end he la allowed 
to etay a.e 'he I& Any other solullon would 
have been a dramaUc crime. • 
Fay and ltlss Hull make a perfect team-
he starry-eyed, smooth and wonder[ul at 
overplaying, and she Huller)', mussed am;l 
be'l\•lldered. The othere are excellent-Jell&8 
White as a husky sanitarium attendant, Fred 
Ining Lewis as Dr. Chumley, Janet Tyler 
as a nurse and Tom Seidel as a young doctor, 
In pa rtlcular. John Root tll<I the sets ot 
house and private asylum. 
Come on, now, Harvey. There'& a place 
acrc>lla the streeL 
TJIE NEW TORK TIMES 
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"Harvey" 
BT LEWIS l!IICHOL8 
1 IF. a rabbit, six feet one and one-half Inches 
· ·1 ·,:;;,... tall, eJtll down bulde you at .Charlie's, ! . "'t: tJiat wm b8 Harvey, and J'OU may count 
• • V: · )'ourself fortunate. Harvey apjiears to thoae 
.. ;t ~ · _ who are 'happy: and to those who have taken !f ,.'L,·~ 1a drink now and then through the :rears and 
• ~ are , the better for IL It Harvq does not 
· • visit Charlie's he can be found •t the Fort)'· 
eighth Street Theatre. where Mary Chase's 
new play opened last evening with "Harvey"' 
In quotation marks and giving a vel'Y. de-
lightful evening to the t'healre. Brock Pem-
... J ~ " berton, who hitherto haa ·held aterit1y apart 
.' .:Ul"· from play_a _about rabbits, Is the producer _and 
·· i ·.Frank Fay and Josephine Hull are provld· 
~ Ing the 1aet word In acting. Harvey, In or out i· of quolaUon, 18. one of the_ treats of tJi.e fall 
r~, ~.~:-~-::~~Ory ~~arv:r' •ts-a lllUe·'l'lard to 
,; _- tr explain, stx-root. rabblt.e belng unusual along 
! .'l,::-~ Broadway· by night .. ~wood 'P. Dowd, an 
1-t -.;;-- amiable man with a l'htrst I.or bar-rool1lll and ilJfji .;,.. people, met Harvey one day leaning agajnst 
, · •• ~ a wall, and the)' 'became friends. Wllen El-
.U:.J ~ wood began brlnglns Hazy_ey home, Elwood's 
· • elat81', who had respectable frleiid8; decli!ed 
It was time he haq. a resL The dltrlculty was 
she had seen ·Harvey, too, and ulllmatel;v 
the psychiatrist meets up with him aleo--ln 
. • . _ Charlle'e, of course. At t'he end of the play 
! • , In which the Ulle-player never appears, tbe 
• ~ sl!lter decides that Elwood had belte1' keep 
Harvey around. 
A fantasy such as ''Harvey" can run Into 
fearful trouble If It fa badly done, but the 
only objection that can be raised ag&lnat 
Mrs. Chase's play le that some scenes are a 
bit slow. The ftrst act, In parUcular, ls far 
too long. But when Mr Fay ls on the stage, 
qulelly explaining his rel&Uonfiblp with Har-
vey, the theatre could ask for little more. 
Mr. Fay doea not act. He wanders amiably 
about the etage, never raises his voice, and 
when he wants to make a fUlt gesture he 
lazily lifts a ftnger or two. Harvey obviously 
ts behind him au the tlm--.nd perhapa all 
thOBe years ot the Palace and the night clubs, 
W'here aotora grow accustomed to dealing 
with rabblta and legitimate part& 
. . . . 
Josephine Hull also Is no beginner on the 
stage. a nd her p0rtralt of lhe woman who 
ls trying to b ring up her daughter In such a 
bizarre household Is a masterpiece. She al-
ways Is ln trouble, a lways Is misunders tood: 
when she takes her brother to l"ne real 
home, she herself Is locked up there. Flighty 
and • wlde-e:ved, Miss· Hull ls a -perfect foll 
for Mr. Fay'a casual ease. The real of the 
ca.et back up the two principals. although the 
play Js far from theirs. Janet Tyler Is an 
attractive nurse In l'l'le re.et home, Fred Irv-
ing Lewlll a prot>erl:v stoeky psychiatrist, .John 
Kirk the family atlorne;v. Antoinette . Perry 
baa directed the play so that It runs eaelly, 
and John Root has designed the aetUng suit· 
able for a home or rabbit hutch-whichever. 
Harve:v ls worth knowing, either at Char-
lh1's nr (In forty-eighth Street. 
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Harvey, by Mary Chase, 
Hilariow; Paradoxical 
Br BURTON RASCO~ 
M Y ribs are sun aching, I can't recall that I e\'8r laughed so hard and ao 
contlnuouely at a117 aho'I\· llll I did Jut 
night at the 011enl11g of Harvey, b)' !\lary 
Chase, at t'he 48lh Street Theater. And I was 
In goOd company; Uie audience was In hys-
terics a large part of lhe time almost from 
the moment the curtain went up unUI It went 
down for the evening. Thia play 'l\1U be here 
for a very long si>ell. 
I rore.aee that Harvey Is going lo have an 
Immediate e«ect upon our general speech 
and conducL If, for Instance. you are Idling 
alone the counters of a department store. 
waiting ror :vour wife to complete her pur-
cha-. and a clerk a1k1, "Can I do any-
thing tor :vou t• before yau think. J'OU may 
ftnd youreeU smiling begulllngly, and asking. 
In turn, "W'bal have you In mind t• 
That sort of thing can be UPBetUng. U too 
many people are alfeeted by Harvey, how-
ever' unconeclouely, the thing can be' very 
lllllldloue, and our whole scheme qf clvlllza~ 
lion 'may be Imperiled. Voters "may even be~ 
come skeptical of campaign propilees, ' and 
. when someone begins to take ftle blgge&t 
promlsea seriously they are ·uable to say to 
him, "Now let•e· all go aown to· Jim's bar 
and play the Juke bOx and bave a nice.eve-
ning together-and stop thinking about Santa 
Claua." _ • 
,. Paradoxical. , • 
Harvey la!! hilarious. cockeyed ·common 
senee. It . ls1 s,n amiable lush'I dream of a 
perfect 'l'torld., ll le a boo:IJ'· aeceptance of 
reality, wll'hout bittern-. without • envy;" 
hatred or 111-wUL It la an acute and J>linetrat-
lnc crltlclem of all too proper and responsible 
conduct: and the author .should. probably_ be .. 
pinched for contributing .to the delinquency 
of adults,. for 1'11 bet several pe~ns, ·after 
seeing the play laat night, p&.rtook or nlpii of. 
alcohol In aqueoU's · solution before- going ·to-
bed, without ·a shred ·of conscleJlce about the 
matter. Some may even have seen }laryey 
and spoken ·to him. ~ · ---- -- - • -
Harvey, said Frank Fay laal nlcht1 (In 
the role ot Elwood P. Dowd) Is better than 
Einstein: Einstein did awap With. time and 
space; but Harve,. does awa:r *Ith lime and 
spa.~d objections. • 
It ls hard for me t'o explain what Harvey 
i. about without runnlng the risk of alienat-
ing your lntereat-lf you a teetotaler or ·an 
abstemious and responsible cllben; and that 
would be a shame, for I'd guarantee that 
Bernard Shaw, a teetotaler and a vegetarian, 
would laugh his pink ch~kll blue at Har_vey, 
for it le, es11enllally, a very Shavian comedy. 
paradoxical and run of penetrating social 
criticism. 
Harvey, In the pla;v, la a blue rabbit, G 
feet and 3 Inches tall, who 'becltme Elwood 
P. Dowd's trlend, companion, adviser and 
foreteller of events, on6 night -..1ien Elwood 
had decided the.t a drinking companion had 
· had too much and ha4 put the chap In a cab 
and sent him home, while Elwood took a 
stroll tor some fresh' air. Elwood llvea with 
his widowed sister (Josephine HuU), a woman 
devoted to clvle. and cultural afraire. and hu 
daU8'hter (Jane Van Duser). Tbe)' doubl the 
existence of Haryey, because they can't see 
him: and, as la the way with aeMible women, 
when they discover a male loved one 18 ob-
,·lously an alcoholic with. apparent halluclna.-
tlone, they seek lo have him committed to an 
• asylum for psychopaths, In this case one 
euphemistically called Chwnley's Re4t. 
Upside DowL 
Harvey tfben attaches hlmselt lo Dr. Chum· 
ley (Fred Inlng Lewis), bead of the lnstltu-
llon, when Elwood beguiles Dr. Chum!.,. Into 
laking an evening orr and relasins In good 
company at Joe'a. You know what can hap-
pen to you. You~ sense of values beeomea 
distorted for sevetyll hours and YOll may be 
pursued by a ver)'•tsll blue rabbll 
In all this, Elwood remains serene. In a 
.. 
cleu-thlnklnr -Y of percelvlnlr and app • 
Inc lhlnp. In a warm alcohoUo irlow,h· 
his couneel to us la not to take oureelv91.' 
serlouly and to be seneroue, genUe, ga 
and c:ourleou.I If we wish to. be liked. · 
loved. , , . . , 
The whole tantagy I.a dellclo\le, aub e 
clever and very tunny. Mr1 Pay hll8 here · 
role "•hlch should make him the Frank Bil' 
ot his ' day. Miss Hull Is a scream; All" 
real of lhem are good, too, 1uutlcularly · 
a ngular Miss Van Ouser ... Three cheere 
~lnry Chase, the author, antl a razzle-da.z 
tor Bock Peml>erton, the producer! 
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itfr. F'ay1 Friend Is a Big. 
White Rabbit in 'Harv~y/1 
Enormously 1'11nn1 ·P 
#- ... • ... /!- J\. 
• ... • t .(1, :r ~~· 
,. B)'. WAJlD MOREHOUSE ~i, .. , 
"l""HAT,'len;:~roli and• qule.t~~Ji<;~h~ 
.I. dlan known as Prank Fay, or/lJ! 
pr~ve race llo'14 _the repress!~ 
of acting, t,umed to a_ straight play. IM 
for the ,!lra! • time In many yeafil,it; 
was trlWJ1phant. _He fascinated a.ruft~~ 
the a'-!dl~"ce. that gathered at tha JS!fl~ · 
lhptei' .('or; the Rra·t porformance o(·.'1:(1( 
You'll -~ hearing a lot about.' .'11 
Mary Ch~ of · Denver wrote It ari!l·; 
Pemberton· ot Emporia and polnts·-1!1 · 
produced JL. It's a quaint, caprlc:loli~ 
!lnormously;._ amusing_ comedy, .wlth~··J 
or !~la;l!Y..-i· R.IJ&89:, lu, l'JlOl.!1.- '.t!l~J.\ 
la _ov~r:J,Ql)l·• ~~,.the :,t,hlrd .!a.· not} 
pace. ol.,!l!e • .lll!<Wn~/ But :.t!he;re'!l;·:~nou1, 
edy In the ... whole· of _It· for · 1t:..to',~ 
111ast1c.a11y' :--co.mqjen~ed;:to your •. !ltt~4o 
B~~k .. ~ei:n~rto~. ;µ,,;~~he. ca&!ln);~.o~· 
Chase's Odd and daffy,; 11crlpt, foi 
aetor_ 11f'.ttie-,,ua!nll!l!J·for. the i.:c)lif;;; · -
P. Dowdr&}lj'.I 1.lla .n~me ,111 Fay.·: · 
the .•!?~!II~~ ;-: . .!''?.~J>!l!mi ,Hull· ~' 
Harvey, ,oll)~w;lae. kn.ow11 as the:',j'.~ , 
you hav11 . .an. entertainment that-_11!;,1 
bllarlous. •i _ : . • ~, ., • • . ~ _ .. , ,1:;:,,, 
- L m~t,;.telJ!. YPIJ_ about. .;E;lW.1?!1.cl:< • 
and his friend Hp,rvey. Elwood P. la a;· 
Ing man·,and Harvey_ ls a blg,.W,hl~"'. 
They are Inseparable.. ElwOO<I .. takea/ 
Into . .his home, mtl.kel! tl'ie ·. roiindt •. 
bara wllh" ~Im, ~buys him .tlcketa.~ •· 
The· !!V~P:t!lll•nt; ... Harvey becl>n't!li(i~ · 
P.roble,.,,~Ul4~bvood'a agitated 'slat • 
lo 'ba.J1111J.i~·,commltted and !lusll•1 
to Chum.l_l)"y's, Reat, & mental hoapl 
when ehii",confesses to having been·: 
Harvey herself· she ls seized and tliQ'.' 
pulling her In cold tuba. Pretty soo11 l ' 
Chumley "1ho Is seeing Harvey and: ia ~ lJ 
followed around b)' him. It's ·eveutlialfy 
deelalon of all concerned that the '1¥.od~~ 
be a better pace for having the genll$ .Ef 
remain as he le, with Harvey jolnlri('.•' 
al the Fourth Street Firehouse, and:':i· 
with him, to th.e bars. ,/ :r..~·;;:• 
Fnlnk Fay, quiet, wlatfui and detach! 
master of timing and the sidewise glan " 
some wonderful moments, partlcularii. _ 
second-act· scene when hli deacrllies hli(~ 
Ing with the al:ic-foot while· rabbit, l~ 
against a lamp-post, and "11o said bls:iJ 
waa Harvey. They became attached lo:~ · 
other at that very moment. • '· : .; , 
Mlse Chaae's dlal~e Is generally exce} 
Antolnello Perry's. staging la In the · 
mood. Jorephlne Hull, an actress at he ' 
when faoln« a dilemma, or even'. a: P,o · 
gives a •grand performance and le·~ i1 
teamed with Mr. Fay. Miss Hull re~atj!,a::i.to 
dellgbl ito· thla department .w,hethiir.j·slii'tl···'' playing 't'tie pleasantly nomlcldBl ' Abby.'$." 
ster. the absefll•mlndcd but undaunted.:· · 
Sycamore.. ~r t.,_e distracted .eleter :of, '1. · 
P. Dowd, who generally haa Harvey.·a 
aide. 1 ~ -.p i•Jj1'f~ 
There's good. ca.sling, too: • 1rj ilia j'.:f 
roles. Jane Van Duser, Janet Tylor, ', -F.f~ 
In•lng Lewis, Tom Seidel and certainly. Jl!J!i. 
White contribute lo the run. But it's ,Jo!; 
rat'• evenlnl', and h11 play. I muat look up 
; 1111 nol.lce& In hla early Shakeapearean role& 
- fl f{arve)' real or a halluclnatlon 1 Th• 
oeatlon la ifebatable. Blrt Mr. Pemberton, :,.th t1tls new piece by Ma.17 ·Chaae, surely 
a hi&. They should be eeelng bll' white 
::bit• In 48th Street tor man7 months ~o 
corne. 
NEW TORK POST 
NoTember I!, UH 
•Harvey' a Good Idea Gone 
Wrong at the 48th Street 
''Hamy''--i:ont~nriid 
actre1111 who can roU people In the -alBlea the Roland Young that Wied to 'be, I know 
merely by waddling fU11BllJ acrosa the stage of no one but Frank ·who could handle El· 
to answer the telephone. But thla reviewer, wood. . . ·• •\. , ~." :; · 
for one, 11lmply cannot snicker comfortably Who could handle. Elwood and pt away 
at mental derangemenl · with Harv17. 'l'htll Frank ·n, 401111, and -
That ftrat act embarrassed and disturbed ua 11eemlngly, of course - wfthoul halt trJJnl', 
last night, and While the author-or authors- Broadway can claim no more expert, sens!· 
gave us two uncommonly rewarding acene11 live and dexterous Impersonation. Comedy 
with Mr. Fay later on, the old trouble kept Impersonation, I mean to eay. Underplayed 
starting up again at odd momenta to plague and eerie! 
us all over again. Even while we were laugh- • • • 
Ing 'helplessly at Miss Hull's hilarious pos- Rabbit Plll•EYed 
turea and Indignant protestations that she ·Up Boston way, where "Harvey" has been 
had been seized by White Slavers. and smll- going through Its pre-Manhattan paces, t'hey 
Ing tenderly at Elwood's droll and refresh- wrote of the story as being whimsical. Well, 
Ing attitude toward life as elucidated by Mr. say I, whimsical my foot. What's wblmalcal 
Fay, there was an undercurrent of nausea about ari extremely pleasant fellow, Elwooc! 
BY WILELLA. WALDORF lugging away at our vitals. . P. Dowd by name. taking up with a perela· 
, • , Blearbona.te, PleaH . tently Invisible rabbit which, It not seeing 
PLAYWRIGHT named Macy Chall8 haa ·'' e quite realize that a number of Irate la belle1·111g, Is more than a little fond of his 
& created one of the moat dellght!ul char~ theatregoers will soon be writing In to ·say \risible potently attr&c!lve friend T Fantaattc, 
~ actars Broadway baa experlencecl In that critics should not review plays w'hlle yes. Whimsical, no. 
nd Frank Fii,J' Is playing him en· sul'terlng from Indigestion. It Is probable that Be this as It may, Elwood does take up rea~n:iY at the (SLh Sl Theatre. Brock Pemberton, the producer of "Harvey," •with Harvey, which Is the rabbit's name. 
1~1811 Chase, unfortunately, baa also written and Antoinette Perry, Its director, will be And, In one way or two other11, they have ~ Ja>' and H's the wrong play lo go with among their number. ' a joyous time together. But Veta, Elwoo4'11 
a P character. Under the title "Harvey" It All we can say la that It was something devoted sis~, la worrlll;d: She doesn't realJy 
~a le around clumsily and noisily most of more profoundly disturbing than a rott.en object to Harvey hanging around the houile, 
tcUrTe,•\ nlng, except for a few blessed mo- dinner I.bat gave ua a ~ltd feeling of dya· especially aa 1111~. doesn't p.twaye s_ee )llm: Bµf 
11\e 18 fn the Becond and third acts wtten pepsla at the 48tb St. last night. It was she does. ollJect ~o Elwood's dayllg~t' h'tl.~\u-,, rn~ f'aY ls permitted to ,it down quietly In watching !" good Idea lamentably butchered. clnatlon. Maybe, . ~h~. tells hereeU,: EJwoGa, .. 
. >I · chla trlsl's office and talk about himself Mr Fay 11 , several se;islona F llh th~, pay- . ~lg'ht do wen to. aee !':' P.i1Ychla1J'l8~.;: _': .. ;1.:; 
a !'0~111 moat Intimate friend. na.vey a white chlat.rlata 1.n Acts ~ and 3 are ao rewe.r.(Uug .. He .doeal An,d, :h"-v!ng done 116,' ll l8 :Veta:' 
• · ::bit sis feet one and a. half l~chee in. t'ha~. we can't heJp recommending ~.to . not Elwood, who ta· put"a.way. Beeaiilie P,f bef. • . 
ht : . · · . e.ny playgoer who enJoya·tha:.JqOre putilng away, EI;wood &id'_HiL~!IY;~e/w~r:~ 
. ·"'Jow any playwright could have Invented' t)}lngs of the the&tre. Maybe you can:~ rled. So Is the JHSJChlaltle~ · who,· tin_.".Alter~·. 
{,- l:Jll'OOd p Dowd and made the fatal error look the play that amrounda them.. -.W'(I noon In Charley's Bai-' UCl GrlU, iiat"JVlth'" 
;. ol lnvolvl~g him In a tarce ao lacking In . couldn'l. • ~· • , :._ i:.r11 · Harvey right there 'b~t~•~).lm. ff!Lrv~~ .,~!t'.' 
; fllbUely and taste. we cannot . Imagine. It _ '" • .. •: •• -· · ... ;~;.fV,f; a fancy to the d~~qr.;;..).'i, ,. ·,'. ""·-'''": • ~ 11 our considered opinion that Mies Ch~ NEW YOU .JOlJJUf.&LOAJIB&IC&Jr •· 10: _ Ga7et;:, Guto, Uutl '..· ·., 
.. ••l actually be two people opera Ung under J · l!l'oYemller ·I, ""Im · ·. It thls ~!l~da . l!llli, ~t'e hllarl.oue _ a.a aeted, :~ ooe name. One of the collaboratorli must be • • • • " .. ·- ~ • ,_ 2 ,.out_ .. up 9n Ute, 11taga 9f·',.~e t8,t'1 :Str~t .Tl!.•·, .. 
· • peraon of keen perception, wlt'h an elftn. 'Harvw' Presented ni , .. ; ~-:-;~,;.r~ , al!.e.. I'vei al~~Y ... ~pt~. ;v.~1\_;Uiat .. ~h.e ;:r~tv.:M~ .~ ·. : 
· . 111118 of fantasy and a warm aympalh7. fOf - -~. • • .. ·· . ·.,TI.: >.· ·~ .. •>: • ...r.- ,;_~. Dowd. of .fra,nl(~;v:.1~_.U,~. a!lll.~~~1~. '1,-';,0;!. • 
. ._ members of the human r~ who are· ••'l'H~,. .... ~;.'~«<.t-:_'il.~~48th'St Theatre'- J?le.ywrlght'llJ. ·~ e..,.· .. P,i.'Q.~uce~'a;; an4:;'&.i~4~~'. »- . 
· ,_i a bit dll'ferent from the maJorll)'. The -'\""., - ·~'f 1 • , · • . • · • , · • 9rltlc'e Jlray.er;~.':f:'J}(U)1aS:Jo; )(r. ll'aY· I, ll!Y8!,lt;; • 1~ 
,:, other la a. routine gag arllaf with all of. '"~· _ ;oo1 zi ~ • • ·~-... ~ ::- woi.tlrhave ·~! ~Ji~m,ns-' up_ wl~~ Harv!!)'~ ' 
1 .. usual laugh pr~vokera at hla tlngertlpa ---~. - · By ROBERT OA!l-LAND ·• .. . ~f .. another. acf.,, 'h.~~-.qo.nie ".along. Aa ii ·'<#a.· ~ 1..s no seruples about uslng them anywhere.- · · .. · : •'"-: - f .; •; llarv~·- -~-r_ .• !IB.~~!blng.,_l.!JVJll!b~!I., .Uk!:J1..Liu..~ 
- lllt·tlme. - -- .- ~-=: _ ·. _ .. :· :::_:.,- · 'T:"O ·tell · "you he· truth-..~ 1:-ca.n . lmliglne'· 0'-'alke<!- aW•Y::.?"llK"¥Jit~."~Odd'.e,Juif,-it~rJ,9~.--· ~• Wondertnl Frank :t•ay -,,, , • -.I .' Frank Fay- getting ·along wlthout""'Har.! ' '!-.n ,lntermtaelo~.;.'°'." 1.;<::;--.,t: ::·!,~:: ' .. ~.{:;,:.(il::!·\.. . 
•- A charming ranta.sy m!ghl ha\le _been ~ vey," but; ·· tor : th·o · 11re·•·ot-'me:~,'can•t- · ~-;Jo.~~ne-:J11!U. .. ilf.'.yA,~R:-.~lwood.'a.~ut1,•-·· ••' 
-: ntuen about Elwood P. Dqwd. and. M t . Fay Imagine - "Harvey!! - getting. along . without- · fully bepuszled ·a111t~.-,lii·ln nnest f111ttt.e.: ?4)1- · 
.> 11 '° remarkable In !'he rolo that one should frank Fay. LasL nlghl, . at . the 48tl\ .-Street only complaint la Mf!J!! .. Hull'e direction la that 
·. k. "'lihout rurthe1' delay. Instead, we are Theatre,. the ge11Ue vaudevillian wlio11& .cradle · Playwright • Mal'J';.:: 91!!¥ia;.;;,~aan't.; gtye'!t .:·.h81:'. .. ;' 
:' lefVed at lhe ~8\h ~t wl th f..Cfll4'11 .farce.Jn. w.a.a a wardrobe_tnmk In bla...DroUler'e-drea- c:e~ough to do. But w_ti&t ehe·hae·to-do abed~ '·· 
.. which Dowd la rushed off lo a aanltarlum for Ing room, who made hla on-stage debut at to. Pe.rfe.:tlon, All. well _as anyone I kn~»ir; Jhe ... ~ 
.eatal cases. _ . • the age of four, who haa aetecl Shakeepeare not-so-little la47 knows her:way aroun~ ·~!)n". '. 
Laugh shows have often been laid In· such with E. H. Sothem and Sir Heney lrvlng, th,e most cockeJed come!!y. The olhet11• all 
Ola* In the past,- but It so happens. that who • , , . 10 of them, leave meo where t'hey found "ffit'::i: . . 
~ Dcnrd Is not a. ctaraeter for farce. He Is But you know Frank Fay. Everybody escept, perhaJl!I( Jeaae ,'While aa Wilson .. ;:;\,~··-. 
111'ett. genlle, harmlesB, touching, even a knows him. They moat ~ertalnly like him In.. . 1 :,Don',t, l .Deg ;you,· let them ten· you ·~at-. 
. bll pathetic. "Harvey,' ' eapeclally In Its long the leading role ot the new arrival 1n 48th ti'!• tenant of .. thV-'Dlh: Street Theat~.· l•~' a: ~ .: ~ uc1 cluttered first act. asks Ila audience to Street. Not aa Harvey, mind 7ou, for Harvey whimsy, bringing to mtnd· J, M. Barrf,-A:.:,~{' /.' 
, i.111n at mental derangement. There are Is a great big rabbit t'hat Isn't there. But as Milne. and· he whom Dorothy· Parker onc!e~" · " 
.. Iuchs to be had because Josephine Hull, who Elwood P. Dowd, the fabulous fellow who Is referred to as Louisa May WoollcotL ''Ha:r-'· 
'gll7s Elwood's sister, 111 an extremely comic Harvey's discoverer and friend. Apart from vey" has gayety, gusto and guts. 
"Embezzled ,Heaven" • \ -
Play by L. Bush-Fekete arid Mary J:Ielen Fay, based on a novel by Franz Werfel; staged by B. Iden. Payne; se~tin'gs 
Stewart Chaney. Presented by the Theatre Guild at the National Theatre, October 31, 1944. 
by 
NEW YORK l'OST 
NoTember 1, l9U 
Ethel Barrymore Stars in 
A Theatre Guild Pf!-geant 
By WILELLA. WA.LDORP 
. THE Theatre Guild, which o~s a private 
mint in "Oklahoma," cannot be accused 
• of being' parsimonious. It la sharing what 
._. be a sizable slice of the profits with Its 
"1t1 •ubscrlbers In the form of an elaborate 
.._ Production called "Embezzled Heaven," .~nlcd l~st night at the NaUonal Th.eat.re 
Ith El'hcl »anymore as the star. 
ll ~_ni \\'er(el's Mvel upon which the play 
, .· , ... led t~ll !J tire story of Tela, the cook at 
:&tru1 en sue near Prague, who le paving her 
••1 to floav1:n by educatlnJ her nephew. Moj-
k' : 
I _ THB-~'l' 
Teta ....................... Elhel Barrymore • Pro881lltzv •••• ,,H, •••.•••••• Wolfe Barzell 
Bichler • • • •• • .. • • • •• • .. • • •• Sanford MelBner Mojmlr ..................... , •• Eduard Pranz 
Counteaa Argan ................ BetUna Cerf Maaha. ............ •• ........... , Shella Trent 
Mojmlr (The Child) ..... Edward Fernandez Sottomaealro ......... , • , • • • • • • • • Marcel Dill 
Mila ...................... , ... , • Wauna Paul Kompert ................ :/-. :. Harry Neville 
Zdenka ••• , •••• , • , •••••••••• , ••• Madeline Lee Monslgnore .................... , John McKee 
George ................ , ••••• ,. Val Wltherlll Maestro dl Camera •••••••• Edward Kilcullen 
Jarmlla ••..•.••• , • , , . • • .. . • • • Peggy Meredith The Pope ••• "'.. • ..... ~ Albert Baaserman 
Franzlska ................. Augusta Roeland Papal Valet "'"•4'•••• .. ~·· Julian :SenJamln _ 
Mall Carrier .................. Don Valentine Phyelelan .. • •• • .. • • • .. • • .. • • Graham Velaey 
Mrs. SChulti •••••••••• ,.,\.,. Else B~man ' S.wlaa Guards ·•~:••·"~ Paige Edw~rda and, 
Pa.stor , .... "· ....... , • , ...... , Martin Blaine '. . • • Robert Fletcher 
Kovalsky .................. , Frank Rldharda S~luls •• ·?avid B~ha'by and Robert O'Brl~n • 
mtr, to be a prleal A pious peasant somewhat 
· excnalvely preocc11pled with Uie hereafter, aba 
wants to be quite eertaln that her Immortal 
soul 111 bound for lba right place when aha 
dies. · 
It 111 not a readily believable story unless 
one accelllB It u an unpretentious eplrltual • • 
legend of the Moravian· peasantry, tull of 
simple faith 11.nd Innocent senllment. -
There Is nothing unpretentious about the 
Gulld'e version of "Embezzled Heaven." Pro-
duced in a prologue and three acts, the play 
pJ'1f 
Al-l~ 
1 
~,i.~.., {J • • f(~'fk( ~ 1All. f 111.-t~ rrs.c.z 1.1.},-.lf'{Jfoectc 
ib ~:VA """""' ·J.>t.(..)N1. ~· )> j vJt.it"""UCIA~;I;.J.:""1"'.;t~r1 • 
_.......the truth, and 11 they do not harm anyone el~ by clinging to the illusion. 
As Iceman dramatizes, the truth-bringer (Hickey) can be a death-bringer 
for most. • 
In Who's Afraid of Virginia \!\bolt?, which should haw..and if1deed 
would have, won the Pulitzer for 1963 had not the advisory board rejected 
the drama jury's recommendation-resulting in the courageous resigna-
tion of both John Gassner and John Mason Brown, tWo of the most emi-
nent and respected drama jurors ever-Albee explores the same issue of 
whether the destruction of illusion might ever mean salvation rather than 
death. In Iceman, Harry Hope's birthday celebration quickly becomes a 
wake as Hickey strips "iW'.tf saving illusions. In Virginia W:x>lf, there emerges 
the same play on birthday/deathday when GeorgE~ determines to destroy 
his and Martha's illusory child, on the day that it would have come.into 
its maturity, so that their relationship can henceforth be built on a more 
creative foundation of mutual love and support and so that their young 
guests, Nick and Honey, will recognize the emptiness of their marriage 
without the unitive agency of a real child. The theatre, a house of make-
believe, might by its very nature seem to exist as a statement in support 
of some universal need for illusion; and the playwright, as fabricator and , 
artificer, might be seen as its chief accomplice in this. Yet Virginia Wx>lf 
uses the theatre and the artist (both Albee and George) to challenge the 
audience's dependence on illusion. George's recitation of the_ requiem 
mass for the dead."child" becomes a ritual burial of art/illusion as escape 
and a ritual rebirth of the union between husbands and wives: it is not 
simply that truth has replaced illusion, but that ICM!, rather than lies, will 
now be trusted and tried as the basis for human relationships. In Virginia 
\t\bolf only love remains to fill the void left by the loss of illusion and 
to assuage the fear of the unknown. The condition of Albee's four , 
characters is finally not unlike that of O'Neill's Larry Slade. When Larry 
asserts at the close of Iceman that he is Hickey's "only real convert to 
death:'2 he affirms his conviction that he is one of those rare people who 
can live condemned to know the truth about others and about himself,_ 
free now from the illusion of detachment and from the fear of death as 
the final end and meaning of life. This is not necessarily as nihilistic a, 
position as some commentators would hold: living with that awareness 
proffers man a "hopeless hope'L-perhaps the most he can expect in 
O'Neill, but enough to make him potentially heroic. 
The award of the 1945 drama prize to Mary Chase's Harvey can proba-
bly best be explained by the escapist mood of the war years that favored 
entertainment and forgetfulness above all else-though, perhaps surpris-
ingly, HaNey makes a serious point not unlike that of Iceman: fo r some 
people, illusions are not only harmless but helpful. It goes even further 
by s~ggesting that the illusion-less are the really deprived. Though Harvey 
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finally ran for 1,775 perfo rmances, its winning the Pulitzer must ran~ 
ve~ nearly the least def~nsib!e in the histo ry of the prize, since that year /.::.\ 
the Jury passed over Williams snow-classic Glass Menagerie. Many critics Q:V 
like McCarthy not only judge Hatvey as utterly "lacking in artistic merit;'3 
but also generally question its theatrical merit as farce. Despite its flimsi-
ness as drama, Chase's play remains a paean to the imagination and to 
man's power to create metaphor. Since the title character, a pooka in the 
form of a six-foot white rabbit, never appears on stage (only sounds and 
props, such as a hat with holes in it for the ears, indicate his presence), 
watching the play demands not simply a willing suspension of disbelief 
but an imaginative participation by the audience, who must accept what 
they cannot see. The point is made, then, that surface reality tells only 
a part of the story, and those who accept·only experiential, empirical 
knowledge, who attempt to remove all mystery and magic from life, 
become fools rather than wise. 
The theatre has always been a house of illusions capable, if the 
playwright so desires, of whisking an audience away from their everyday 
reality; in this way, going to the theatre becomes analogous to the journey 
that the characters in romantic comedy oftentimes take when they leave 
their usual habitat for a distant green world. Here, the audience and the 
characters enter not a green world, but a sanatorium. Dr. Chumley, who 
owns the rest home where the second two acts occur, emphasizes that 
the so-called worldly wise often suffer from an inability to distinguish the 
reasonable from the irrational. Ironically, the "fools" living in illusion most 
nearly approach sanity, and the psychiatrists themselves, bent on freeing 
people from their psychoses and neuroses and denying them any life-giving 
and creative fantasies, are the object of Chase's criticism-though admit-
tedly not as extreme a criticism as in The Shrike, which broached the same 
topic. To say "it stands to reason". is deceptive. Veta, the staid, matronly 
sister of Elwood Dowd, whose faithful companion Harvey is, stresses that 
reality is someho.v less than the totality of life. Referring to the portrait 
of their mother in the stage set, she distinguishes between a photograph 
that si_mply records the surface and a painting that "captures not only the 
reality but the dream behind" that reality; it is such "dreams that keep 
us going. That separate us from the beasts."4 Later, Elwood significandy 
r~pJaces his mother's painting with one of Ha~ the fruit of his imagina-
tion made concrete. Elwood claims that the rabbit revealed itself to him 
as it would to any individual alive enough to recognize it. Whereas Hicke; 
in O'Neill's drama acts as a false saviour, trying to strip others of their 
saving illusions, Harvey possesses the ability to inspire people to under-
take "wonderful" projects that would otherwise not be attempted. 
Although Veta, too, has seen Harvey all the while, she commits 
Elwood to Chumley's rest because her eccentric brother wreaks havoc 
on all the proprieties and pretensions of her social set. Eventually Veta, 
who has been in Elwood's camp all alon& is joined in her s~p~rt ~! C') 
Elwood.by Chumley himself, after he has been co~rted by the muacle v.v 
occurring around the sanatorium; on the ·other hand,, Myrtle, her 
convention-ridden daughter, Dr. Sanderson, and the Judge all oppose 
Elwood. Sanderson, as his vocation demands, urges a return to reality, 
to an almost Puritan acceptance of one's "duties and responsibilities." 
Even some critics-excessively outraged by the libertarian emphasis and 
not recognizing the farcical exaggerations of an essentially hannless play-
fall into line behind Sanderson, arguing that to accept Elwood's escapist 
approach to life threatens the American system of values. Lillian Hors-
tein, for instance, solemnly protests, "To glamorize neuroses, psychoses, 
and even murders and to make them subject of light laughter by means 
of dramatic art and clever stage business indicate a moral shallowness 
and intellectual futility ... the first signs of decadence;'5 while George Jean 
Nathan less sententiously calls Harvey "the greatest intemperance docu-
ment that the American stage has ever offered: '6 (Harvey will certainly 
never· appear to either of them.) 
. It takes the Cabbie to state explicitly that Sanderson's cure would be 
worse than the disease, that the injections to return the patient to sanity 
destroy a person's "faith" and ability to~ "fun!' Veta echoes this, daim-
ing that normal human beings are·"bastards:' the kind who, if they ruled 
the world, would cause dissension and war. Elwood simply suffers a more 
aggravated case of a disease that ewryone might benefit from-a liberal 
dose of life.saving and humanizing illusion. The only differential that Chase 
would seem to admit between the people in her world is the quality of 
their imagination, which exists in proportion to and is a measure of their 
humanity. Despite ewrything that can be said for her viewpoint, this type 
of play by its very nature oversimplifies and ignores entirely the opposite : 
possibility: that illusions can be hannful and that maybe the only heroism 
finally does come from an uncompromising refusal to be sheltered by 
the dream. In short, her unambiguously upbeat philosophy al!OvVS no room · 
for admitting that the iceman does come. Moreover, this narrow vision, 
while it might be temporarily satisfying, is conveyed in a work that never , 
challenges the audience to regard it as more than an amusing trifle. 
Many of the Pulitzer plays, including some of the earliest winners, 
are, however, decidedly more substantial than Chase's. With the possible 
exception of Susan Glaspell's one-act plays Trifles and Suppressed Desires, 
and his o.vn one-act pl~ of the sea, Eugene O'Neill's Betond the Horizon, · 
recipient in 1920 of the second drama Pulitzer {none was awarded in either 
1917 or 1919), is the first work by an American playwright to provide 
evidence that American drama can attain a literary as well as a theatrical 
position. Stated abstractly, Horizon considers what happens when an all-
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consuming dream is denied, when the almost visionary impulse of _ _ 
poet is not acted upon. O'Neill concretizes this in the conflict between 
two brothers who each make an inauthentic choice: Robert Mayo, pos-
sessed by "a touch of the poet;' who yearns to wander freely on a voyage 
of discovery in search of the secret "beyond the horizon''; and Andrew, 
who finds fulfillment in farming, rooted and wedded to the good, clean 
earth: Theirs is the archetypal conflict between the romantic and the 
realist-between the sensitive, nonmaterialistic impulse and the practical, 
businesslike one that O'Neill often dramatizes. Linked to this is the more 
universal search for some place to belong, for a sense of oneness with 
self and mystic union with something outside of and greater than self that 
also constitutes one of O'Neill's recurrent motifs. 
Robert's means of escape will be a three-year voyage at sea, under-
taken not for financial gain, the only motivation that his cunning father 
could imagine, and not even to come into touch with some cosmic 
mystery. Rather, he intends unselfishly to remove himself from Ruth, whom 
he loves, since he knONS that Andy loves her, too, and believes that she 
loves Andy. Yet when he tells Ruth about leaving, he misreads her banal 
and cliched romantic response as a declaration of her love for himself 
and so chooses to remain. The romantic dream is, however, a false poetry, 
a lesser good, and by choosing it Robert fates himself to never belonging 
anywhere, except in death. Instead of fighting for Ruth, Andy flinches from 
the pain of seeing her with Robert and himself embarks on the voyage. 
Despite old man Mayo's portrayal as an authoritarian and ruthless father 
{whom Andy resembles, just as Robert, in a pattern typical in O'Neill, 
emulates the soft and compassionate mother), he serves as a choral figure, 
warning Andy that he is "running against his nature"7 and will come to 
regret being untrue to himself. As is frequently the case in O'Neill, the 
ethical perceptions of the father are valid, rebel as youth might against 
the rough surface qualities of the man. Both sons, of course, have betrayed 
their nature: Andrew returns from having hated the sea and, now that life 
on the farm seems trifling to him, determines to go off to Argentina and 
seek his fortune; Robert's marriage has become another Striridbergian bat-" 
tie zone, Ruth hating him for having distracted her from love of Andy, 
and Robert accusing her of never having provided the support he 
needed. The farm has gone to seed and become a wasteland, imprison-
ing Robert both physically and spiritually. When their daughter, Mary, dies 
five years after the initial wrong choice, Robert curses God and questions 
the meaning of suffering and its relationship to Providence; if unmitigated 
suffering exi,sts for life's misbegotten creatures, then the suffering itself 
becomes meaningless and irrelevant, since no interlude of jO( exists against 
which to measure it Only in contrast to something better can pain be 
meaningful, and if it is not meaningful, then ~istence itself becomes un7 
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Mary Coyle Chase ( 1907 -1981) 
Although Mary Coyle Chase (1907 .. 1981) wrote plaY;S"from the late 
thirties to the late seventies, she is chiefly remembered for three plays 
performed in New York in a space of eight years. She is still repre .. 
sented in the American theatre by occasional revivals of her Pulitzer 
Prize winning play. HarVey. She had a gift for comic characterl2ation 
and dialogue which offered fine opportunities for actors such as James 
: Stewart, Helen Hayes, and Fred Gwynne. 
Chase was a native of Colorado. She was born in Denver and was 
highly influenced by her four Irish uncles and her Irish mother. Her 
Irish fancy pervades her writing. She attended both the University of 
Denver and the University of Colorado at Boulder, but failed to get a 
degree. She worked for several years for the Rocky Mountain News as a 
"sob sister" noted for getting photographs of people in the news even if 
she had to steal them. She ran with a hard-drinking, fun-loving group 
of reporters. After marrying Robert Chase (later editor of the paper), 
she had three sons and worked for a variety of causes including 
increased rights for Spanish-Americans. For a time she wrote a weekly 
radio program for the Teamsters' Union. She was a very devoted 
mother and housewife with no interest in sophisticated New York sod· 
ety. She remarked in 1952, "As soon as a play is launched, I immedi· 
ately get on a plane and fly home to my family in Denver. I don't stay 
around Broadway long once that opening night curtain has gone up. 
I'm especially anxious to get back now that I have a granddaughter" 
(Barron, "Mrs. Chase" n.p.). Dorothy Parker met Chase in Denver and 
was so impressed by her that she described the fellow playwright as, 
"the greatest unacclaimed wit in America" (Melrose 1). However, at 
parties in New York, Chase couldn't think of anything to say and felt 
dull and uninteresting . In Denver she felt at home and was known as 
Colorado's first lady 0f theatre (Hutton 126). 
Chase wrote her first play for the Federal Theatre Project in Denver. 
Me Third was ptoduced in 1936 and directed by Antoinette Peny. The 
director interested producer Brock Pemberton in presenting it in New 
York in 1937 under the title Now You've Done Ic. After the failure of 
this play
1 
Chase wrote a script for a movie Sarorif!J Girl {1938). Unde .. 
terred by another failure1 she wrote a new play incorporating Irish 
folklore, The Banshee. Pemberton felt it was. too dark for presentation 
i ' 
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4uri~ th~ war, so C~ase set herself to writing a play which would bring 
happiness to people in that sad time. 
! For two years she wrote at the dining room table, moving empty 
spools around a miniature stage as she envisiQned the action of the 
play. Her idea was to treat the subject of a woman who takes up with a 
pooka-a large mischievous fairy spirit in animal form. Again, Chase 
drew on Irish folklore. At first she conceived the pooka as a large 
canary! After several drafts, she changed the central figure from a 
woman t~ the gallant Elwood P. Dowd, the pooka to a giant rabbit, 
and the title from T~e White Rabbit to Harvey. With these changes she 
created one of the biggest hits in the history of the American theatre. 
I Chase's central idea is simple, but unforgettable. Well-to-do Elwood 
P. Dowd has become an embarrassment to his socially conscious sister 
Veta and her daughter Myrtle Mae. He spends most of his time drink-
ing and insists that he is accompanied by Harvey, a six foot tall rabbit. 
I;lwood describes his pleasing existence to the psychiatrist Veta con-
tacts. H~ usuall~ passes his time sitting in bars with Harvey, drinking 
and playing the Juke box, and meeting people: "Soon the faces of the 
other people tum toward mine and smile. They are saying: 'We don't 
know your name, Mister, but you're a lovely fellow.' Harvey and I 
warm ourselves in all these golden moments ... soon we have friends. 
~ey c~me over to us. They drink with us. They tell about the big ter· 
nble thi~gs they have done. The big wonderful things they will do" 
(54). Ultimately, the pleasure of Elwood's life becomes so attractive to 
the psychiatrist examining him, that he determines to get Harvey for 
himself. Meanwhile, Veta attempts to commit Elwood to the sanitar-
ium, but through a series of funny misunderstandings is herself com-
mitted, stripped, and shoved into a hydro bath. ' 
Chase develops the characters who represent proper society in sharp 
. contrast to the easy-going, polite character of Elwood. As Albert 
Wertheim has noted, she exposes, , 
the ridiculous stiltedness, meanness, and sterility of what one might call 
II l" " d" . I be . norma or cxpecte socia havior. To foster her increasingly negative pie· 
t~~e of normal~, she ~es her audience laugh at the comic posturing, insensi-
ttv1ty and stupidity of good society" and of the arbiters of normalcy the psychi· 
atrist and his staff, ( 164) ' 
After her experiences in the sanitarium Veta is doubtful about what 
to do,· and has also come to feel more sympathy for Elwood. She asks 
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her daughter, "Where else could I take him, I couldn't take him to jail, 
could I? Besides, this is not your uncle's fault. Why did Harvey have to 
speak to him in the first place? With the town full of people, why ~id 
he have to bother Elwood?" (60) . As the psychiatrist is about to give 
Elwood a shot which will bring him back to reality and a responsible 
existence, a cab driver tells Veta about the change which will take 
place. He has noticed the difference between the patients he brings_ up 
and the ones he takes away: "Lady, after this he'll be a perfectly nor• 
mal human being.and you know what bastards they are!" (69). As the 
play ends, Veta· decides she prefers Elwood as he is. As they leave the 
sanitarium Elwood sees Harvey, and says "Where've you been? I've 
been looking all over for you" and he and the invisible rabbit exit arm 
in arm (71). 
The play was an immediate success and ran for four years. Frank Fay 
was the original Elwood P. Dowd, and although he enjoyed the suc· 
cess he tired of telephone calls allegedly from Harvey, extra place set• 
ting~ in restaurants with lettuce and carrots, etc. Jos~phine H~ll was 
hilarious in the role of Veta on-stage and in the movie (for which she 
won an Oscar). Later El woods included Jimmy Stewart and Joe E. 
Brown. Stewart was in the film version (1950) and the Hallmark Hall 
of Fame television production of the APA revival which also starred 
Helen Hayes. Chase did the scripts for both and was paid a record 
breaking million dollars for the film rights. Writing in 1951, Chase 
estimated that the play had earned her about eight million dollars. 
Critics noted the wit in the play and the charm of the whole produc· 
tion. Howard Barnes' review was typical: "Fantasy has charm and infi· 
nite delight in Harvey. The new play is as wise as it is witty; as occult 
as it is obvious. It is full oflaughter and delicate meaning .... It is stage 
sorcery at its whimsical best. A lively and utterly charming show. Frank 
Fay's performance of the bum is memorable; Josephine Hull's daffy 
dowager is not to be missed" ("Fay in Wonderland" 95). John Chap· 
man wrote, "'Harvey' is the most delightful, droll, endearing, funny 
and touching piece of stage whimsey I ever saw ("'Harvey' is Just 
Wonderful" 95). Despite the general praise, and the critics' delight 
with the production, several critics suggested that much of its success 
was due to the performances and criticized the structure of the play. 
Louis Kronenberg said that the play gave him the "pleasantest theatri· 
cal lift I have had in a long time" despite is shortcomings. In particular 
he noted, "'Harvey' has a first act that keeps going way too long, and a 
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last act that, in a sense, can't keep going at all" ("A Fine Night" 95). 
Ward Morehouse wrote, "It sags in spots, the first act is over-long and 
the·third act is not up to the pace of the second" ("Mrs. Fay's Friend" 
96) iWilella Waldorf was even more negative, ·s~ating, "Elwood is a 
delightful fellow and Harvey is an entrancing, though invisible rabbit. 
~{.·' But;the vehicle their creator has knocked together for them to wander 
·} : j around in is a slipshod farce in which all of the other characters are 
( stock figures hacked rather crudely out of a very low grade of theatrical 
A~ l cardboard" (qtd. in Toohey 200). :; I The number of succ~ssful revivals and the high quality of the movie 
·~ based on the play testify to its ability to please an audience. However, 
.. ·'. 
1 
a present-day assessment must question the message the playwright 
_Jt; · was presenting. Even at the time, George Jean Nathan mocked the 
. ·1:· I Pulitzer Prize Committee for giving the prize to Harvey instead of Ten-
:!: i nessee William's The Glass Menagerie. He reminded readers that the 
, • 1 award was supposed to go to a play "which shall represent in marked 
f ~ I fashfun the educational value and power 6f the stage, preferably deal-
-:\: , ing with American life." He went on to say that the educational value 
~] :.ofHatvey consists "in the instruction that it is far more contributive to 
:,; , human happiness to be good and drunk, and to stay good and drunk, 
· ' : than it is to be dismally sober. The play is the greatest intemperance 
document that the American stage has ever offered" (qtd. in Toohey 
:200). Paradoxically, Chase was an alcoholic, but she may have realized 
, this only later when she faced her own problems and gave up drinking 
for good. In 1971 she refuted the comments of critics to the effect that 
Elwood was a "happy drunk" or a "gentle tippler." She said most of the 
'critics missed the message she intended, "It is not a play about an ami· 
able drunk.· It is a spiritual play written in farce terms. I never intended 
Elwood to be a drunk. Some people live in a different world than other 
p~ople, and Elwood is such a man" (Syse 3). 
A recent revival of Chase's biggest success demonstrated the many 
changes in American outlooks since she 'wrote the play. The produc-
tion at the San Jose Repertory Theatre. As Steven Winn. wrote, the 
• 1 production, "adds at least one wrinkle audiences wouldn't have 
encountered in the '40s: three of the ll actors in. the cast are black" 
('"Harvey' Re.appears" 1)._ Wir.m also commented that Chase's s.atire 
.- ' · on psychiatrists seemed rather light-weight to "a contemporary 
'
1 audience that's been to the 'Cuckoo's Nest' and other black comic 
dens of insanitv" (l ). AssessinP' thf> nl::iv ::is ::i w~nlp WT;,...n ""'"""'"'"'~~,:i 
( 
\ ' 
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on the "magically timeless lines" which still drew laughs, but noted, 
"'Harvey' which beat out 'The Glass Menagerie' for the Pulitzer Prize 
in 1945, potters along for three acts" (1). The sense of the'review was 
that the hilarious dialogue still held up, but that only when the best 
lines were given "the play sheds its years and feels newly minted" (1). 
With the tremendous success of HanJey, Chase's circumstances 
altered considerably. One -would have supposed that for a woman 
unaccustomed to we~lth and praise, the change would have been for . ~, 
the better. But Chase told a reporter in 1971 that the success of the · ~ .' .· 
pl~y had been i•a painful experience, traumatic and actually frighten- .:. 
ing" (Syse 3). First, her problem with alcohol increased. (Later she was1 
able to overcome her alcoholism and was proud of having founded a 
home for alcoholic women in Denver.) Second, the great success of 
the play created a writer's block. Finally, she felt that her former 
friends turned against her. She wrote that three witches always come 
to the feast: "Greed and the distorted faces of her sisters Envy and 
Malice" (Chase "My Life With Harvey" 58). The bitterness against 
supposed friends who let you down is a dark undercurrent in her later 
play Mrs. McThing. 
The next play to appear in New York by Mary Chase was The Next 
Half Hour, a reworking of The Banshee. This opened in 1945, but ran 
for only 43 performances. In her play Chase told the story of a woman 
able to hear the wail of the banshee, and thus predict a death in the 
next half hour. When the victim is to be one her sons, she decides to 
try to avert the fate, but succeeds only in causing the death of another 
son. The critics thought little of the story line-Howard Barnes going 
so far as to say; ''The general idea of the piece adds up to sheer non· 
sense" C'Mystical Confusion" 132). Burton Rascoe was one of the few 
critics to praise it as a "drama with even more substance than Harvey." 
However, he noted that the cast had done its best by "a melodrama 
that depends more on the way it is played than on the text" ("The 
Next Half Hour" 12). The play had been directed by George S. Kauf-
man, with a cast headed by Fay Bainter but their efforts could not dis~ 
guise the weakness of the script. Ward Morehouse called it "gloomy, 
plodding, and quite exhausting ... tedious and fumbling-and quite 
definitely her second best" ("Mary Chase's 'The Next Half Hour'" 
130}. In "Bad News for 'Harvey' Fans," Louis Kronenberger wrote, 
"The play is the limpest kind of theater, billowi~ and at length. jwt 
staJ.?nating with talk . •.• Mr. Kaufinan's direction is for the most part 
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;: \ ~ve reproach, but hasn't a chance of carrying the day" (130). It is 
:: l Unfortunate that Chase was unable to develop a workable structure to 
i~ \ 9xpress her Irish mysticism and reveal the essential_ly interesting char-
'·:' · ~cter she had created. She started out with a chara'cter and situation 
. s f whic~ had the p\ay been successful, might have led her to develop her J abilities in depth. 
~'. 1 ' ! Chase returned to fantastic comedy with her play Mrs. McThing 
~ · 1 (1952). The producer Robert Whitehead originally intended a run of a J ~ few weeks for the play described as a play for "children of all ages." 
,i' '~t phrase, which has become such a cliche, is actually a rather 
\ · jmeaningful description of not only this play, but all of Chase's work. 
~ · \Mrs. McThing is a type of fairy tale in which even crooks and gangsters 
; iare harmless. Chase based some of the play on her own relationship 
:1 •...:..Lhe 
, 1wu;a r young sons. 
• 
1 
;0ne of the most interesting elements of the play is the double roles 
.it Provided for Helen Hayes, as Mrs. Larue, and the charming Brandon 
de Wilde, as her son Howay. Mrs. Larue is a wealthy woman, selfish in 
her desire to protect her son from any unpleasantness and discontent 
, t with his normal boyhood boistrousness. When Mimi, a poor waif, 
;·. wants to play with Howay she is driven away. Her mother, Mrs. 
(r McThing, avenges Mimi by substituting a perfect "stick child" for 
:, Howay, and sending Howay to earn his living at a pool hall/lunchroom 
1 ~ run by gangsters. She also substitutes a "stick woman" for Mrs. Larue . ~1 : who then must work as a cleaning woman at the pool hall. When Mrs. 
~ ' Larue calls her friends for help, they refuse to believe in her identity 
: and leave her in despair. Later, with Mimi's help, she and Howay 
return to their home where the magical waif bums both the stick fig-
u~es. Mrs. ~cThing appears, first as a hateful witch, then as a loving 
• fairy'. and b:ds goodbye to Mimi. The gangsters joyfully take away all 
the s1.lver wtth Mrs. Larue's blessing (it's all insured anyway), and she 
promises to open her home and gardens not only to Mimi but to all 
children. 
The play was successful in part because of the light touch with 
which the characters are created, and in part because it allowed Helen 
Hayes and Brandon de Wilde to play a wide range of emotions and 
switch costumes and characters as they alternately played the real· 
people and the stick characters: The. play was so well received that it 
ran throughout the spring, Hayes toured it through the summer and 
returned with it fo New York in the fall. · 
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The reviewers generally liked the play, but pointed out that it was ; 
very weak in its consttuction, several using the phrase "ramshackle 
construction." Brooks Atkinson noted its "innocent sense of comedy" J 
and said, "It is delightful. Thank Ireland for Mrs Chase's rich make· '1 
believe sense of humor and her compassion for the n:eds of adults and 1 ! :· ~ 
children." ("Helen Hayes" 1). John McClain wrote one of the more :J::!.i( 
negative reviews, saying that even the superlative performances of j \g 
Hayes and de Wilde C9uld not "sustain the meagre and ttothy premise ',I! t,. 
which the author endeavored to stretch into an entire play. · ..• Mrs. ; i?1 
•. J,, 
Chase is a gifted writer, but this time I think she became entangled in a I • ·~ 
: plot from whlch she never quite extricated herself ("Mary Chase Gets ;I •. \ 
Snarled" 360). Robert Coleman praised the production, noted that the jj{- j~ 
audience roared appreciatively throughout most of the evening, but ·j ' > 
described the play as something "J.M. Barrie and William Saroyan i l ) .~ · 
might have penned together in an off moment" C"Mrs. Mc Thing'" j' f~i. 
361). Walter Kerr was "crazy about it" noting that the only flaw in theJ if° 
production or the play was the "comic strip mannerisms" of the gang·) n~ 
sters ('"Mts. McThing0 ' 362). Despite its flaws, the critics chose it a5 i: (_ 
the runner up to I Am a Camera for the Drama Critics Circle Award. ! ,._ 
By November of 1952 Chase had quite a coup: she had two playsJ; ;":· 
running successfully in New York City. Bernardine had opened with!· i ~ 
.j l "• 
the attractive young actor John Kerr in a major role. Again, the play_J · -
relates to Chase's life and background. In it she develops the relation.i' '. ( . 
ship between a mother and her son when he has reached adolescence. · 
The plot is really an exploration of the tricks and pranks which distum 
a mother as she attempts to understand her teen.age sons and his1 
friends. As Chase wrote in her introduction to the play, "I embarked' 
on an impossible journey of penetration into a world where I did no~ 
belong-a study of the viewpoint of a crowd of teen·age boys. This was 
not easy" (viii). Critical response was mixed. Although critics found , 
many faults, particularly with the first act, most found the play moving! 
Noting that the kids and grown-ups seemed caricatures, nevertheless) 
Robert Coleman said, "After a slow and disappointing start( 
'Bernardine' becomes an amusing and moving theatrical experience! 
The best, the most rewarding comedy of the season" (" Bernardine' i~ 
Moving" 231). Walter Kerr felt the play had a special appeal, but 
wrote, "As a dramatist, Mrs. Chase is loaded with faults. It is perfectlf 
possible that she is the sloppiest scenarist now delighting the profes;.. 
sional theatre." In a staggering statement of male chauvinism, he conl 
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eluded that the weakness in the structure was because she was a 
woman, "There never was a more feminine playwtignt, every bureau 
drawer is left open" ("'Bernardine'" 233). Richard Watts was one of 
the few critics who simply found the "antics in the back room of a beer 
hall" trying. But he noted, "I may be alone in being chill to 
'"Bernardine'" ("Trials" 234). He was nearly.,,alone. 
The play was made into a movie with Pat Boone, which was not 
particularly successful. It has seldom been revived. Perhaps this is 
largely to do with the change in times: both youth and youthful slani: 
have changed since Chase depicted her teenagen. Critics in 1952 
J, I generally perceived the play as a touching and accurate depiction of 
·~ / · the problems of .adolescence. Brooks Atkinson was nearly alone in 
-r.f· describing the teen·agers as "comic#book stereotypes" ("Mary Chase 
Studies Problem of Being Young" 233). Today, the young men seem 
not only stereotypes, but idealized and sentimentalized stereotypes. As 
Al Wertheim commented, "Where Bernardine falls short is iri its ability 
truly to recapture this adolescent world" (170). Although it was 
amusing in its time, it added little to Chase's reputation. That was 
even more true of her next play. 
Midgie Purvis, a vehicle for Tallulah Bankhead, was produced in 
1961. In this play the eponymous heroine is a debonair lady with a 
fondness for furs and spectacular clothing. Her notion of fun is t.o builu 
a giant snowman in the front yard and dress him in a bra. Her neigh· 
bors and family are embarrassed and irritated by her continual antics, 
so she runs away and disguises herself as an old, shabbily dressed 
woman and sets up as a baby..gitter for a working widow. Needless t<, 
say, the moral is clear and the ending is happy. Ms. Purvis' priggish son 
realizes how much he loves his mother and welcomes her home. The 
story is a little like Mrs. McThing in reverse. 
Walter Kerr was definitely· in the minority in his extravagent praist· 
for the comedy and "advanced sociology" in the play. He professed 
amazement at the fact that although the nine scenes in the play "could 
have been played in almost any order at all" and that it ram.bled, nev. 
ercheless he enjoyed it immensely ("'Midgie Purvis'" 377). Howard 
Taubman began by remarking, "There is nothing more depressing than 
a fim.tasy that won't take wing'' and concluding chat the leading char. 
acter, while initially comical ''becomes thoroughly vulgar" ("Tallulah 
Bankhead in' Mary.Chase Play" 376). The feeling of the cri,tics in gen· 
eral can be summed up by Frank Aston's conclusion, "For the under· 
.. 
I 
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statement of the year, let it be said that the play is negligible" ! 
\Tallulah Plays" 376). Despite the poor quality of the play, many 1 
critics raved about the performance of Tallulah Bankhead and her fans /, ;-
cheered each evening when she made her entrance. John McClain 
1
1 
·, J? 
noted, "It's a pity the play's on the seamy side. It will be interesting to : . 1~ 
see if Miss Bankhead's personal draw will be sufficient to keep the play r : .~~ 
alive. I would guess not- but I hope I'm wrong" \Tallulah's Fine-:-J '" ': 
The Play? No!" 378). He was right, the play did not run. . 11/: r,~ 
' " r, Chase had no more plays produced in New York, although a few:!: ··(. 
minor efforts were presented in some regional theatres. In 1979 the,I ·, 
"'· production of a play called We Love You Den'1er! was anaounced hv, • 
the small Off·Center Theatre in New York. However, the theatre can) '. ~ 
celled its season and expanded its bread baking operations instead! · h 
This was her last effort at a major production before her death in 1981.,, · ' ;t 
Mary Chase spent the years following the success of Haroey corrong · 
to grips with her changed position in life. She was tom between het. 
urge toward a career and the urge to be a full.time mother and wife: · 
After writing her first play, she said she really didn't know if she could ' 
find time to write another one. She once told a reporter, "Rea~ :rf.~ 
three sturdy youngsters is a job in itself" (Coleman, "Her Play" n.p.~ r.; ~­
Unlike many other women playwrights, she never acted or directed; k,~ :-: 
and did not enjoy the rehearsals which kept her away from Denver. · 
She also had a fairly casual attitude toward playwriting, remarking that 
any intelligent person should be able to write a play: just put things 
down on paper. Just write. If you have something to say, you will Bnd.a 
way to say it" (Coleman, "Her Play" n.p.). Perhaps this accounts for 
her failure to perfect the structure of her plays. 
Chase spent her last years as a successful figure in Denver socle'rf, 
almost a "civic monument" in her beloved home town. She was 
awarded an honorary doctorate by Denver University in 1947. She 
served on many committees and was a member of the board of trustees 
of the Bonfils Theatre and the Denver Center for the Performing Arts. 
In 1944, when she failed to realize the immediate succcess of~ 
opening night of Han1ey, Frank Fay called her a "dumb Denver hou5e-
wife" and this description stuck to her {Chase "My Life With Harvey" 
54). She was a housewife, but she was far from dumb. Her plays are 
filled with witty lines and amusing situations. Her ability as a play-
wright was summed up by Lucina P. Gabbard, who wrote, 
-. 
; 
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The best of Cllase's. wodc, c:lespi.te uneven writing. reveals a world of whimsey, 
good humor, and lc:indness. Elwood in Harvey sets the tone with his dignified 
couttesy and his guileless fiiendliness in a crass, unacceptable world. Mrs. 
Mc11iing adds a touch of magic as the witch turns into a beautiful fairy to bid 
farewell to her tearful daughter. Bernardine carries forth Ciase's humor with the 
character of Wotmy, who, 'by refusing to obey his mother's threatening com-
mands, causes her to -realize the value of boys as allies. Thus, Cluue's vision is 
complete: love is victorious in a pleasant wwld'of fancy. (Maiy Coyle Owe 
341-342) 
It is unfortunate that Chase lacked the discipline or ability to develoi' 
a strong structure and avoid easy sentiment. Walter Kerr summed U!-' 
her flawed playwriting in his review of "Midgie Purvis." He began hb 
review by saying1"Mary Chase is unfair to drama critics" and explained 
that he felt he should be telling all the things wrong with the play: "tht· 
whole thing seems to have been composed on an out.of .order Ouij:· 
board, and all I can say is that 1Midgie Purvis' warmed the cockles <, 
my heart" ('1 'Midgie Purvis'" 377) With the inherent charm which dis 
armed theatre critics and her ability to move an audience to laughte· 
she could have been one of America's finest comic playwrights. As it b 
her fame rests chiefly on Harvey. · 
fv\;/l.u-1 Jo'~" . "l. ffrrt.QJ' 1w•',.L'fred L. ~ o~ ""',,._~ -h,l. iun~ 
~':~\ t\"~"t i ~lll.../11~li~,'Do'jl0'\' 
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his income remain mysteries, except for the implication that like all rich 
men, he derives his money from those who can ill afford to lose it. Happy 
in spirit. generous in his benevolence. Joe is also severely crippled, re-
maining seated at one of the bar's tables. 
Joe, some sort of wounded saint, "born again" in his recognition 
of what his past has been, makes recompense by using his wealth for the · 
down-and--0uts who find their way into Nick's haven (heaven?}. Dispens-
ing financial largesse and good advice to all, Joe offers hope in this fantasy 
world of wish fu16llment, buying up all the newsboy's papers, convincing 
others that they can play the piano, sing, or dance, and making the 
prostitute Kitty believe that she has indeed been in burlesque. He pro-
motes the love affair between Kitty and Tom, who waits on him and 
tarries out his various orders; ie some mysterious way, we believe, he 
induces the pinball machine to flash its lights, ring its bells, and pop up 
an American flag for young Willie, who has been feeding it his limited 
wealth in nickels for most of the play. Finally, old Kit Carson, teller of tall 
tales, gets rid of the cruel Detective Blick, who has haunted the place. 
Thus all can live in the good time of their lives, ignoring the constant 
com~laint of a character called the Arab that there is "no foundation • • . • 
all the way down the line. "6 • I 
Saroyan's later plays, likewise concerned with offbeat characte~ in, . ~ :: 
loosely structured, optimistic plots, never equaled the popularity of ~his: • .• : 
firat two. Lo~e's Old Sweet Song (1940) involves an improbable 10mance1 • \ 
between a well-to-do spinster and a con man, and a family of 14 intrud- 1 i -~ 
ing Okies, and concludes with a happy ending appropriate to vaudeville. t 
The Beautiful Pwple (1941) features an even-tempered protagonist who 
believes that all life is miraculous. Saroyan's originality seemed less strilt-
ing in these plays, which have been seen only rarely since their fust 
appearance. Saroyan complained that while the audience enjoyed his 
high jinks, as in Love's Old Sweet $oJ18, his message of the redemptive 
power of love was never understood. Either Saroyan did not sense the 
despair that others felt in American life during the Depression years and 
the approach of war, or he covered his feelings of doubt through capri· 
cious characters, plots, and settings that on the surface c0nvey a hopeful 
view of life. But 'IQ. spite of the ebullience of his characters and their 
fanciful lives, beneath the surface lie the joys and sorrows of the real 
world, creating a struggle between faith and doubt, with undertones of 
pessimism. That the human spirit can rise above the realities of what 
happens to and around it is Saroyan's persistent hope. Whatever they are, 
parables, fables, or allegories, Saroyan's plays usually opt in favor of faith, 
.. 
\· .... , ....... {::_;;:;,; 
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but almost never without the unsettling awareness articulated by Johnny 
and the Arab that doubt presses hard upon a large part of humanity. 
Mary Chases's Magic Bunny 
It isn't really a between-wars play, yet it doesn't belong in the postwar 
category either. It opened when the European conflict was winding 
down, and its run extended years after hostilities had ended. As one of the 
most successful plays in American stage history, however, Mary Chase's 
Harvey (1944) must be considered in any discussion of the make-believe 
world of dramatic fantasy. And unlike some of Wilder's simplistic moraliz-
ing and Saroyan's m~tic obscurities, it conveys a fundamental and easily 
comprehensible lesson about human behavior. 
By most standards of effective dramaturgy-a consistent style, 
careful construction, and orderly progression of events, together with 
uniformly developed characters-Harvey should soon have collapsed. It 
mixes realism with whimiscal fantasy, interspersed with farce, plus more 
than a little satire. Its lopsided, hysterical first act is overweighted with 
wild improbabilities; thereafter the play proceeds at a moderate walking 
pace, abandoning along the way an incipient and uninteresting love 
affair. Some characters are wonderfully rounded, while others are sketch-
ily outlined. The play explores a single situation: does or does not a six-
foot one-and-a-half-inch white rabbit exist? Dramaturgical violations can 
mean very little to the average audience, and Harvey proved the point by 
winning the Pulitzer Prize for the season and by enjoying a run of 1, 775 
performances, the fifth-longest for an American legitimate play. 
Elwood Dowd's introducing Harvey into the horrors of a musical 
afternoon at the Wednesday Forum is precisely the kind oflhing most of 
us would relish doing, including bringing Miss Greena~alt's quart of gin 
into the midst of these hypocritical, social-climbing, gossiping dowagers. 
It is remarkably easy to accept Ha1Vey's existence, but we all would no 
doubt be as confused as Vita Louise in her desperate attempt to explain 
him to the young psychiatrist who sees her as a dangerous mental case. By 
·the time the doctor has discovered the punctured hat, and Wilson the 
.. orderly has read the cheerfully mocking greeting in the encyclopedia, 
Chase leaves us with no doubt at all. 
The balance of the play is a clever satire on "normal" life, with the 
totally unperturbed Elwood displaying more common sense and offering 
i 
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sounder psychiatric advice than any professional. Elwood has long prac~ 1 i 11 ~-: 
ticed what few of us can ever do: he has overcome reality in order to ma~e ~ I {\~ 
life bearable. The weary Dr. Chumley's frantic effort to capture HaIVey , j:~ ;~:,, 
by fair means or foul attests to Elwood's deep wisdom. but the doctor is . W' :.: 
never sure if he should~ or embrace thi~ creature. Still, ~ere rriust; !I, ~ ~ 
always remain the question of Harvey's existence, regardle$.$ of every ~ ·. f 
viewer's private conviction that he is present. The hat. the spontaneously ·1 t ':'. 
opening and clo.sing doors,' and Elwood's accurate predicitions of ~e: :r.:: 
future are fair proofs, but nobody will admit it in public. Aftt?r all~! t:4e :·1~:: 
power of suggestion is sb:ong. Or maybe, as Dr. Chumley com.es to, : Jt 
recognize, there are facts of life that his training can never ~ tell hin;l. I!''.::· 
HaIVey cannot be explained away either in medical jargon or as a cany~ ·j;":'· 
over from delirium tremens, and any attempt by Dr. Sandersbn to idi&-i ~: t 
credit him is lost in Elwood's rational explanation. Chase realized tile· ~ 
necessity of the doubt I acceptance aspect and quickly abandoned: thei ;:- · 
tryout experiment of an actor in a giant 'rabbit suit. . i,. I l ~ · :l · 
The gentle Elwood Dowd and his unseen long-eared friend hay!i-, , ~iii 
carried a plea for tolerance of human individuality, however bcenl:ric, : !:~~­
into the world's major languages. Harvey's message about 4eadeniI~g . i: 
conformity and its spoof.of scientific efforts to elimil)ate social ! deviati~n:~:f · 
have won sympathetic understanding in every type of civili.z~ CO!'f1:~~-~ 
nity. At the heart of things, messages or not, Harvey has .probably .-SUf-+ 
ceeded because,, if nothing else, it is a superb example of modem ~~~"Si 
cal escapism. It is wacky, cockeyed, zany-name your term. Jts fur~ 
mental wisdom lies in its lesson that there is much to be ned tto :·· 
those whose grip on reality is not as deathlike as that of most s, ~i~i: 
• I I .. ~ , 
crazy, it seems, can be great fun. . r ~ , .,; ,~k't'~ 
,.;J .. ~1·. 
a 0 a 
..... • llT~: 
1. ;:t 
l . i .:~ ; ~'.. 
J.: :~f!. {.." ~·-
' . ~ .. t~;~ 
, ,,,,, 
Fantasy has its place in drama; there is absolutely-nothing .wrong;~i 
seeking theatrical entertainment in unbridled make~believe. AfiFr all;~l 1 ' ' 
the promise'Q.f the theater that it will always be a place where id~, fea': , 
and joys will receive their graphic interpretation without restriction.>-~~; 
why not in fantasy, as a . counter to the heavy dosage of gr!m rea11tfJ'. 
surrounding us? Indeed, why not. i I .:l" ... f:· .. '
F· '-' .... ~~ 
l - t : ;"I" ~ 
!; l . t -. ·. -y~ ·: ~:_:: ... 
' q -:-J ~ 
I 1- : .. , '" 
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9 
Drama in the Folk Tradition 
-~1 · ~ U~kd .g:~. this new world foiged by hand in relatively recent 
~ . hiiitory by: a. population entirely of European old-world origins. has 
@om_ almost ~y lac:king in the development of any genuinely 
~indigenous folk.;tmdition. The reasons are not difficult to discern. A 
:-"~vc .. folk.~ often semilitcrate at best, are those who have developed and 
~'preserved througlr several generations a body of Jmowiedge, beliefs, and 
., c:ustoi:ns passed on by oral tradition. Furthermore, they have remained 
~over time rem~ .from the main body of society by geographical o.r 
· ~ioecon~~nditions .that tend to prevent intrustion from the outsi~e 
_,-~rld:.~ .. 1}1.µs~ t;he::a~_ql!DUlated myth, legend, and superstition evolving 
::ftpm ·the imaginal:i~fi an.d ,C)ften naive minds of these folk develop into .the. 
:~llec:tiv~ Qody:_of.follclo~. America's ·rapid growth and headlong western 
·cXpansion provided little opportunity for the establishment of the isolated 
.. poclceb of culture. from which a folk tradition can arise. 
-fi_, . :Only our native American Indian culture has created anything 
·:resembling trul~ indigenous folklore pas.ted on by myth and legend, but it 
·i&.stiJl.devoid·9f.-drama as we are defining it here. Much of what we call 
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Director....................................... Mr. Don Hendrixson 
The Cast 
(in order of appearance) 
Myrtle Mae Simmons ............................ Megan Mason 
Cassandra Baker 
(Sat. Mat. only) 
Veta Louise Simmons ........................... Melissa McDowall 
Elwood P. Dowd .................................... Micah Brown 
Miss Johnson ........................................ Cassandra Baker 
Megan Mason (sat: Mat only) 
Mrs. Ethel Chauvenet .. ......................... Erin Crouse 
Ruth Kelly, RN ...................................... Karissa Paralez 
Duane Wilson ....................................... Chris Buchmann 
Lyman Sanderson ................................ Noble Brown 
William R. Chumley, MD ....................... Robert Ruiz 
Betty Chumley. ..................................... Cassie Gish 
Judge Omar Gaffney. ........................... Michael Kubosumi 
E.J. Lofgren. ......................................... Carlos Valdez (Thur./Fri.) 
Kris Tanis (Sat.) 
Production Crew 
Stage Manager ...................................... Felicia Moore 
Assistant Stage Manager ...................... Cassandra Baker 
Light and Sound technicians ................. Kamien Sheppard 
Kim Sweeney 
Costumes .............................................. Heidi Hendrixson 
Kristi Whitesitt 
Painters ................................................. Amaris Guy 
Megan Guy 
Aaron McPherson 
Rebecca Nelson 
Properties .............................................. Megan Mason 
Makeup ................................................. Kris Tanis 
Kristi Whitesitt 
Stage Hands ......................................... Rebecca Nelson 
Brynn Roth 
Act/ 
Scene One: Dowd Mansion library, late afternoon. 
Scene Two: Chumley's Rest, an hour later 
Act II 
Scene One: The library, an hour later. 
(1 O minute Intermission) 
Scene Two: Chumley's Rest, four hours later 
Act Ill 
Chumley's Rest, a few minutes later. 
+Thanks to: 
Heidi Hendrixson 
Keith's Downtown 
The Masque and Gavel Officers 
Central Washington University's Theatre Dept. 
· Cindy Hodson 
Mr and Mrs. Baker 
Charles and Nancy verkist 
